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Sure, we use IC's, FET's, MOSFET's and
space-age circuitry in our receivers. And in
many applications they're a definite asset.

Many, but not all.
We've found that the mere inclusion of

these devices does not result in superior per-
formance.

Careful judgment and discretion is re-
cuired to make the most out of IC's, and the
rest.

For example. Our engineers discovered
one particular application (in one of the audio
preamplifier stages) where none of the avail-
able IC's on the market could match the noise
and overload performance of our special low
noise silicon transistors.

And that's not an isolated example.
Another new IC that many manufacturers

were using and advertising was tested by
sher, and found to have subtle performance

flaws. Rather than incorporate it in our equip -
rent simply to "keep up" with our competitors,
cur engineers worked with the IC manufacturer
and were able to improve on its signal-to-noise
ratio, distortion and dynamic range. As a result,
the 450-T and other new Fisher receivers use
this improved IC. And no Fisher receivers were
built with the inferior version of this IC.
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The 120 -watt Fisher 250 -TX
your best buy

at $329.95
Most receivers are in this price range.

But the new AM / FM -stereo Fisher 250 -TX is
more powerful, more versatile, and will bring
in more clear FM stations than any of the rest.

The Tune-O-Matic push-button memory
tuning incorporated into the 250 -TX will allow
you to preset your five favorite FM stations, and
then tune instantly to any one by pushing the
corresponding button.

(Tune-O-Matic is another form of diode
tuning, and it works electronically, without any
moving parts.)

Tuning can also be accomplished man-
ually, of course. And with an FM sensitivity of
2.0 /1,V, you'll be able to listen to stations that
you didn't even know existed.

Two sets of speaker systems can be
hooked up and controlled with the 250 -TX. And
120 watts is enough power for nearly any pur-
pose you can imagine.

Go ahead, boost the bass and treble.
Baxandall tone controls (a feature of

every Fisher receiver) allow you to increase the
very low bass and the upper treble without af-
fecting the mid -range. That means no boomy,
or harsh side effects at higher bass and treble
boost levels.

The overall performance of the 250 -TX is
up to Fisher's usual high standards. It shares
these important specs with the 500 -TX:

FM signal-to-noise ratio, 65 dB.
FM stereo separation (at 1 kHz), 38 dB.
Harmonic distortion, 0.5%.
Hum and Noise, -90 dB.

The 110 -watt Fisher 210-T,
your best buy

at $279.95
This is the only low-priced AM/ FM -stereo

receiver we know of with real power.
The 210-T drive inefficient, acoustic

suspension speaker systems in any room.
The tuner section of the 210-T will bring

in more stations than many higher priced re-
ceivers-sensitivity is 2.0 p, V.

And, like the other more expensive Fisher
receivers, you can hook up and control two sets
of speaker systems with the 210-T.

Tuning is manual only.
(At this price something had to give. And

it wasn't Fisher quality.)

he Fisher
OVERSEAS AND CANADIAN RESIDENTS PLEASE WRITE TO

FISHER RADIO INTERNATIONAL, LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 11101

PRICES SLIGHTLY HIGHER IN THE FAR WEST
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The Fisher 500 -TX
has made itsown

tuning knob
obsolete.
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The 200 -watt Fisher 500 -TX,
your best buy
at $449.95

We've explained the various tuning ad-
vancements incorporated in the Fisher 500 -TX.

And we claimed that Fisher AutoScan
would bring in far-off stations automatically,
that other good receivers couldn't even man-
ually. (Even other receivers that can match the
500 -TX's remarkable 1.7 i.k\/ sensitivity.) We
can back up that claim.

Crystal filters are great - maybe.
Most good receivers today incorporate

crystal filters. These filters permit a high de-
gree of selectivity so that strong, local stations
don't over -ride far-off, hard to receive stations.

Crystal filters also do away with periodic
alignment-you align them once and they're
permanently aligned. Or misaligned!

Fisher discovered that by tuning a crystal
filter to "average" operating conditions before
installing it (as is the industry custom) there's
a good chance that the completed receiver will
be permanently misaligned, to some degree.

By using a 4 -pole crystal filter (others use
a 2 -pole filter) and by tuning it after the re-
ceiver is wired, we've been able to achieve up
to six times better selectivity in production -line
receivers than competitive models we've
tested.

This holds true for our least expensive
receiver, and all the way up through the 500 -

TX. Count stations, and you'll discover that
Fisher receivers bring in dramatically more sta-
tions.

As for the amplifier section of the 500 -
TX, it's everything you could ask for.
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Mail this coupon
for your free copy of
The Fisher Handbook, 1970
edition. This reference guide
to hi-fi and stereo also
includes detailed information
on all Fisher components.

Fisher Radio
11-35 45th Road
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
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Power? Power!
With 200 watts of clean power you'll be

able to drive a remote pair of speaker systems,
as well as a big, power-hungry main stereo sys-
tem, compleie with a third, center channel
speaker.

Again, we quote Audio:
"Always we sensed that here was an

amplifier section with great power reserve that
could handle just about anything we fed to it
at very loud levels in large listening rooms.

"...all the wonderful tuning convenience
cannot obscure the fact that it's a powerhouse
of an amplifier that is capable of excellent
transient response . . . and truly 'big,' clean'
sound."

There are many reasons why the Fisher
500 -TX sounds as clean as it does, including
a more discretionary use of IC's than is common
industry practice these days. More about that
later, when we tell you about the new 450-T.

Summing up, in the words of Audio:
"The Fisher 500 -TX is a top -grade re-

ceiver whose performance might easily chal-
lenge that of even some of the better separate
tuners and amplifiers."

In the words of High Fidelity magazine:
"The 500 -TX is, at this writing, the top -

of -the -line receiver from Fisher. It certainly
strikes us as a top unit for any line."
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The 180 -watt Fisher 450-T,
your best buy

at $399.95
You can tell just by looking at the 450-T

that it's a lot of receiver for the money. It has
AutoScan in addition to conventional flywheel
tuning. (Remote control AutoScan is included
in the price of the 450-T.) It has an AM section.
(One that we're extremely proud of, incorpo-
rating sophisticated circuitry to cut out inter-
ference and whistles, and highly selective ce-
ramic filters.)

But it's overall performance that really
counts. And the 450-T won't disappoint any-
body.

It has the same clean sound as the Fisher
500 -TX, with only marginally less power.

Now, about IC's.
Other receivers claim to have more IC's

than Fishers.
That's fine with us.



Push-button electronic tuning without
moving parts is more convenient, more accurate,
and more foolproof than tuning by hand.

(No matter how many meters or scopes you use!)

If you saw Audio magazine's review of the
Fisher 500 -TX 200 -watt AM/ FM -stereo receiver, you
may have been surprised, and maybe a bit confused,
by a statement that was made about our AutoScarr
electronic tuning.

We quote Audio: "AutoScan is probably more
accurate in tuning to center of desired channel than
can be accomplished manually."

At this point in history, when other receivers are
offering two and three tuning meters, oscilloscopes,
words that light up, and various other devices to helo
you tune in stations more accurately, we thought you
might like to know why we at Fisher are putting sim-
plified push-button tuning into all our best receivers.
And how our push-button tuning is more accurate
than anybody's manual tuning, including our own.

For the moment, disregard its convenience.
Diode tuning is dead -accurate, instantly.
AutoScan (as well as our Tune-O-Matic push-

button memory tuning) is a purely electronic tuning
system. There are no moving parts. Instead, devices
called varactor diodes are used to lock in stations at
their most powerful, most distortion -free tuning point.
We again quote Audio:

"Station lock -in is flawless. That is, when the
AutoScan stops on a station it stops on the exact 'cen-
ter' of that channel.

"The photograph shows the detector 'S' curve
obtained using the AutoScan and letting it 'home in'
on our signal. Note that it locked in on the precise
center of the curve. This test, by the way, is far more
severe than would be encountered in normal station
selection because of the extremes of modulation we
employed."

Now comes the ques-
tion of how important this
degree of tuning accuracy is
to you. Can you hear it?

We believe you can.
There's a subtle distortion
that creeps into complex or-
chestral material, at every

volume level, when an FM station isn't precisely tuned.
If you've ever tried to listen to an FM concert, and felt
somewhat unsatisfied with the sound as compared to
records or tape, it could be a tuning problem. No tuner
or receiver can be manually tuned as accurately as the
Fisher 500 -TX (as well as the Fisher 450-T) with Auto -
Scan. Our engineers estimate that tuning accuracy
is at least ten times greater with AutoScan than with
manual tuning.

Also, AutoScan accuracy requires no warm-up.
Stations can be locked in instantly, as soon as the re-
ceiver is switched on. That's important, because even
some of the best manual tuning systems can't be

tuned with reasonable accuracy until the circuits are
stabilized, after the tuner Dias been on for twenty min-
utes or so.

AutoScan is so automatic-does it take the fun
out of tuning?
Everyone who has ever used the AutoScan me-

chanism has found it to be a more enjoyable way to
tune than any other they've tried.

Here's how AutoScan tuning is accomplished:
Press one of the Auto -

Scan buttons and you auto-
matically bring in the next
station, right or left, on the
dial. ( Even far-off stations that are marginal or com-
pletely impossible to tune in manually on other good
receivers, are brought in loud and clear, automatic-
ally, by AutoScan.) Keep ycur finger on the button and
the AutoScan will scan the entire FM band, station by
station. There's noth'ng further for you to do but en-
joy the parade of perfectly tuned -in stations filing be-
fore you. Stop when you hear what you like.

For added convenience, a remote control option
is available. You can wor-< the AutoScan from your
favorite chair.

Of course, for tne psychological benefit of those
who still want to tune manually, the Fisher 500 -TX
also has ultra -smooth flywheel tuning, complete with
an accurate tuning meter And, in addition to Auto -
Scan automatic tuning, and manual tuning, the 500 -
TX has sti I another tuning convenience called Tune-
0-MatiO.

A button for each of your favorite FM stations.
Tune-O-Matic is an-

other form of diode tuning.
It has no moving parts, and
works completely electron-
ically, just like AutoScan.

However, Tune-O-
Matic is actually a simple

computer with a memory. You program each of the
Tune-O-Matic push buttons with the frequency of a
favorite FM station. After that, you just push the but-
ton that ccrresponds to the station you want to hear,
and that station will be locked in immediately. Per-
fectly tuned to center -of -channel of course.

Tune-O-Matic push -buttons can be re -pro-
grammed (set for a different station) anytime, in a
matter of seconds.

Tune-O-Matic is also available in a lower -cost
Fisher receiver, the new Fisher 250 -TX.

Fisher receivers pull in more stations than
equally sensitive, competitive receivers.

Why?
Open the flap for more information about all

the new Fisher receivers.



It takes nerve to ask $1,000 for
an FM/FM stereo receiver.Unless
you haw the stuff to back it up.

This is our SA -4000 Eteree receiver.
It COOS $1,000. But don't lock for it at
your Panasonic dealer yet. Because
the fist 25 units in exigence have
been :mapped up byaudio
laboratories They're r:pping i: apart
to seehow we created it.

Foc $1,004, the SA -4000 Letter be
something special. It is. How special?
Try t_- tune :t. You'll discover ifs the
first stereo receiver in history
without a tuning knob. That's only
for azeners.

Nomody's ever combined the best
pre+._-:np, the best pcwer-arip, and
best liner into one unit before. This
kind of ingenuity, creating a whole
new genera:ion of audio equipment,
is commonplace at Panasonic_

It's happened 14,048 times, so far.
Than how many patent rights and.
designs have come en: of our 50
research ani development labs.
Where the hackles cf 2,500 ergineers
and scientists go upwhen szxrebody
says. "It can't be dome " Many of the
audio components they've created
never existed just 3 years ago_

Butthe real key to quality is this:
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Eva.. componer-:, born the tiniest
trarsistorto our SE-imch woofer, is
manufactured inpne or another of
our SO factories. Test, ir_spected,
and quaky contmlled by 40,000
master teu-l-niciams. That's why we're
so ihohge_y certain_ of their
conipatiElty. l' _eir@ceIlence.
And theirreliabity

luca:t makei, audio equipment
like Fanaecnic.

And the goes mot only for
cur 41,000 receive,r. 3ct our
4 other steneo receiwrs as well.
The same inaagizatimn The same
rigid qua:ity corao: The same
Toying attention to CA -ail is
present ia all oursterep
receivers They'[ give you sound
than knock you -ear on its ear.

Oar 4 -track steter :ape decks are
packed with lid:err:is:cies of audio
engineering. Every tincuit is married
to every transistmr. To every
comronen:. Thz:.'s love.

Spealc---rs? Tale yJur choice from
5 new Panasonic molt -speaker
systems. Each sit of woofers and
tweeters is acotetically matched for

the purest aoland. With a range wide
enough to wake up an Airedale.

You've never heard stereo
componen: s:Jstems like these before.
3ecause nobody ever made them
-pefore. The speaker systems. The
rape decks. They're all compatible
.vith our $:,(U) receiver. And with
our less exper_sive receivers.

Stop by am -dealer we franchise to
mandle the Panasonic Audio
Equipmer:t Lie. If he doesn't have
the $1,000urit in stock yet, listen to
our less expensive models. They
sound likea :nfilion.

PANASONIC®
just sligh-ly ahead of our time.

Fo yoL r nearest Panasoii: Audic Equ Damn: dealer, write Panasonic, 200 Pa't Avenue, New York 10017.
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EDITORIALLY SPEAKING
MUSICAL CHICKEN, MOVIE EGG

ASURPRISING entry on Billboard's mid -December "Best Selling Classical LP's"
chart caught my eye the other day: No. 18, Missa Luba, Troubadours du Roi

Baudouin, Philips PCC 606, nineteen weeks on the chart. The disc has had an in-
teresting history. It was first released in this country on the Epic label a full decade
ago in mono, then re-released on the Philips Connoisseur Collection label in 1963
in mono and reprocessed stereo (reviewed in these pages in October 1963), at which
time it enjoyed a boomlet of sorts. Now here it is again, thrice incarnated, and in
tape formats (reel-to-reel, eight -track, and cassette) as well. My momentary puzzle-
ment was resolved when I recalled hearing that the Sanctus from this surprising
perennial had been used as part of the soundtrack for the British movie lf, a wildly
probable fantasy about a student uprising in an English public school-a nice con-
junction, for the Sanctus is sung in the main by a chorus of children's voices. A
quick call to Philips confirmed that this was indeed the case, and that Missa Luba
is selling very nicely, thank you.

Also riding high on the chart are Mozart's "Elvira Madigan" Concerto (ninety-
eight weeks), the music from 2001: A Space Odyssey (two versions, seventy-one
weeks each), and practically everybody's version of Richard Strauss' Also Sprach
Zarathustra (one of them for seventy-three weeks), the "big hit" from that same
picture. Beethoven's Ffir Elise (used in Rosemary's Baby) didn't make it, perhaps
because the piece is too short to hold up an LP all by itself. The lesson is obvious,
however: the movies can sell classical music (I stretch Missa Luba to make my
point) in a way nobody else can-and they can do it accidentally. If the art of
salesmanship consists in making the accidental happen on purpose, there would
seem to be here a splendid opportunity to spread the gospel of classical music
efficiently and painlessly among audiences you couldn't pay to enter a concert hall.

There is, as readers of our letters column lately can attest, a large and vociferous
fan -club for "movie music," and given the resurgent popularity of movies today, it
is very likely in for considerable expansion-I offer Strauss, Mozart, and Missa
Luba in evidence. But there is a considerable difference between this "new" movie
music and the old, which was almost always tailored (with great skill, to be sure)
to the script to produce little more than a collection of sound effects. The new
music, though certainly used selectively, retains its integrity and therefore its power
even when separated from its visual companion. This music existed, in fact, before
the movie itself did, and I would like to suggest that the recording industry might
proceed from that fact and make it policy to plant classical releases deliberately
in the heart of promising new movies whenever they can.

I will go even further to suggest at least one likely candidate: Tchaikovsky's Op.
37a, The Seasons, a group of twelve piano pieces keyed to the months of the year
and offering ample scope and variety to sustain a whole movie. The theme would
be the Autumn Song, an almost painfully beautiful held -note melody in a descend-
ing chromatic scale. There is only one recording of these charming pieces in the
catalog: Morton Gould's pre -stereo arrangement for piano and orchestra (Columbia
ML 4487), long a treasure of my collection. But we could do with at least one new
one of the original piano score by a rising young pianist (there are so many) who
could become a hero once the movie is out-may I suggest Agustin Anievas on
Angel, Nelson Freire on Columbia, Aleksander Slobodyanik on Melodiya, Misha
Dichter or Staffan Scheja on RCA? We can look for a good movie later.

And while we're on the subject, may I also suggest that all you lapsed pianists
out there put this magazine down for a moment, wrest yourselves from the clutches
of your armchairs, and stagger over to that neglected keyboard. The Seasons is
available for only $1.50 in the Schirmer edition, and I can't imagine anything that
will do more for your ears, or to increase your respect for the artists who work so
hard to entertain us, than a couple of evenings spent in getting this music into
your fingertips.
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Please listen to
at least one pair of our
great salesmen:

REMBRANDT

All of our nine systems are anxious to
speak for themselves. And what you hear
will convince you quickly. Pending that
audience, see what Hirsch -Houck labs had
to say recently* about Gauguin III:

L4
. . the overall response ... was free of

peaks or holes that could impart an
undesirable coloration to music or voice
... exhibited fine tone -burst response ...
very good throughout its full range ...
harmonic distortion at a 1 -watt drive

*STEREO REVIEW, January 1970

40
aztec

GAUGUIN III

PETITE 1000

CEZANNE II

level quite low ... In listening tests-
really the most fundamental of our
criteria in speaker evaluation-the Aztec
Gauguin III proved to be a pleasant -
sounding, well-balanced reproducer."

Everyone likes compliments, and we're
happy to hear them. We'd rather listen to
our speakers, though, and we believe you'll
want to, too. So please ask your dealer for

an A -B comparison soon, and let the Aztec
speakers of your choice speak for themselves!

aztec sound corporation / 2140 South Lipan Street / Denver, Colorado 80223 / (303) 936-7458
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BASF

BASF
the

"more"
tape

Every time you choose BASF, you get
more for your money . . more than you
get with any other quality tape.
First, you get superlative recording qual-
ity. BASF is made with a special formu-
lation that creates superb scund repro-
duction with extra -low tape noise.

and there's more ...
BASF tape is ageless. Your recordings
will last a lifetime, unaffected by tem-
perature, humidity or time.

and there's more .

BASF tape reels are packaged in the ex-
clusive plastic "Perma-Store ' box . . .

the one that makes your tape library look
as good as it sounds.

and there's more ...

BASF tape reels come with color -coded
leads and switching foils at both ends.

and there's more ...
Now BASF cassettes, with the same su-
perior tape quality. come jn handsome
mini versions of the Perma-Store Box,
for looks, convenience and protection.

and there's more ..
BASF tape reels and cassetes cost no
more than other quality recording tapes.
Ask to see BASF tape at your favorite
dealer's today.

BASF SYSTEMS INC
Crosby Drive
Bedford, Masachusetts 01730

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Crystal vs. Ceramic Filters
C Julian Hirsch's article on receivers in the
November issue was, as usual, an excellent
job, but in his discussion of crystal and
ceramic i.f. filters he made a statement-
"they [ceramic filters] are not as good as
crystals . . ."-with which we at Sherwood
cannot agree.

We find that ceramic filters have several
inherent advantages over crystal filters. Be-
cause of their high "Q" (sharpness of tun-
ing) and internal capacitances, crystal filters
tend to exhibit spurious responses to a great-
er degree than ceramics. Again because of
their high "Q", crystal filters are designed
with matching coils (usually tuned), render-
ing them more sensitive to transistor and cir-
cuit variations than ceramic filters which
do not require such coils. Finally, crystal
filters of the type used in FM i.f. sections are
more sensitive to physical shock than ceram-
ics.

Needless to say, ceramic filters are avail-
able in varying degrees of complexity (as are
crystal filters), and the selectivity of an ele-
mentary ceramic filter should not De com-
pared to that obtained with a malti-pole
crystal filter. However, when equivalent units
are compared, for the reasons given above,
we prefer the ceramics.

EDWARD S. MILLER, Vice President
Sherwood Electronics
Laboratories, Inc.
Chicago, Ill.

Mr. Hirsch replies: "Mr. Miller is quite
correct. My experience with ceramic filters
has been limited to those used in lower -

price receivers, in which they have proved
to be better than i.f. transformers but not as
good as crystal filters. Obviously, economic
factors weigh heavily in the design engineer's
choice of filter type. For a given level of
performance (usually quite adequate for
FM -tuner requirements), the lower cost of
ceramic filters and their simplicity in appli-
cation are in their favor. But in the most
critical applications I believe crystals are still
the better choice."

Cambridge Records
 We would like to acknowledge gratefully
the notice given us in Richard Freed's ar-
ticle "The Great American Record Com-
panies" (November). But we want to bring
the information in the piece up to date.

Following a period of inactivity, Cam-
bridge Records is again issuing new re-
leases-for example, the recital of vocal mu-
sic of Handel and Purcell by Carole Bogard,
which was reviewed in your October 1969
issue. Since August of last year, the Schwann
catalog has listed all available Cambridge
records.

Cambridge engineers have recently devel-
oped a new velocity microphone which is
used exclusively on the firm's records. It
has also been supplied to other users, such
as RCA, which has used it for many current
and forthcoming chamber -music recordings.

CHARLES P. FISHER, President
Cambridge Records, Inc.
Wellesley, Mass.

Composers as Human Beings
I am a former professional musician, and

still take a great interest in music. I enjoyed
the article "Composers as Human Beings"
by Irving Schwerke in the November issue.
Little has been written in this field, and I'm
sure that your readers of all ages and music
backgrounds enjoyed it. I hope that Mr.
Schwerke will continue to write these "hu-
man interest" articles.

TOM TEMPLE
Appleton, Wis.

 Thank you very much for publishing the
wonderful article "Composers as Human Be-
ings" by Irving Schwerke (November) con-
cerning many of the great musicians and
composers whom he knew. Material of this
kind is living history-the kind of "musi-
cology" we get much too little of these days.

GREGOR BENKO
New York, N. Y.

Movie Music
I thoroughly enjoyed Paul Kresh's nostal-

git. article on movie music in the October
issue. I was sent scurrying to my files, how-
ever, by his reference to the origin of Rich-
ard Addinsell's Warsaw Concerto. Mr.
Kresh cites the movie Dangerous Moonlight.
but the author of the notes to Arthur Fied-
ler's album "Music from Million Dollar
Movies" ascribes it to Suicide Squadron. Is
it possible that this music has led two lives
as movie music in addition to its life as a
concert piece?

I realize that the article is essentially per -

(Continued on page 8)1.1FMLIG - nu. 6 On REuDER SERVICE CARD
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In 500 RADIO SHACK Stores
LOW-COST HI-FI BY --7EAL/..Sr7C_

Duofone* under -chin
stereo phones *33-196.

695

Omnidirectional 1995
Speaker Systems

Invented by Realistic
to save space and
money. 91/2" high, 63/4"
diameter sphere. Black
and silver. Under $40
a pair!

#40-1975

Minimus* -2 Little 7995
Speaker, per Pair:

Realistic acoustic sus-
pension 7 x 71/2 x 15"
speakers with 2 -way
electronic equalization,
in oiled walnut.

#40- 1968

Cheap isn't a word used
by the Audio Establishment.

But a no -no for them is a
yes -yes for Realistic.* We have
more hi-fi under $100 than most
folks have under $200. Cheap?
-yes! And great!

Modular 24 -Watt 4995
Stereo Amplifier

The Realistic SA -
175 has a magnetic
phono preamplifier
and our magic price
includes the 7x10x
4" walnut case!

#30-1973

70 -Watt Stereo 905SA -700 Amplifier ..
Full bandwidth power,
every Realistic feature
you need including 2
"mag" inputs and 10x
14x4" walnut case.

#30-1970

There's a Radio Shack*
store very near you.

LOOK US UP IN THE PHONE BOOK

Modular Stereo FM 5995
Matching Tuner

Vernier tuning, center
channel meter, FET
circuit, and the Realis-
tic TM -175 price in-
cludes the walnut case!

#31-2013

Matching Stereo
FM -AM Tuner

The Realistic TM -70
has dual center and
signal -strength meters,
not just one: And the
oiled walnut case is
free! #31-2015

*Trade Mark

Modular &Track
Stereo Tape Deck

Play car stereo tapes
on the Realistic TR-
175. It matches ampli-
fier, tuner at left, or
anybody's. Wood case.

#30-1974

Stereo Cassette
SCT-3 Tape Deck 7

Realistic "profes-
sionalizes" cassette
performance. AC (not
DC) motor. Best flut-
ter/wow spec of any
tested. #14-861

Auto -Turntable
3995Complete System

The Realistic Lab -6 in-
cludes custom British
changer, Shure diamond
magnetic cartridge, and
base. No extras!

#42-2595

Auto -Turntable
Complete System 4995

The Realistic Lab -12 in-
cludes cueing, 4 -pole
motor, Shure diamond
magnetic cartridge, and
base. No extras!

#42-2567

Free1970 Color Catalog
Mail to Radio Shack Computer Center, Dept. ZX
2727 West 7th St., Ft. Worth, Texas 76107

Name (print)

Street

I City State Zip
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eAWEW
QUEEN

BEVERLY SILLS

ee..
. a dramatic style

that should raise
her already

formidable reputation
several notches

higher. "...TIME
BEVERLY SILLS

AS QUEEN ELIZABETH

THE ONLY COMPLETE
RECORDING OF

DONIZETTI'S
"ROBERTO DEVEREUX"

with Robert Ilosfalvy,
Peter Glossop and Beverly Wolff

THE ROYAL
PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

Conducted by Charles Mackerras

Deluxe 3 -Record Stereo Package
WST-323

* BEVERLY SILLS / Bellini and
Donizetti Heroines -WST-17143.
Selections from "Lucia" / Linda
di Chamounix / La sonnambula
and others.

* BEVERLY SILLS / Scenes and
Arias from French Opera-WST-
1 71 63. Scenes from Manon /
Louise / Huguenots and others.

*Listed Among The Year's Best
Recordings

SATURDAY REVIEW

Veontrateit
11600.11:1111

A subsidiary of ABC Records, Inc.
1330 Avenue of the Americas

New York, N.Y. 10019

Send for a complete catalog

sonal recollection and that the author can't
name 'em all, but I can't help tossing in the
names of composers whose work I have en-
joyed: Morton Gould (Windjammer), Je-
rome Moross (Big Country), Victor Young
(For Whom the Bell Tolls and Around the
World in Eighty Days), and Malcolm Ar-
nold (River Kwai).

Thanks also to Mr. Kresh for the mention
of Seven Brides for Seven Brothers. I thought
I was all alone.

JON BLACK
Elmhurst, NI. Y.

Ire asked Mr. Kresh about the Warsaw
Concerto, and he asked Emily, who assured
him the piece had only one life as movie
music: when Dangerous Moonlight, aBritish
film, zvas released in this country, it was re-
titled Suicide Squadron.

Koussevitzky
 About a year ago I felt it would be a
worthwhile project to run a series of pro-
grams of Serge Koussevitzky's recordings.
With the help of many people I collected
enough material to commence my series,
"The Recorded Art of Serge Koussevtzky,"
on KPFA last November. The programs are
of an hour's duration each and are to be
aired at the rate of two per month for a year
or longer. These programs will be offered to
our sister stations, KPFK in Los Angeles and
WBAI in New York. Should they choose to
broadcast them, they will, of course, be done
at a later date.

LAWRENCE JACKSON
Music Dept., Station KPFA
Berkeley, Cal.

Disgusted
I sin disgusted. And it is your reviewers

that disgust me. To be specific, Peter Reilly.
After reading his review of "Harry" (Best
of the Month, October), in which he heaped
accolades upon Nilsson, I decided to go out
and buy the disc. I had enjoyed his Every-
body's Talkin' very much, and also I Guess
the Lord Must Be in New York City. I took
these to be typical of practically all the songs
in the album. So now I'm stuck with this
too -richly -sweet, too American -as -apple-pie
album. When you're the only ones to turn to,
we readers expect a little help as to who
would and wouldn't like a reviewed album.
Thanks for nothin'.

TONY You NG
Wilmington, Del.

Now that we know what Mr. Young
doesn't like, we will take care in future to
specify in all pertinent reviews "not for Tony
Young." And if the rest of our 299,999
readers elect to send us their taste profiles,
perhaps we can do as much for them.

New York Audio Society
 Audiophiles in the New York metropoli-
tan area may be interested in the activities of
the New York Audio Society, a non-profit
group incorporated in 1963.

Among the Society's aims and objectives
are the cultivation and promotion of inter-
est in and understanding of quality sound
reproduction in all its various forms-tapes,
discs, broadcast, and "live." Thus the Soci-
ety furnishes a center where audio -oriented
persons may meet, exchange ideas, and apply
for help or information.

The Society has periodic meetings, usu-

ally monthly, at which technical experts rep-
resenting various sub -specialties in the audio
field speak about and demonstrate the latest
developments in their particular specialties.

We welcome all interested audiophiles
who seek further details to write the Society
at the address below, or call us at either of
these numbers: 212-733-5282 or 212-858-
2465.

B. L. WINTHROP, President
New York Audio Society
215 Adams St.
New York, N. Y. 11201

Havergal Brian
 Fie indeed on Henry Pleasants for not
having mentioned Havergal Brian in his ar-
ticle "Musical Methuselahs" (August). I

might mention that I produced the first radio
program in America, so far as I know, about
Brian and his music. It was broadcast on
Station KPFK in Los Angeles in May of last
year. A second program is now in prepara-
tion. I must also correct your correspondent

Mr. Howard Kornblum, whose letter ap-
peared in your October issue. When I visited
Brian quite recently, he had not yet started
his thirty-third symphony.

Anyone interested in trying to secure per-
formances of Brian's works in America and/
or to persuade record companies to record
them is invited to write to me at the address
below.

DAVID CLOUD
11734 Wilshire Blvd., Apt. C-1304
Los Angeles, Cal. 90025

Luck of the Irish

 Upon receiving the November issue, I
read with interest the article about Mr. Peter
Reilly. It is disheartening to think that such
a sensible and mature -looking young man
could become the adolescent, sadistic, ir-
responsible, and tasteless critic he is.

GREG STEPHENS
Gadsden, Ala.

Mr. Reilly says that he was just lucky.

Everybody's Talkin'
 Your October issue has a review of the
soundtrack of the film Midnight Cowboy
from which I derive the distinct impression
that Harry Nilsson, besides singing the song
Eveobody's Talkin', also wrote it. I believe
a very gentle and simple man, Fred Neil, is
responsible for the lyric. Maybe a little credit
can be pushed in Mr. Neil's direction; after
all, though few people know who he is, he is
one of our finest folk and blues writers,
guitarists, and singers.

HARRY PURDY
APO San Francisco, Cal.

Salome
 I cannot resist commenting on William
Livingstone's review of Montserrat Caballe's
definitive Salome. My preference is the Lon-
don stereo recording with Birgit Nilsson.
This one has the dramatic punch and bite

(continued on page 12)CIRCLE NO. 59 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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TANDBERG
NEW 6000X STEREO DECK

A Dynamic New Thrust In Recording Capability
Featuring Our Unique CROSSFIELD Design

The 6000X challenges the most precise
professional instruments that sell for $1,100 or
more. At 33/4 ips, this new stereo deck surpasses
the 71/2 ips performance of our world famous,
top rated Model 64! It offers the truest high fidelity
you've ever heard, even at 33/4 ips (40-18,000Hz
±21/2 db). And, it incorporates a completely
new design for the 70's...fresh, interesting
-inviting use!

Convince yourself. Would you believe...
 Signal-to-noise ratio at 62db
 70db dynamic range, plus
 An additional 24db oerload protection
 Peak reading instruments

And would you believe...
 4 hyperbolic, mumetar screened, precision -

gapped heads
 Mixing, cueing, source vs. tape monitor,

sound -on -sound, add -a -track, remote control
 Independent mike/line recording controls

and stereo mixing

Although we hesitate to say that this is the world's
best tape recorder, we have yet to find its equal!
Try the new 6000X. Record any material at 33/4.
Play it back. Compare with others at 71/2. You'll see
that you now can make professional quality
recordings. Your franchised dealer
has it now ... $499.00

TANDBERG
SERIES 6000X

Available in quarter or half-track models, 3 speeds.
Solid state, 57 silion planar and FET transistors. May
be used holzontally or vertically. Low -noise, high out-
put tape recommeeded. Hand -rubbed walnut cabinet.

Ta alibery P.O. Box 171. 8 Third Ave., Pelham, N.Y. 19803
OF AMERICA, INC. Tel.: (914) 7:8-0772 N.Y.C. (212) 892-7010

In Canada: Chico Electronics, 52 Cambie St., Vancouver, B.C.
Engineered Sound Systems, 169 Kipling Ave., So., Toronto, Ontario
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Where doyou put Scott
Quadrant Speakers?

Anywhere!

Speaker placement used to be
extremely critical if you wanted
to get the optimum stereo ef-
fect. But not any more. With
Scott's new Quadrant Q-100
Speaker*, you can forget about
placement problems. Quadrant
speakers have been specifically
designed to eliminate the "hole -

in -the -middle" effect that
plagues conventional speakers' stereo performance.
Quadrant speakers have been used, with sensational
results, in actual press demonstrations of 4 -channel
stereo, where the use of conventional speakers re-
sults in multiple "holes -in -the -middle."

Here's how the Quadrant idea works: two woofers
radiating more than 180° each and four midrange/
tweeters radiating more than 90° each are placed
around the four sides of the Quadrant speaker. They
project full -frequency sound in a complete circle.
The sound is radiated both directly at you and in all
directions, using the reflective qualities of your walls
to heighten the live stereo effect. Your entire living
room becomes a giant sound chamber. No matter
where your Quadrant speakers are, you can go any-
where in the room and be surrounded by rich, full -

range stereo sound! This freedom of placement is
particularly important if you're planning ahead toward

-Patent applied for.

4 -channel stereo with its four separate
speaker systems.

Hear for yourself the dramatic differ-
ence between Scott
Quadrant stereo and
conventional speaker 5*

stereo. Your Scott deal- *
er will show you that no
matter where you place *
your speakers, or what

shape your room, the Quadrant will deliver ir
hole -free wall-to-wall stereo. $149.95 each.

Two woofers are mounted on op-
posite sides of the speaker en-
closure, each radiating low fre-
quency sound of more than 180°.

Four midrange/tweeters are
mounted one to a side, each pro-
jecting high frequency sound
waves in an arc of more than 90'.

co scorrrr
H. H. Scott, Inc., Dept. 245-02, Maynard, Mass. 01754

Export: Scott International, Maynard, Mass. 01754

( 1970. H. H. Scott, Inc.
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STEP 1UP

to the finest automatic turntable in the world! ELPA'S

PE 2020
Your records are cut by a stylus with a 15°
vertical tracking angle. Play them back the
same way for optimum fidelity. The ELPA
PE -2020 is the only automatic turntable
especially designed to track a stack
at 15°!
If you're settling for less than the
PE -2020 you're making do with less
than the best! ELPA PE -2020 $129.95
less base

111111.Pat

Y.

Endorsed by Elpa because it successfully meets the stringent stand-
ards of performance Elpa demands. Write for full PE details.
Elpa Marketing Industries, Inc., New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040

CIRCLE NO. 17 ON READER SERVICE CARD

IF YOU ARE NOW A MEMBER OF = 'KING KAROL WILL REFUND
ANY RECORD OR TAPE CLUB AND = ANYINC

INCURRED
Y YWOU EMAY

YOUHAVEWISH YOU WEREN'T-READ ON! JOINED THAT CLUB!

Now YOU can buy ANY

RECORD OR TAPE\,4 on 411Y LABEL!

4g.
e
4.0%/4vWORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION
--- go AT LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES

(=5-1. JUN KING KAROL'S World Famous MAIL ORDER SEANCE!

FREE
MAILING & HANDLING
ANYWHERE IN U.S.A.!

THE PRICE OF THE RECORD
IS ALL YOU EVER PAY!

INSTANT SERVICE - ORDER
PROCESSED DAY RECEIVED!

SPECIAL MAIL ORDER PRICES
List Prices
1.98

Your Price
1.55

2.50 1 85
2.98 2 20
3.98 2 75
4.98 3.35
5.98 4 15
6.98 4 65

25% OFF LIST PRICES
ANY TAPE

OPEN REEL, 8 -TRACK OR CASSETTE!

"Where the Schwann Catalog is a reality and the record
buyer is king." IRVING KOLODIN, Saturday Review

*DON'T WAIT! TAKE IT RIGHT OFF THE TOP!
Any orler totaling $30 entitles you to deduct the cost cf your
present membership! To prove to you that it pays to bey thru
King l*arol, you can deduct the amount you paid to join any
record or tape club, from your initial order! Be sire to
include your membership card with order. This offer Epplies
to you- initial mail-order only!

ANY -ecord or tape mentioned or advertised ii this
publication is availably thru KING KAROL'S world

famous mail-order servicy!
YOU NAME IT-WE'LL GET IT FOR YOU!

FREE CATALOG SENT ON REQUEST

KING KAROL RECORDS
Deo:Mil-P.O. Box 629 Times Sq. Station, N.Y.C. 1D036

KING KAROL RETAIL STORES- WEST SIDE - 111 West 42 at 6th Ave.  EAST SIDE - 940 3rd Ave., at 57 St.
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that I like. To me the RCA version is tame.
Just listen to the passage that precedes the
lifting of the head from the cistern, or the
very end of the opera. The London version
captures the necessary anticipation and sus-
pense.

I am an admirer of Caba116, and I think
she sounds a bit like Ljuba Welitsch in the
final scene. But she doesn't sound sixteen as
Mr. Livingstone suggests.

Maybe it's just the word -definitive- that
I am in disagreement with. Most recordings
so described are the ones I wish I hadn't
bought.

WILLIAM BENNET3
Wichita, Kan.

 This first Salome recorded in London re-
kindles memories of Sir Thomas Beecham's
account (in his /1 Afing/ed Chinn ) of its
Covent Garden premiere in 1910, when it
was deemed unfit for the British public by
the Lord Chancellor, then reprieved when
Beecham shamed Prime Minister Asquith
into interceding by suggesting that his -en-
lightened government'' would look bad if
it adopted a backward attitude to a work
sweeping Europe's capitals. Getting his foot
in the door, as it were, Beecham was invited
to an audience with the Lord Chancellor. It
was decided, Beecham relates, that "Salome
would be trimmed so as to make it palatable
to the taste of that large army of objectors
who would never see it." For openers, John
the Baptist became simply The Prophet, and
the -commonplace passion of the precocious
princess was refined into a desire on her part
for spiritual guidance." No severed head
would be allowed, only a platter discreetly
covered with a cloth, with no object, not even
a pea, under it to -suggest by its bulging
protuberance the presence of the precious
head."

Opening night went according to plan at
first, but Beecham soon sensed a revolution
in the making; first Salome forgot two or
three sentences of the expurgated libretto
and -lapsed into the viciousness of the law-
ful text," and before long they were all
-shamelessly restoring it to its integrity,
as if no such thing existed as British res-
pectability and its legal custodians." Sir
Thomas thought of drowning the singers out
as Strauss was wont to do when vexed
("Louder the orchestra, I can still hear the
Heink!), but before him lay many a hushed
moment in the final scene as Salome "croons
away ecstatically to her empty platter."

As the party from the Lord Chancellor's
box bore down on Sir Thomas after the cur-
tain calls, he had visions of losing the Roy-
al Charter. Surprisingly, they proved effus-
ive, and though Beecham pretends to some
puzzlement at their motives, we may safely
conclude that they quailed before the roar of
the, crowd. From our present coign of van-
tage, Wilde's dated shocker would be for-
gotten but for the galvanic force of Strauss'
genius.

DAVID WH.sots:
Carmel, Cal.

January Beethoven Cover
 Credit for the striking photo of the Bee-
thoven statue in Vienna's Beethovenplatz
was accidentally omitted from the January
issue. It should go to photographer Christian
Steiner, who got up in the middle of the
night to "hand -paint" his subject with strobe
lights against the camera's open shutter.
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FREE
FNFORMATION

Here's an easy and convenient way for you to get addi-
tional information about products advertised or men-
tioned editorially in this issue. Just follow the
directions below...and the literature will be sent to
you promptly and free of charge.

I Tear out one of the perforated postage -free cards.
Please print or type your name and address where
indicated.

Circle the number on the card that corresponds to the
key number at the bottom of the advertisement or edi-
torial mention that interests you. (Key numbers for
advertised products also appear in the Advertisers'
Index.)

Simply mail the card. No postage is required.

r This address is for our "Free Information Service"
only. All other inquiries are to be directed to, Stereo
Review, One Park Ave, New York, N.Y. 10016.

The "Free Information Service" is available to all read-
ers of STEREO REVIEW. If your copy is passed along,
the next reader can also take advantage of this Serv-
ice. All they have to do is tear out one of the remaining
cards and follow the same directions.

STEREO REVIEW's Free Information Service makes it
easier for you to "shop by mail."

r

r
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OCTOBER Iv6o . 60 CENTS

TURNTABLES: A GUIDE TO BUYING
COMPOSER -CRITIC HECTOR BERLIOZ:A CENTENARY-YEAR REAPPRAISAL

BROADWAY MUSICALS: A BASIC
LIBRARY FOR COLLECTORS

Stereo Review's t- ree i mar illation
Service can help you select everything
for your music system without leaving
your home.

By simply following the directions on
the reverse side of this page you will re-
ceive the answers to all your questions
about planning and purchasing records,
tapes and stereo systems: how much to
spend, what components to buy first-
and from whom; which records are out-
standing and worthy of a spot in your
music library; how to get more out of
your present audio system; which turn-
table...cartridge...tuner ... headphone
...loudspeaker...etc., will go with your
system. All this and much more.



With two exceptions -the Mode Selector
which lowers the tonearm base for single play, and
the arm's true gimbal suspension -you'll find a lot of
features like the 1219's on one automatic turntable
or another.

After all, every turntable has to rotate records,
and every tonearm has to track them

But all the features of the 1219 are quite
different than those you'll find on any other
turntable. They're engineered to finer tolerances,
function with greater accuracy and do precisely
what they're supposed to do.

As a result -the caliberof the 1219's performance
is very exclusive indeed.

Some of the 1219's features are highlighted
below.You should be able to make any comparisons
you like very easily.

These and other features are described much
more fully in our literature. Id's yours for the asking,
together with complete reprints of test reports from
independent laboratories.

United Audio Products, Inc.,
120 So. Columbus Ave., Mot_ nt Vernon,
New York, 10553

Dual

Not all of these Dual 1219 features are exclusive.
But the way they perform is.

One-piece spindle rotates with
platter; doesn't need record to
turn it. And the multiple -play

spindle doesn't have to come out
when the records come off; saves
wear and tear on the owner too.

Platter isn't just 12 inches wide
and 7 pounds heavy. It's

dynamically balanced too.

Motor provides high starting
torque plus synchronous speed
constancy. Drive system adds

6% pitch control.

Tonearm centered and balanced
within concentric rings of gimbal
suspension. All four suspension

points have identical low -
friction bearings.

83/4" tonearm is the longest of
any automatic and its tracking

error is the lowest.

Counterbalance with hundredth -
gram click stops makes

adjustment easier. Faster too.
Especially when interchanging

cartrids of different weights.

Stylus force is applied around
the pivot by a small fraction of a
long coiled spring. Arm remains

balanced in every plane.

Unique Mode Selector provides
15° stylus tracking in both single -
play and multiple -ploy modes.

Anti -skating control is
calibrated separately and
differently for elliptical and

conical styli. Naturally, since
each type skates differently.

Cue -control needs only light
touch. Tonearm movement
is damped in both direc-
tions. And slow descent

functions during all automatic
starts as well.

FEBRUARY 1970
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NEW PRODUCTS
A ROUNDUP OF THE LATEST HIGH-FIDELITY EQUIPMENT

 Magitran has expanded its line
of Poly -Planar speakers with the
Model E21, a weather-proof version
of the Model P-20 installed in a

louvered styrene encldsure. Like the
other Poly -Planar speakers, the
Model E21 employs shallow magnet
and voice -coil structures with a flat

101 polystyrene -foam diaphragm that
radiates both front and hack. Frequency response is 50 to
20,000 Hz; power -handling capability is 20 watts peak, and
the nominal impedance is 8 ohms. The Model E21 is 161/4
x 131/2 x 13/t inches, weighs under 4 pounds, and can be had
in ivory white or walnut brown. It comes with a solid wal-
nut stand, 8 feet of two -conductor speaker wire, and hard-
ware for wall or hanging installation. Price: $19.95. Other
Poly -Planar speakers range in size from 81/4 x 41/2 x 1:318
inches to 261/2 x 17% x 11/2 inches and in price from $7.95
to about $50.

Circle 148 on reader service card

 Wollensak's new Model 6360 Audio Center is a three-

speed (71 334, and 17/s ips), three -head, quarter -track
stereo tape recorder with built-in power amplifiers and in-
puts for external program sources. Frequency response is
35 to 20,000 Hz ±2 dB at 71/2 ips, 35 to 14,000 Hz ±2
dB at 33/4 ips, and 35 to 10,000 Hz ±3 dB at 17/8 ips.
Wow and flutter of the two -motor transport are 0.12, 0.2,
and 0.3 per cent at 71/4, 31/2, and 17/8 ips, respectively. The
signal-to-noise ratio is 54 dB. The Model 6360's amplifiers
have a combined power output, with both channels driven,
of 36 watts (continuous) into 8 ohms. Harmonic distortion
at rated output is 1 per cent. The power bandwidth is 18

to 22,000 Hz, and the amplifier frequency response is 20 to
20,000 Hz ±1 dB. The tape -handling section of the unit
has separate recording -level controls and meters for each
channel, front -panel headphone jack and microphone in-
puts, pushbuttons and a sliding lever to control transport
functions, and rocker switches for tape monitoring and
power. The transistorized amplifier section has inputs for
magnetic phono, tuner, microphone, and auxiliary. There
are controls to adjust bass, treble, balance, and volume.
The Model 6360 with its oiled walnut base and dust cover
measures 201/2 x 131/2 x 71/4 inches and is supplied with
two dynamic microphones. Suggested list price: $339.95.
The walnut -finish cube speakers shown are $100 extra.

Circle 149 on reader service card

 Lafayette's new LR-100 AM/stereo FM receiver has a
usable FM sensitivity of 2.5 microvolts (IHF), and a capture
ratio of 5 dB. The amplifier section has a power output of

20 watts per channel music power. Frequency response is
20 to 20,000 Hz ±1 dB. Power bandwidth is 35 to 30,000
Hz; harmonic distortion is 0.1 per cent at 1 watt. The LR-100
has bass, treble, volume, and balance controls, plus pushbut-
tons for loudness compensation, mode, and high filter. The
input selector switch has positions for AM, FM, FM multi-
plex filter. phono (magnetic and ceramic), and auxiliary. A
combined power and speaker switch selects main or remote

I 110111.110 *

speakers separately   or together, or headphones, for which
there is a front -panel jack. There are front and rear tape out-
put jacks, the front output being a phone jack. The FM
section has a stereo -broadcast indicator light and a signal -

strength tuning meter. The LR-100 comes with a metal en-
closure clad in simulated -walnut vinyl. Overall dimensions
are 141/4 x 41/4 x 101/7 inches. Price: $129.95.

Circle 150 on reader service card

 Fisher's new HP -100
headphones are fitted with
acoustically transparent foam
cushions that rest lightly on
the ears. Each earpiece con-
tains a single dynamic ele-
ment designed to provide a
flat frequency response with-
out tight coupling to the ears.
The headphones have a fre-

quency response of 18 to 22,000 Hz. They are of the low -
impedance type, and have a sensitivity of 2 milliwatts for
a 100-dBm output. Power -handling capability is 700 milli -
watts. Price, with 8 -foot cable and phone plug: $34.95.

Circle 151 on reader service card

 Roberts has brought out a line of cassette recorders
that includes the Model 100, a stereo cassette recorder
supplied with two 61/2 -inch speakers in walnut cabinets.
The frequency response of the Model 100 is 50 to 11,000
Hz. Its playback amplifiers are rated at 25 continuous

watts per channel at 1,000 Hz into 8 ohms. The signal-to-
noise ratio is better than 40 dB. Wow and flutter are less
than 0.3 per cent. The transport functions of the Model
100 are controlled by piano -type push keys and include a
cassette -eject. There are line inputs and outputs for taping
from or feeding external sources, plus jacks for two dy-

(Continued on page 20)
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EXPERTS AGREE . . . THE DYNACO SPEAKER

HAS THE BEST TRANSIENT RESPONSE.

DYNACO A-25
$79.95

STEREO REVIEW, JUNE 1969
"... The tone -burst measurements also con-
firmed our listening tests . . . In the hundreds
of tone -burst measurements we have made,
we have found a few instances where a speaker
was slightly better than this one at specific
frequencies, but nothing we have tested had
a better overall transient response."

"The excellent overall
transient response of the
Dynaco A-25 speaker system
is shown by the tone -burst
response photos at (left to
right) 600, 2,000 and 10,-
000 Hz. (Stereo Review)

Dynaco introduced the A-25 loudspeaker
system because of the great need
improved loudspeaker transient
response.

How well did they succeed? Here's what
two of the most respected publications
say.

AUDIO, OCTOBER 1969
it was its outstanding transient response

which really impressed us. Tone bursts
throughout the meaningful frequency range
showed up its excellence. In truth, the A-25
produced the finest tone -burst response of any
speaker tested in this manner, regardless
of price.

771.11
,rin

Send for literature or pick some up at your dealer where you can also hear the A-25

1301raCt3 INC_ 3060 JEFFERSON ST., PHILA., PA. 19121
IN EUROPE WRITE: DYNACO A/S, HUMLIUM, STRUER, DENMARK

Ry I 97n
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Citation
The name Citation has always meant something very special to audiophiles. Wh
Citation was introduced a decade ago, it immediately captured the imagination of auc
experts throughout the world. Citation was acclaimed as a major breakthrough in hi
fidelity. And "Citation Sound" became the industry's new standard of excellence. Hi
Fidelity Magazine described Citation as the "classic goal of amplifier design-a strai
wire with gain." And Hans Fantel, the
noted audio authority, stated in a
glowing review that Citation was cre-
ated as "an earnest attempt to reach
an ideal-not for the sake of techni-
cal showmanship-but for the sake
of music and our demanding love of
it.
Citation -1970

Harman-Kardon, after three years
of research and development, is re-
introducing Citation to the high fidel-
ity market. The first new product in
the line is the Citation Twelve-a
basic power amplifier that we be-
lieve uses the potential of transistors
more completely and creatively than
any other amplifier made. When you
hear the Citation Twelve, we are sure
you will share the experience of its
creators-the experience of genuine
breakthrough and discovery; the ex-
perience of hearing music as you
have never heard it before.
Citation Twelve-kit
or factory wired

The Citation Twelve is available as
a factory wired and tested amplifier
or as a simple -to -construct kit. Complete assembly from unpacking to final test shoe
take no more than seven hours. Since the Citation Twelve requires nothing more that
simple wiring job, even a neophyte can assemble it with relative ease. No special to
nical or mechanical skills are required. Instructions are complete and easy to follow

The Citation Twelve is available now at your Harman-Kardon dealer. See and hea
soon. We think you will agree it represents a remarkable breakthrough in high fideli

For complete technical information write to Harman-Kardon, Inc., 55 Ames Coi
Plainview, N.Y. 11803, Dept. SR -2.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
AND FEATURES

Continuous Power Output:

Intermodulation Distortion:

Hum and Noise:
Damping Factor:

Frequency Response:

Power Bandwidth:

Phase Shift:

Rise Time:

Dimensions:

Weight:

Finish:

Outstanding Features:

 120 watts, RMS, both channels driven
simultaneously @ less than 0.2% THD,
20-20,000 Hertz @ 8 ohms.

 Less than 0.15% at all power levels, 60
6,000 Hertz.

 Better than 100 db below 60 watts.
 40:1.
 1-70KHZ, ± 0.5 db @ normal power Levi
Less than 1, Hertz-100KHZ, ± 1 db @
normal listening level.
 5-35,000 Hertz.

 Less than 5 degrees at 20 Hertz.
 Better than 2 microseconds @ 20K Hert
 5Vic" H x 127.'16" W x 127 D (complete
with metal cage).
 30 pounds.
 Olive, black trim and gold escutcheon.
 Two individual power supplies deliver
superb regulation for absolute stability at
extended low frequency response. Handli
of transients is effortless at any power le

 Thermal cutouts remove power from oL
stage when heat build-up exceeds 80 deg(
C. Series -type limiting relays protect amp
from short circuits. Reset automatically o
short is removed.
 Absolutely stable with any type of speal
system.

harman kardon
A subsidiary of Jervis Corporation NIGH FI



Minimum resale price- (kit) $225. (wired) $295.
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NEW PRODUCTS
A ROUNDUP OF THE LATEST HIGH-FIDELITY EQUIPMENT

namic microphones (supplied). There is also a supple-
mentary DIN socket connecting to the high-level inputs
and outputs. Two recording -level meters, stereo/mono
and input -signal monitor switches, and a resettable three -
digit tape counter are located on the top panel. There is
a stereo headphone jack. The recorder has walnut side
panels; the dimensions are 14 x 91/4 x 31/2 inches. Price:
$179.95. Other Roberts cassette recorders are available as
portable models, deck units without speakers, and deck
units with built-in FM and AM tuners.

Circle 152 on reader service card

 Altec Lansing is marketing the 890C Bolero speaker
system, designated the top unit in its line of bookshelf speak-
ers. The Bolero's 10 -inch woofer has a 10 -pound magnetic
structure and a 3 -inch voice coil. It is acoustically coupled to
a 10 -inch passive radiator that moves in phase with the
woofer. Response above 2,000 Hz is handled by a high -fre-

quency compression driver working into a cast -aluminum
sectoral horn. A three -position level control adjusts the high-

frequency output. The system's power rating is 50 watts;
impedance is 8 ohms. The Bolero's cabinet is of hand -rubbed
walnut with a snap -on, simulated -wood fretwork grille.
Dimensions are approximately 26 x 15 x 12. Price: $179.

Circle 153 on reader service card

 Pioneer has brought out its first tape recorder, the two -
speed (71/2 and 33/4 ips), quarter -track stereo Model
T-600, with foil -actuated auto reverse and two erase and
two record/playback heads. Frequency response at 71/2 ips
is rated at 30 to 20,000 Hz (30 to 13,000 Hz at 33/4 ips),
and the signal-to-noise ratio is 50 dB. Wow and flutter are
less than 0.12 per cent at 71/2 ips and 0.2 per cent at 33/4

ips. The T-600 employs a center -capstan drive, and has
two level meters that register in both record and playback
modes.

Transport functions are controlled by a sliding switch in
conjunction with pushbuttons that select tape direction.
There is a rotary selector for mono or stereo record and
playback, separate recording -level controls for each chan-

nel, and output -level controls for each channel that affect
one pair of the two sets of line outputs and the front -panel
headphone jack. A four -digit tape counter, auto -reverse
switch, on/off pushbutton, speed selector, record interlock,
and two microphone inputs complete the front -panel ar-
rangement. The T-600 is supplied with an oiled walnut
cabinet and measures 171/4 x 171/8 x 8 inches overall. Price,
including dust cover: $299.95.

Circle 154 on reader service card

 Modern Album is marketing stor-
age albums in a variety of sizes for
cassettes and four- and eight -track tape
cartridges. Interior panels of molded
plastic provide insertion spaces for the
cartridges, the titles of which can be

entered on the indexing slips supplied. The albums are
available in red or blue, bound in black leatherette, and
with spaces to accommodate six, eight, or twelve cassettes
or eight four- and eight -track cartridges. The four different
album styles offered (CA -6, CA -8, CA -12, and 8T-8) range
in price from $3.49 to $4.98 each.

Circle 155 on reader service card

 Harman-Kardon's new line of compact music systems
includes the Model SC1825, a combined stereo FM receiver
and automatic turntable with a pair of HK25 cylindrical
omnidirectional speakers. The combined output of the am-
plifier section is 25 watts music power at less than 1 per
cent harmonic distortion. Frequency response is 18 to
30,000 Hz ±1.5 dB; intermodulation distortion is 0.25
per cent at 1 -watt output. The FM sensitivity of the tuner
section is 2.7 microvolts, image rejection is better than 40
dB, and stereo FM separation is 30 dB. The HK25 speak-
ers have a frequency response of 40 to 20,000 Hz, a power -
handling capability of 35 watts, and an 8 -ohm nominal
impedance. Each enclosure contains a 6 -inch woofer and a

21/4 -inch tweeter; both drivers radiate upward to a re-
flecting surface-a tapered, inverted cone-that diffuses the
sound horizontally in a circular pattern.

The receiver's controls include volume, balance, treble,
bass, and a selector switch with positions for phono, stereo
FM, mono FM, and auxiliary. There are a front -panel
headphone jack, a center -of -channel tuning meter, and
rocker switches for loudness, main and remote speakers,
and power. The automatic turntable mounted on the con-
trol unit's walnut cabinet is manufactured by Garrard. The
unit's dimensions, with an optional dust cover, are 151/4 x
8 x 173/4 inches. The speaker enclosures are constructed
of polystyrene foam clad in simulated -walnut vinyl. They
are 12:N inches in diameter and 161/2 inches high. Price of
the complete system, including phono cartridge: $299.50.
The dust cover is $19.95.

Circle 156 on reader service card
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You can always tell a PRO
by look and performance

Aluminum reels as shown - optional extra

ROBERTS

ROBERTS presents the magnificent 800X ...

a perfect blend of attractive design and cus-
tom engineering ... a superb achievement in
professional studio -type stereo tape recorder

for the dome or office.

Featurirg . .

THREE MOTORS ... hysteresis synchronous
3 -speed motor for capstan drive-two outer
rotor motors for supply and take-up reel drive

AUTOMATIC CONTINUOUS REVERSE ... for
playing back both sides of the tape without
interruption (12.8 hours at 17/8 ips)

ROBERTS FAMOUS CROSS FIELD HEAD ...
records an extra octave in the high frequency
spectrum even al slow speeds

MANUAL REVERSE... may be achieved by
pressing reverse button

TAPE LIFTER ... lifts tape off heads in fast for-
ward and rewind operation

1 1
Other features include ...
SOUND -ON -SOUND  TWO PROFES-
SIONAL VU METERS  AUTOMATIC SHUT-

OFF/STOP  THREE -SPEED CAPSTAN 
SWITCHED EQUALIZATION  SOLID STATE

'NTEGRATED CIRCUIT AMPLIFIER 40

WATTS PEAK MUSIC POWER
$539.95

For complete specifications write ...

The Pro Line

ROBE RTS
Civ. of Rheem Manufacturing Co.
Los Angeles, California 90016

CIRCLE NO. 42 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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RETHELIA
GOLD-BILPLATEDITY

FACTOR.
In this age of planned obso-

lescence, unreliable performance
and shoddy workmanship are
almost taken for granted. But there
are still a few exceptional products
that are built to last and one of
them is the Revox tape recorder.

Revox dependability is
a combination of
many factors,
but perhaps
the most
important
of them
is advanced
engineering.
Borrowing from
space age technology,
Revox gold-plates all of the
electrical contacts on its plug-in
circuit boards, relays and rotary
switches. The result: every one of
these movable contacts, the ones
that usually cause most of the
problems,
to perform well for the life of
the machine. Obviously, gold
plating is considerably more
expensive than conventional tin-
ning, but Revox thinks it's worth it.

Because Revox engineers
demand margins of performance
and reliability that far exceed
ordinary production standards, you
can own a tape recorder that will
work perfectly the first time you
use it and for years to come.
And that's why Revox
is the only one
to back its
machines with
a lifetime
guarantee.

REVOX
DELIVERS
WHAT ALL
THE REST
ONLY PROMISE.

NMI
*a " "

Revox Corporation
212 Mineola Avenue
Roslyn Heights, N.Y. 11577
1721 N. Highland Ave.
Hollywood, Calif. 90028
CIRCLE NO. 40 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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AUDIO QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Old Records, New Components

QI have about fifty older LP re-
. cordings, most of them mono,

that have been played on a variety of
old, very inexpensive phonographs. I
have just bought a new component ste-
reo system, and I wonder if it is safe to
play my old records on my new system.
Will the old records wear down the
diamond in the new cartridge?

WILLIAM REIGER
Bridgeport, Conn.

ARecords that have been played on
. low -quality phonographs may be

damaged sufficiently so that their quality
of reproduction will not be the equal of
a new record. The damage will most
likely be heard during playback as
harshness and an increase in surface
noise. However, an injured record will
not damage a new stylus unless there is
grit ground into the record grooves.
Such dirt can not only cause an increase
in noise, but will act as a sort of grind-
ing compound to cause faster wear on
your new stylus than would normally
occur. However, even if the older rec-
ords diminish your stylus life by a third
(an extreme case). I see no reason not to
play them (assuming that they are lis-
tenable), considering the cost of replace-
ment discs on one hand vs. the cost of a
replacement stylus on the other.

Speaker Frequency Response
QWhy do so many manufacturers
. try for or claim a flat frequency

response for their speaker systems when
we all know that today's recordings
don't even come close to having a flat
response? Specifically, if the engineers
are using a particular brand of speaker
to monitor the recording process, why
should the manufacturer of another
speaker expect it to reproduce accurately?

HARoLD GOLDSTEIN
San Francisco, Calif.

Ait is commonly supposed that re -
o cording companies produce discs

that are in some nay frequency equal-
ized to sound best over their preferred
monitor speakers. It would seem to fol-
low from this that the home listener
would hear the "flattest" response when

the material was played back on speak-
ers that are the equivalent of the moni-
tor speakers used by the engineers dur-
ing the mixing process. However, this is
pursuing a will-o'-the-wisp. We have no
way of knowing what the engineer in-
volved hears as "fiat," nor can we know
what other jrequency-response aberra-
tions are added elsewhere in the record/
playback process.

Logically. therefore, what is wanted
is a speaker system with as fiat a fre-
quency response as possible (which, by
and large. also implies a good transient
response). The frequency response of
such a speaker could then be adjusted
somewhat to compensate for recording
peculiarities by use of the amplifier's
tone controls. Admittedly. most present-
day amplifier controls do not have all
the flexibility required to make such
frequency adjustments, but a few receiv-
ers. amplifiers, and separate control
units have appeared on the market with
sufficient tone -control flexibility to per-
mit them.

Signal -Strength Tuning Meters
QI have noticed that the signal-

. strength meter on my tuner seems
to read at the same high point for al-
most every station tuned in. I know that
all FM stations are not broadcasting the
same power, and it seems illogical that
every one of them would reach my an-
tenna with the same signal strength. Is
this a design flaw built into the tuner?

EARL WEBS'rER
New York, N.Y.

A The FM signal strength at an
antenna in the Metropolitan New

York area may range anywhere front
perhaps i or 2 microvolts to almost
1.000 microvolts. For a .signal -strength
meter to respond linearly or proportion-
ately to such a very wide range of sig-
nals, it uould need a scale with a thou-
sand divisions. But this would not serve
any purpose. because we are primarily
interested in reading signal levels below.
say, 50 nzicroroltr. ( trim almost all
tuners. signals above this level achieve
full limiting and no further improve -

(Continued on page 26)
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`We Only Receiver e
with thei&satility of Microphone Mixing

A new criterion of excellence in sound has arrived. The
Pioneer SX-1500TD AM/FM multiplex stereo receiver
was meticulously designed for the audio perfectionist.
Its advanced design circuitry, incorporating an FET front
end and ICs IF strip, offers an array of features for the
ultimate in stereo performance. Music power is at a
zenith of 180 watts, rated in compliance with the stand-
ards of the Institute of High Fidelity. Extremely versatile,
it provides six sets of inputs. The pre and main amplifiers
may be used independently. An exclusive highlight is

the unique facility for Dynamic Microphone Mixing
which provides simultaneous recording with broadcast
music ...voice over music announcements ...5 -position
speaker selection for announcements over speakers in
several locations. You can connect up to three different
speaker systems. Complementing its magnificent sound
reproduction is the subdued elegance of the hand
rubbed, oiled walnut cabinet faced with brushed silver
and jet. Hear the true sound of quality at your Pioneer
dealer. Only $399.95, including microphone.

w PIONEER
PIONEER ELECTRONICS U.S.A. CORPORATION, 140 Smith Street, Farmingdale, N. Y. 11735 (516) 694-7720
West Coast: 1335 W. 134th Street, Gardena, Calif. 90247 - (213) 323-2374 & 321-1076 In Canada: 5. H. Parker Co., Prov. of Ontario
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How to recognize a
stacked deck.

No matter how elaborate your home stereo
sound system is, it's incomplete without a

tape deck. And Sony/Superscope brings you
the most complete line of stereo tape decks

in the world. Decks that fit all pocket-
books, that suit particular systems, that meet

specific needs. And every Sony/Superscope
deck-regardless of price-is the finest money

can buy. Each instrument is flawlessly
crafted, with rigorous testing at every step

of construction. Then each instrument
undergoes a complete series of quality -
assurance tests-performed by skilled
technicians at one of the most modern and
sophisticated tape -recorder test facilities in
the world. So you may be sure that the
Sony/ Superscope product you purchase will
give you years of trouble -free service.
The Sony/Superscope deck that's exactly
right for you is at your dealer's now.

SONY© SUPERSCOPE

`WU it '01'2,111)(r



Mfd. U.S.A.

This speaker system distributes its lows
through a complete circle, then spreads them

across your room like a carpet of sound.
It puts the bottom on the bottom, so you
get deep. pure, total bass. We deliver it
through a 15 in. high compliance woofer
with an 18 lb. ceramic magnet structure
(the world's largest). This immense woofer
magnet combines with those of the mid-
range and tweeter drivers to produce over
one million lines of force. More than
enough reason why this magnificent 3 -way
speaker system can handle a full 125 watts
of receiver power per channel without
overload or burnout.
Our full presence mid frequency driver
makes you feel you're listening to a live
performance. while the ultra -sonic domed
tweeter provides crystal clear response
all the way to 20.000 Hz. Then ... Empire's
wide-angle acoustic lens diverges even
the highest of these high frequencies
through a full 160 arc.
The enclosure is a hand -rubbed sonic
column topped with imported marble. This
totally stiff, rigidly damped cabinet pro-
duces no vibrations to color the sound.
Listen to it. Walk around it. Compare it to
any speaker at any price for absolute
fidelity and total transparency. Then see
if you can live with anything else.

E EMPIRE

Empire's world famous
Royal Grenadier Model
9000M is available thru bet-
ter high fidelity dealers at
$299.95. Other Empire
speakers from $99.95.

Write for free Guide To Sound Design For 1970.
Empire Scientific Corp.. 1055 Stewart Ave., Garden City, N. Y. 11530

went occurs with an increase in signal
strength.) But with a linear 0 to 1.000 -

microvolt scale, the 0 to 50 -microvolt
range would occupy only 1/20 of the
meter's total span, and the crucial -for -

tuning range of 0 to 25 microvolts would
take only 1/40 of the scale. The differ-
ence between 5 and 10 microvolts of
signal would then be practically impos-
sible to read on the meter scale. When
using a signal -strength meter to orient
an antenna. such a difference might be
crucial in obtaining a consistently noi.fe-
f tee signal. For this reason, signal -
strength meter circuits are designed .ro
that the difference between 2 microvolt r
and 4 microvolts is readily apparent.
Higher up the scale, say at 300 micro-
volts. the same 6 -dB signal increase would
result in the same amount of needle
movement, but it would represent a range
of 300 instead of 2 microvolts. So the
small differences between the strong sig-
nals reaching your tuner simply don't
short up.

Record -Player Frills
QIn a recent article, Julian Hirsch

. labeled as "frills" certain fea-
tures on player equipment. Apparently
he would have us believe that the 162/3
and 78 -rpm speeds are not needed on
modern turntables. I like to feel that in
case I need a speed other than 33]/ rpm
it will he there. For instance, I am read-
ing some of Emanuel Swedenborg's vo-
luminous religious works and may de-
cide to order one or more sets of them
on spoken -word discs. These, numbering
several selections, come in 331/i or 162A.
For my part, I'd say that these four
speeds have proved themselves, and
should he left on all good players in the
future.

BEN Al.I.EN FIELos
Richmond, Va.

AI think that you would agree with
Mr. Hirsch that not everyone

needs the e.vtra speeds. And if one
doesn't need them. why pay for them?
Incidentally, the actual cost of provid-
ing the extra speeds (78 and 162A rpm)
depends 111)017 the type of drive system
used in the turntable. With some units,
the incorporation of e.vtra speeds means
only an extra step on a pulley. which
costs very little: with others it would
require radical changes in the design of
the drive system.

In general, I don't really think the
point is worth arguing, since there are
enough name -brand turntables available
to permit a choice among players with
one. two. three. or four speeds.

Because the number of questions we
,-,ceive each month is greater than

e can reply to individually, only
those questions selected for this
column can be answered. Sorry!

CIRCLE NO. 21 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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for a SOUND INVESTMENT

Next time you're in the market for audio equipment, consult
the all -new, 1970 STEREO/HI-Fl DIRECTORY first.

It's the most complete, most reliable guide to virtually every new
component on the market:

 amplifiers  tape machines-cartridge,
fo tuners cassette and reel-to-reel
 receivers  speakers/cabinets
 changers and turntables in hi-fi systems
is home TV -tape recorders  miscellaneous accessories

 cartridges-arms-accessories
No more guesswork-No more mumbo -jumbo sales talk to confuse
you!

You'll know what to look for, what to listen for, how to buy, what to
pay-before you set foot into the store.

Now you'll be armed with the full technical specifications (and know
what they mean), photos, model numbers, dimensions, special fea-
tures, optional accessories, and prices for each piece of stereo
equipment put out by the world's leading manufacturers.

PLUS . . . Julian Hirsch (of famous Hirsch Houck labs) on how to
decide upon-and what to pay for-your hi-fi equipment.  Tips on
how to coordinate components, whether you're upgrading your
present system or starting from scratch.  Fascinating articles to
increase your understanding of audio engineering, and the technical
advances that mean better listening for you.

Even if you plan to buy just one piece of equipment in the next twelve
months, the 1970 STEREO/HI-FI DIRECTORY is your most important
first step. A must for anyone concerned with good listening ... and
sound buying!

GET THE DELUXE LEATHERFLEX-BOUND EDITION for just $3.50 POSTPAID!

The 1970 STEREO/HI-FI DIRECTORY is also
available in a splendid deluxe edition. Rugged
Leatherflex cover provides lasting protection yet
is softly textured and gold -embossed for the look
of elegance. A collector's item-a superb addition
to your permanent reference library. And it's yours,
for just $3.50 postpaid, when you check the appro-
priate box on the order form.

r

STEREO COMPLETE

BUYER S

HI -Fl
-rDIRERY it,a0V:=

IIKLUDES OIRICTOIR of

HOME TV -TAPE

RECORDERS

Bring Your Reference Library Up to Date!
If you've missed any of these current and previously
published handbooks, a wide selection is still avail-
able. Just circle the corresponding numbers on the
coupon below.
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK -148 pages
of the most fascinating and challenging construction proj-
ects for electronics hobbyists. 1969 spring-#88
1969 winter-#85 1968 spring-#84 1968 winter-#50
1966 spring-#36 1966 fall-#39 1965 fall-#9

TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL-Covers every aspect of tape
recording ... plus complete buyer's guide.

1969-#81 1968-#59

STEREO/HI-FI DIRECTORY-Giant buyer's guide complete
with photos, specs, prices. 1969-#82 1968-56
ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION & SERVICING HANDBOOK
-Covers all 8 areas of consumer electronics servicing-for
the serviceman and hobbyist.

1969-#83 1968-#58 1967-#43

COMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK-Fact-packed pages for
the CB, SWL, or HAM . . . plus equipment buyer's guide.

1969-#86 1968-#53 1967-#47

ZIFF-DAVIS SERVICE DIVISION, Dept. SD  595 B'way  N.Y., N.Y. 10012

Please send me the 1970 STEREO/HI.FI DIRECTORY. I want the:

Regular Edition-$1.35 plus 254 for shipping and handling. ($2

postpaid, for orders outside the U.S.A.)

 Deluxe Edition-$3.50, postpaid. ($4.50 postpaid for orders outside
the U.S.A.)

I've circled the numbers of additional annuals I wish to receive.

$1.25
each

9 36 39 43 47 50 53
81 83 86

56 58 59 82 84 85 88
$1.35

each

I am enclosing a total of $ for the annuals ordered
above. added an additional 254 per copy for shipping and handling.
(For orders outside the U.S.A., all regular editions are $2.00 per copy,
postpaid. Deluxe editions are $4.50 per copy, postpaid.)

print name

address

city

state zip
SR -2-70

L um - r. - PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER mg ame
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When you're
number one in
tape recorders
you don't
make the
number- two
tape.

It costs a few pennies more.
But Sony professional -qual-
ity recording tape makes a
world of difference in how
much better your recorder
sounds-and keeps on sound-
ing. That's because Sony
tape is permanently lubri-
cated by an exclusive Lubri-
Cushion process. Plus, its
extra -heavy Oxi-Coating
won't shed or sliver. Sony
tape is available in all sizes
of reels and cassettes. And
remember, Sony profes-
sional -quality recording
tape is made by the world's
most respected manufactur-
er of recording equipment.

You never heard it so good.

.1961 SUPERSCOPE,

SON1r® SUPERSCOPEa

Sun alley, California 91352

AUDIO BASICS
RESPONSE TAILORING

AFRIEND of mine happened to live in three different apartments within one
year. In each location, he set up the same sound system, and in each location

it sounded noticeably different. Until recently, the audio industry made little
attempt to put the variable of room acoustics under the listener's control. Latch-.
however, several devices have been introduced that permit the listener to com-
pensate for the acoustic vagaries of his listening situation.

In essence, these devices are special tone controls. Unlike ordinary tone con-
trols, which operate over a fairly broad frequency range and only at the high and
low ends of the audio spectrum, these new devices permit selective boosting or
attenuation of fairly narrow frequency bands within the total spectrum. Instead
of providing adjustment for only the bass and treble frequencies, the controls
act in such a way that they might be labeled low bass, middle bass, high bass, low
mid -range, middle mid -range, and so forth. One such device, produced by the
Advent Corporation, permits the listener to select the amount of emphasis or
de -emphasis for each separate octave between 20 and 20,-180 Hz. Other devi,:es
control one -third -octave segments with each slider knob.

Connected into the system (either between preamplifier and power amplifier
or between tape -out and tape -in jacks), these devices let the listener tailor the
frequency response of his system to complement the frequency response of his
room. He may apply a judicious amount of suppression at those spots in the
spectrum where his room tends to create a bass boom or a harshness in the highs.
Or he may boost those frequencies that his room tends to swallow up.

These devices grew out of sound reinforcement methods employed in audi-
toriums and churches, and though they have been simplified, many of them can
still be considered as professional apparatus, somewhat complicated to operate.
For one thing, only an ear trained in critical perception can he trusted as a guide
in setting the controls-it is quite possible to do more harm than good. For this
reason, some manufacturers send an engineer along to make the installation with
the proper test equipment. He makes an instrumented survey of the listening
room and then adjusts the filters for the precise compensation required. The re-
sultant settings are permanent for that room and not to be altered by the listener.
All of the highly selective devices that cover only a fraction of an octave for
each adjustment are installed in this way.

On the other hand, the setting of filters acting over a broader spectrum, such
as the Advent octave filters or the two -octave filters incorporated in JVC receivers,
is usually left to the listener. He is therefore able to use these controls to com-
pensate for the problems in various program sources. For example, when dub-
bing old records onto tapes, such filters can be useful for selective noise suppression
and for correcting frequency response.

Considering the nature and the price of these devices ($200 and up), they
can hardly be recommended to the casual listener who does not require this
kind of technical refinement for his musical satisfaction and who lacks the com-
petence to operate them. But for the technically -oriented hobbyist, these new
devices offer a whole new range of challenging options.
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How do you top the top -rated Miracord?

Equip it with today's most advanced cartridge, the new
Elac 444-E. The Elac 444-E and the Elac/Miracord 50H
have much in common. Both are made by ELAC of West
Germany. Both have recently received national recog-
nition. The Miracord 50H is acclaimed by leading high
fidelity editors & experts. The Elac 444-E rated superior
by 50 discerning high fidelity salesmen. These experts
tested the Elac 444-E in their home systems and com-
pared it to their present cartridges. A few comments:

"A great groove tamer for the straight -from -the -studio
sound lover! All of today's terms won't describe the
utmost enjoyment I experienced:'

"... probably one of the finest cartridges I've had the
CIRCLE NO. 8 ON READER SERVICE CARD

privilege to evaluate. I find it superior in all respects:"
The Miracord 50H automatic turntable with the Elac

444-E cartridge is about the finest record playback sys-
tem available today.The Elac 344-E cartridge is an excel-
lentchoice with the Miracord 620 (also highly acclaimed
by the experts). Elac offers a complete selection of car-
tridges from $24.95 to $69.50. Miracord, a choice of
automatic turntables from $109.50 to $169.50.

Hear them today. Benjamin Electronic Sound Corp.,
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735. Div. Instrument Systems Corp.

ELAC/MIRACORD



When our engineers told us what
the new VARIFLEX® Speaker Systems
could do...we didn't believe it.

After all when we were told that
two speaker systems can be placed end -
to -end as a console, or at various spac-
ings apart, or any distance from the wall,
or at almost any height between ceiling
and floor, and still project flawless stereo-
phonic reproduction to all areas of a
room simultaneously ... we were skepti-
cal ... but there are three ways to deal
with a skeptic.

First, tell it like it is.
Engineers love to explain things, so

that's what they did. Variflex Speaker
Systems, we were told, are not like any

other speaker systems past or present
They are unique because they are the
only reflective speaker systems that are
completely adjustable. In the rear of each
unit is a variplanular disc set in a uni-
versal swivel mount. This disc, they said,
can be finger tip adjusted to any combi-
nation of vertical to horizontal positions.
Once adjusted for correct acoustical re-
flection, the speaker systems would pro-
vide overall stereophonic reproduction
as promised ... and furthermore, we
were told, we could move about the room
freely and never lose that important
sense of program source characteristic

of concert hall performance.

Second, put it to the test.
We watched as two W80's were ad-

justed. The engineer merely tipped the
variplanular disc this way and that .

and rotated the swivel mount a little to
the left, a little to the right . . . and that
was all there was to it. It seemed too easy
to us. But after about two minutes, or
maybe a shade less, they were ready. We
were asked to stand anywhere in the
room. Then we were treated to a fine
performance of Tchaikovsky's Pathe-
tique. "Walk about", they suggested. We



did and we were amazed. It was true
stereo everywhere and anywhere. There
was none of the splatter or surround
effect associated with omnidirectional
systems. We had to admit this was a
"first" for all of us and we found it diffi-
cult to restrain our excitement.

Third, do it yourself.
"Now", they suggested, "you try it".

It looked like fun. We each took a turn
adjusting the speakers. Only one thing
bothered us. The W80 makes everybody
with finger tips an instant expert. Then
they asked us questions.

What acoustical problem is solved?
A very important one. Since amost

all rooms are acoustically unbalanced,
fixed directional systems, conventionally
placed. are too rigid to overcome this de-
ficiency. Only the amazing flexibility of
the new Variflex Speaker Systems can
provide "all over" balanced stereo.

What will women say?
"It's about time", probably. W80's

are a woman's dream. They are never un-
welcome intruders. Since they are reflec-
tive systems, the front of the cabinets re-
semble fine pieces of furniture. Because
they permit placement versatility, they
can be inserted decoratively or unobtru-
sively into any room scheme ... even as
built-ins with an optional roll out base.

What about quality?
That was an unnecessary question.

The W80's are Achromatic Speaker
Systems - and therefore are critically
engineered in the uncompromising tradi-
tion of excellence.

CIRCLE NO. 101 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A suggestion to all skeptics.
Believe your own ears Just visit a

Wharfedale dealer, and ask for a dra-
matic demonstration. Start walking
around as a disbeliever . .. you won't be
one for long. You'll be as amazed as we
were. Wherever you pause, you will be
aware of distinct stereophonic separa-
tion, . . . Variflex may well be the com-
ponent speaker innovation of the 70's.

For full specifications on the W80
and all Wharfedale Systems write:
Wharfedale, division British Industries
Co., Dept. HB50, Westbury N.Y. 111590

Achromatic Speaker Systems



Because of their exceptional accuracy,
Acoustic Research speaker systems are usually
chosen for special scientific applications.

One of the world's leading medical schools !las recently solved a long-standirg problem in its training of first -year
students: how to enable a lecturer and hundreds of listeners to hear simultaneously the heart sounds of a living patient.
Usable microphonic pickups exist; the ditficuly arises because most of the sound in a heartbeat is in the range below
40 Hz. At these very low frequencies, even many speaker systems which seem to have "good bass" are unable to provide
results comparable to those of a doctor's stethoscope. The stethoscope, simple as it is, couples the physician's ears
directly to the patient's chest, and can, in principle, convey acoustic pulses near 0 Hz. It is this kind of extended
low -frequency response which was needed but individual listening devices were out of the question; they would not
allow lecturer and students to hear and recognize the same abnormalities without ambiguity.
The problem was solved by the school's pi.tchase of four standard full -range AR -lx speaker systems and an AR amplifier;
the latter is used with all controls "flat". Despite the large size of the lecture hall, the heart sounds are clearly
audible to all students, and levels can be produced which literally rattle the doors and windows of the amphitheater.
Our best system for music reproduction our AR -3a; it has the same low -frequency characteristics as the AR -1x,
but includes our most accurate mid -range and high -frequency drivers also. Other AR speaker systems are described
in the free AR catalog.

Acoustic Research Inc.
24 Thorndike Street, CambriiCge, Massachusetts 02141

Acoustic Research International
Radiumweg 7, Amersfoort, Horrand

CIRCLE NO. 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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TECHNICAL TALK
 SPECIFICATIONS 9-CARTRIDGE TRACKING
ABILITY: Last month I dealt with some aspects of
phono-cartridge performance, and commented on the
problems of measurement and the significance of speci-
fications as they relate to the "sound" of a cartridge.
Without too much reading between the lines, a reader
of the previous article should be able to sense that I

am not very satisfied with the sort of measurements that
I (and most others attempting the same task) am able
to make on cartridges. My feelings are based on the
simple observation that these tests do not necessarily cor-
relate with how good-or bad-a cartridge sounds.
Clearly, there must be some vital (i.e., audible) aspects
of cartridge performance not being revealed by conven-
tional measurements.

There are many theories on this subject, some of them
with solid theoretical foundation, others reflecting little
more than the vivid imaginations of their creators. There
is little argument, however, on the importance of having
the stylus tip maintain firm contact with both walls of
the record groove at all times. Loss of contact inevitably
results in distortion, varying in degree from intolerable
"shattering" of the sound to a subtle lack of "ease" which
so often mars phonograph reproduction.

The causes of mistracking are many, and are prin-
cipally related to the mechanical
design of the moving system of the
cartridge. These are properly the
concern of the designer and manu-
facturer. However, the designer
must have some means of measur-
ing the results of his efforts, and
it would be most helpful if these
measuring techniques could be

Electro-Voice Aries Speaker
Sansui 4000 Receiver

applied by independent testing organizations.
For a given recorded frequency and stylus force, a

cartridge will accurately follow (track) a recorded groove
at all velocities up to some critical value. "Velocity" as
used here refers to the maximum rate at which the stylus
must move from side to side when tracking the groove
modulation. Velocity is proportional to the frequency
and amplitude of the modulation, and is expressed as
V = 2rfa, where V = velocity in centimeters per second ;
f = frequency in hertz; and a = amplitude in centi-
meters.

One might think that if a given cartridge could track

a certain velocity, such as 20 cm/sec, at 100 Hz, it could
cope with the same velocity at 1,000 Hz, 10,000 Hz, or
at any other frequency. Unfortunately, the dynamic be-
havior of the stylus assembly varies with the frequency
involved, and therefore the tracking ability of a cartridge
should be specified over a wide range of frequencies. As
a frame of reference, most commercial discs have average
recorded velocities well below 10 cm/sec. These can be
tracked by practically any cartridge. But momentary peak
velocities may exceed the average by a considerable
amount, reaching levels as high as 20 to 25 cm/sec on
some stereo discs. To further aggravate the situation, the
peak levels tend to occur at the highest frequencies (cym-
bals, bells, harpsichord, and so forth), which are the
most difficult for a cartridge to track. Within limits,
tracking can be improved by using a higher force, but
eventually the stylus becomes displaced vertically to the
point where it disappears into the cartridge body or
operates in a nonlinear manner. Usually this occurs before
the maximum velocities can be tracked without distor-
tion. Tracking ability must therefore be designed into a
cartridge, not forced into

There are several possible ways to measure tracking
ability. In an article in Electronics World for June, 1967,
James Kogen of Shure Brothers, Inc., dealt with this

subject in some depth. Some pro-
posed techniques included the use
of a variable -speed turntable that
can raise the velocity of any band
on a test record (by increasing
the turntable speed and therefore
the test frequency) to the point
where mistracking occurs. Also, a
special difference -tone intermodu-

TESTED THIS MONTH

lation test record, with bands recorded over a wide range
of velocities, offers a simple solution to the problem of
measuring mistracking, since the amount of difference
tone generated can be related to a specific level of distor-
tion by listening or by observing the waveform on an
oscilloscope. Tone -burst test records would also be help-
ful in that they would allow measurements to be made at
velocities higher than recording cutters can handle on a
steady-state (constant sine -wave) basis.

The basic flaw (from our viewpoint) in all of these
methods is that they depend on special test records not
available to the general public. It is perfectly feasible for
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a cartridge manufacturer to have special records cut for
his needs. Even if we had access to such records (which
might be arranged), we would be in the position of
making measurements by nonstandard means, and in
many cases judging a manufacturer's products by his com-
petitors' standards. We would much prefer to see a stan-
dard record (or family of records) adopted by the in-
dustry, much in the way that the CBS test records have
achieved wide acceptance for frequency -response and
crosstalk measurements.

In spite of these difficulties, we do measure tracking
ability, albeit in a rather crude way. As a matter of fact,
we consider our tracking test to be the most important
single part of the cartridge -evaluation process. We use
a record, issued by Shure Brothers, called "An Audio
Obstacle Course." It contains a number of brief musical
phrases performed solo on such instruments as the electric
organ, piano, harpsichord, accordion, and orchestral bells.
There is also a bass drum beat. Each instrument is re-
corded at four increasing velocity levels. Any cartridge
will track the low-level bands, which provide a reference

standard showing how the material should sound. No
cartridge, in our experience, will track all of the highest -

level bands without audible distortion. We use an arbi-
trary numerical scale to indicate the degree of audible
distortion. (Since this judgment is purely subjective, it
is the weak link in our test method.) The sum of all the
"demerits" earned by the cartridge is an excellent indi-
cation of its tracking ability over a wide range of musical
material, and it correlates almost perfectly with how the
cartridge performs in actual service. If the score is multi-
plied by the required tracking force, a "figure of merit''
can be derived. This represents one of the best methods
we have yet found for rating cartridges, in spite of its
crude and seemingly unscientific basis.

One of the most attractive features of this test is that
it requires no test equipment other than the 53.95 record.
Shure Brothers has reminded us that this record has its
limitations, and is really not a substitute for a full-blown
tracking -ability measurement. Nevertheless, it is better
than nothing, and in my opinion better than anything
else you can buy for judging the quality of a cartridge.

EQUIPMENT TEST REPORTS
By Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

ELECTRO-VOICE
ARIES SPEAKER
SYSTEM

 IN recent years, we have noted an increasing number
of newly designed floor -standing speaker systems. Few are
of the size of the huge systems that were once necessary
for really low bass in the days before the first acoustic-sus-
pension design appeared-in fact, many of them are not
much larger than the popular "bookshelf" variety of speak-
er. The Electro-Voice Aries is an excellent example of the
floor -standing type of system. It is a lowboy console 221/4
inches high, 271/4 inches wide, and 161/4 inches deep. It
weighs 65 pounds. Available in three styles-Traditional
(cherry) which is shown, Contemporary (pecan ), and
Spanish (oak )--it presents a most attractive appearance
in any of its forms.

The Aries is a three-way, 8 -ohm system, with a 12 -inch
woofer capable of a 3/4 -inch peak -to -peak cone excursion.
At 400 Hz, the woofer crosses over to a 6 -inch mid -range
driver in its own sealed and damped sub -enclosure. The
mid -range unit operates up to 2,500 Hz, at which point
there is a crossover to a 211, -inch cone tweeter. A five -

position switch in the rear of the cabinet affects the tweeter
output above 3,000 Hz, providing a 10 -dB range at 10,000
Hz.

For our frequency -response measurements, we placed the
speaker on the floor against an end wall of our test room.
Swept frequency -response measurements were taken for
sixteen microphone positions in the room, and the results

were averaged to obtain a single curve. The microphone
was placed 12 inches from the center of the speaker grille
cloth for tone -burst checks, low -frequency harmonic -dis-
tortion measurement, and for checking the range of the
tweeter -level control.

The response curve was exceptionally uniform over the
full range, within -±-6 dB from 20 to 15,000 Hz, except for
a dip at 60 Hz that seems to have been caused by room
effects. As suggested in the E -V instruction booklet, the
middle setting of the tweeter -level switch seemed to pro-
duce the flattest overall measured response, as well as the

(Continued on page 38)

". . . Oh. God Ness you. sir. . . .
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This is the A -6010U,
top of the TEAC tape
deck line. And these are
just a couple of its
supersonic breakthrcughs:
Unique phase sensing auto
reverse operates electronically at
any chosen point on the tape. Or pt
can take a sensing foil if desired. But don't
look for this system on anybody else's machine.
Separate heads for record and playback allow
oft the -tape monitoring while recording; most other
machines in this price range can monitor the
sound source only.
What's the barrier to your complete sound enjoyment?
Chances are, TEAC has broken that, too.

Breaks
the sound

harrier.

 Exclusive symmetrical control systNn  Dual -speed hysteresis synchronous motor for capstan drive  2 exclusive
A -6010U eddy -current outer rotor motors for reel drive  Pause control  Unique tape tension control  4 hdads, 4 solid-state amps,

all -silicon t-ansistors  Independent 1.1NE and MIC input controls

TEAL C corporative of America
lorado Avenue

® Santa Monica, California 90404



Only Marantz Has Gyrc

What's a Marantz?
Any audio engineer or stereo hobbyist

will tell you. Marantz builds the world's
finest high-fidelity components. And has
for fifteen years.

This message, therefore, is not to
engineers but to professional musicialis,
serious music -lovers, and beginning
stereo hobbyists. We'd like to introduce
you to Marantz.

Never Heard Of Marantz?
Until this year, the least -expensive

Marantz stereo component you could buy
cost $300.00. And our FM tuner alone cost
$733.00! To own a Marantz, you either
had to be moderately wealthy or willing
to put beans on the :able for awhile. But
it was worth it. And a lot of experts
thought so, too, because the word soon got
around, and the products sold themselves.

What The Competition Said
The chief design engineer of a major

competitor once said that no one even
i',"OS to compete with many of Marantz'
sophisticated features; it would be just
to expensive. Marantz designs its circuits
the same way the aerospace industry
designs missiles and jet planes-for
utmost performance and reliability.

Gyro -Touch Tuning
Marantz even offers a different tuning

experience because you rotate the actual
tuning flywheel. This results in the

smoothest, most precise tuning possible.
And this Marantz-exclusive design
requires considerably fewer moving parts
than conventional systems used by
other manufacturers. The
benefits: reduced
friction, wear,
and service
problems.
We call this
patented pleasure
"Gyro -Touch Tuning."

Features, Not Gimmicks
The unique features of a Marantz

component are there for only one purpose:
to make possible the highest level of
listening enjoyment.

That's why we put an oscilloscope in
our best components.

An oscilloscope is kind of a TV tube.
But instead of the Wednesday Night
Movie, it shows you a green wavy line.
An electronic picture
of the incoming FM
radio signal, telling
you exactly how to
rotate your antenna
for minimum multi -
path distortion (ghost
signals) and maximum signal strength
(clarity) even from the weakest stations.

The "scope" also shows correct stereo
phasing: that is, if the broadcasting
transmitter or your equipment is out of
phase. And it lets you set up optimum
stereo performance and reception to

create a solid "wall" of sound.
Butterworth Filters

You've probably never heard of
Butterworth filters because practical')
one else uses them besides Marantz.
the U.S. Military. Other manufacturer
feel they can get by without them.
And they can. Because their standard
don't have to measure up to
Marantz'. Butterworth
filters let

you hear r
more clearly, wit]

distortion; and unlike thei
conventional I.F. coil or filter counter]
they never need realignment. They h
pull in distant FM stations and separ
those right next to each other on the
Although Butterworths cost more,
Marantz designed not one but four o
them into their Model 18 receiver.

Built To Last
Marantz stereo components aren't

built in the ordinary way. For examp
instead of just soldering connections
together with a soldering iron, Mara:
uses a highly sophisticated waveflos
soldering machine-the type demon(
by the Military. The result: perfect, I



ouch Tuning!

)f connections every time.
,ren our printed circuit boards are a
ial type-glass epoxy-built to rigid

itary specifications, ensuring rugged -
s and dependability.
Marantz Power Ratings Are True

Vhen someone tells you he has a
0 -watt amplifier," ask him how the
ver was rated. Chances are his 100
its will shrink to about 75 or 50 or
haps even as few as 25. The reason
hat most manufacturers of stereo
plifiers measure power by an inflated
iak power" or "IHF music/dynamic
ver."
larantz states its power as "RMS
tinuous power" because Marantz
[eves this is the only method of
ssurement that is a true, absolute,
intific indication of how much power
tr amplifier can put out continuously
r the entire audible frequency range.
ut if Marantz were to use the
.cientific conventional method, our
del Sixteen 80-RMS-80 power amplifier
ld be rated as high as 320 watts per
nnel!
loreover, you can depend on Marantz
serform. For example, the Marantz

80-RMS-80 amplifier can be run all day at
its full power rating without distortion
(except for neighbors pounding on your
wall). That's power. And that's Marantz.

Marantz Speaks Louder Than Words
In a way, it's a shame we have to get

even semitechnical to explain in words
what is best described in the medium of
sound. For, after all, Marantz is for the
listener. No matter what your choice in
music, you want to hear it as closely as
possible to the way it was performed.

In spite of what the ads say, you can't
really "bring the concert hall into your
home." For one thing, your listening room
is too small. Its acoustics are different.
And a true concert -hall sound level (in
decibels) at home would deafen you.

What Marantz does, however, is
create components that most closely
recreate the sounds exactly as they
were played by the musical performers.
Components that consistently
represent "where it's at" in
stereo design. No one
gives you as much-in any
price range-as Marantz.

Every Marantz Is Built
The Same Way

Every Marantz component,
regardless of price, is built
with the same painstaking

craftsmanship and quality materials.
That's why Marantz guarantees every
instrument for three full years, parts
and labor.

Now In All Price Ranges
Today, there is a demand for Marantz-

quality components in other than very -
high price ranges. A demand made by
music -lovers who want the very best but
must consider their budgets. Though you
can easily invest more than $2000.00 in
Marantz components, we now have units
starting as low as $199. True, these lower -
priced models don't have all of the same
features, but the quality of every Marantz
is exactly the same. Marantz quality.

And quality is what Marantz is all
about.

Hear For Yourself
So now that you know what makes a

Marantz a Marantz, hear for yourself. Then
let your ears make up your mind.
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The Aries' good
tone -burst response

is shown (left to
right) at 100,

.3,000, and 10,000 IL%
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best listening balance. The low -frequency distortion, mea-
sured at a 1 -watt drive level, was very low: under 2 per
cent down to 40 Hz, rising gradually to 4 per cent at 30
Hz and 8 per cent at 20 Hz. The tone -burst response
was generally good over the audio range.

From the test data, one would expect the Aries to be a
smooth, clean -sounding system, and it did not disappoint
us. The sound was well dispersed, with no hint that it

SANSUI 4000 RECEIVER

emanated from three drivers-the result of careful choice
of crossover frequencies and well -matched driver character-
istics. The Aries had a light, effortless quality, with a pal-
pable lower bass when the program material called for it.
Altogether, it is a fine system, as appealing to the eye as
it is to the ear. The Electro-Voice Aries in any style has
a nationally advertised price of $275.

For more information, circle 157 on reader service card

 WHEN we reviewed the Sansui Model 2000 receiver
(September 1968), we commented on its excellent per-
formance-both as a tuner and an amplifier-and on its
tasteful. clean styling. We have just tested the new Sansui
4000 receiver. Intermediate in price between the 2000 and
a more powerful new model, the 5000, the Sansui 4000
offers such niceties as a linear tuning scale for FM, a front
end with two tuned r.f. stages (the first has a field-effect
transistor), four integrated circuits in its i.f. amplifier, and
plug-in printed -circuit modules for its multiplex and audio
sections.

This is a "heavyweight" receiver, rated for a continuous
output of 45 watts per channel into 8 -ohm loads. It is
relatively bulky and heavy, but not unusually so for a
receiver of its power. The dial window is of smoky plastic
and is completely opaque when the receiver is off. In the
FM or AM modes, the dial scale is clearly illuminated in
soft green and the pointer glows orange for AM, red for
FM. When one of the two phono inputs or the AUX input
is selected, the dial is opaque and only the name of the
selected input is illuminated.

The Sansui 4000 has a full complement of operating
controls, including separate bass and treble controls for
each channel. In addition to the volume, balance, and tun-
ing controls, and two rotary switches (they select the input
and speaker combinations), there are nine pushbuttons on
the front panel. Two are for the high- and low-cut filters,
and one for the MPX NOISE CANCELER. (This last control
reduces noise from weak stereo stations-and channel
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separation at the higher frequencies-without affecting the
frequency response.) Another pushbutton controls the in-
terstation noise -muting circuit. A row of four more buttons
controls loudness compensation, channel reversing, mono/
stereo, and tape -monitoring functions. The ninth button is
a push -on, push -off power switch.

Rounding out the front -panel lineup, there are two tun-
ing meters, one reading relative signal strength for both
FM and AM, and the other a center -of -channel FM tuning
meter. There is also the usual stereo headphone jack.
Although most receivers today provide for switching be-
tween two sets of stereo speakers, Sansui has gone further
and offers a choice of three pairs of speaker outputs. Any
pair can be selected, or two combinations of two pairs.
Perhaps only a few users will have occasion to use this
rather unusual output flexibility, but we found it con-
venient when comparing several sets of speakers.

Another novel feature of the Sansui Model 4000 (indica-
tive of the thoughtfulness of its designers is the conveni-
ent, short -circuit -proof speaker terminals. No screwdriver
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is needed to connect the speakers (or the tuner antennas)
-an insulated hinged cover over the terminal is pressed,
the wire is inserted into the exposed hole, and the cover is
released. The connections are physically and electrically
secure, and virtually impossible to short circuit accidentally.
Also on the rear panel are a second volume control that
can be set to establish the maximum level available at the
front -panel volume control, a threshold adjustment for the
FM -muting function, and input terminals for both 75- and
300 -ohm antenna lead-in.

All this clever mechanical and packaging design would
he of little value if the Sansui 4000 did not perform well
as a receiver. Not at all to our surprise (recalling our

(Continued on page 40)
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till
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listened to

STEREO BY KENWOOD

Visit your KENWOOD Dealer soon
or write for complete brochure

15711 S. Broadway, Gardena, Calif. 90247
69-41 Calamus Ave., Woodside, N.Y. 11377

Exclusive Canadian Distr.- Perfect Mfg. & Supplies Corp. Ltd
CIRCLE NO. 29 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A KENWOOD receier delivers perfect stereo
separation and remarkable freqiency re-
sponse to surround you with -he fu I mEgnifi-
cence cf orchestral sound. It's Ike having the
Philharmonic in your living room!

Ob. rikh.
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previous experience with the Sansui 2000), the specifica-
tions proved to be thoroughly conservative. The FM tuner
has a measured IHF usable sensitivity of 1.8 microvolts,
with 0.5 per cent distortion at 100 per cent modulation
when fully limited. The FM frequency response was +0,
-2.5 dB from 30 to 15,000 Hz. Stereo FM separation was
better than 30 dB over much of the audible frequency
range, and was still 13 dB at 15,000 Hz, where many re-
ceivers have little separation. The RIAA phono equaliza-
tion was as nearly perfect as we can recall seeing, within
±0.7 dB over its frequency range. The feedback -type tone
controls, when used with discretion, had little effect be-

tween 200 and 2,000 Hz, but had adequate range at the
frequency extremes. The filters, having 6 -dB -per -octave
slopes, are quite moderate in their effect, but at least they
do not remove too much of the program material.

The audio amplifiers, whose gain was quite high, none-
theless had extremely low noise levels. At normal gain set-
tings, the noise was 68.5 dB below 10 watts on phono, and
79 dB below 10 watts on auxiliary. At full gain, slightly
over 1 millivolt was needed at the phono input for a 10 -
watt output, which makes the Sansui 4000 compatible with
any currently manufactured stereo cartridge.

The power amplifiers, at their rated output of 45 watts
per channel into 8 -ohm loads, had less than 0.5 per cent
distortion from 65 to 20,000 Hz, and under 0.2 per cent
over most of that range. At half power or less, the distor-
tion was well under 0.5 per cent (typically under 0.15 per
cent) from 20 to 20,000 Hz. At 1,000 Hz the harmonic dis-
tortion was 0.75 per cent at 0.1 watt, falling smoothly to
0.05 per cent between 20 and 40 watts, and reaching 0.5
per cent at 52 watts. The IM distortion was 0.35 per cent
at 0.1 watt, and under 0.1 per cent from 5 to 35 watts.

When driving 4 -ohm loads the Sansui 4000 was able to
deliver a solid 67 watts per channel with both channels
driven. It therefore stands with a small, select group of re-
ceivers with sufficient power to do justice to almost any
speaker system at higher -than -normal listening levels. The
Sansui -1000 sounded as good to the ear as its test mea-
surements would indicate. Its FM muting circuits worked
well, with positive action and little extraneous noise. The
AM tuner was pleasant and listenable, if not quite "hi-fi"
in its character. The Sansui 4000 would rate as an excellent
receiver at almost any price. Selling as it does for $379.95,
it is clearly an outstanding value.

For more information, circle 158 on reader service card

The Most Spectacular Sound Exhibition of STEREO FIDELITY
Ever Available on one Disc.

Stereo Review STEREO

DEMONSTRATION
RECORD Ltit.".-11,ffill

WIDE RANGE OF DEMONSTRATIONS
 Techniques of Separation 8 Multiple Sound Sources  Acoustic
Depth  Ambiance of Concert Hall  Sharp Contrasts of Dynamics
 Crescendo 8 Diminuendo  Very High 8 Very Low Pitched Musical
Sounds  Polyphony (2 or more melodies at once) With Both Similar
8 Contrasting Instruments  Tonal Dualities of Wind, String 8 Per-
cussion Instruments  Sounds of Ancient Instruments  Sounds of
Oriental Instruments  Sound of Singing Voice. Both Classically
Trained and Untrained  Plus a Large Sampling of Finger Snap-
ping, Hand Clapping. Foot Stamping 8 Other Musical 8 Percus-
sive Sounds.

This record is the result of two years of intensive research in the
sound libraries of Deutsche Grammophon Gesellschaft, Connoisseur
Society, Westminster Recording Company and Cambridge Records
Incorporated. The Editors of Stereo Review have selected and edited
those excerpts that best demonstrate each of the many aspects of
the stereo reproduction of music. The record offers you a greater
variety of sound than has ever before been included on a single disc.
It is a series of independent demonstrations, each designed to show
off one or more aspects of musical sound and its reproduction.
Entirely music, the Record has been edited to provide self-sufficient
capsule presentations of an enormous variety of music arranged in
a contrasting and pleasing order. It includes all the basic musical
and acoustical sounds teat you hear when you listen to records,
isolated and pointed up tc give you a basis for future critical listening.

13 SUPERB SELECTIONS
STRAUSS: Festive Prelude. Op. 61 (exCetpll DGG.
DEBUSSY: Feux d'artifice (excerpt). Connoisseur Society
BEETHOVEN: Wellington's Victory (Battle Symphony)
(excerpt from the first movement) Westminster Records.
MASSAINO: Canzona XXXV a 16 (complete% DGG Archive.
CORRETTE: Concerto Comique Op. 8, No. 6 "Le Plaisir des
Dames" (third movement) Connoisseur Society.
KHAN: Raga Chandranandan (excerpt) Connoisseur Society.
RODRIGO: Concert-Serenade for Harp and Orchestra
(excerpt from the first movement) DGG.

ORDER YOUR STEREO DEMONSTRATION RECORD TODAY

Only $498 Postpaid

Descriptive Booklet Enclosed Includes discussion of the
selections on the record, plus a complete description of
each selection end the purpose behind its demonstration.

AVAILABLE IN YOUR CHOICE OF 331/2 RPM OR 45 RPM
The Stereo Demonstration Record is processed and pressed on a newly developed,
improved vinyl. It is permanently enti-static, repels dust and dirt and promotes
longer stylus wear. The use of this materiel Is conducive to low surface noise and
contributes to the production of full dynamics and frequency range. The record
continually looks new, sounds new and wears longer.

MANITAS DE PLATA: Gypsy Rhumba (complete) Conn. Soc.
MARCELLO: (err. King): Psalm XVII "The Heavens
are Telling- (complete) Connoisseur Society.
PRAETORIUS: Terpsichore: La Bourree XXXII
(complete) DGG Archive.
BERG: Wozzeck (excerpt from Act III) DGG.
BARTOK: Sonata for two pianos and Percussion (excerpt
from the first movement) Cambridge Records.
BEETHOVEN: Wellington's Victory (Battle Victory) (excerpt
from the last movement) Westminster.

w
RECORDS Ziff -Davis Service Division
595 Broadway  New York, N.Y. 10012
Please send me Stereo Review Stereo Demonstration Record Albums at $4 98
each, postpaid. My check (or money order) for j is enclosed.

Check One:  331/2 rpm 0 45 rpm

(outside U.S.A. please send $7.00 per album ordered.) New York State residents please add
local sales tax,

SR -270

Print Name

Address

City State Zip Code

IL
PAYMENT MUST RE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER
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What Sunny Meyer
likes best about

Ampex tape is what
she doesn't hear.

Sunny Meyer, audio engineer, is impressed with Ampex low -noise
tapes and their ability to capture the multi -layered sounds of to-
day. It's the first tape able to handle higher frequencies,
and a broader range of sound while keeping noise
below the hearing of even the most sensitive
listener.
To meet the more demanding needs of
today's recordings, Ampex developed a
method of coating tape with finer oxide
particles than ever before. This permits
higher bias levels without a correspond -
mg increase in noise.
This is just one Ampex tape exclusive.
Dur finishing process is another. It results
n Ferrosheen* tape of unprecedented
smoothness, resuAing in far lower headwear.
onger tape wear and cleaner, crisper recording
it all levels.

Photo and Sunny, courtesy of Motion Picture Sound

Ampex makes a full line of tape in a wide variety of configura-
tions for all types of mastering, duplicating and professional re-

cording. And it's all produced in the most modern surgically
clean facility the state-of-the-art permits.

It's nice to know that the people who pioneered
tape recording are available to help you with

your tape needs, as well.
If you've got something you want to re-
cord-if you want to get the results and
forget the tape-come to the people who
pioneered the tape recording industry.

We're world wide. Call or write:
Ampex Corporation, Magnetic Tape Di-

vision, 401 Broadway. Redwood City,
California 94063.

AMPEX
TAPES FOR EVERY NEED

INSTRUMENTATION  COMPUTEk  CCTV  VIDEO  STEREO
CIRCLE NO. 5 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Seagram's Canadian.
Known by the company it keeps.
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At just about any party
A you can name, somebody's hoping

to see the Smooth Canadian.
It's so smooth and so light that more people prefer
Seagram's V.O. than any other brand of imported whisky
(including scotch). Which means that if a host hopes to hav
a successful party, he really ought to have successful
whisky, too.



By JAMES GOODFRIEND

GOING ON RECORD
PIRACY AND ETHICS

NUMBER of years ago in New York
there was a fellow named Joe

;ould, a man who lived from hand to
south with no apparent income, but
.ith a mission. Joe Gould's mission was
he writing, or rather the compilation,

a book called The Oral History of
he World, and he did it by scribbling
Ito notebooks, in longhand, every con-
ersation, monologue, or expletive he
werheard in his wanderings around
own. The notebooks were stored in a

ellar on Long Island, and by the time
3ould died the cellar was almost filled
vith them. If they still exist-or if, in
act, they ever really did exist-the lot
vould he the world's longest unpub-
ished manuscript. Someday a committee
nay go through that manuscript and
;elect for posterity the materials for a
-eally important social history of the
Mmes. Certainly, the stuff of such a his-
tory is in it; the hardest job will be de-
:iding what to throw out.

The same problem will face another
:ommittee, the one finally appointed to
lecide what to do with the huge archive
)f unauthorized recorded music-tap-
ings of broadcasts, concerts, operatic
ierformances, salon recitals, and com-
mercial records of which the original
nasters have been lost-that will one
lay, through government action per -

laps, be brought together. For that is

what is going to have to happen. The
:ollectors, compilers, and issuers of
pirated recordings are, in effect, so many
foe Goulds whose individual efforts will
eventually be stopped. When they are,
the fruits of their labors, I hope, will be
:ollected, sorted, and edited down to a
meaningful compilation, an "Aural His-
:ory of the (Musical) World in the
Twentieth Century."

Now that we've posited the end of
this business, we can get back to the be-
ginning. My colleague William Living -
;tone has, in this issue, collected and
3rganized the facts about the freebooters
in the record and tape business, and it
was decided that I should make some
:omment on the ethics of the situation.
There are a lot of comments to make,

for a lot of people have rights here, and
they tend to conflict with one another.

Assuming that you have already read
Mr. Livingstone's article and are cog-
nizant of the situation, let us examine,
first, who has what right. Obviously,
the first people to be considered are the
performers. Except in rare cases, they
receive no income from pirated records
and tapes of their performances. Theo-
retically, they should be the loudest pro-
testers, hut, in fact, most performers
take a very permissive attitude. They
see the underground promotional value
of such recordings, and they tend to be-
lieve that the quantities involved are so
small that a royalty, if paid, would be
merely nominal. However, most perfor-
mers under contract to legitimate record
companies cannot officially condone such
recordings (their contracts state that
they must act in concert with the com-
pany to suppress them), and it is there-
fore impossible for the pirate companies
simply to ask for written permission be-
fore issuing a record. So they seldom do.

The legitimate record company also
has rights. It pays the artist; the pirates
don't. It should therefore not he subject
to the unfair competition of a similar
product with the same artist issued by a
company that does not have to take ar-
tists' fees into account in determining its
costs and selling prices. The legitimate
companies have been less permissive
than the artists, but they have not
cracked down as hard as they might.
Most believe that the amounts involved
are too small to bother with-for now.

The copyright laws add to the confu-
sion of the situation. At present, record-
ed performances are not subject to copy-
right, and any legal actions, therefore,
must proceed on different grounds. And
even in regard to recordings made by the
legitimate companies, do those compa-
nies actually own the recordings and the
right of reproduction? That question
cannot he answered legally as simply
and directly as one might think. Nor, if
we assume that they do own them, is
there any law of the land that states at

(Continued on page 45)

If you're
the man
we think
you are,
this is the
Camera you
should own.

You enjoy owning fine things-matched,
premium quality high fidelity components,
for example. When you buy something,
price is secondary to value. In your own way,
you live a pretty interesting life, and
because you do, we think you'll be
interested in our camera.

It's the Honeywell Pentax Spotmatic, an
uncommonly good 35mm single-lens reflex.
So good, it's the world's best-selling
fine camera.

The Spotmatic is compact, lightweight,
and a joy to handle. It features uncannily
precise through -the -lens full -format exposure
control, superb optics, brilliant human
engineering, and magnificent workmanship.
The result is a camera that produces
professional -quality pictures, yet it's
remarkably easy to use.

With a greatSuper-Takumar f/1.4 lens,
the Spotmatic costs about $300, depending
upon accessories. See it soon at your
Honeywell Perttax dealer's, or mail the
coupon for complete literature.

Honeywell takes the guesswork
out of rine photography.

r- -
Honeywell Photographic
P.O. Box 22083, Denver, Colo. 80222

Please send Honeywell Pentax literate re to.

Name

Address

City/State/Zip _.

Honeywell

5671
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what point they might cease to, that de-
fines the time after which they would
pass into the public domain as do all
copyrighted musical and literary works.

At any rate, the rights of at least two
different groups are being infringed up-
on, though those groups, out of choice,
inertia, or some other reason, are not
doing much about it. Should they? Does
anyone else have a stake in the matter?
Well, obviously, the public does, the
public at large, and those small segments
of the public that are buying and collect-
ing the bootleg recordings. A recording
of a musical performance, as I have
attempted to point out from time to

time in this column, is something more
than an item of commerce. It is that, but
it is something more too: it is an artistic
document, and the public has an interest
in its preservation, and perhaps in its
availability as well. Does a record com-
pany have the "right" to withdraw r and
therefore make unavailable) a recorded
performance because its sales were not
up to whatever standards the company
might want to apply? Mind you, such
withdrawals are usually done quite
against the wishes of the performers in-
volved. Does the company have the
"right" to suppress (and therefore make
unavailable) an unauthorized release of
a recording wanted by the public even if
it refuses to release that recording itself?
How many people make up a "public?"

OBVIOUSLY, what is going to have to
happen is that some sort of archive he
set up, together with a governing board
to mediate the rights and wishes of the
parties involved, the whole under gov-
ernment authority (the record compa-
nies have never been able to get together
on the time of day, and it is hardly to he
expected that they could get together on
something like this without being forced
to). The parties involved are the artists,
the composers, the record companies,
and the public, and perhaps some inde-
pendent soul responsible to no one but
his conscience placed in a position of in-
fluence to speak up simply for what he
thinks is right. The pirates themselves
are not interested parties here. Most of
them are in the business merely to see
their wishes come true as finished rec-
ords-a kind of vanity. If someone else
takes on that job, they will be content.
Those few who are in it for the fast
money can have no ethical position.

I have some tentative suggestions as
to how this archive might he organized.
To begin with, a law will have to be put
on the books to define exactly what is
legal and illegal in the manufacture and
distribution of recordings (such a law
should not be difficult to write, although,
because of pressure from special inter-
ests, it might be hard to pass in its best
form). Then, the archive itself must
be set up to accept as donations, buy, or
.-onfiscate all illegally distributed musi-

cal recordings. In addition, the archive
should receive all commercially produced
recordings that have been allowed to
remain out of print for some period of
time (say, ten years). The originating
company can be given the choice of re-
issuing the material or turning it over.

At this point, of course, that commit-
tee is going to have to come in and de-
cide what to keep and what to throw
away. The current theory on such mat-
ters is to keep everything, but I don't
think that attitude can prevail. The mass
of stuff is going to be enormous, and it
is hardly necessary, when we come right
down to it, to preserve ten or twelve
separate performances of the same work
by the same artist, or the most routine
concert or radio performance programs.

Once the larger part of the material
has been sorted out and catalogued (no
small job), it must he made available;
simply stockpiling culture accomplishes
nothing. All musical selections should
he available on special order (probably
on tape, in one form or another) to any
interested buyer for his own private and
personal use, and to educational institu-
tions for use in whatever way they see
fit-- -excluding rights of mass reproduc-
tion or performance for profit. A selec-
tion of the most popular items might be
made available on discs. The price to
the consumer of this material should he
high. I know this goes against current
ideas of cultural dissemination, but un-
less we want to drive commercial com-
panies out of the cultural world entirely,
we cannot again expose them to exactly
the same sort of unfair competition they
have now from the pirates. A fair price
might be double whatever the then -cur-
rent selling price is for a commercially
produced recording of similar material.

Now, so far, we have done everything
for the public and nothing for the com-
posers, artists, and record companies.
Their rights must he repaid in royalties.
Every time a tape or record is sold, a
credit must be given to the originators of
that recording. If we are dealing with
what was originally a commercial rec-
ord, the royalty is payable to the original
company, which then divides the money
in accordance with its contracts with the
artists involved. If the recording was a
taped concert or broadcast and one or
another artist was at that time under
exclusive contract to a company, the roy-
alty is paid the same way. If no exclu-
sive contracts are involved, royalties are
paid directly to the artists involved.
Composer royalties are paid in addition,
according to generally accepted rates for
copyrighted material. At some point, say
fifty or a hundred years after the initial
recording or first issuance of the mate-
rial, all rights revert to the archive,
which in its limited and controlled way

the public domain. It is as well a solid-
ly based and continuously functioning
"aural history of the (musical) world."
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Involvement in faithful re-creation is
as powerful as the conducting of a
Toscanini. He brings forth from an
orchestra the essence of every note on
the score .. . LWE speaker systems re-
peat those sounds as they happened
and the drama of the event is reborn.

The delicacy and the bravado of
each instrument comes through LWE
speaker systems crisply, cleanly,
bringing back the intensity of moods
and the beauty of sounds as they were
originally conceived. Transport your-
self through the exclusive world of
LWE electronic sound suspension into
the soul of in-depth sounds.

_WE brings you all the musical
lights and darks-from Bach fugues to
vibrant rock. Whatever your musical
tastes, the regeneration of notes :hat
surround you with an event recreated
in time and space is an all -encompass
ing-all-consuming-pleasure. Elec-
tronic sound suspension includes you
in the performance and is permanently
beautiful every time you hear it.
Speaker systems with Room Gain Con
trol that fit your music exactly to your
environment ... all of it is yours
through LWE. Speaker systems
dedicated to the discriminating ear.

REUl.Ca vOl TALE

LWE speakers are availabl n model
numbers I, II, Ill, IV, & , ranging in
price from $75.00 to s 0.00. Instant
Kits range in pri from $60.00 to
$725.00. Se em at your local
dealers' or ite Mr. Darrell Fletcher,
Acous Corp., Houston, Texas, f

ee copy of 10 -page descri
brochure. Sound of Excellenc

ACO = TRON
C PORATION

2418 TT, HOUSTON, TEXAS 77006



And we think you too are going to flip for the
same reasons reported by Hirsch -Houck Lab-
oratories in the January issue of Stereo Review.
But, let Hirsch -Houck do the speaking.
"The Concord Mark Ill features their new

pressure -sintered ferrite heads, which are
claimed to have a hardness between that of a
sapphire and a diamond and to be corre-
spondingly wear -resistant: it is also claimed
that they provide an extremely wide frequency
response. We cannot comment on the former
claim, but our tests certainly confirmed the
latter:'

"When we measured the overall playback -
frequency response of the Concord Mark Ill,
the advantages from its new heads were im-
mediately apparent...we did not extend our
measurements beyond 20,000Hz to check
Concord's claim of 27,000Hz response: the
results in the audible range were impressive
enough!"

"The wow and flutterwere respectively 0.015%
(the residual level of our test tape) and 0.05%,
among the lowest figures we have ever meas-
ured on a tape machine:'

DD

RD

"In any event, the Concord Mark Ill provided
oneof ihequietest backgrounds in the absence
of signal that we have heard (or should we say
"not heard"?) from a tape machine:'

"In all other respects, the Mark III was equally
satisfying. Its frequency response and overall
cleanness of sound left little to be desired:'

"The best news of all is its price-under $260.
We haven't used a tape recorder at that price
that could match it (if such machines do exist,
we have not had the opportunity to test them):' 7

The Mark III, under $260, is one of a series
of hysteresis -drive tape decks. The Mark II,
under $230, similar in every respect except
that it uses Hi -Mu laminated record and play-
back heads and a ferrite erase head. The Mark
IV, Concord's top -of -the -line deck, similar to
the Mark III, also has an extra playback head
and electronic automatic reverse. Audition
the new Mark Series at leading high fidelity
dealers. For an "all the facts" brochure, write:
Concord Electronics Corp., 1935 Armacost
Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90025. -,71,

Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo -Optical ._5_10LI
Industries, Incorporated.
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FM Stereo
WINDOW
ANTENNA
by F/ NCO®
Outperforms any
indoor antenna!

List Price

$17.80

 All directional receiving pattern.
 Aluminum construction with gold

corodized corrosion -proof finish
on antenna.

 Fits horizontally or vertically in
windows up to 42" wide or high.

 Extension bars available for larger
windows.
Write for Catalogue 20-462 Dept. SR -2

kivc.;.7 THE FINNEY
- COMPANY

34 West Interstate St., Bedford, Ohio 44146
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Stereo Review
SUBSCRIBER SERVICE
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ALL TOO BRIEFLY VISITE'
A BOOK REVIEW BY
Bernard Jacobson

IF a reviewer sometimes feels jaded at
being obliged to maintain the kind of

balanced critical stance inimical to swash-
buckling "fine writing," every now and
then an assignment comes along that al-
lows him to bid virtue go hang and to
praise or damn without restraint. For my
own taste, the occasions for unqualified
enthusiasm are the more rewarding of
these opportunities, but negative passion
has its cathartic value too.

The task of reviewing Herbert Russ-
col's Guide to Low -Priced Classical Rec-
ords arouses my spleen as it has rarely
been aroused. A book that: tries to eval-
uate more than 3,000 bargain -label rec-
ords-humanly impossible though the
task of writing it may be-is clearly a
hook that one would want to be good,
for it has an obvious public among those
young people to whom inexpensive rec-
ords are the only regular means of access
to classical music, and whose tastes are
wide open to guidance or to perversion.
Yet apart from noting that he has ac-
tually compiled such a hook, it is hard
to find more than one favorable thing
to say about Mr. Russcol's effort.

That one thing is: he is at times re-
freshingly unsnobbish. He is very clear,
for example, about the fact that Wagner
bores him, and refers to his works as
"these unendurably long ravings of a de-
mented genius" with a commendable
lack of concern for maintaining an image
as an intellectual. Other things bore him
too-reviewing a disc of recorder music,
he remarks: "nearly an hour of this can
he soporific, unless you're a recorder
fiend."

So far, so good. I think the first of
these positions is oversimplified, and I
disagree vehemently with the second,
hut it's fine that he expresses his feelings
so unambiguously. The trouble is-it
emerges as you dig deeper into his hook
-that these two particular boredoms are
but symptoms of what seems to be a ba-
sically philistine attitude. For Mr. Russ-

col, apparently, listening to music is one
of those tedious things you have to do
for the good of your soul. The hulk of
his hook consists of lip -service to a re-
gurgitated mass of received ideas taken
from other writers, but every few pages

Guide to Low -Priced Classical Records, by
Herbert Russcol, Hart Publishing Co., New
York, 1969, $10 hard -cover, $2.95 paper-
back.

the author's impatience creeps into tl
open, and the contrast between what 1
feels and what he thinks he ought to fe
is often hilarious. Rosenkavalier, he di
tifully tells us on page 652, is "a maste
piece, one of the greztest operas on
writtc.s . . . nothing less than sheer gl
nius." But on the very nc::t pag: he refe:
to the full -price Angel set of excerp
with Lotte Lehmann (recently release(
by toe way, on the Seraphim hargai
label) as "the perfect introduction to th
opera-two records instead of the con
plete four, far less wearisome for th
uninitiated." Similarly, 11 combattiment
di Tancredi e Clorinda and L'incoronaz
one di Poppea are two of the six Mont(
verdi works or collections of works h
picks for an astonishing list of "Grew
Works of Western Music" at the end c
the hook. Yet his comments on the re
cordings reveal that, for him, Combatt,
mento is a "somewhat heavy -going work
and L'incoronazione "a tedious opera
with little of the gripping power o
Orf eo."

Since in Mr. Russcol's hook great at
is frequently equated with dullness, it i

not surprising that, wherever possible,
seems to have passed up the tiresom
chore of actually listening to the record
he sets himself up to judge. In all th
832 pages of the Guide, he certainly ha
not come up with a single observatioi
that could he called genuine, origina
music criticism. There are no insights, ni
brilliant shafts of analysis, no penetrat
ing analogies. As with judgment, so witl
fact. Even if we leave obvious misprint
out of account, one's confidence is no
inspired by the consistent misspelling o
more than twenty composers' names, b'
the description of Strauss' opera Die Fra,
ohne Schatten as a "song in German,
nor by the literally hundreds of inac
curate listings of actual record content
"The Vivaldi work is harmless," his corn
ment on page 687 on the Nonesucl
"Splendor of Brass" disc, becomes sus
pest when you recall that there are trei
Vivaldi works on the record, and th
World Series Telemann collection re
viewed on the next page contains four
not three, works. The Schutz Latin Mag
nificat on Turnabout 34099 is not, as Mr
Russcol believes, the same piece as th,
German Magnificat on Nonesuch 71134
and a mere glance at the liner notes woult
have told him that.

(Continued on page .50)
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lire 'test
Ness 5.000 play tests prose [lie 9991E

is the longest plagung cartridge.
No one ever dared to challenge a stereo car-

tridge again and again the way we did. But then
no one ever created a cartridge like our 999VE
before. We designed .t to give superb playback of
ail frequencies, at any groove N, elocity, at tracking
forces sc low that records sound brand new even
after 5003 plays.

We cycled the 999VE through 5000 complete
p ays on a test press ng, more than 50 times the
o-dinary ife usage of a record. Through the entire
Icw and middle spectrum there was no audible or
measuratle wear or distortion, while at the high
frequencies the loss was less than 3 dB at 20,000
Hz ... after a full 5000 plays.

These sensational figures are only matched

by the enthusiastic acclaim of the experts. Stereo
Review Magazine, ranked the 999VE "#1 in light-
weight tracking ability." Hi Fi Soitnd called it "A
real hi fi masterciece." Popular Science chose the
999VE for "The stereo system I wished I owned,"
while Audio Magazine said "Outstanding square
waves. Tops in separation."

There's no question about it - if you want the
longest playing cartridge money can buy you want
Empire's 999VE at,$74.95.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 999VE Stereo
Cartridge. FreqLency Response 6 to 35,000 Hz;
Stereo Separaticn more than 35 dB; Output Volt-
age 5 my/channel; Comjliance 35 x 10-6 cm/dyne.
Stylus .2 mil.x.7m I. hand polished elliptical diamond.

Write for your free "Guide to Sound Design for 1970 "
Empire Scientific Corp., 1055 Stewart Ave., Garden City, N. Y. 11530
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The latest word
inopera is Philips.
ColinDavispresents`lcomenec' The first complete album of
in a new three record set. arias 3y a new opera sensation.

OZ
I DOM EN E0

ti ou_s-
SHI3L:Y. RYLAND DAVIES

se^F1C-Ii RITZ. RINALDI 'PAULINE TINSLEY
L)114.X7 TEARIDOItIN-0 PI LLEY,STAFrORD XA 4

BBC. IHOSPOOKHE STRA &CHORUS

CCLI DAVIS

Ii3rneneo
ELB.C. Symphony Orches:ra Sc
Chorus/Colin Davis
639 758;6C LY

riCristinalDeutekonb-

; RELLIV
ZETTI

wdmeiradiRf?rn, della Aqdinielevisione...haltana
'IkA NCI

Cristina Ceutekom sings arias by
Verdi BeLini and Donizetti
RAI Syrnlhony Orchestra/
Carlo Franci
839 7;1 LA

i7 -cm Tie Mercury Pamir, Of Labels: Philips  Mer cur,.  World Series  Wirg
Product cf Mercury Record Productions, In:, 35 East Wa:uer Dive, Chicago, Illinois 606DI

A Inorth American Philips Company
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The brand for all reasons

Every ESR McDonald arormatiototntatle is
precisim made in Great Blitair to the
most exec:ing specificalois. Upon that'
arrival in the U.S., ever) model is unpzied
and retesmd under acteal
conditions. That's why ESF seriice cal s are
the owmt in the industry-anc perhaps
that alsc explains why ESF sel's more
turntat les than anyone Biste in the wore.

McDONALD

BSR McDONALD 600

BSR (USA) LTD.
BLAUVELT, N.Y. 10913

Pkase send FREE detailed literature
on all BSR McDonald automatic turntables

Address

State
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In a wider context, even when he is
not specifically wrong, Mr. Russcol often
fails to give information that the reader
has a right to expect from the reviewer.
He tells us on page 418 that Monteverdi's
six -part Magnificat "was published as
part of a collection of scared [sic] works
in 1610," without mentioning, in review-
ing the Vespers on page 419, that this is
the collection in which the Magnificat ap-
pears; neither does he inform us that the
Stevens recording under review consists
of only part of the music some other musi-
cologists and performers regard as con-
stituting the complete Vespers. He dis-
cusses three recordings of Mozart's Die
Zduberlline (page 492) without reveal-
ing that only one of them includes the
spoken dialogue. He criticizes the ill -pro-
duced release of Furtwiingler's Beethoven
Ninth on Everest ( page 89), without ap-
parently having detected the wholesale
cuts and other distortions inflicted on the
performance by Everest's engineers.

MR. Russcol's general ideas about mu-
sic are of a piece with his specific judg-
ments (or rather reports). He has no
conception of Baroque style-the only
difference he finds worth noting between
Beecliam's and Davis' recordings of
Messiah is that "Davis is recorded with
modern sonics"-and his approach to
modern music may be gauged from such
observations as that Berg's Violin Con-
certo "is based on the twelve-tone sys-
tem" (page 123) and that Webern's
First Cantata "features tone -row manip-
ulation" ( page 745). This is as if one
were to say that Mozart's -i0th Symphony
is an essay on the Classical key -system.
As for early music, page 520 informs us
that "Palestrina was the greatest com-
poser of the sixteenth century," and page
810 that the music composed between the
twelfth century and the sixteenth is

"mostly choral." The former statement
is a dubious expression of opinion; the
latter is just plain wrong.

Mr. Russcol, it is clear, will never be
taken seriously as a music critic. But
along with the howlers detailed above,
and thousands of others for which I have
no room, the closing sections of his Guide
suggest that he may have a promising
career ahead of him as a sort of Florence
Foster Jenkins of the reviewing trade. You
may he surprised to know that "the 100
classical compositions played most fre-
quently by modern orchestras" include
Beethoven's "Moonlight" Sonata and the
Chaconne from Bach's Violin Partita No.
2. And the inclusion, among the hundred -
odd "most important works" written be-
tween 1900 and 1960, of Morton Gould's
Spirituals for Orchestra and Ferde Grofe's
Grand Canyon Suite would probably
amaze the modest creators of those trifles
as much as it does me.

The whole abysmal hook would he
funny if it weren't for the damage it will
very likely do.
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NEW

4

LRK-1600 100 Watt Solid State
AM -FM Stereo Cassette Receiver

4 -IC's, 4-FET's, 24 -Transistors, 25 -Diodes

Expertly Crafted For Years Of
Concert Quality Performance

New beauty. Latest solid-state circuitry. Versatility, convenience,
and performance add up to a stereo hi-fi component a cut above the
ordinary!

Lafayette's new LRK-1600 is a powerful 100 -watt AM/FM stereo
receiver, plus a professional cassette recorder . . . completely built
into one beautiful low profile enclosure.

At the flip of a switch you can listen to AM, FM or FM stereo. You
can listen to pre-recorded cassette tapes, or, record onto cassettes,
either from voice or instruments (there are two microphone jacks on
the front panel), or from records (just connect a turntable or record
changer thru the magnetic or ceramic phone inputs), or directly
from the stereo receiver. Most important, you can make sound -with -
sound recordings ... superimpose your voice or a musical instrument
using mikes while simultaneously recording an external program
source such as records or AM/FM broadcast.

Yoil can do a lot more too such as adding extra speakers or a pair of
headphones. But, just reading about the LRK-1600 isn't going to let
you relax and enjoy it. See and hear it at your Lafayette dealer's show-
room ... you don't have to be an audio expert to appreciate it.

FEATURES And SPECIFICATIONS
Receiver Section-Power Output 100 watts ± 1 db; FM Tuner IHF Sensitivity
1.7 µv; front panel stereo headphone jack; illuminated AM and FM tuning
meter. Pushbutton switches for Loudness, Stereo/Mono, Tape Monitor, High
Filters. Black -face tuning dial.
Cassette Section -4 -pole Hysteresis Synchronous motor; dual channel VU
recording meter; record indicator light; Cassette Ejector Button; 3 -Digit
Counter with Reset Button. Records 4 -track stereo and 2 -track mono, plays -
back 4 and 2 -track stereo and mono.

Deluxe 101 -Watt Component Hi-Fi System
Featuring LRK-1600

31985
Magnificent 100 -watt component Hi-Fi
system featuring the LRK-1600 Cassette/
Receiver and 2 -Lafayette Criterion 50
Bookshelf Speaker Systems.

Wow!

Only 27995
L_ A F -AV" mr ®

FREE!
1970 Catalog 700

496 Pages

Featuring Everything in Electronics for

 HOME

 INDUSTRY

 LABORATORY

LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS CORP.
Dept. 11020 Box 10, Syosset, N. Y. 11791

Send me the FREE 1970 Catalog 700

Name

Address

City

11020

FEBRUARY 1970

State Zip
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Omni -directivity:
`Like having
a roomful of speakers'

It used to be that to enjoy reasonably good stereo music
you had to position yourself midway between your speakers and
back a bit. You were locked into a triangle.

Not any more. JVC introduces its model 5303 omni-directional
speaker system, the system that radiates sound a full 360 degrees.
It's like having a roomful of speakers.

Position a pair any way you like, suspended from the ceiling or
mounted on floor stands, the effect is the same: a rich outpouring
of all -enveloping sound. The end of the triangle.

With four woofers and four horn tweeters positioned in a special
punched metal sound diffusing enclosure, you get flawless
omni-directional characteristics throughout the entire audio range-
and throughout the room.

One of the biggest values in sound, the JVC 5303 easily handles
40 watts RMS and 80 watts peak, sells for just $199.95..

If complete, compelling sound diffusion makes sense to you, see
the JVC dealer nearest you and ask about omni-directivity
and the 5303. His is the only place you'll find it.
*Suggested list price

Catching On Fast

JVC

'kr

52

JVC America, Inc., 5035, 56th Road, Maspeth, New York, N.Y. 11378 A Subsidiary of Victor Company of Japan, Limited, Tokyo, Japan
CIRCLE NO. 23 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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THE BASIC REPERTOIRE: Item One Hundred Twenty -One By Martin Bookspan

CAM- ORFF'S Car///hia Biir,ma received its first per-
formance in the United States early in 1954, at a
concert by the University of San Francisco's Schola

Cantorum. San Francisco's distinguished music critic
Alfred Frankenstein hailed the score as "one of the
most vivid, picturesque and richly tuneful choral pieces
of modern times.'' Before the year had ended, Leopold
Stokowski had introduced it to east -coast audiences in
both Boston and New York, conducting orchestral and
choral forces from the School of Music of Boston Uni-
versity. In the decade and a half since then, Carmina
Burana has become one of the most frequently per-
formed scores of the twentieth century, despite the fact
that it calls for an impressive array of performing
forces consisting of a large symphony orchestra, a huge
assemblage of percussion instruments, mixed chorus,
children's chorus, and three vocal soloists.

It had taken Carmina Burana almost twenty years to
reach these shores, though a Deutsche Grammophon re-
cording (distributed at that time by Decca Records in
this country) had made the music known to thousands
of alert record buyers and radio listeners several rears
before the San Francisco premiere. Orff composed the
music in 1935-1936, taking as his texts some anony-
mous thirteenth -century poems that had been discovered

FEBRUARY 1970

CARL ORFF'S

CARM1NA
BURANA
"Chariraris--detuil
from the Roman she Pahvel
( fourteenth century)

during the early 1800 s in die archives of the monas-
tery of Benediktbeuem in the Bavarian Alps, about
thirty miles south of NIunich, The full manuscript of
the "Carmina Burana" (literally, "Songs of Benedikt-
beuern") comprised over two hundred poems in various
languages, most of them extolling, in the most explicit
terms, the delights of the profane joys wine, women,
and song. Ortf selected twenty-four of the poems for
musical setting and grouped them in three parts: In
Springtime (scenes of a bucolic and pastoral nature) ;
In the Tavern (celebrating the pleasures of the wine
cellar and the gaming table) ; and The Court of Lore
(uninhibited and exultant paeans to the joys of love and
love -making). The cycle of poems begins and ends
with one about the ruthless wheel of fortune: "One man
is exalted by its descent, the other abased."

Carmina Burana was the first in a trilogy of so-called
"scenic cantatas" that Orff produced between 1935 and
1951. The second of them, Calulli Carmina, was ac-
tually begun first-in 1930, when Orff set a series of
poems by the Roman poet Catullus (87-54 B.C.). A
prologue and epilogue were added by Orff in 1943,

with a Latin text he wrote himself, and the first perfor-
mance of the completed score was given in November,
19-13. The trilogy was completed with Trion fo di Afro -

(Continued on page 58)



Until Now There Has Been One Stereo Receiver
Obviously Superior To All Others-

The Heathkit AR -15

Now There Are Three
1. Heathkit AR -15

60 6' .110 911 1110 ,,120 140 1611
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HEAT K T

2. Heathkit® AR -29

3. Heathkit AR -19
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-150 Watt AM/FM/FM Stereo Receiver
The receiver that started the trend to new concepts in circuitry is still judged the world's finest ... by owners, electronic
experts and testing labs. Here are some of the many reasons why. The AR -15 delivers 150 watts music power from its
69 transistor, 43 diode, 2 IC's circuit - 75 watts per channel. Harmonic and IM distortion are both less than 0.5% at
full output. The FM tuner has a cascode 2 -stage FET RF amplifier and an FET mixer to provide high overload capability,
excellent cross modulation and image rejection. The use of two crystal filters in the IF section is a Heath first in the in-
dustry and provides an ideally shaped bandpass and adjacent channel selectivity impossible with conventional methods.
Two Integrated Circuits in the IF amplifier provide hard limiting, excellent temperature stability and increased reliability.
The FM tuner boasts sensitivity of 1.8 uV, selectivity of 70 dB and harmonic & IM distortion both less than 0.5% ...
you'll hear stations you didn't even know existed, and the elaborate noise -operated squelch, adjustable phase control,
stereo threshold control and FM stereo noise filter will let you hear them in the clearest, most natural way possible. Other
features include two front panel stereo headphone jacks, positive circuit protection, transformerless outputs, loudness
switch, stereo only switch, front panel input level controls. recessed outputs. Tone Flat control, a massive electronically
filtered power supply and "Black Magic" panel lighting. Whether you choose the kit model or the factory assembled and
tested version, you have chosen the world's finest stereo receiver ... the Heathkit AR -15.
Kit AR -15, (less cabinet), 34 lbs $349.95*
Assembled ARW-15, (less cabinet), 34 lbs $540.00*
Assembled AE -16, optional walnut cabinet, 10 lbs $24.95*

-100 Watt AM/FM/FM Stereo Receiver
The world's finest medium power stereo receiver ... designed in the tradition of the famous Heathkit AR -15. It's all
solid-state ... 65 transistors, 42 diodes plus 4 integrated circuits containing another 56 transistors and 24 diodes. Music
power output at 8 ohms is 100 watts. Frequency response is 7 to 60,000 Hz. Harmonic Distortion is less than 0.25% and
IM Distortion is 0.2% - both ratings at full power. Direct coupled outputs are protected by dissipation -limiting circuitry.
It boasts a massive, electronically regulated power supply. Circuitry includes four individually heat sinked output tran-
sistors. The AR -29 uses linear motion bass, treble, balance and volume controls and pushbutton selected inputs. There are
outputs for two separate stereo speaker systems, it has center channel capability and a front panel stereo headphone jack.
The FET FM tuner is assembled and aligned at the factory and has 1.8 uV sensitivity. Two front panel tuning meters
make precise tuning easy. A computer designed 9 -pole L -C filter plus 3 IC's in the IF give ideally shaped bandpass with
greater than 70 dB selectivity and eliminates alignment. IC multiplex section. The AM tuner has three FET's. An AM
rod antenna swivels for best pickup. Modular Plug-in Circuit Boards make the kit easy to build and service. Built-in test
circuitry lets you assemble, test and service your AR -29 without external test equipment. "Black Magic" panel lighting,
chrome trim, aluminum lower panel. The AR -29 will please even the most discriminating stereo listener in performance
and value.
Kit AR -29, (less cabinet), 33 lbs $285.00*
Assembled AE -19, oiled pecan cabinet, 10 lbs $19.95*

-60 Watt AM/FM/FM Stereo Receiver
The AR -19 circuitry reflects many of the advanced concepts of the AR -29. It uses 108 transistors and 45 diodes including
those in 5 integrated circuits. It delivers 60 watts music power at 8 ohms. At any power level, Harmonic and IM Dis-
tortion is less than 0.25%. Frequency response ranges from 6 to 35,000 Hz. Direct coupled outputs are protected by
dissipation -limiting circuitry. A massive power supply includes a section of electronically regulated power. The assembled,
aligned FET FM tuner has 2.0 uV sensitivity. A preassembled and factory aligned FM IF circuit board gives 35 dB
selectivity. The multiplex IC circuit provides inherent SCA rejection. It features two switched noise muting circuits;
linear motion controls for bass, treble, volume and balance; input level controls; outputs for 2 separate stereo speaker
systems; center speaker capability; two tuning meters; stereo indicator light; front panel stereo headphone jack. The
Modular Plug-in Circuit Board design speeds assembly. Built-in Test Circuitry aids assembly, simplifies servicing. "Black
Magic" panel lighting, black lower panel, chrome accents. Compare it with any model in its price range ... the AR -19
will prove itself the better buy.
Kit AR -19, (less cabinet) 29 lbs $225.00*
Assembled AE -19, cabinet, 10 lbs $19.95*

NEW
HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 40-2
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

H FIAT 2- .T.

a Schlamberget company

FREE 1970 CATALOG! El Enclosed is S plus shipping.

Now with more kits, more color. Please send model (si
Fully describes these along with 0 Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog. 0 Please send Credit Application.
over 300 kits for stereo/hi-ti,
color TV, electronic organs, gui- Name
tar amplifiers, amateur radio,
marine, educational, CB, home Address
& hobby. Mail coupon or write
Heath Company, Benton Harbor, City State Zip

Michigan 49022. L *Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory. Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. HF-234
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-.AFAEL FRUHBECK
7E BURGOS.,.-.--

Three conductors among the eight who have stereo discs ol Curl Ortf's Caro t na Burma in the current catalog seem
Lest to communicate their own dynamism to the perl(winers inrohed: they are Rafael P. rithheck de Burgos I .Ingeb,
Eugen Jochum ( OGG), and Eugene Ormandy (Columbia). These recordings are available on lour -track tape as well.

rule of 1950-1951, in which Orff set Latin poems of
Catullus and Greek poems of Sappho and Euripides.
7'1.)w/to di Afrodite was introduced to American au-
diences in April of 1956 by Leopold Stokowski and the
Houston Symphony Orchestra. Writing of Trioufo di
;11)74111e for The New York Times, Howard Taubman
described Orff's compositional style in language that
applies equally well to all three scores of the trilogy:

There are the fierce, pounding rhythms. . . . There is the
expected device of loud and soft in choral writing. There
is some use of spoken lines. And, for contrast . . . there
are elaborate melismatic phrases. It has to he conceded that
Orff's techniques generate excitement and overwhelming
waves of sound. By now all the devices he has developed
he uses with commanding skill.

If there is a grudging sound to these words of praise,
the reason may not be difficult to find: Orff's effects
derive from the most primitive of musical devices. Car-
milla Bavaria is virtually without counterpoint of any
kind the horizontal melodic lines pursue their relent-
less course untrammeled by a sophisticated structure;
of thematic elaboration or development there is not a
hint: the harmonic design is simple, resting solidly on a
tonal base, with regular emphasis on the tonic and domi-
nant chords; and the rhythmic patterns usually consist
of ostinatos, or repeated figures that seem to betray a
lack of inventiveness. And yet Carmiva Burana exerts a
primitive force and an almost physical impact. It is the
musical embodiment of the principles of teaching that
Orff developed together with Dorothee Gunther at the
school the two of them founded in 1924: their stated
goal was -awakening in everyone the sense of rhythmic
movement, and . . . stimulating a love of dancing and
music -making --a general freedom of expression and re-
ceptivity.-

FIGHT performances of the score are listed in the cur-
rent catalog (though the Parliament and Turnabout per-
formances, both conducted by Vaclav Smetacek, appar-
ently derive from the same master tape), and half of
them are also available as four -track reel-to-reel tapes.
The music, in its deliberate simplicity, poses few prob-

lems for audiences, and performance tradition is wel
set by now: this is music for effect, and the mot
uninhibited and extroverted the performance, the mor
effective it is. It goes without saving that the most effec
tive recordings of the music are those that capture bes
the mass and color of the orchestration and the vivi(
and varied dynamic contrasts of the score.

With the basis for comparative judgment thus de
fined, there are three recordings among the eigh
that are outstanding: Rafael Friffibeck de Burgos' vet
sion with the New Philharmonia Orchestra and assist
ing artists (Angel S 36333; tape ® YS 36333, 5-incl
reel, 33/4 ips); Eugen Jochum's, with the Berlin Oper
Orchestra and Chorus and soloists (Deutsche Gramm()
phon 1 39362 ; tape ® C 9362 [71/2]; © 923062) ; an(
Eugene Ormandy's with the Philadelphia Orchestra an(
Rutgers University Choir and three fine soloists (Colum
bia MS 6163; tape ® MQ 347). Any one of these shoul(
satisfy even the most devoted Carmithi Burma addict
for all three conductors have the full measure of thi
music and communicate their own dynamism to the per
forming forces with whom they are allied and thus ul
timately to the listener. Angel's sound is the most im
pressive of the three; Jochum, by virtue of his lonj
association with the score (he was also the conduct()
in that very first recording of the music to reach thi
country), might be said to have a proprietary interes
and therefore freedom with it; and Ormandy's un
subtle manner is here applied to a score that thrives oi
such treatment.

A final note: Seiji Ozawa has taken Carmlua Btirait
under his wing this season, conducting memorable per
formances of it with the New York Philharmonic ani
the Boston Symphony. In mid -November of last yea
he recorded it with the Boston Symphony for RCA Ret
ords: the assisting choruses were the New England Con
servatory and Children's Choruses and the soloists wet
Evelyn Mandac (soprano), Stanley Kolk (tenor), an
Sherrill Milnes (baritone). If the recording, when it i

released, is as dynamically inspired as the Symphon
Hall performances that preceded it, Ozawa's versio
might just go to the head of the class.

REPRINTS of the latest review of the complete "Basic Repertoire.' are available without charge. Circle No. 160 on reader service card.
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If the sound is good enough for him
The man at the console is an audio
engineer at Bell Sound Studio in
Hollywood. Here they record com-
mercials: the full range. You've heard
a lot of them. It's an exciting business
and a competitive one. So they've got
to be right.

The Bell Studio has over half a
dozen of our "The Voice of the
Theatre®" speaker systems. The Bell
engineers know their Altec speakers
can take anything that's shoved at
them from the quietness of Marvin

Miller to the decibelic blare of acid
rock. Perfectly.

The basic secret is the 15" LF
speaker and the 18" massive cast
aluminum sectoral horn. Only Altec
speakers have them. The same speak-
ers you'd find at Paramount Pictures,
Columbia Records, Disney Studios,
Cinerama Theatres. And you get
those same "The Voice of the
Theatre®" components in the Valen-
cia and Flamenco speaker systems
shown below.

Nothing has been compromised.
The ony difference is the decorative
solid walnut enclosure. Because it
looks nicer in your living room.

Altec "The Voice of the Theatre®"
systems, in several styles, are at your
Altec dealer.

Altec Lansing, 1515 South Man-
chester Ave., Anaheim, Calif. 92803.

ALTE[
L ANSING

A QUALITY COMPANY OF LTV LING ALTEC. INC.

is it good enough for you?

CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Arrested and handcuffed. the leaders of a record-counterfeitine ring hide their fares from the camera. The Nassau County (N.Y.)
detective kneeling at right penetrated the ring by posing as -Big Mike," a racketeer, and gathered enough evidence to indict them.

Piracy in the Record Industry
INTERESTED PARTIES HAVE WORKED FOR FIFTEEN YEARS TO EXTEND THE
PROTECTION OF FEDERAL COPYRIGHT LAW TO RECORDINGS, BUT WITHOUT

SUCCESS. IN THE MEANTIME, EXTRA -LEGAL OPERATORS HAVE BUILT A SHADOW
"INDUSTRY" THAT GROSSES AN ESTIMATED $100 MILLION DOLLARS ANNUALLY.

By WILLIAM LIVINGSTONE
p(RACY on the high seas is an ancient profession. It
probably developed in the eastern Mediterranean
when the emergence of Phoenicia as a prosperous

maritime nation made the activity a profitable one, and
pirates flourished until the increased naval protection
given to merchant shipping in the nineteenth century
made their trade too dangerous and unprofitable.

Piracy in the record industry is a very modern profes-
sion. If it existed at all in the era of 78 -rpm discs, it

was not significant, but technological advances of the late
1940's-tape recording and the long-playing record-
which were boons to legitimate record manufacturers
also became the weapons which enabled a new breed of
pirates to swoop down upon the record companies and
rob them of large amounts of their profits.

The great age of piracy at sea, or at least the most
colorful age, spanned the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies. The great age of record piracy is 1701e, and it has
become a big business. Historians discount most of the
stories of pirate treasure buried on Caribbean islands,
but Henry Brief, Executive Director of the Recording

Industry Association of America (RIAA), estimates that
one of every three prerecorded tapes sold in this country
in 1969 was a pirated copy of a commercial release. Tape
sales for last year were in the area of $300,000,000, and
when you realize that pirates grossed about one-third as
much, you begin to see the scope of their depredations.
And pirates do not limit themselves to prerecorded tapes,
but also deal in illicit discs. The record companies' cries
for help have been heeded by a few states, which have
passed laws against certain aspects of piracy, but so far
Congress has not given the companies the uniform na-
tionwide protection they need by revising the law and
making it possible to copyright a phonograph record.

According to the copyright law of 1909, which is still
in effect, a musical composition can be copyrighted, but a
recorded performance of it cannot. The law affords copy-
right to visible expression of creative effort, but not to
something so intangible as sound embedded in record
grooves. Ironically, labels and liner notes, which can be
seen, are eligible for copyright.

Since the sonic treasures on phonograph records have
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weak protection at best, they are what pirates go after in
a variety of ways. Simply stealing the physical records
cannot be considered piracy, although shipments of rec-
ords have been hijacked and pressing plants have been
robbed (26,000 albums were stolen from a London Rec-
ords plant last October), and there are adequate laws for
punishing thieves of this low order. Record piracy in-
volves transferring the sound of a commercial recording
to another disc or tape and selling it without authoriza-
tion from the musicians or from the maker of the
original recording.

Pirates may attempt to imitate the commercial product
exactly by forging covers and labels (sometimes down to
the copyright notice on the liner notes), a practice termed
counterfeiting. They may establish a label of their own
and simply appropriate a recorded performance, either
identifying the artists correctly or assigning fictitious
names to them. If a live performance is recorded off the
air without authorization and issued on discs or tapes and
sold, the rights of a record company may still be in-
fringed if the company has a contract with one of the
performers. When a record company signs an exclusive
contract with a singer, it not only acquires the right to the
singer's musical services but also the exclusive right to
use his name and likeness to promote the sale of records.

Unlike piracy at sea, record piracy does not involve
hand-to-hand combat and can be practiced comfortably
at home. Therefore, the life of a record pirate may lack
the glamour of the old Errol Flynn and Burt Lancaster
movies, but there is a compensating lack of occupational
hazard. If a record pirate is apprehended and brought to
justice, he is not executed publicly or forced to walk the
plank (contrary to the wishes of some record company
executives). Most often he is simply enjoined from fur-
ther production and distribution of records pirated from
the complaining company. He may, however, depending
on the exact nature of his offense and the state in which
he committed it, be sent to prison and fined. Despite the
prosaic nature of this line of work, the two -decade his-
tory of record piracy has produced some colorful figures
and a few daring feats.

THE first case of record piracy to receive national atten-
tion occurred in 1951 when Classic Editions brought out
a recording of Verdi's A Masked Ball supposedly made
in Italy by Maria Caniglia, Carlo Tagliabue, and Clue
Elmo. In fact, it was a performance broadcast by the
Metropolitan Opera Company in 1947, starring Daniza
Ilitsch, Jan Peerce, Leonard Warren, and Margaret
Harshaw. It was publicly unmasked by Irving Kolodin in
Saturday Review, which has consistently reported on the
most flagrant exploits of pirates. Kolodin took a stern
view of the album and called it an insult to music critics.
Irving Kratka, of Classic Editions, was quoted in News-
week as saying that the release was "a mistake" and

would be withdrawn. Insult or mistake, it must have been
a great embarrassment to RCA, for it turned out that the
discs had actually been manufactured by their own cus-
tom pressing division, and RCA had exclusive contracts
with both Peerce and Warren.

In that same year the Metropolitan Opera, the Ameri-
can Broadcasting Company, and Columbia Records
joined in a suit against the Wagner -Nichols Home Re-
cordist Guild, which had recorded about twenty Metro-
politan Saturday matinee performances broadcast on
ABC, had issued them on discs, and was selling the rec-
ords openly. They were clearly identified as Met perform-
ances and were advertised in music publications and con-
cert programs as "off -the -air" recordings of performances
of the 1949-1950 season.

Charging unfair competition, the plaintiffs (Columbia
was among them because it had an exclusive recording
contract with the Metropolitan) sought an injunction to
prevent Wagner -Nichols from further recording, adver-
tising, selling, or distributing such records. Wagner -
Nichols maintained that they were not competing with
the plaintiffs since they had not attempted to palm their
records off either as Columbia Records or official Met
recordings, and further held that everybody concerned
had abandoned property rights in the performances when
they were broadcast.

The New York court granted the injunction and in
doing so set an important precedent because this inter-
pretation of unfair competition has been very useful to
record companies in combatting pirates ever since. A de-
scription of the case and its implications in a legal com-
mentary, The New York Supplement. 2d Series, says:

"The modern view as to the law of unfair competition
does not rest solely on the ground of direct competitive
injury, but on the broader principle that property rights
of commercial value are to be and will be protected from
any form of commercial immorality, and a court of
equity will penetrate and restrain every guise resorted to
by the wrongdoer."

Columbia Records was back in court in 1952 suing
Dante Bolletino, a New York collector of jazz records
who thought RCA and Columbia were remiss in not re-
issuing early jazz 78's on microgroove and decided to do
it himself. He set up Paradox Industries and brought out
LP transfers of Louis Armstrong, Jelly -Roll Morton,
Bessie Smith, and others originally recorded by RCA and
Columbia. With antic humor, he named his label Jolly
Roger, and, with bravado worthy of any buccaneer, he too
had his discs manufactured by the RCA custom pressing
department.

When Columbia, joined by Louis Armstrong, brought
charges of unfair competition and invasion of property
rights, Bolletino, unlike other pirates of the time, did not
simply disappear. He stood his ground and maintained
that recorded performances could not be copyrighted (he
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was right), and pointed out that he had not used Colum-
bia's trade mark (which is well protected by law). But
faced with the might of a large corporation's legal de-
partment, he settled out of court.

Today the proprietor of a successful fabric shop in
Greenwich Village, Bolletino says: "I had a lot of fun
with Jolly Roger, but it ended in heartache. I didn't make
much money out of it-not after they sued me. My law-
yer insisted that we had a good case and could win, but I
knew the record companies would feel they couldn't
afford to lose and would throw in everything they had. I
was only twenty-three at the time and didn't have the
money for a long expensive court case, so I settled. But
afterwards the big companies began to reissue more jazz
records, so maybe I accomplished something after all."

Pirates can claim a number of similar accomplishments
and many "first" recordings. The first complete recording
of Wagner's Ring was issued by the Record Corporation
of America-not to be confused with the RCA we all
know. The Record Corporation of America, of Union
City, N.J., over a period of years issued recordings on the
Allegro, Royale, and Ultraphonic labels. Their repertoire
ranged from "College Songs of All America," "Sarah
Vaughan Sings," and -Heart String Moods," to Bach's
Art of the Fugue and excerpts from many operas.

The operatic performances were often attributed to
East German opera houses, which in the early Fifties
were completely isolated from the West. In 1954, Alleg-
ro issued its crowning achievement, Wagner's Ring des
Nibelungen, complete on eighteen discs ($56.05), alleg-
edly performed by soloists (whose names no one recog-
nized), chorus and orchestra of the Dresden State Opera,
conducted by Fritz Schreiber. Soprano Regina Resnik
was apparently the first to recognize the set for what it
was, a performance taped from a Bayreuth Festival
broadcast of 1953. Miss Resnik had sung Sieglinde in
that cycle, and her colleagues Hans Hotter and RamOn
Vinay agreed that the performance was one they had
sung with Martha Modl, Wolfgang Windgassen, Her-
mann Uhde, and others, conducted by Joseph Keilberth.
The Bayreuth authorities and some of the artists initiated
court action to prevent further distribution of the set,
which was withdrawn.

In Saturday Review, Edward Cushing made the whole
affair public. He called the poorly edited and poorly
pressed set an "indecent travesty of Wagner, of the Ring,
of Bayreuth, and of the often splendid individual accom-
plishments of all the artists unwittingly involved." He
mentioned the awkward breaks that occurred every thirty
minutes when the recordist had to change reels and the
generally terrible quality of recorded sound.

Present-day pirated discs usually offer better sound
than the Allegro Ring, but they are almost inevitably
technically inferior to commercial discs. The wish to pro-
tect consumers from shoddy merchandise, as well as the

wish to protect the rights of record companies, has stim-
ulated some states to pass laws against counterfeiting and
other kinds of piracy.

Small-time counterfeiters have found 45 -rpm pop sin-
gles relatively cheap and easy to fake. They all come in
plain paper sleeves, which are easy to duplicate, and the
investment required to fake a master, counterfeit the
label, and press the discs is not great. But the counterfeit-
ing of a long-playing album involves considerably more
investment.

Not only must the record be reproduced, but so must
the jacket. Still, the profit margin is big enough that
racketeers have moved into the business. When a particu-
lar album becomes a hit, counterfeiters buy a copy and
have it taped. A metal -plated master disc is made from
the tape, and, after two other processes, thousands of cop-
ies of the disc can be pressed. The cover can be duplicated
by various photo -engraving processes, and the finished
records reach innocent consumers via unscrupulous or
strangely naïve distributors.

ONE counterfeiting ring, which was broken in the
early Sixties, was netting about $2 profit on each disc-
and they were selling thousands. Acting on a tip supplied
by the RIAA, Nassau County (Long Island) authorities
managed to insinuate an undercover detective into the
ring. He posed as "Big Mike," a powerful jukebox racke-
teer, who might be willing to finance a new bootleg
operation for the ring. During a few weeks of secret
meetings, including visits to a pressing plant the District
Attorney had set up for "Big Mike," enough evidence
was gathered. It was presented to a grand jury, who in-
dicted the five ringleaders. Big Mike had invited all of
them to a dinner meeting that evening at a Manhattan
hotel to celebrate the launching of their new venture;
and after serving a couple of rounds of drinks, he said:
"Gentlemen, I have an important announcement to make.
You're all under arrest." Police came in from the next
room and bagged four of them. (The fifth had already
been arrested elsewhere.) The charges brought against
them were for grand larceny and conspiracy to violate
trade -mark laws.

In the early Sixties police estimated that counterfeiters
were bilking the record industry of about $20,000,000 a
year. Such estimates and cases like the one cracked by
"Big Mike" brought a measure of relief to record com-
panies in the form of a Federal law against record coun-
terfeiting, passed in 1962, which provides for a maxi-
mum punishment of one year in jail, $1,000 in fines,
or both. Consequently, counterfeiting has diminished,
but not completely disappeared. As recently as last year,
New York authorities (with the cooperation of RIAA)
tracked down a counterfeiter in Long Island City and
raided his warehouse where they found fake copies of
albums originally issued by several different companies.
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There were 20,000 copies of RCA's "The Sound of
Music" alone.

Naturally, best-selling albums like "The Sound of
Music" are the most tempting booty for pirates-there is
greater demand for them and they are easier to get rid of.
If the album is really selling well, the company that pro-
duced it may not be able to press copies fast enough to
fill dealers' orders, thus creating a vacuum into which
counterfeiters move very quickly. RCA claims that
2,000,000 counterfeit copies of The Sound of Music"
alone have been produced in this country and in Asia. In
1966, N.Y. Attorney General Louis J. Lefkowitz or-
dered hearings on record piracy as a result of complaints
from record buyers who felt they had been defrauded.
At one of the hearings two counterfeit copies of 'The
Sound of Music" were demonstrated, one made in Ma-
nila and the other in Hong Kong. Both had somehow
found their way to market in this country, though Asian
counterfeits usually circulate only in the Far East.

Attorney General Lefkowitz's hearings resulted in

speedy legislation which made it a midsdemeanor know-
ingly "to copy sounds on a phonograph record, disc,
wire, tape, film or other article on which sounds are re-
corded, with intent to sell . . . such article on which such
sounds are so transferred without the consent of the
owner." The law also covers distributors and retailers
who knowingly sell such articles. New York law also
makes it harder for pirates to hide, because in this state
it is now a misdemeanor to manufacture, distribute, sell,
or cause to be circulated for profit phonograph records
without the name and address of the manufacturer on the
cover.

Thus, the middle 1960's brought some legal aid to the
record companies. They also brought undreamed-of
bounty to pirates through the development of the tape
cartridge, which opened a vast new market to them.
Reel-to-reel prerecorded tapes appealed only to sound
purists, a relatively small segment of the record -buying
public. The convenience of the new cartridges, particu-

Bob Lhlan and Columbia Records icon injunctions against the
producers and manufacturers of the pirated "White If.orider.-

larly for use in automobiles, won them wide acceptance
among buyers for whom the highest possible fidelity of
recorded sound was not of primary importance. Sales of
equipment that would play four -track and eight -track
cartridges and stereo cassettes zoomed, and all the major
record companies began to offer their best-selling items
in one or more of the new cartridge formats. This bur-
geoning market did not escape the notice of pirates.

Most cassette equipment not only plays prerecorded
cassettes, but, attached to a component high fidelity sys-
tem, can also record music from an FM broadcast or
from a disc, features that are widely advertised. Since
most of the other cartridge -playing equipment is less

versatile, owners of four- and eight -track cartridge play-
ers must buy prerecorded tapes, and pirates lost no time
in figuring out how to supply them to record shops and
ultimately to consumers.

Illegally duplicating tapes turned out to be much sim-
pler than pirating discs. The necessary equipment was
less bulky and far quieter than the large presses needed
to stamp out discs; it could be set up in a garage, a
basement, or the back room of a shop. Charts of best-
selling hit songs published in record -industry newspapers
guided the pirates in choosing what to copy. Since they
weren't concerned with royalties or contracts, they could
he very selective and assemble on one tape the dozen top
tunes of the moment, taking the best current hits from
several labels and creating a bargain anthology that no
legitimate record company could afford to produce.

Some of the tape pirates have been successful enough
to move the duplicating equipment out of the garage and
make piracy a full-time business. They have even gone to
the trouble of incorporating and have tried to confer an
aura of respectability on their operations by giving their
companies high-sounding names. Certain details in the
way they operate suggest that they have gotten expert
legal advice on loopholes in local statutes that will allow
them to continue freebooting within-if only barely
w itl in-the law.

In what appears to be an effort to protect itself against
possible charges of attempting to mislead the public or of
attempting to palm off their tapes as licensed by major
companies, one Chicago duplicating company places the
following surprising statement on its cartridges:

No relationship of any kind exists between Tape -A -Tape
and the original recording company, nor between this re-
cording and the original recording artist. This tape is not
produced under a license of any kind from the original
recording company nor the recording artist(s) and neither
the original recording company nor artist(s) receives a fee
or royalty of any kind from Tape -A -Tape. Permission to
produce this tape has not been sought nor obtained from
any party whatsoever.

When Capitol Records sought an injunction in an Illi-
nois court to stop this company from duplicating and
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selling their recordings, the injunction was denied be-
cause phonograph records are not protected by copyright.

Tape pirates of the new breed have sprung up all over
the country-Chicago, St. Louis, Columbus, Ga., Shreve-
port, La., Louisville, Ky., Arlington, Va., El Paso, Tex.
and other cities. Those located far from Los Angeles and
New York City, the major centers for the entertainment
industry, are a bit harder to track down, and courts out-
side New York and California are inexperienced in han-
dling piracy cases. Nevertheless, Capitol Records, the
most aggressive company in doing battle with pirates,
has gone to court all across the country and has won in-
junctions or restraining orders prohibiting seventy-five
individuals or firms from further copying or selling
Capitol recordings. They have won every case except the
one against Tape -A -Tape, which they have appealed to a
higher court. Such litigation is time-consuming and ex-
pensive, and the resulting injunction merely stops the
pirate from duplicating Capitol recordings in the state in
which the court has jurisdiction. It does not prevent him
from moving his business across a state line or from con-
tinuing to pirate the recordings of RCA, Columbia, or
anybody else.

In 1968, California passed a new law, modeled on an
earlier one in New York, making phonograph -record
piracy a misdemeanor. A group of local tape duplicators
went to Federal court-they know their rights-and
challenged the constitutionality of the law. The matter
was referred to a panel of three Federal judges for con-
sideration, but in the meantime enforcement of the law
has been suspended until its constitutionality has been
settled. California probably has more pirates than any
other state. Estimates of illegal tape duplicators in the
Los Angeles area alone run as high as 1,700.

Although the sophisticated pirate of the Sixties may
have turned from discs to tapes, formed a company, and
hired a lawyer, piracy on discs was not dead. In 1965,
there appeared on the Period label three opera sets:
Verdi's La Traviata and Rigoletto and Mozart's Entfiih-
rung aus dem Serail. All were listed as performances by
the "Patagonia Festival," conducted by Ralph de Cross,
and featuring such unknown soloists as Claudia Terra-
sini, Magda Walbrunn, Paolo Rossi, and Peter Borner.
Critic John Ardoin spotted these clumsy efforts as coming
not from Patagonia but from Penzance, and in an article
in Saturday Review he revealed the result of his detective
work: the Rigoletto and Entfiihrung were taped from
European radio broadcasts; the Traviata was nothing
more than a copy of the Deutsche Grammophon set
with Renata Scotto, Gianni Raimondi, and Ettore Bas-
tianini. Recalling the old days of the Allegro Ring, the
whole thing was so funny that nobody did anything
about it. A spokesman for DGG says that his company
did not sue Period. The DGG Traviata has since been
deleted, but the Schwann catalog still lists the Period set

with soloists from that ubiquitous Patagonia Festival.
A more serious disc piracy occurred last fall when a

two -disc album featuring songs by Bob Dylan appeared
in certain record stores throughout the country at prices
ranging up to $20. Columbia Records took a great inter-
est in the album, since they had an exclusive recording
contract with Dylan, and neither he nor they had au-
thorized these recordings. Known informally as "The
Great White Wonder" because of the absolutely blank
white labels and album cover, the discs contained per-
formances thought to have been taped from TV appear-
ances and live performances, but mostly from private ses-
sions in Dylan's home. The sound was not good, but it
was listenable. Word-of-mouth promotion for the album
made sales brisk in both the United States and Canada.
Columbia tracked down the source of the album in Cali-
fornia and brought suit in Federal court against its pro-
ducer, manufacturer, and distributors. They sent notices
to retailers urging them to withdraw the album or face
legal action. Stores varied in the enthusiasm of their
reaction to these notices. Some were openly defiant. The
Wall Street Journal quoted estimates of the number of
albums sold as between 5,000 and 7,300 and mentioned
$30,000 to $43,800 as the possible profit to the pirates.

An executive at Columbia Records says that piracy
takes more of the time of that company's lawyers than
any other single legal problem. Shortly after Columbia
brought suit against those involved in the "White Won-
der" escapade, a second pirated Dylan album appeared.
The Columbia spokesman commented: "It's like trying
to fight a forest fire with a broom."

WHY has the Federal government not armed the rec-
ord industry with some more effective fire -fighting equip-
ment? Actually, they have long shown every intention of
doing so. When the 1909 copyright law now in effect
was passed, records were little more than an amusing toy.
Congress has recognized that technological advances in
the communications field require copyright revision, and
fifteen years ago the copyright office was asked to submit
proposals for a new copyright act. After ten years of
preparation, proposals were submitted and introduced in a

bill in the House of Representatives in 1965 by Eman-
uel Celler, Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee.

The right of record companies to copyright their
products was in no way controversial, but there was con-
siderable controversy over the bill's provisions regarding
the use of copyrighted material on jukeboxes, Communi-
ty Antenna TV, and educational TV, and the photocopy-
ing of copyrighted material. With some modifications,
the bill was passed by the House of Representatives in
1967. It was introduced in the Senate by Senator John L.
McClellan, but was killed in 1968 for that session of
Congress. Reintroduced in 1969, it failed to pass, and
the record companies were left broom in hand.
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Everyone except the pirates seems to agree that the
ord companies have a right to profits on the records
y produce at great expense, and that composers and
'formers should receive royalties on all their records
d. A portion of the proceeds of each legitimate record
d goes to trust funds established by the musicians'
ion for the benefit of unemployed musicians as well as
ise who participate in recordings. The pirates pay
ther royalities nor contributions to union trust funds.
ated records, moreover, are inferior to commercial
?.s because every generation of transferred recorded
Ind degrades the sound to some degree, and pirates
notorious for using material of poor quality that does

t wear well. There is general agreement that the public
iuld be protected from shoddy products.
But there are areas of piracy where the issues are not
black and white, hut present an infinite gradation of
ides of grey. One of these is the reissuance without
-mission of very old (usually 78 -rpm) recordings.
is practice is quite common with recordings made by
gers of the so-called Golden Age, which are usually
ssued on small labels founded by vocal -music special-
; with large collections of rare 78's which they are
lling.to share on LP transfers. Such labels as Eterna,
ala, and Belcantodisc are examples of this sort.
If this is "piracy," vocal -music collectors defend it as a
)st benevolent kind of piracy, pointing out that these
[all labels have made available to the current genera-
[ and preserved for future generations important per-
rmances that existed only on extremely rare, expensive,
d fragile 78's or cylinders. The only available record-
',zs of excerpts from such operas as Karl Goldmark's
'e Konigin von Saba, for example, are on the Eterna
)el. Similarly, the work of such singers as Celestina
mninsegna, Marcel Wittrisch, Marcella Sembrich, and
my others can be heard only on such labels as Eterna
d Scala. In the past, the major companies, recognizing
at profits on these reissues must be either small or non-
istent, have simply ignored them, but now that Vic -
)la and Seraphim are successfully re-releasing recitals

.. Just one moment, madam!"

by such great singers of the past as Ernestine Schumann-
Heink and Alexander Kipnis, they may not take kindly
to the notion of competing with reissues of their own
records on small, shade -of -grey labels.

Another grey area that needs clarification concerns the
right of private clubs to issue transfers of old recordings
or tapes of live performances to their members on a
nonprofit basis. There are a number of such clubs de-
voted to preserving the work of a particular artist or to
sharing collections of a particular kind of music. Collec-
tors of vocal recordings have formed a number of clubs
that issue long-playing recordings in limited editions. It
is widely believed among members of these clubs that if
the edition is one hundred copies or less and the records
are sold or distributed only among members, without
profit, the clubs are free to ignore copyright and repro-
duce whatever they like for their private use-old 78's or
excerpts from radio programs. Club records are usually
stamped "Private Recording Not for Sale," or "Limited
Edition Not for Sale." But club records, which usually
feature very rare and sought after performances, have a
way of turning up in some record stores, where they are
sold to the public for profit. And it often appears that
the "limit" to the edition is whatever the traffic will bear.
Should clubs he required to exercise stricter control on
their editions? Or have they the right to issue private
records at all?

Historically, the line between privateering and piracy
has always been difficult to draw. Preaching to a group of
pirates condemned to death in the eighteenth century,
Cotton Mather warned (a little late for that audience):
"The Privateering Stroke so easily degenerates into the
Piratical, and the Privateering Trade is usually carried on
with an Unchristian Temper, and proves an Inlet into so
much Debauchery and Iniquity."

Privateers at sea, outlawed in 1856, were given com-
missions, or letters of marque, by a particular country;
these entitled them to arm their ships and sail against the
navies and merchant shipping of that country's enemies.
In Elizabethan England such privateers as Sir Francis
Drake, who raided Spanish ships carrying New World
gold and silver, were regarded as heroes.

Working without commissions from anybody, but issu-
ing music on "private" labels, privateers have operated
in the turbulent backwaters of the record world for as
long as tape recording has made their work possible, and
although collectors of the kind of music they record
and issue may not regard them as heroes, they certainly
do not think of them as iniquitous. Some of their labels
have names, others are identified merely by initials, which
may be those of the producer himself (in proper order,
reversed, or scrambled), the first letters of his childrens'
names, or picked at random. Apparently thinking that
if they disclaim the profit motive they will be left alone,
they usually add the legend "Private Edition Not for
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Sale," which will succeed in fooling only the foolish.
Privateers cater to small but intense groups of col-

lectors who specialize in rare and unusual recordings of
jazz, old radio shows, movie soundtracks, pianists, con-
ductors, or opera singers. Operatic private labels, if
not the most numerous, are the most conspicuous. Their
producers do not counterfeit, and they do not copy rec-
ords that are still in print. Most of them, in fact, do not
copy records at all, but issue recordings of live per-
formances taped off the air or in the opera house.

Those who issue operatic performances from the Thir-
ties and Forties get their master tapes from collectors
who have had access to the acetate air -checks made by
the radio networks that broadcast the performances. Tape
hobbyists in this country and abroad provide master
copies of more recent performances.

With the miniaturization of tape recorders, it has be-
come increasingly common for concert- and opera -goers
to tape performances they attend to have a souvenir or
something to swap with other tape collectors. At a per-
formance of La Gioconda with Renata Tebaldi in the
first season at the new Metropolitan Opera House, after
one of the soprano's arias, an ardent Tebaldi fan began
to yell "Brava, Renata" so loudly that everyone near him
turned to look. Seeing that the young man had a largish
microphone in his hand and a tape recorder in his lap, a
woman in the same row asked him incredulously, "Are
you recording this performance?" He gave her a scorn-

ful look and snapped, "Of course!", continuing in the
same breath, "Viva, Renata! Brava diva!" No one in-
terfered at all.

The programs at the Metropolitan and at New York
concert halls include a statement that the use of cameras
or recording equipment is forbidden, but most house
managers let it go at that. They do not wish to annoy
the audience during a performance by having the ushers
police the aisles, and under the cover of darkness, when
the house lights are down, the reels slowly turn.

Having acquired a usable tape (by whatever means)
of a performance he considers worth issuing, a private-

label producer may be able to edit the tape himself, or
he may have to pay an engineer to equalize it and super-
vise the tape -to -disc transfer. At a custom pressing plant
he can have a small edition of 100 to 300 copies pressed
for perhaps as little as $1 per disc, depending on the
quality .of the plastic. Sleeves and album boxes increase
his costs, and printing for labels and such luxuries as
album covers and liner notes is very expensive. But if his
packaging is simple, he may be able to produce a small
edition of a two -disc opera for as little as $1,000 to
$1,500, and if he sells 100 or 150 copies at $10 each, he
breaks even. The break-even point for a commercial com-
pany is 5,000 to 6,000 copies. Thus, a pirate or privateer
can afford to issue connoisseur repertoire that would be
financially disastrous for a major company.
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Private -label catalogs abound with such exotic works ;
Pacini's Saffo (MRF 10), Meyerbeer's Roberto it
volo (MRF 20), Catalani's Loreley (EJS 201) Don
zetti's Poliuto (BJR 106), Wagner's Die Teen (EJS 433
and many, many more. Appropriately, there have be(
four or five editions of Bellini's 11 Pirata. Especially b.
loved sopranos and tenors, such as Bichi Sayao, Lily Pon
Rosa Ponselle, Giovanni Martinelli, Jussi Bjoerling, an
Giuseppe di Stefano, are also the stock -in -trade of priva
labels, particularly in roles they did not record con
mercially. Privateers also market a style of singing rare
heard in American opera houses-the intensely dramat
interpretations of such sopranos as Magda Olivero, Vi
ginia Zeani, and Leyla Gencer. Maria Callas and Mon
serrat Caballe are best sellers, and at times there hai
been as many as three competing pirate editions of
single Callas or Caballe performance.

But the greatest attraction for the collector of priva
records is the excitement of a live performance and tl
knowledge that he is hearing what the singers actual
produced on stage without the aid of tape splices to co
rect mistakes. For this, the collector is willing to put u
with many deficiencies in sound quality-acetate scratcl
intrusion of static or other interferences that mar of
the -air tapes, or the buildup of noise and loss Ef fr
quency response that results from several generations
tape copying.

How much collectors pay for these discs depends o
how close they are to the source. Typical privateers se
their records to shops or to friends, who act as inform
distributors, for $4 per disc or $10 for a three -disc se
They charge collectors a retail price of $5 per disc
$12.50 for a three -disc set, and these prices are charge
by private dealers who offer the records to mailing-li
customers. But record shops charge whatever they ca
get. One recent release, Donizetti's Anna Bolena wit
Maria Callas (BJR 109), was available from priva
dealers for as little as $12.50 (plus $1 extra for a beat
tifully printed libretto). In New York, the Patelson Mus
.House, where the album was available, though not di
played, offered it for $20, and at the Discophile an
Music Masters specialist record shops, where it was di
played in the window, the price was $30.

SEVERAL privateers who consented to be interview(
(on the promise that their identity and that of their co
leagues would be protected) say the history of operat
privateering began with the activities of a private -lab,
producer hereinafter referred to as Steven E. Jones. The]
may have been earlier pioneering efforts (the fame
Met -performance Mapleson cylinders certainly qualify
but Jones' industriousness and persistence over the yea
are beyond question. His mimeographed catalog, whit
circulates widely, lists hundreds of excerpt discs an
complete operas.
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erdi's1.a 'fraciata. with Mb; .s'ayao. issued in 1966 in the OP -1 series. If as the first attractirelv packaged pin atedobel album. Other
?irate producers soon lollowed suit with such commercial -looking sets as l'Assedio di Corinto (MRF .11-3) Ind Ernani (BM 110).

Somehow, Jones obtained a large number of copies of
let matinee broadcasts from the Thirties and Forties
-id issued many of them on his Golden Age of Opera
tbel (Private Recording Not for Sale, of course). He is
'ell known to the lawyers of the Metropolitan, who
)cated him and extracted his promise to stop selling
cordings of Met performances. He now concentrates
n exotic repertoire from European opera houses.
Jones' attributions of performers, particularly conduc-

>rs, are sometimes questioned, and he is criticized for
ie poor technical quality of his engineering and his
leap pressings, which do not hold up well. Therefore,

a negative way, he inspired a second generation of
rivateers, younger men with greater technical knowl-
ige who were more fastidious about the quality of the
)und they would commit to records. Typical of these is
man hereinafter referred to by the pseudonym Roland

rnest. On his Red Label he issued such things as Mac-
eth with Callas and a number of American Opera So-
iety performances with Caballe. The source of his
;arnegie Hall tapes is a closely guarded secret that has
enerated a great deal of speculation, but all privateers
tand in awe of the quality of his sound. His Roberto
)evereux with Caballe was in quite passable stereo!

Ernest's greatest coup was issuing the most famous
irated opera recording of them all: Caballe's American
lebut in Donizetti's Lucrezia Borgia. Now out of print,

sold very well, though actual sales figures are hotly
ebated. The pirates are still snickering over the estimate
f 30,000 copies provided to this magazine by RCA and
,ublished in an interview with Mme. Caballe in our
uTovember issue. One privateer wrote in to scoff at so
arge a figure and claimed that RCA didn't press that
aany copies of their own excellent studio recording of
,ucrezia Borgia with Caballe. (RCA has since revealed
ales figures on the album-more than 40,000 copies in
he United States alone.) He said: "While I had nothing
o do with that one, I know the man who did it, and he
s now driving a taxi, so you can see how 'rich' he be-
ame from it."

Ernest apparently is driving a taxi for a living, having
gone broke on such obscure issues as Hindemith's Cardil-
lac, for which there were evidently not even a hundred
customers. He may also have suffered from competition
with new pirates who offered good sound plus attractive
packaging. Ernest supplied his records in paper enve-
lopes and a sturdy plastic sleeve, but, lacking a box with
identifying lettering on the spine, his records were hard
to find on the shelf.

In 1966, with the issue of a handsomely boxed album
of La Traviata with Bid(' Sayao, private -label recording
underwent a packaging revolution similar to the one
kicked off by Dario Soria in the early 1950's when he
initiated Angel Records' de luxe editions with complete
librettos and beautiful covers. The Sayao Miriam was
the first in the OPA series of about a dozen recordings
of singers no longer before the public. Besides Saydo's
performances in Rigoletto, Afanon, and The Barber of
Seville, it includes Rosa Ponselle's Carmen and Lily Pons'
last performance in Lucia. All have handsomely designed
and printed covers and illustrated booklets.

The producer of the OPA series says, "All my albums
are issued with the permission of the major artists in-
volved, and all are autographed. I reach an agreement
with the singers on the size of the edition, usually about
two hundred, and they get as many free copies as they
wish for their friends. I also send a free copy to the
Library of Congress. The others are offered first to li-
braries and archives at a special institutional price not
much more than actual cost, and I sell the remaining
sets to collectors I know for $5 per disc or $12.50 for
a three -disc set. I place a few with private dealers, but I
prefer not to sell through record stores. My editions are
really limited, and when they are sold out, I don't re-
press. I don't look for a profit, but try to recoup my in-
vestment on each set and clear enough to pay the initial
expenses on the next issue." His ethics are not ques-
tioned by other privateers.

The next private label to appear bore the prefix BJR,
some combination of the initials of the three men who
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Maria Callas, a favorite of private -label producers, has been
featured on more unauthorized recordings than any other singer.

produce the records. They are in their late twenties or
early thirties and share a great admiration for Maria
Callas. They had managed to secure tapes of perform-
ances Callas sang in Mexico City before she began
her international career, and although they had no illu-
sions about the quality of the sound (the tapes were
copies of acetates), they knew the live -performance ex-
citement would appeal to Callas fans and thought the
performances should be circulated.

Their list includes Callas' Mexico performances in
Rigolett°, Aida, and Trovatore (with a Tosca yet to
come), a concert in Amsterdam, her London perform-
ances of Aledea and Norma (with the young Joan Suther-
land as the maid), and her Italian performances of Doni-
zetti's Polinto and Anna Bolena. BJR have expanded to
include Caballe in recital and in Verdi's Ernani and
Bellini's La Straniera, all in excellent sound.

"We don't compete with record companies," they
claim. "Callas recorded Norma and Tosca twice for An-
gel. Anybody who buys ours will already have both
commercial versions." Asked why they do it, they an-
swered quickly, "As a labor of love. We work slowly
and produce few albums. Quality is what we strive for,
and it's often hard to achieve with some of these old
tapes. We do what we can to correct fluctuations of pitch
and drops in volume, but we never doctor a sour note if
the singer sang it that way. We want to document what
really happened. At first we had some trouble with
pressings, but we spot-check each disc on the turntable
for defects." Although they do not seek permission from
the artists before recording, they have an impressive col-
lection of letters and signed photographs from singers
and conductors thanking them for copies and praising
the attractiveness and high quality of their albums.

Aside from the indefatigable Mr. Jones, the most ac-
tive privateer is the producer of the MRF Red and Silver
Label series, whose catalog is too lengthy to reproduce

Almost every performance by Montserrat Calmlie is taped by fans.
Her debut in Lucrezia Borgia was a famous issue on pirate discs.

here. Choice items are Mascagni's Iris with Magda
Olivero, the Gala Farewell performance in the old Met-
ropolitan, the performances of the Rome Opera at the
Lincoln Center Festival of 1968, Rossini's The Siege of
Corinth with Beverly Sills and Marilyn Home, and a

complete Ring des Nibelungen conducted by Wilhelm
Furtwangler!

"I would never attempt anything so arduous as the
Ring again," the producer says. "The tapes were copies
of acetate discs, and the endless hours of removing ticks
and pops have aged me ten years. EMI and DGG had
dickered over this Ring for years and finally pronounced
it a dead issue, but I knew Furtwangler's widow wanted
the performances on records, so I decided to issue them."

Like the other privateers, he has never had a complaint
from a singer whose work he issued or from a record
company. "The singers are ecstatic," he says. "Don't ask
me to name names-it might get them into trouble.
Management is what you have to worry about. If you ask
officials of record companies and opera houses what they
think of private recordings, and if they're speaking for
publication, they'll cluck their tongues and wag their
fingers, but they all buy my records, all of them-artists'
managers and even board members of record companies
and opera companies. I don't expect them to speak up
for me, but if private records are illegal, aren't they as

guilty as I am ?"
And so the privateers rest their case: they make little

or no profit, the artists are pleased or at least tolerant,
collectors beg them to issue more records, and they make
a contribution to future musicians by preserving great
performances for them to study. One private -label entre-
preneur said, "We 'pirates'-if you must call us that-
are the custodians of vocal history and we're doing a
damn good job of it-a job you can't expect record com-
panies to do because they're not in business for that.
Mapleson was the first pirate, with his little cylinder
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machine in the wings at the Met, but nobody calls him
a pirate today. Everybody's grateful to him."

The record companies are apparently satisfied that
private labels offer them only insignificant competition.
None have ever moved to put private producers out of
business, but the increasing professional look of private
recordings and the openness with which some shops dis-
play them have made a few companies nervous.

A lawyer for the Metropolitan Opera says that when it
comes to his attention that a recording of a Met perform-
ance is being circulated commercially, he notifies the
producer that copyright and performance rights are being
violated and persists until he gets a promise that the
record will be withdrawn. He, too, is convinced that
private labels are a series of small operations as difficult
to control as a series of small brush fires-put one out in

one place and it pops up somewhere else. The Met has
never sued any of these small operators, but would if a
singer complained. To date not one has.

Singers no longer before the public are pleased with
new recordings (Rosa Ponselle autographed the entire
edition of her Carmen), and some famous ones who are
still singing cooperate actively with the privateers. There
is not the uniformity of approval the MRF producer
claims, however. One famous Italian tenor has experi-
mented with an electronic device to jam the recorders (it
works only if the pirate is transmitting a signal to a
recorder outside the theater), and Magda Olivero has
expressed concern about the number of tapes and discs
in circulation without the performer's approval. She was
very much surprised to learn that she was featured in
MRF's Iris, which was on sale in a shop in Milan for
$36. Renata Scotto was similarly displeased to learn that
there was an unauthorized album of her performance of

Unavailable on commercial discs, the performances of the Turk-
ish soprano Leyla Gencer can be heard on pirated recordings.

W. A. MOZART, PIRATE
Gregorio Allegri (1.582.-1652), a singer and composer of
church music under Pope Urban VIII, wrote a Miserere,
for nine voices in two choirs, for Holy Week services in
the Pontifical Chapel. It was a work of such poignant
and ethereal beauty, owing largely to its treble orna-
ments, that it was declared a treasure of the church;
copying it was punishable by excommunication. Mozart
(without benefit of tape recorder) wrote it down after
hearing a performance of it, however, and was probably
not alone. An interesting account of its history is given
under the Allegri entry in Grove's Dictionary of Alusic
and Musicians, and there is a remarkable performance
by treble Roy Goodman on Argo ZRG 5365 with the
Choir of King's College Cambridge under the direction
of David Willcocks.

La Straniera, which looked like a commercial issue.
Does the singer lose all right to privacy because he

performs in public? Has he no further interest in a per-
formance in an opera house after he receives his fee for
that evening? Even the new copyright law, when it is

passed, may not give clear answers to these and similar
ethical questions raised by private recordings (some of
these are examined in James Goodfriend's "Going on
Record" column this month).

Ultimately, answers and clarification will have to
come from you, the public. And while you are ponder-
ing these issues and before you reach for the first stone
to throw at pirates or privateers, you might examine your
own conscience. If you own a tape recorder, have you
ever taped a borrowed record or one that was broadcast?

Lawyers who have written for this magazine on the
legal aspects of taping have expressed the opinion that
such copies are entirely legal if they are made for private
enjoyment and are not sold. This view, however, is not
universal. A British law forbids copying discs or taping
them off the air (enforcing it would require a 24 -hour
police guard on each recorder). In Germany, a recordist
acquires the right to copy discs directly or off the air by
paying a tax when he buys his machine. The tax goes
to GEMA, a composers' organization, which divides the
proceeds among composers. (GEMA's motion to levy an
annual license fee on tape recorders was defeated.)
American record companies, understandably, are almost
as opposed to home copying as to piracy for profit. A
spokesman for RCA cites private copying of commercial
discs and tapes as the largest single cause of record
companies' loss of sales. In a recent issue of Entertain-
ment World, Sal Ianucci, President of Capitol Records,
deplored this magazine's publication of Judy Raskin's
article "A Beginner's Guide to Taping Off the Air"
(March 1969) and described it as reprehensible instruc-
tion in how to steal. If you have been economizing by tap-
ing records instead of buying them, perhaps you are sailing
under the Jolly Roger too.
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Stereo Review talks to

COLIN DAVIS
eegruALLy, I rather like Rudolf Bing," Colin Davis said.

"And I do sympathize with him-he is caught he
tween critics and public. But part of his problem is that he
does not trust any musician enough to appoint him musical
director."

The splendors and miseries of the Metropolitan Opera
had come up naturally in our conversation, for, as Davis
relaxed in his New York hotel suite, sipping a glass of tea
his wife had brought in to him, his mind was very much
on opera and his plans for the Royal Opera House, Covent
Garden, after he takes artistic command in the fall of 1971.

"I think those who say opera is dead will be confounded.
Why should not ll'i):::zeck be a beginning, rather than an
end, as so many say it is? But I don't deny that opera is in
great danger. If it is to be saved, it must draw a wider
cross-section of the public into the opera house. In particu-
lar, it must get the young people in. There must be seats
available to them, at prices they can afford. Where Covent
Garden is concerned, this means a greater government

subsidy. Your problem in America is much more difficult,
because opera is not entrenched in the public subsidy sys-
tem, as it is in England-let me say again," he added, smil-
ing, "that I sympathize with Mr. Bing.

"Another necessity, it seems to me, is a sharp cut in the
cost of opera production. It is suicide to go on doing operas
in the way that, say, Franco Zeffirelli does them. Ours has
been called the era of the predominance of the stage direc-
tor in opera production. But when one element of an artistic
whole prevails over the others, how can the work succeed?
Many of our vaunted stage directors are very clever men,
but too often they seem to use the stage to indulge in in-
tellectual fantasies. I must have as my opposite number at
Covent Garden a stage director who shares my views-yes,
I have someone in mind, but I am not at liberty to divulge
his name.

-There is so much that can be done to revivify the oper-
atic experience. Film projections might he used, for exam-
ple. Think of Die Walkiire: it is practically all weather-
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the storm, the burst of spring sunlight in the first act .

even the Valkyries themselves are a kind of symbolic weath-
er. Projections could he used with tremendous effect here.
ll'hzzeck is another-during Wozzeck's hallucinations, pro-
jections and lighting could shake the stage. As for the mu-
sic, I want to get it out of the orchestra pit and right down
the necks of Mrs. Whatsis and her dozing husband. Here
amplification of some kind might he employed. Karajan's
productions of the Ring operas-I will start the cycle my-
self in 1972-make use of some of these devices, but do not
go far enough, I feel. Well," he concluded, with a wave of
the hand, "these ideas are just in the formative stage, but
they show the directions in which I'd like to go...."

He paused for a moment to reflect. "Of course, such
things can be done only with wonderful pieces like lrozzeck
and the Ring. This may mean Noma and its like are fin-
ished-but I don't care a damn." The subject of repertoire
thus introduced, I asked him what he had in mind for the
Royal Opera House. "Lnin has never been done at Covent
Garden, and neither have Alathis der Maier, Oedipus Rex,
The Rake's Progress, Idomeneo, Enryanthe, Clemenza di
Tito .. . I hope to add them to the lists. Then, too, I would
like to continue to commission works from British compos-
ers, in the hope of finding some with a flair for writing
opera. You know," he observed, with a wry laugh, "there
are only one or two each generation. Two works are being
prepared for Covent Garden now: Michael Tippett will give
us one for the 1970-1971 season, entitled The Knot Garden,
and Richard Rodney Bennett is composing one based on
Joseph Conrad's novel Victory.

"And talking of home products, I want to try to build
an ensemble company around British singers at Covent
Garden. There are a great many fine ones now, and I would
like to keep them at home. The difficulty is that, since the
Royal Ballet is resident with the opera company and shares
the orchestra with us during the season, we can do only
three or four operas each week. This is, of course, much
easier on the singers, and the orchestra, too-how do the
players in the Metropolitan orchestra get through seven

"... Oh. rock! That's like pimples,
isn't it?-it passes with adolescence."

longish operas every week, and remain so even-tempered
besides? But it means also that our fees are well below those
of other major opera houses. It will be hard to hold the
young and ambitious English singers, when they can roam
the world and he better paid as well."

I asked him about recordings. "There is, of course, the
Berlioz cycle. I have already finished the Symphonic fren-
ebre et triomphale, the Nuits d'Ete-with several singers,
which was Berlioz's apparent intention-the Requiem, and
Les Troyens. Other than Berlioz, I'm very pleased with our
recording of Idomeneo [see review elsewhere in this issue],
and I'd like someday to do Don Giovanni. Most record-
ings of this latter opera resemble a concert-singers in
some showy arias. I want mine to have ..."-failing to find
the word quickly, he made a fist and thrust it before him
-". . oomph! Passion! For Idomeneo I had a wonderful
Italian -language coach, Ubaldo Gardini, who was very suc-
cessful in getting the singers to declaim passionately. This
is so important: in a successful operatic production, every-
thing must go toward dramatic truth. In a concert perfor-
mance of La Clemenza di Tito which I conducted, we de-
cided to embellish the aria da capos in the eighteenth -cen-
tury manner. We put the embellishments in-and then dur-
ing rehearsals took them all out again. When you are striv-
ing for dramatic truth, decoration of any kind gets in the
way. I dislike anything that is just a feast for the eyes and
ears."

The idea of bringing film projections and amplifications
into the opera house seemed to suggest that such traditional
institutions had something to learn from English and
American rock musicians, whose "multimedia" approach
has attracted so much attention. "Oh, rock!" Davis said,
with mild sarcasm. "That's like pimples, isn't it?-it passes
with adolescence! It seems to me rather that rock has learned
from classical music: it is borrowing so many classical de-
vices to spice up its efforts. And its ideal seems to he to
exploit everything for the greatest possible visceral appeal.
Here you have it: the serial composers hold up to man an
image of himself as a computer, and the rock musicians
hold up to him an image of himself as an animal." He
leaned toward me and made an emphatic chopping gesture
with one hand. "I am quite alarmed by the increasing de-
humanization of art and life in Western society. Have you
read The Sleepwalkers by Hermann Broch? In it, Broch ana-
lyzes the disintegration of Western values from the Middle
Ages onward. After man abandoned the idea that his na-
ture was in part divine, the logical mind assumed control
and began to try to deduce the first principles of man's na-
ture through rational analysis. The arts followed a similar
course: each art turned in upon itself, and reduced itself
further and further by logical analysis until today they
have all just about analyzed themselves out of existence.
Man is not just a logical mind-that's not very interesting
all by itself, is it? He is an amalgam of mind, emotions,
appetites, and so forth. We don't want to he animals, and
we don't want to he computers either. Only a few brave
men such as Michael Tippett are still trying through their
music to create myths that embrace the whole man. But we
must all get hack to this-for our young people, especially.
Because, after all, what else do we have but our young peo-
ple?" He sat back. "But I've delivered a sermon- -sorry!"

From a nearby room came the sound of a child crying.
Davis stood up, taking the tea tray with him. "If you'll
excuse me," he said courteously, but without any hint of
apology, "I must go now and help with the children."

Robert S. Clark
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A Buyers' Guide to

STEREO FM ANTENN
HOW TO SELECT THE BEST ANTENNA FOR

YOUR PARTICULAR LOCATION AND EQUIPMENT

By A. H. STEWART

No MATTER how good your tuner or your receiver
is, its FM reception can be seriously affected if
your antenna isn't right. And an antenna that's

' right" for a given receiver in a given location may be
inadequate-or even much better than is needed-for an-
other receiver in another location. An inadequate antenna
may cause a hissing or roaring noise on some stations in-
stead of the totally silent background (for tuned -in sta-
tions) that is one of FM's great selling points. There may
be bursts of raspy or burbling distortion, both stereo
signals may be crowded into one speaker, or they may
appear to be coming from a narrow plane between them.
These are all indications of an inadequate antenna, but
there are also difficulties that can be caused by an antenna
too sensitive for a given area-particularly when the an-
tenna is being used with a receiver susceptible to overload.

Unfortunately, it is no easy task for the FM listener
to choose an antenna that matches his specific require-
ments. Moreover, generally speaking, antenna manufac-
turers do not rate their products in standardized terms
that might help the buyer make an informed choice. For
example, the "mileage" claims published for many an-
tennas are only approximate guides at best. They are prob-
ably reliable when comparing the relative sensitivities of
the different models of any particular brand, but are of
little use in inter -brand comparisons. With no agreed -

upon industry definition for what an "antenna mile"
means, there is an inevitable tendency for mileage claims
to be based upon ideal conditions; in other words, the ef-
fective distances that might be covered by the antenna if
the receiver has ultra -sensitivity, if the terrain between
transmitter and receiver is absolutely flat, and if the sta-
tion is broadcasting an extremely strong signal. However,
few if any listeners live in this best of all possible FM
worlds. This is not to say that there isn't a wide variety of
antennas suitable for a wide range of reception conditions.
But to be able to make a sensible choice between the types
available, one must first have some understanding of the
way antenna design affects performance.

First, as to noise. Note that the noise we are referring

AS

to is not record scratch, tape hiss, hum in the broadcast
transmitter, or similar audio -frequency disturbances. Noise
that intrudes on radio broadcasts is either natural atmo-
spheric noise, man-made electrical noise, or noise from
the high -gain input stages of the tuner itself. (This last
factor becomes relatively significant only when dealing
with a tuner with a sensitivity greater than 2 microvolts-
more on this point later. FM reception will be noisy not
just between stations, but on fully tuned -in stations as
well, if the signal reaching the set falls below a specific
level that is quite definite for each tuner. This is the
signal level that the tuner needs to achieve full "limiting"
(also known as full "quieting"). Quieting is accomplished
largely by the limiter stages that follow the radio -frequen-
cy ( r.f . ) and intermediate -frequency ( i.f. ) amplifier
stages in an FM tuner or a receiver tuner section. A limiter
is a special kind of amplifier designed to overload on a
signal level within the normal range for the tuner. An
overloaded limiter amplifier can't respond with propor-
tionately higher output when it gets even more input; in
a sense, it is "full." Consider a glass full of water; pour-
ing more in won't raise the level further. Thus the signal
coming out of a limiter has reached a certain maximum
level and can go no higher.

The noise we want to get rid of appears as variations in
the strength of the signal. Since the limiter is designed
not to respond to variations in signal strength, it sharply
reduces the noise that gets through. It is important to note
that limiter action is not perfect. Some kinds of noise do
reach the tuner output, and we will discuss these special
noise problems later. But nearly all noise is significantly
reduced if the signal reaching the limiters is strong enough
to "fill up" or saturate the limiter stages.

The antenna plays a vital role in the control of FM
noise because at the very beginning it helps determine how
strong a signal gets to the limiters. The strength of the
signal at the limiter depends on (1) how strong the
signal is "in the air" at the antenna, (2) how much of
that signal the antenna intercepts and sends through the
lead-in into the tuner's r.f. and i.f. amplifier stages,
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and (3) how much effective amplification there is in these
stages. The relative ability of the antenna to intercept
broadcast energy is called its "gain." An antenna with
high gain intercepts more energy from any given signal
than an antenna with lower gain.

To sum up, if properly tuned -in stations are noisy,
you need more antenna gain-or a better tuner. However,
the cure works only up to a point; when the signal avail-
able to the antenna is extremely weak, 170 antenna has
enough gain and no tuner enough sensitivity to "fill" its
limiters, and you are beyond the limits of satisfactory
FM reception. Within an area of good reception, signal
conditions vary over a wide range, calling for antennas
of radically different gain.

Next is the question of distortion, which, as I said
earlier, can also arise from an inadequate antenna setup.
This distortion occurs when the same FM signal reaches
an antenna by several paths (Figure 1) ; it is called "mul-
ti -path distortion." One path is directly from trans-
mitter to receiver; other paths can include reflections of
the signal from hills, passing aircraft, tall buildings, and
other surfaces. Since each of these signals travels a differ-
ent distance, each of the reflections will arrive at the tuner
a microsecond or so after the direct signal. There will
then be two or more versions of the same signal in the
tuner simultaneously, but they will be slightly out of step
(out of phase). An FM signal is somewhat more corn-

rier wave would indicate. The signal consists of the car-
rier plus a series of subsidiary frequencies, or "side -
bands," which are constantly shifting in strength and
number according to the audio -frequency content of the
signal. If two or more sets of sidebands get slightly out
of phase, there occurs a complex and varying series of

Figure 1. Multipath problems occur because of the difference
in path lengths (to the receiving antenna) of direct and re-
flected signals. The arriral-time differences cause phase inter-
ference. (Only the signals reaching the re e,, ink antenna are
shown, not the omnidirectional radiation of the transmitter.)

;
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cancellations and reinforcements that produce serious
distortion.

Multipath distortion has a large repertoire of effects:
intermittent rasps, burbles, tweets, general muddiness,
separation loss, etc. These problems can be fairly constant
and intolerable, or barely perceptible. Multipath pickup is
the particular curse of FM in large cities with high build-
ings. In smaller cities or the suburbs, where the terrain
is reasonably level and there are few if any high, man-
made reflective surfaces, multipath distortion is far less
common than in metropolitan areas.

The same tendency of the two or more sets of FM
sidebands to interfere with each other is the reason for
multipath's sometimes destructive effect on stereo repro-
duction. Part of the broadcast FM multiplex signal is the
"difference" information, often called the "A -minus -B"
signal, that embodies the differences between the two
stereo channels and is used to establish the stereo image.
Multipath reception can interfere with the difference
signal and thus destroy the stereo image.

The best defense against multipath distortion is a direc-
tional antenna-meaning an antenna that has more gain
for signals coming from one direction than from any
other. Since the reflected signals usually come from a dif-
ferent direction than the direct signal, such an antenna
will help the tuner discriminate between them. If the
desired signal is sufficiently strong relative to the others,
the tuner's capture ability will assert itself, causing the
tuner to respond to the strongest of the several signals
at the same broadcast frequency and reject the others. The
tuner's "capture ratio" is an indication of how much
stronger than the others the desired signal must be if it
is to be "captured." A directional antenna can aid in
achieving this difference in strength.

ow let's relate the antenna characteristics we've beenN
discussing to the main features of antenna design. Any
small piece of metal in an area reached by a broadcast
signal will intercept some of the broadcast energy. With
a highly sensitive tuner (say, 2 microvolts or better, IHF
measurement) a piece of wire may be antenna enough for
full quieting if you are within 5 miles of the FM station.

But to get a strong enough signal into the tuner over
the outer -city and suburban distances it is necessary to
have an antenna that resonates. A resonating antenna has
physical dimensions such that waves of the signal travel-
ing from one end to the other tend to reinforce each other.
In a sense, the antenna is "tuned" by its size to the wave-
lengths of the frequencies in the FM band.

The basic resonating antenna for the 88 to 108 MHz
FM band is the half -wave dipole-a rod, bar, or wire
one-half wavelength long, split in the middle, with a two -
conductor lead-in connected to the two halves (Figure 2).
The dipole is the reference standard against which the
gain of most FM antennas is measured. An antenna that
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picks up a signal 4 dB stronger than a dipole in the same
spot has a gain of 4 dB. To achieve gain, antenna makers
add so-called "parasitic elements.- These are horizontal
bars or rods, parallel to the dipole arms, but not elec-
trically connected to them. If the dimensions and spacing
are right, each parasitic element will pass on a good part
of the energy it intercepts to the dipole. Parasitics act as
"directors- in front of the dipole and "reflectors" in back
of it. The directors increase the antenna's sensitivity to
signals coming from the front; the reflectors bounce back
signal energy that has gotten past the dipole and also re-

duce the antenna's sensitivity to signals from the rear.
(See Figure 3.)

Generally speaking, the more elements an antenna has,
the higher its gain. However, it is difficult to achieve
good broad -band antenna performance-that is, to attain
the same level of gain at every frequency in the FM band.
There have been poorly designed multi -element FM an-
tennas that at some frequencies in the FM band actually
showed a loss rather than a gain (compared to a simple
dipole). The moral is that you can't simply count the
elements to find out which of two antennas has more gain.

Directionality, if you need it, can be had in roughly
the same proportion as gain, because the two generally
go together. The dipole, the basic antenna, is broadly bi-
directional ; it is more sensitive to signals coming in broad-
side (from the front or rear) than toward its ends. (Fig-
ure 2.) As elements are added, the angle over which an
antenna is sensitive can be made narrower and narrower,
and the difference between front and back sensitivity (the
"front -to -back" ratio) higher. Of course, you don't need
the sharpest directionality at every location, any more than
you need maximum gain everywhere.

Antenna requirements can be roughly established for
four zones in the FM coverage area: (I) the inner city,
8 miles or less from the receiver to the transmitter; (II)
the outer city and suburbs, up to 50 miles for mono, 25
for stereo; (III) the inner fringe, 25 to 50 miles for
stereo, 50 to 100 for mono; and (IV) the outer fringe,
anything beyond those limits. These mileage figures must
be considered approximates ; obviously one zone is con-
tinuous with the next, and there are many factors, besides
distance, that can limit the range of an FM signal.

I. The inner city. Here FM signals are often so

Figure 2. A TV rabbit -ears antenna is actually a hall -nave di-
pole. "half -wave" meaning that it is tuned (by its dimensions)
to half the wavelength it is designed to receive. At the cen-
ter of the FM band, half a wavelength is equal to sixty inches.

(A )

Figure 3. (A) a folded dipole a WI reflector is more sensitive
to signals coming from the front F) than the rear (R.). us in-
dicated by the inset polar diagram. (B) Multi -element antennas
often hare several directors as well as reflectors, and achieve
Letter front -to -back signal -pickup ratio than the one at (A).
Local conditions determine which of the two will work best.

strong that many tuners suffer from overload problems.
(Tuner overload appears as a tendency for a strong sta-
tion to come in at more than one place on the dial). At
the same time, there may be serious multipath distortion
because of reflections from tall buildings. For noise -free
reception with a sensitive tuner, all that is often needed
is a 30 -inch piece of wire connected to the "hot" an-
tenna terminal or-as some manufacturers provide-a
power -cord antenna connection. The most common in-
door FM antenna is the dipole made of TV twin -line.
A number of FM tuner and receiver manufacturers today
supply well -made twin -line dipoles with their equipment,
and many FM owners have made their own (Figure 4).

If you do not have a severe multipath problem, the
twin -line dipole, fastened behind a cabinet or bookshelf,
may well be the antenna for you. But listen carefully to
some stereo broadcasts before installing the antenna per-
manently. A string quartet, if you can find one being
broadcast on the FM band, shows up multipath problems
by having a raspy -break-up" quality.

If you do have multipath distortion, try reorienting
your dipole-put it on a board, move it about, turn it.
The dipole will pick up best when it is stretched out
broadside to the broadcast station, but other positions
may minimize the multipath problems. Basically, this is
a trial -and -error situation. Do-it-yourself types might like
to build a two -element antenna by adding a reflector, a
rod about 20 per cent longer than the dipole, parallel to
the dipole and about half its length away. The reflector
is not connected to the dipole. The combination may be
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small enough for use in your living room, as no roof

antenna is. If you get multipath on several stations, it

would be useful to have your two -element array rotatable
in the room, because the reflection pattern in the room
will be different for each station.

An indoor antenna that has worked well for many city
FM listeners is the TV "rabbit ear." This has just enough
directionality to control multipath in many city locations.
Pull out each element to about 30 inches, which tunes the
antenna to about the center of the FM band. The same
trial -and -error procedure as with the twin -line dipole is

-41

30"
300 -OHM FLAT TWIN

ANY
LENGTH

30"

1)7

TWISTED AND SOLDERED/

TO
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Figure 4. half -ware folded dipole can be constructed easily
using 300-ohnt twin -line TV lead-in. Reinforce the center sec-
tion with tape before use, and keep the antenna away from metal
objects. This type of antenna, often supplied with FM receivers.
has the same figure -8 polar diagram as other dipoles, and it
therefore ought to be installed broadside to the transmitter.

required. Concerns highly experienced in installing FM
equipment in city apartments say that it is better, if you
can manage the set and the antenna near a win-
dow. The reflection pattern in the room gets harder to
circumvent farther back in the room.

Some buildings have a master TV -antenna system in-
stalled that includes pickup and amplification designed
specifically for FM-an easy out. But hooking into a
system intended only for TV is likely to be useless, be-
cause many such systems are designed to exclude the FM
band to prevent interference with the TV signals. In-
stallers of such master antenna systems can, however, put
in channels for FM if they are asked to do so. The cost
may be higher because of the additional equipment, but
if you can influence the initial negotiations for such a
system, you may be able to get FM included. In many
cities and towns there are beginning to appear cable
television systems that devote one channel to the FM band.
Cable -TV entrepreneurs are required to bring all the

local TV programs to the subscriber, but they can do
what they want about FM. Some bring one or a few FM
stations, some bring many or all local FM stations, and
some ignore FM entirely.

II. The outer city and suburbs. This area is usually
the least problematic for FM reception. In the closest -in
areas, an indoor dipole will often bring in noise-free re-
ception, and multipath distortion is much rarer than in
the tall -building area. In the middle area, you usually need
a roof antenna of medium gain (four to five elements),
and at the outer edge one of high gain (six elements or

more). With that much gain (and the accompanying
directionality) you are also likely to need a rotator on
your antenna if the stations you can reach and want to
hear lie in different directions. A directional antenna
must be oriented to pick up the station you want, if that
station is far enough away to require a large part of the
antenna's gain. A rotator is a motorized device installed on
the antenna mast with its remote -control box downstairs
with your tuner. The antenna mast is, in effect, split in
two, with the rotator between the two halves. The top half,
with the antenna, is free to turn and can be precisely
directed-with the control box-for optimum reception.

Many FM listeners live near heavily traveled highways
and at ground level, and this engenders a particularly
troublesome problem-ignition noise, which is heard as a
buzzy or grinding sound that comes in when a car passes
by. The difficulty arises because ignition noise is a sharp,
impulse -type noise that some FM tuners are not able to
reject effectively. If you live in a location close to a high-
way or a well -traveled street, your best defense against

ignition noise is to use a tuner whose design rejects such
impulse noise. Your audio dealer, particularly if he makes
FM installations in your area, is likely to have enough
experience to suggest such a tuner. However, if the noise
is stronger than the FM signals in your area, a better
tuner won't help much.

A secondary defense against ignition noise that works
lead-in to a 300 -

ohm shielded or coaxial lead-in. This will help consider-
ably if your antenna is high enough that most of the noise
is being picked up by the lead-in rather than by the an-
tenna itself. (See the section on lead-in below for a more
general discussion of lead-in choices.)

III. The inner fringe. From roughly 25 to 50 miles
for stereo and from 50 to 100 miles for mono, noise -free
FM reception is often achievable in this area, but it usually
takes a sensitive tuner (2 microvolts IHF or better) pits
an antenna of very high gain-eight or nine elements or
more. If the highest -gain antenna you can get doesn't do
it, you can improve your chances with one or more of the
following: "stacking" two antennas on the mast, with a
connection between them (this has to be done by follow-
ing the specific instructions of the antenna manufac-
turer) ; using lead-in with the lowest possible loss; or
putting the antenna up as high as possible (in some areas
with complicated reflections from hills you may get a
stronger signal at a lower point, so trial is in order). A
rotator is almost always a necessity.

IV. The outer fringe. Some lucky listeners do get
good FM at distances o%er 100 miles-there have even
been quite a few reports of success out to 150 and 200
miles. But it is a gamble, and the odds are against you.
You will probably need every sensitivity -increaser I've
mentioned. One I haven't discussed is the booster or
antenna amplifier. This is a unit that is usually mounted
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right on the antenna mast between the lead-in and the
antenna. A booster does not automatically give you the
jump in sensitivity it seems to promise. If the internal
noise level of the booster is no better than that of the FM
tuner itself (which is frequently the case with a top-notch
tuner), the booster may give you no advantage at all. But
if you are on the edge of acceptable results, a booster
might just put you over the line. See if you can get one on
a trial money -back basis.

 How to find the antenna you need. My specific
recommendations for the various zones include only a few
of the antenna brands on the market; numerous others are
now sold, and will be sold in the future, that may meet
the same needs. Also, those listed are not always avail-
able in every city, and antenna models do get withdrawn
by their manufacturers and replaced by new ones that may
(or may not) be better than the old.

If you intend to put up your own antenna, see if you
can locate some audiophiles in your area who may have
some helpful advice based on personal experiences. In
communities served by the large electronic -supply chain
and mail-order houses, you may find a firm that will take
back an antenna that isn't adequate and replace it with a

more sensitive model. You should check this before buy-
ing. And it's worth checking local dealers on their ex-
change policy too.

like metal fatigue.-

You may be wiser, all things considered, to have a
professional in your community do the installation; an
audio shop would of course be in a better position to

A NOTE ON

THE task of an antenna lead-in is simply that of
carrying the FM signal from the antenna to the

tuner. But as with so many other simple matters, unex-
pected complications arise. There are three general types
of lead-in. The most common type is the 300 -ohm "flat
twin," which has two conductors encapsulated at the
edges of a 3/8 -inch -wide ribbon of plastic. A second type
is the shielded -twin line, which is twin lead with an
outer metallic covering and, over that, a layer of insula-
tion. The third type is coaxial cable, with one conductor
down the center of the cable and the other in the form
of a cylinder of metal braid around the first and insu-
lated from it. Coax comes in two varieties, standard
and low -loss.

Flat twin -line has two advantages: it is cheap, and
when new and properly installed it carries the signal
with very low loss. Its disadvantages are vulnerability
to aging and to changes in characteristics from water,
ice, and dirt. It is also sensitive to ambient electrical
noise. It can lose its low -loss characteristic in a year or
less, depending on weather conditions.

Shielded twin line is very free of noise pick-up, has
low loss, and good resistance to deterioration from aging
and the weather. Since the difference in cost for a 100 -
foot coil of the least -expensive unshielded to the most -
expensive shielded twin -lead is less than $10, it would
seem wise to buy the best.

Coaxial cable is also free of noise pick-up (though
perhaps less so than shielded 300 -ohm twin line) and

LEAD-INS

is largely impervious to weather and aging effects. Some
installers find it preferable to shielded twin, which has
similar characteristics. It is somewhat less tricky to
install than unshielded flat twin; it can be led closely
around metal objects and fastened onto walls, whereas
flat twin must be carefully isolated by standoffs from
walls and especially from metal (rain spouts, etc.). But
standard coax has considerably higher loss than flat
twin, and costs more. Low -loss foam -insulated coax,
which is comparable to flat twin in loss, costs even more.
And coax usually requires a matching transformer
(balun) at one or both ends if signal loss from im-
pedance mismatch is to he avoided. Most coax is 7')
ohms; most antennas and tuners have 300 -ohm outputs
and inputs; a balun bridges this difference.

Which lead-in is best for you depends on your loca-
tion. If weather conditions are not too severe, particu-
larly if the air is clean and free of corrosive chemicals.
flat twin might keep its serviceability for two years or
so. But using it also implies that local electrical noise-
from motors, diathermy machines, and passing cars-is
not troublesome.

If you are troubled by weather deterioration, local
noise, or both, and have plenty of signal strength (strong
local stations only), standard coax makes a permanent
and satisfying lead-in. If you have signals of marginal
strength, with the best antenna you can find, then it
may pay you to make the investment needed for low -
loss coax or shielded 300 -ohm line.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

NOTE: The antennas listed are those about which in-
formation was available and believed to be reliable.
There are undoubtedly others, not listed, that will serve
as well. The FM listener who wants to be sure of noise -
free, distortion -free reception must be prepared to evalu-
ate the extent to which a given antenna meets his
requirements. The information below will provide use-
ful guidelines.

RECEPTION ZONE I-The inner city (roughly eight
miles or less from the FM transmitters). FM signals
very strong, but multipath distortion likely because of
signal reflections from tall buildings.
A. Multipath distortion is slight

1. With a very sensitive tuner, 2 microvolts (IHF) or
better, use built-in line -cord antenna or a short
length of wire.

2. If the tuner doesn't fully "quiet" with line -cord
antenna wire on all stations in the city, use twin -
line dipole or rabbit ears (Rembrandt FM 1000). In
either of the above situations, the line -cord, wire
dipole, or rabbit -ears can be oriented by trial and
error for minimum multipath distortion.

B. Multipath distortion is considerable
1. If a roof antenna is not permitted, use rabbit ears

oriented for minimum distortion.
2. If a roof antenna is permitted, use medium -gain

antenna (four to five elements) on roof, with rota-
tor if stations are in different directions, and with
attenuator in lead-in if tuner is overloaded-that is,
strong stations come in at more than one place on
the dial (Finco FM -3, Channel Master 4401G,
Winegard BF -40).

3. If medium -gain (four to five elements) does not
"quiet" all local stations (very unlikely), change to
higher gain (six to ten elements) with rotator if
stations are in different directions (Finco FM4G,
Channel Master 4409G, Winegard SC60).

RECEPTION ZONE II-The outer city and suburbs

FOR FM ANTENNAS

(up to fifty miles for mono FM, up to twenty-five
miles for stereo).
A. Multipath distortion is not present (true of most loca-
tions; all directional antennas need rotator if stations are in
different directions).

1. In the inner part of this zone, and with sensitive
tuner, use twin -line dipole or rabbit ears.

2. If some local stations are noisy with a dipole, change
to medium -gain roof antenna (see Zone I -B-2 above).

3. If some local stations are noisy with medium -gain
roof antenna (four to five elements), change to high-
er gain (six to ten elements-see Zone I -B-3 above).

4. At the outer edge of the zone, a very high -gain an-
tenna may be needed (Finco FMSL-12, JFD LPL-
FMIOA, Winegard SC -65).

B. Muitipath distortion is present (any of the above in

Section A, except twin -line dipole, will reduce distortion).

RECEPTION ZONE III-The inner fringe (roughly
fifty to one hundred miles for mono FM, twenty-five to
fifty for stereo). Since directional antennas must be
used in any case, the multipath problem is ordinarily
taken care of. Signal strength will vary widely from
one location to another. A rotator is usually necessary.
A. In a favorable location, a high -gain antenna may be
adequate (see Zone I -B-3 above).
B. If a high -gain antenna does not bring in noise -free
signals, change to a very high -gain antenna (see Zone II -A-4
above).
C. If a very ,high -gain antenna is inadequate, try "stacking"
two antennas, a taller mast, low -loss lead-in (see text), or
an antenna amplifier (as a last resort).

RECEPTION ZONE IV-The outer fringe (beyond
about one hundred miles for mono FM, about fifty for
stereo FM). Good results beyond Reception Zone Ill
will he very chancy at best. Ordinarily, a very high -gain
antenna plus some or all of the signal -strengthening
expedients of Zone 111-C will he necessary. As you move
farther out in this zone, there will be fewer and fewer
areas in which good reception is possible with any avail-
able tuner and antenna combination.

advise you on the ins and outs of FM antennas than a
TV shop.

 What about using a TV antenna for FM or using
a combined TV/FM antenna? Unfortunately, most TV
antennas are not sensitive in the FM band; in fact, a TV
antenna is likely to be made insensitive to FM to reduce
interference on TV channels six and seven, which bracket
the FM band. Such an antenna might be better than no
antenna at all, but an indoor dipole could be better yet.
If you can use your TV antenna for FM, you will need a
signal splitter at the lower end of the lead-in to separate
the TV signals from the FM signals and to keep each
receiver from mismatching the line for the other one. But
a signal splitter inevitably introduces some signal loss, and
some signal splitters are very lossy indeed. Check what
happens to your TV reception (not just the FM), because
the splitter might reduce the TV signal enough to make

pictures unstable or even snowy. Trial -and -error again,
but the only cost is the splitter, at a few dollars. A sep-
arate FM antenna will usually be necessary if FM recep-
tion is a problem.

There are a number of "combination" TV/FM anten-
nas on the market that specifically promise FM as well as
TV coverage. As a class, these antennas have not provided
FM performance as good as that you get with a good sep-
arate FM antenna. But again, it may be good enough at
your location. If you are in the great middle -ground re-
ception area of outer city and suburb, where FM reception
is not too difficult, a combination antenna might well do
the job for you.

A. H. Stewart. a long-time audiophile and contributor o audio
fournals, recently took part in a research project on FM anten-
nas that yielded touch data for the purposes of this article.
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There are, of course, no photographs of the British shelling of Baltimore during the War of 1812. but this pious vision of "The
Birth of the star -Spangled Banner" by Clyde 0. Deland suggests that the writing of history might best be left to historians.

Oh say! can you sing

THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER?
By NOEL COPPAGE

CAMP can be entertaining, in its way, but not
for very long. The best of it, if "best" there is,
palls after a month or so. (Who could stand to

watch Andy Hardy movies for ten years, for example?)
Mercifully, most low camp dies right on schedule, the
minute it becomes a bore. But there are exceptions. The
most blatant of these is the national anthem of the
United States of America.

Few Americans escape exposure to The Star-Spangled
Banner in some form for more than a week at a time in
their daily lives, since they are always turning up at
events where it is played, especially sports events. But
the old air with words by Francis Scott Key is now hav-
ing additional attention focused on it by the reissue of
Oscar George Theodore Sonneck's book The Star-Span-
gled Banner by Da Capo Press. This intricate piece of
research was first printed in 1914 by the Government

Printing Office. Mr. Sonneck at the time was chief of the
Division of Music at the Library of Congress. The year
1914 was, of course, the year in which The Star-Spangled
Banner reached its hundredth birthday. Mr. Sonneck's
book is the authority on the construction of the national
anthem, and in it he came down hard on shoddy research
by his predecessors, who had produced several wild,
wonderful, and inaccurate accounts of how the words
and music were created and merged to become the S-SB.
Mr. Sonneck did not presume to be as critical about the
words and music, however. A pity; as a music lover, I

could forgive sloppy researchers' sins by the carload
before I would get around to condoning, by silence or
otherwise, what Mr. Key has done to us.

The Star-Spangled Banner can be described as ''unique-
ly American," particularly by anyone who dislikes Amer-
icans. It does reflect our generally undiscriminating taste
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of.

in music, our willingness to accept practically any scram-
ble of words as "poetry," our seeming fixation on war
and violence; and it is the epitome of the uniquely
American knack for turning out unintentional irony on
a grand scale (outranking even our "station" wagons in
that department).

Unintentional irony is an element of camp, of course,
and The Star-Spangled Banner is gorged with it. We
stole the melody from the British at a time when we
were at war with the British; the melody had been writ-
ten for a British social club and fitted to a song called
To Anacreon in Heaven. Anacreon was a Greek poet of
the sixth century B. C. noted for his light and graceful
lyrics (take a moment here and reflect on F. Scott Key's
lyrics) and for his exultations of women and wine. In
short, the melody for our war -hawking theme song was
supposed to honor a man who, if ever a man did, believed
in making love, not war.

But stealing a melody-and stealing a peacenik mel-
ody-and stealing it from the enemy-weren't enough
for Key. No, he had to steal a bad melody, one that
covers an octave and a fifth, a range Vic Damone and
Bob Goulet have a hell of a time with and Aretha Frank-
lin found downright freaky at the 1968 Democratic Na-
tional Convention. Another pop singer, Jose Feliciano,
who should have known better by then, did his thing
with the S-SB at a World Series game, drawing outraged
cries from a few squares, shrieks from a few teeny bop-
pers, and yawns from the rest of us. America, with no
great operatic tradition, has a theme song its best singers
are afraid to sing in public. Perhaps it doesn't scare
Maria Callas, but then few things seem to.

That the melody was also patently ridiculous in a song
celebrating the life style of a swinger like Anacreon gives
us little comfort. We're not talking relatively when we
cast about for a national anthem. If the Anacreontic
Society is willing to settle for second-rate stuff, that's
their business. But we have all those people out there,
and they deserve better. America is lively, industrious,

This holograph copy of Francis Scott Key's first draft of The
-t.tr-Spangled Runner differs slightly from the final version.
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optimistic, irreverent, careless, tender, cantankerous, and
friendly. The S-SB melody is only somber, pompous, and
cumbersome, three properties seldom found in the Amer-
ican spirit.

But, considering the words Key fitted to the melody,
it is perhaps not surprising that he chose it (we also
might consider momentarily some evidence-not conclu-
sive, mind you-turned up by Mr. Sonneck that Key was
tone deaf; some who knew Key claimed he had trouble
recognizing The Star-Spangled Banner every time he
heard it played without the words; one acquaintance even
said that Key's daughter, granddaughter, and great-
granddaughter inherited this tin ear-they couldn't rec-
ognize the danged thing either). The average baseball
crowd never hears the second, third, and fourth verses of
The Star-Spangled Banner, nor does it see them printed
on the stadium's message board, perhaps because the
carnage they evoke is even more upsetting than soul
singers' versions of the song.

THE first stanza is bad enough, full of rockets glaring
and bombs bursting, but the median is the message, to
paraphrase Marshall McLuhan and make a tiny pun; the
middle verses contain the meat of Key's legacy: "On the
shore, dimly seen through the mists of the deep/ Where
the foe's haughty host in dread silence reposes," begins
the second verse, and it goes on to commit such literary
atrocities as "the towering steep" and "the morning's
first beam." Who comes to mind when bad writing is
mentioned? Joyce Kilmer? Edgar A. Guest? Longfel-
low? They all wrote better than that. In fact-and time
will bear this out-Kahlil Gibran could write better
than that, if he put his mind to it. If James Fenimore
Cooper could, anybody can.

All right. The second verse is poorly written, but it is
merely poorly written flag-waving. What about the
third ? "And where is that band who so vauntingly
swore/ That the havoc of war and the battle's confusion/
A home and a country should leave us no more!/ Their
blood has washed out their foul footstep's pollution./
No refuge could save the hireling and slave/ From the
terror of flight or the gloom of the grave," etc. The
fourth verse cites this as "the heav'n rescued land" and
justifies it all with "conquer we must, when our cause it
is just.

Such a glorification of the screaming eagle could only
have been written during a war-as, of course, it was.
But not just ally war; leave it to Key-he chose to write
during the War of 1812 (only war he had, I suppose),
by far the most ridiculous war of modern history. Key
was, in fact, on board a British vessel (or on board his
own cartel ship tied up next to it) when he wrote the
first words-on the back of an envelope, if you please.

This war, which Key couldn't wait to capture in verse,
had started over a British blockade that had already been
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lifted when America declared war. Its most famous
battle, the rout of the British at New Orleans by Ken-
tucky possum hunters abetted by the pirate Jean Laffite,
took place after the peace treaty had been signed. It was,
particularly for any such who find some glory in warfare,
a war best forgotten. Even as Key started his poem, the
British fleet found its "rockets" and "bombs" (actually
artillery shells) were dropping short because it couldn't
get close enough to Baltimore. Chesapeake Bay was full
of sunken ships and couldn't be navigated. The whole
episode was a boggle from start to finish; nevertheless,
from it we took our national anthem (see comments
about unintentional irony above).

Key, we find, was on a British ship the night of Sep-
tember 13-14, 1814, because he had been asked to nego-
tiate the release of a friend held by the British Navy.
Since the bombardment was about to start, the British
thought it wise to keep him in sight, and so he was
(either on the ship or under guard on the U. S. diplo-
matic cartel alongside) through the night, which he
presumably spent watching o'er the ramparts. He fin-
ished the poem (remember, now, how much more
militant it is in the last two verses) in the relative safety
of the Fountain Inn in Baltimore.

Tone deaf or not, Key probably had the Anacreon
melody in mind at the time. At any rate, words and music
soon appeared together, and Mr. Sonneck, at least, is

satisfied that Key put them together himself. The melody
had by then undergone many indignities, having been
adapted by Thomas Paine as a campaign song for John
Adams, Adams and Liberty, which as campaign songs go
has to rank somewhere below Hello, Lyndon, and having
been used for several sets of drinking -song lyrics. It had
also been used once before by Key, in the predictably
militaristic The Warrior's Return. The melody was origi-
nally written by John Stafford Smith for the Anacreontic
Society of London and matched to a set of lyrics written
by the society's president, Ralph Tomlinson, about 1780.
In the original version, the closing couplet for each verse
called not for flags to wave but for people to "entwine/
The myrtle of Venus with Bacchus's vine." Mr. Tomlin-
son, like Anacreon before him, had definite ideas about
how symbolism ought to be used in a song. Unfortunate-
ly, like Key after him, he was lousy at picking melodies
and not too good at fitting lyrics to the ones he picked.

After a long, slow climb up the charts to become the
country's ultimate (at least some thought so) patriotic
ditty, the S-SB was adopted in 1931 as our national an-
them, becoming yet another milestone in the Hoover
administration. The national anthem did not come to us
from a divine hand, however, but was given its status
by an act of Congress, a body known to change its mind
occasionally, and it was given that status during the
dreary heart of the Depression, when many Congressmen
probably weren't concentrating very hard on such things

as national songs. The choice of The Star-Spangled Ban-
ner over other songs was purely arbitrary; admittedly, it
may have been a popular choice when it was made, but it
need not be one we are stuck with to eternity. There is
nothing un-American about changing the national an-
them, or changing any other act of Congress. We sur-
vived the repeal of prohibition, and that wasn't merely
an act of Congress but a Constitutional amendment.

While the evidence doesn't exactly support Franklin
D. Roosevelt's statement that the United States does not
like war (since Key wrote the S-SB the country has
dabbled in war almost continuously and has reached a

pinnacle of sorts at which the military accounts for more
than half of the national budget), it is nevertheless diffi-
cult to believe that we really want to be so barefaced
about liking war as to go around singing "Their blood
has washed out their foul footstep's pollution." The
Leader of the Free World, as it calls itself, does not look
for trouble, does it? I'll rephrase that. The people of the
United States, discounting whatever foreign policy
morass their elected representatives may be sinking into
at the moment, do not go around spoiling for a fight, do
they? Is success on the battlefield the only picture of
America We care to transmit?

There is precious little else transmitted by our national
anthem. We could, and do, boast in song about our pur-
ple mountain majesties, our redwood forests and gulf-
-stream waters, our sweet land of liberty and our lullaby
of Broadway, but none of these gets mention in our na-
tional anthem.

THERE is no reason why we cannot scrap the S-SB and
replace it with some more accurate description, some-
thing about a big-hearted, hard-working nation with its
share of bungling father figures and crab grass problems,
a nation that is showing signs of putting aside its violent
past and taking up sex and computer programing, a
place where the door handles fall off brand-new station
wagons but where one can get freeze-dried coffee and a
full day's supply of vitamins in a bowl of cereal even if
he uses skimmed milk. No reason why the inhabitants of
the Leader of the Free World should be ashamed to have
the words of their national anthem flashed on the score-
board at Yankee Stadium.

If we had a new national anthem, one that accurately
described America and its aspirations, we still would
face the prospect of having it thought campy; anything
can become camp, since there's no ceiling on the sophisti-
cation of camp followers. But low camp is something
else. The next national anthem that slips into that bracket
won't stay there for forty years.

Noel Coppage, a journalist whose secret lore for country music
was revealed in our issue of January 1968, is a member of the
editorial stag of the North Adams (Massachusetts) Transcript.
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THIS is the third year in which STEREO
had the pleasure of presenting to its readers the
results of its critical and editorial polling to deter-

mine the best records of the past publishing year. That
year, of course, runs from January through December of
1969 and is applied to records reviewed in one of those
months without reference to the actual date of release of
the record. Naturally, we will have been a little late in
reviewing some recordings and we may have jumped the
gun on others, so that some semi -forgotten discs may
have qualified for the polling, while some others released
at the very end of the year may have to wait to be candi-
dates for next year's awards.

Once again we must emphasize that these awards and
honorable mentions are given "in recognition of great
artistic achievement and genuine contribution to the
recorded literature." There is always someone, be he
record -company executive or record collector, who ob-
jects to some record's being given an award because it
was not a big seller, or feels that some other record
deserved an award because it did sell in considerable
numbers. At the risk of being thought both obsessive
and un-American, we repeat that sales figures are no
indication of a record's artistic worth. We apply that
criterion in both directions: a record is not necessarily
good because it sells hundreds of thousands of copies,
nor, if it enjoys that kind of commercial success, is it

necessarily bad. Our snobbism is neither direct nor in-
verse; it lies exclusively in our refusal to take popular
appeal into consideration at all in our judging.

will note a slight imbalance (seven
to five) in the number of classical records receiving top
awards compared with the number of pops. This, in our
opinion, is simply a reflection of what went on in the
record year of 1969: there were more truly outstanding
classical releases than there were popular. We discern
no trend in this, and next year we may find ourselves
in exactly the opposite situation. But there does seem to
be a trend of another sort in the making. The reader
should note that of the seven classical records receiving
awards, six originated in Europe (one recorded by an
American company). Of the fourteen honorable men-
tions in the classical area, seven are fully of European
origin, another presents an American artist recorded in
Europe, and another was recorded in the United States
by a European -based company. Combining these observa-
tions with the knowledge that the Boston Symphony and
the Boston Pops will, in future, be recorded by DGG ex-
clusively, that the Los Angeles and Chicago Symphonies
will also be recorded by European companies, not Amer-
ican ones, and that several American companies have
given indications of cutting back on their classical record-
ing or discontinuing it entirely, we must conclude that
recorded classical music, for the next few years at least,
is likely to be mostly an imported product, in one sense
or another. It is not pleasant to entertain the thought
that culturally the United States may be slipping back to
the status of a second- or third-rate power. At any rate,
it is one more small point to ponder when contemplating
the directions of our national efforts. James Good friend
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LONDON'S SUPERB NEW ROSEN KAV ALIER
The music of Richard Strauss again brings out the best in conductor Georg Solti

NEARLY a decade has elapsed since the appearance
of the last successful recording of Der Rosen-
kavalier (Angel 3563), and it is now some

fifteen years since London's first try under the direction
of Erich Kleiber. However high the standards estab-
lished by those two productions, the time had undeni-
ably come for London to try again. Try they did, and
with remarkable success, too: their new Rosenkavalier,
superbly conducted by Georg Solti and extremely well
cast (largely with fresh and prodigious voices), is re-
corded with a sonic brilliance worthy of the company's
best previous efforts.

Again, as it often has before, the music of Richard
Strauss has brought out the best in Georg Solti. His
pacing throughout has urgency and vitality, yet he knows
how to phrase with the singers ig,;,:- ti -- , ,,,,
and is not above surrendering 1

occasionally to Viennese senti- Or--
ment. The nervous energy that
characterizes the man impels him
to set a pace in the opening of
Act I that seems slightly exces-
sive, but I have only admiration
for his handling of the intricate
Introduction to Act III. This is
only one of many instances of the
kind of transparent and lovingly
detailed orchestral performance
he draws from an obviously will-
ing Vienna Philharmonic: the rich
sound and the infectious spirit
that are the fruits of their close
cooperation are beyond praise.

Regine Crespin is an affecting
Marschallin, wise and philosoph-
ical, yet essentially sentimental.
Her interpretation has an air of
spontaneity, as opposed to the

WGINE
A wise and philoso

CRESPI

phical Marschallin

aura of mystery so artfully drawn about the character by
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf in the Angel set-a quality some
critics find mannered, but one which, for me, adds a
special, attractive dimension to Schwarzkopf's interpre-
tation. In any case, Crespin's approach will generate no
controversy: it is composed of charm, sentiment, and
sophistication, it is rich in interpretive nuances, and it is
vocalized with the utmost purity and security.

Yvonne Minton, an Australian mezzo who has been
heard on records before, though not in so challenging
an assignment, is an Octavian whose performance shows
intelligence and careful preparation. Her voice is appro-
priately youthful-of the high, clear kind that copes
with the upper reaches effortlessly and manages the low
notes without any intrusive chestiness. I would welcome

a little more temperament in her
scenes with Ochs in Act II, but
then it must be conceded that this
intricate and taxing role will al-
ways leave room for one reserva-
tion or another. Helen Donath's
high lyric soprano blends attrac-
tively with Miss Minton's voice
in those scenes in which the art-
ists appear together, and both
the Presentation Scene and the
final rapturous moments come off
beautifully. Miss Donath may not
be able to match the soaring vir-
tuoso technique of Hilde Gueden
and Teresa Stich -Randall, who
preceded her in this role on rec-
ords, but she is a refreshingly di-
rect, unmannered singer, and her
vocal timbre is ideal for the vir-
ginal Sophie.

Manfred Jungwirth walks
through the part of Baron Ochs
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with a virtuoso ease that is amazing. I can imagine him in
performance, doing the part accurately and with complete
naturalness without even glancing at the conductor. The
characterization is zesty, colorful, and vastly entertaining,
the voice flexible and resourcefully used-though its qual-
ity is unimpressive. I doubt that Herr Jungwirth would
make an exciting King Philip, but he is a capital Ochs.

The lavishness of London's casting permits the luxury
of hearing Luciano Pavarotti as a superb Italian singer,
Anton Dermota as the Landlord, and Emmy Loose as the
Duenna. A real veteran, eighty -year -old Alfred Jerger,
gives the Notary's asthmatic lines an unparalleled author-
ity, and Otto Wiener does commendably by the thankless
role of Faninal.

London provides with the set an eye -filling seventy-
two -page book that is worthy of the distinguished musical
production. It includes the complete libretto, striking
color reproductions of the original Alfred Roller settings
and costumes (which demonstrate how far the last -seen
Metropolitan production departed from the spirit of the
original), interesting reminiscences of the composer by
Alfred Jerger, and two pertinent essays. One of these, by
the Strauss specialist Prof. Erich Graf, deals with "Humor
and Sentiment in Der Rosenkaralier," and can be used
in conjunction with the "Thematic Guide" that is also
one of the set's thoughtful and valuable features.

G ear,e f ellinek

RICHARD STRAUSS: Der Rosenkavalier. Regine Cres-
pin (soprano), Marschallin; Manfred Jungwirth (bass),
Baron Ochs; Yvonne Minton (mezzo-soprano), Octavian;
Helen Donath (soprano), Sophie; Otto Wiener (baritone),
Faninal; Murray Dickie (tenor), Valzacchi; Anne Howells
(mezzo-soprano), Annina; Emmy Loose (soprano), Leit-
metzerin; Herbert Lackner (bass), Kommissar; Hubert
Prikopa (baritone), Major-Domo; Kurt Equiluz (tenor),
Faninal's Major-Domo; Luciano Pavarotti (tenor), Singer;
others. Chorus of the Vienna Staatsoper and the Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra, Georg Solti cond. LONDON OSA
1435 four discs $23.92, ® V90165 (71/2) $25.95.

THE BEST FRIEND
DEBUSSY EVER HAD

Pierre Boulez again demonstrates an
extraordinary grasp of his counhyman's music

AMONG the recipients of STEREO R EvIew's Record of
the Year Awards just one year ago was "Boulez

Conducts Debussy" (CBS 32 11 0056). In it, the French
conductor (lately named to succeed Leonard Bernstein as
musical director of the New York Philharmonic) leads
London's New Philharmonia Orchestra in brilliant per-
formances of Debussy's La Mer, L'Apres-midi dun

fiume, and feux. The successor to that disc, and one
meeting in every way the exacting standards previously
set, is a new Columbia release-more Debussy, more Bou-
lez, but this time with the Cleveland Orchestra.

The folkloric aspect of the music in this new collection
might perhaps be thought to be a stumbling block for
Boulez, whose taste, personality, and esprit do not exactly
run to that sort of thing. The results, however, are quite
otherwise; by removing these pieces from the realm of
musical travelogue, he demonstrates their true worth as
music. Thus, he not only rescues Iberia from over -popu-
larity, but lifts its less often heard companions through
the light of his searching musical intelligence onto an
equal musical plane.

As always with Boulez, precision, clarity, and trans-
lucence are basic. But the particular triumph of these per-
formances is their rhythmic lucidity and flexibility. In-
deed, it is precisely the shaping of the dynamics of this
music-timbre, loudness and softness, harmonic texture
and line as organic functions of rhythmic phrases-that is
the extraordinary achievement of this recording. And let
me emphasize, as I have before, that this is not just a
theoretical thing; it produces expressive and exciting re-
sults. The Cleveland Orchestra is a magnificent, highly
responsive, and subtle instrument in the conductor's
hands. The recording is lucid, perfectly balanced, and
sonically attractive. The Danses, Sacree et Profane, with
Alice Chalifoux, the orchestra's harpist, are a pleasant
extra. Four stars. Eric Salzman

DEBUSSY: Images pour Orchestre: Iberia, Gigues,
Rondes de Printemps; Danses, Sacree et Profane. Alice
Chalifoux (harp); Cleveland Orchestra, Pierre Boulez
cond. COLUMBIA MS 7362 $5.98.

"PROMENADE" -A MUSICAL
FOR LOVERS OF MELODY

RCA's recording of the off-Broadway hit signals
the arrival of a bright new musical -theater talent

RCA's new original -cast recording of Al Carmines' and
Maria Irene Fornes' Promenade strikes me as quite

simply the best musical -show album since Cabaret and
possibly since Candide. It is not, I confess, as immacu-
lately produced as the other two, but it more than makes
up for its shortcomings in that area by giving us one
really brilliant song after another. Carmines' melodic gift
is staggeringly impressive, and Miss Fornes' witty and
acerbic lyrics point up the tunes like a dash of bitters.

A careless first listening might leave the impression
that some of the show's songs are hopelessly old-fashioned
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The aristocratic ladies
of "Promenade": left

to right, Carrie Wilson,
Alice Playten. and

Margot Albert.

or even hokey. Listen again: Carmines is a song com-
poser of a very high order indeed. He uses the typical
American musical -comedy style as a foundation for music
that is completely his own, in much the same way Poulenc
used the Paris music -hall song and Kurt Weill used
early jazz. That "something of his own" is compounded
in equal parts of a humorous rapture over his own melodic
inspirations and an uncanny ability to set drama to stir-
ring beneath the surface of what seems to be nothing more
than a straightforward tune. In The Passing of Time, for
example, a duet featuring Ty McConnell and Gilbert
Price, Carmines uses a jolly march tune to counterbalance
Miss Fornes' ironic and subtly disturbing lyrics about
man's inability to realize what he really is until it's too
late. The song is later developed in a quasi -oratorio style,
the sting of the words being re-emphasized against the
broad romantic sweep of the choral setting. Then there is
the dramatic The Moment Has Parsed, beautifully per-
formed by Carrie Wilson, its effect heightened by a slight
edge of self -parody. Capricious and Fickle, the lament of
a cast-off mistress, is the strongest piece in the show, and
Carmines and Fornes are not afraid to make the big effect
that this odd, sad song requires; it is sung perfectly
straight, with all the emotional fireworks necessary, by
Alice Playten.

Without belaboring the almost operatic complications
of the plot, I should tell you that the show is a comedy-
and first-rate comedy at that-with serious undertones.
I was hugely delighted by Florence Tarlow's prowess as
a vamp who calls herself "La Rose du Shanghai" in the
raucous Chicken Is He (Who Doer Not Love Me), as
I was also with Glenn Kezer's admonition to a servant

in l ai't It Clear? that no matter how much she thinks
she is at the same party as the guests, she is not, as a
servant, really there at all.

Without meaning to suggest that Miss Fornes' work in
Promenade is anything less than fifty per cent of the
whole, the real triumph belongs to Carmines and his over-
powering torrent of melody. Promenade is a must -buy,
best -buy, got -to -have, don't -go -without album. Get it.

Peter Reilly

PROMENADE (AI Carmines-Maria Irene Fornes). Orig-
inal -cast recording. Margot Albert, Carrie Wilson, Alice
Playten, Sandra Shaeffer, Ty McConnell, Glenn Kezer
(vocals); orchestra. RCA LSO 1161 $5.98.

LAURA NYRO'S
"NEW YORK TENDABERRY"

Her unique song creations are best heard in the
carefully structured art of her men performances

THE limousine from the Columbia Records publicity
department lost its way in the back alleys of Brook-

lyn. A New York cabbie could have jerked us directly
to the place, but our liveried chauffeur finally had to
give up as he drove us up and down bumpy, garbage -
strewn streets that looked as if the Dead End Kids might
have lived there. I responded by clicking down the locks
on both doors. Where were we? Just what kind of place
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was this for a goddess of song to he giving a concert?
But it was her kind of place, a place where her people

lived, loved, learned and packed the Memorial Hall
of Pratt Institute to hear her first New York concert.
There was nothing fancy about any of it. She dressed
in the girls' locker room off the basketball court in the
gymnasium under the stage. It took forever for every-
body to get inside and sit down, because people kept
going downstairs to the gym to give her flowers. As the
lights finally dimmed_ I found that I was seated on the
world's smallest, hardest camp chair directly at her feet.
Then she was there, in the deafening roar of applause
from her worshippers, a baby -skinned, zaftig beauty with
a penchant for thrift -ship attire- .her ruby -red velvet
gown had obviously lived. She smiled silently, sipping a
plum -colored liqueur from a tall glass. Then she slashed
her long black mane across the stage light, threw her
lingers at the keyboard with reckless passion, and gave
us what we had been waiting for. On that memorable
night Laura Nyro first introduced to the public every song
found on Columbia's new ''New York Tendaberry.'' But
Laura Nyro is a creature who demands perfection. so it
took six months more of nit-picking who would play
what violin, how many voice tracks she would record for

LAURA NYRO
A skilled and sensitive composer -performer

a background whisper, how long she should play the
piano on the solo intro to one song, and other assorted
nuances before she would finally okay this music for
release. During those six months I often dropped in at
the Columbia studios to watch and listen. She would be
sitting in an enormous sound -proof room in total dark-
ness, her hair billowing over the piano keys as she sang
sibyl -like into the mike. On the other side of the glass,
in the elaborately electronicized control booth, !night be
Liza Minnelli, Simon and Garfunkel, or some other lumi-
nary of modern music, sitting enraptured while she sang.
Sometimes Dylan came, sometimes nobody. But those who
did contributed in a way, with feeling, awareness, and
respect. to the perfection of this album.

Laura Nyro is probably the most important performer
the current stream of pop music has produced. She is
a wonderful singer, thoughtful and sensitive, and pos-
sessed by demons that drive her well beyond the call of
artistic duty. She makes poetry out of the squalor she gees
around her, she knows about love in a way that is older
than her years, and she is on intimate terms with the
blues. All this internal sadness, understanding. and de-
monic energy she weaves into a unique musical form that
at first seems bizarre (Where's the melody?, you ask)
but with familiarity becomes personal, thrilling, even awe-
some to hear. She is well ahead of the times musically,
and she cannot be imitated, When another artist per-
forms Nyro's songs he must re -define them and adjust
them to his own skills. And skilled he must be, or he
won't get away with it (the Fifth Dimension versions of
Iredding Bell Blne.r, Street Blindne.f.1, and Stoned Soul
Picnic, for example. are not unlike Lawrence Welk trying
to play Mahler). This is why there are no flashily made
"hits" by Nyro.

Nyro has matured tremendously with this new collec-
tion of songs. Though her diction is still unclear enough
that you need the enclosed lyrics to best appreciate her
heart -piercing imagery, it is easy to see the emergence of
a personal musical pattern that demands serious recog-
nition. She is by far. in my estimation, the singer who has
done the most to raise pop music to the level of serious
art. If you're not familiar with her dark and tender songs
by now, don't despair. You have only to buy ''Eli and
the Thirteenth Confession- and now ''New York Tenda-
berry." Both magnificent albums are on Columbia. but
they are both distinctly hers- -and so are we. Rex Reed

LAURA NYRO: Neu. York Tendaberry. Laura Nyro
(vocals and piano); orchestra, Jimmie Haskell arr. and
cond. '1'.on Don't Love Ale when I Cry; Save the Country;
Toni Cat Goodby; Captain for Dark Mornings; Mercy on
Broadway; Gibson Street; Time and Love; The Alan Who
Sends Ale Home; Sweet Lorin' Baby; Captain Saint Luci-
fer; Mania Mania; and New York Tendaberry. COLUMBIA

KCS 9737 $5.98, ® HC 1122 (33A ) ® 11 10 0610
$5.98. ® 18 1() 06W 56.98, r() 16 10 0610 $6.98.
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Introducing
Our Most Popular

Cassettes.
ITEM

im _1114 UT

nip e
Ed Ames

THE WINDMILLS
OF YOUR MIND

RCA Cassette viCTOR

GRANIN'
THE FRIENDS OE DISTINCTION

la 4
. 41' '

RCA Cassette RECTOR

Songs of the Young World

Eddy Arnold

RCA Cassette VICTOR

COLGEMS. Cassette0 0

..110Ar, FART

JOHN WOOLF ,-,LAROL RELO
PAWS.N.,,C.X.0010A.

*Manufactured and distributed by RCA Records
CIRCLE NO. 62 ON READER SERVICE CARD

rffigifivo
RCA Cassette REDEEM.

Chet Picks on the Pops
CHET ATKINS'

BOSTON POPSIARTHUR FIEDLER

RCA Cassette v,c,on

016INAl BROADWAY
CAST RECORDING

RCA Cassette pro mo.

THE PHILADELPHIA OR( HISIRA

EUGENE ORMANDY

Senr%::::latZlerrat=srt!unt
Schnlo....p.no

Mel Cassette oeo

MY FAVORITE CHOPIN

Polonaise in APlat. Op. 53
Fano.. in F Minor

',Its in CSharp Minor

RCA Cassette VICTOR

JEFFERSON AIRPLANE:

RIBA Cassette WOO 5.1.

Beethoven
Paso Concerto No. I

Artur Rubinstein
Boston Symphony
Erich Leinsdorf

4

RCA Cassette RECTOR

FELICIANO/10 TO 23

Oro' :t (1;aul

RCA Cassette VICTOR

A, tmice,AL NW -R.1, Rt. omo...

RODGERS..4HADIMERsTEIN:S

"!!!'.!"'
,04 ,e57)1)Afi)

°PAIL/SIC
ANDREWS 1'1.1 \ I I It
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CLASSICAL
Reviewed by DAVID HALL  GEORGE JELLINEK  IGOR KIPNIS  ERIC SAL/MAN

BEETHOVEN: Fidelio, Gwyneth Jones
(soprano), Leonore; James King (tenor),
Florestan; Edith Mathis (soprano), Marcel-
lina ; Theo Adam (bass), Pizarro; Franz
Crass (bass), Rocco; Peter Schreier (tenor),
Jaquino; Eberhard Buechner (tenor), First
Prisoner; Gunter Leib (baritone), Second
Prisoner; Martti Talvela (bass), Don Fer-
nando. Leipzig Radio ( horus; Dresden State
Opera Chorus and Orchestra, Karl Biihm
cond. DEUTSCHE GRAM MOPHON I ;9228/89
/90 three discs $17.94.

Performance: Almost outstanding
Recording Good
Stereo Quality: Very good

DGG's impressk e new ti/e//0 misses great
ness only because of the disappointing de- -
lineation of its leading role. Otherwise the
performance is admirable all the way, thanks,
primarily, to the lively and authoritative
leadership of Karl Biihm. Compared to Otto
Klemperer's excellent lidelih on Angel 3625,
Biihm offers more propulsive pacing, with
the work's individual episode; handled in a
less idiosyncratic manner. I continue to ad-
mire Klemperer's somewhat more arbitrary
ways, because they rchri in this opera, and I
find more grandeur in his Fidelio than I do
in BiihMs more straightforward treatment.
But 13iihm's superiority in certain passages is
undeniable: he brings more excitement to
Florestan's "In des Lebens Friihlingclagen."
and manages the difficult "0 namenlose
Frende" with greater clarity and rhythmic.
definition.

Benefiting from such superior conducting,
James King offers both convincing vocal
acting and excellent singing as Florestan.
Theo Adam has the right meanness of ex-
pression for Pizarro as well as the voice of a
true Ileldenbariton, but that voice is not
always properly focused. Consequently, he is
far more impressive in declamatory passages
than in those requiring sustained singing.
Franz Crass is a somewhat light, young -
sounding Rocco, but he vocalizes the part
very well, and Edith Mathis, Peter Schreier,
and Alartti Talvela are just about perfect in
their assignments. The two prisoners are
more than adequate.

Unfortunately, that word -adequate" has
to do for Gwyneth Jones' Leonore-Fidelio, a
disappointment after her recent recorded Des -

Explanation of TIMbo/S:
® reel-to-reel tape
® = four -track cartridge

= eight -track cartridge
cascelle

Monophonic lecordin,;;s are indicated by
h: rrnbnl C): all others are stereo

demona. The Welsh soprano must his
been off form at the time of this particu-
lar recording: shrillness, spread tones, and
imperfect intonation haunt her singing
throughout. She is overtaxed by the climax
of "Komm. Hoff wing." and distinctly un-
comfortable in the succeeding duet with Roc-
co. Her performance is not without moments
of effectiveness-the piercing phrase
era: sein lifeib!" being one-but in its to-
tality it cannot measure up to some top re-
corded competition (Christ.' Ludwig and Bir-
git Nilsson, among others).

The recorded sound is good if unexcep-
tional. The Angel set offers a richer (itches -

KARL Biiiiii
Lively. authoritative conducting for Iii lel in

tral sound, but this may partly be explained
by the difference between Bohm's lighter
textures and the weightier Klemperer sonor-
ities. In any case, there are some well -judged
stereo effects in the present performance.
This is, as I said at the beginning of this
review, a very good performance, but the
relative weakness of its Leonore makes me
continue to lean toward the Angel set with
Klemperer, Christa Ludwig, Jon Vickers,
and Gottlob Frick. G. I.

BRAHMS: Zigeunerlieder, Op. 103; Quar-
tets, Op. 31; Quartets. Op. 112. SCHU-
MANN: Zigeunerleben, Op. 29 No. 3.

Giichinger Kantorei; Martin Galling (pi-
ano); Helmuth Rilling cond. NoNi.:sttit
H 71228 S2.98.

Performance Good
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality - Good

The eleven Zig/I/tic/bid, r, Op. 10;, dating
from 188 and also set for solo voice, are
somewhat reminiscent of the earlier Licbcy-
heicr 11://tei in their Hungarian -derived
folk bras --tor which Brahms supplied ap-
propriately lilting and nostalgic music. There
are four idgehrterlhde, 01 the Op. 112 col-
lection as well, but the other two songs-
Schiiircii/ and ,Vre hien, are in .1 solemn,
melancholy mood somewhat like that of the

6c.111:;,-. The earlier three Quar-
tets, Op. 31, are courtly melodies, dance -like,
but without any ,gypsv associations, and the
gypsy link in the (thinning Schumann num-
ber is limited to Gelber s lyric; the musical
setting is in Si humann's own soaring, Ro-
mantic

This is rather specialized repertoire, but
it is well performed and attractively record-
ed. Texts and translations :ire included. Ci

BRUNSWICK: Siring Quartet: Trios /or
String Quartet (see LADFRAI AN)

CHOPIN: Piano Sonatas: No. 2. in 13 -flat
Minor, op. 35; No. 3. in 13 Minor, Up. 58.
Abbey Simon (piano). Tr "1V
31272 57.50.

Performance: Highly individual B -flat Minor
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

If one ::hose to culti Me a deliberately
exaggerated mode of critical expression, cer-
tain aspects of Abbey Simon's Chopin in-
terpretation might he described as -freely
improsiscd through a post -Impressionist
ha,.e.- The first two mu\ emems of the B-
rix: Aliniir put on; in mind of a top-iiiitth
teacher's interpretation'. (Simon takes the

first-onn ement repeat, by the way). But
once the first measures of the funr-
hre begin, sir are in a different world. The
procession is conveyed as the aural counter-
part of an ,Tparition out of Seurat ---a
floating, menacing presence in the mist. The
consoldniry trio achieves the ethereal incorpo-
Icahn of certain late Mozart keyboard slow
mot.ementt. But the return of the cortege
bursts hum the speakers like a thunderclap:
the apparition has become an actuality. With-
out pause comes the finale. the chilling uni-
son toccata that serves as epilogue to human
mortality. i was left completely stunned by
the experience of Abbey Simon's perfor-
mance of here two 11105 eilleilts-not only
by the in tES ica I drama pc; but by his
mastery of pedal technique and dynamics.
This same mastery obtains throughout the
more tightly knit, but for me less absombing,
13 NIinor Sonata.

Oddly enough, no currently available stereo
recordings offer, in my opinion, ("lists-
tently distinguished reali7mions of dies:: so -
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Stereo Review
Record
and Tape
Service

Have you been having a little
difficulty obtaining some of the
records and tapes reviewed in this
issue? STEREO REVIEW Record
and Tape Service to the rescue!
Not a record club-no discounts,
no special deals. We're here sim-
ply as a service to those of our
faithful music -loving readers who
are about to give up the search for
"hard -to -get" records and tapes.
If you want help in your musical
dilemma, all you need do is com-
plete the coupon below and mail
it in with your remittance. We'll

see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well
packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.

And if you've been having a hard time finding some favorite record-
ing not reviewed in this issue, we'll do our level best to find it for you
also. Simply fill in as much information as you have available (title,
manufacturer, record number) on the coupon below and we'll do the
rest. If you're not sure of the price, we will be happy to mail your order
C.O.D.

STEREO REVIEW RECORD & TAPE SERVICE  DEPT. SD
ONE PARK AVENUE  NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10016

Please send the records and/or tapes requested below. I understand you will
pay shipping and handling charges and that all records and tapes are fully guar-
anteed against damage or defects.
E Check or Money Order for S is enclosed.
 C.O.D. (Within the continental limits of the U.S. only. No C.O.D. for APO's

and FPO's).

For Air Mail shipments in the United States only, add $1.00 per record
ordered. For Air Mail shipments to foreign countries add $3.50 for the first
record ordered, plus $1.00 extra for each additional record.

PAGE NO.
OF REVIEW RECORD OR TAPE TITLE

RECORD (TAPE)
NUMBER (SEE

REVIEW)
MANUFACTURER PRICE

(SEE REVIEW)

(New York State residents add local sales tax)

Total

Name (please print)
Address

City State Zip.

270

natal. I still find the old Nostaes Vox discs
the most satisfactory realizations from a mu-
sical standpoint. But this new Abbey Simon
record offers a unique experience of the
mot significant pages of the B -flat Minor.

D. ii.

DEBUSSY: Images pour Orchestra: Dan-
ses. Sacree et Profane (see Best of the
Month, p. 85)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
HANDEL: Violin Sonatas: Op. 1, No. I b,
in D Minor; No. 3, in A Major; No. 6, in
G Minor; No. 10, in G Minor, No. 12, in P
Major; No. 13, in D Major; No. 14, in A
Major; and No. 15. in E Major; Sonata in
G Major; Adagio and Allegro. in A Major.
Eduard Melkus (baroque violin); Eduard
Milner (harpsichord and organ) ; Karl Scheit
(lute); August Wenzinger (cello). DrIr-
SCIIE GRAMMOP HON ARCHIVE SAPM
198474/5 two discs S11.96.

Performance: Emphasis on stylistic
authenticity

Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Fine

Handel's Op. 1 consists of fifteen sonatas,
of which the third, tenth, and twelfth
through fifteenth are generally considered to
have been written specifically for the violin
(as against flute, recorder, or oboe, which
figure in the other sonatas). This does not
mean that all of the sonatas cannot he
played on the violin, and, in fact, there are
two complete recorded versions available
done just that way. In the newest recording,
the producers of this two -disc album and
its violinist, Eduard Melkus, have evident-
ly decided, on internal stylistic -instrumental
grounds am guessing, since my advance
pressing did not come with annotations), to
add to the regular six violin sonatas two
more works from the same opus: a second
version of the first sonata (usually assigned
to flute), and the Sonata No. 6, which is
customarily considered to have been written
for oboe. Then, to these eight sonatas have
been added an isolated G Major Sonata,
which has an interesting obbligato harpsi-
chord (rather than continuo) part, plus a
fairly brief A Major piece that sounds like a
fragment from an unfinished or lost com-
position. So much at least for the contents
of this album, which will perhaps be en-
titled ''The Complete Handel Violin Sonat-
as.- Suffice it to say that the music is marvel-
ous, and the little-known additions are well
worth the acquaintance.

Eduard Melkus, a Viennese who not only
specializes in the Baroque but plays a gen-
uinely Baroque fiddle (short neck, lower
bridge, etc.) as well, is one of very few per-
formers on the violin who makes an abso-
lutely convincing case for a historically
based performance. Those expecting Ois.
trakh-styled or Heifetz-styled performances
are liable to be shocked at the leaner, more
sharply etched tone, at the greater articula-
tion, and, probably not least, at the vast
ornamental changes that the scores undergo.
Embellishment, particularly of slow move-
ments and repeated sections, is part and
parcel of how this music was supposed to
have been played in Handel's day. Unfortu-
nately, on records, the Handel violin song.
tas have fared very badly in this respect. 1

know only of two prior cases of a performer
(Cooinuo.e/ ,)11 page 92)
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Also available in *stereo tape cassette.
Pri., PRINTED US h.

Opening nightwas a riot.
The night was May 29, 1913. In Paris.
The first performance of Stravinsky's

"Le Sacre du Printemps" (The Rite of
Spring) caused one of the biggest
scandals in theatrical history.

Minutes after the curtain went up
the audience broke into cat calls,
hisses and boos. Which peaked to a
deafening roar:'Sacre"was considered
a shameful attempt to destroy music
as an art. Uncivilized music. With
non -melodic and barbaric rhythms.

But in spite of what the Establish-
ment thought, Stravinsky's composi-
tion caught the imagination of his
contemporaries and the night became
a turning point in the history of music.
It changed the sound of music in the
20th century.

Boulez
conducts Stravinsky's

Le Sacre du Printemps
Pre Cleveland Orchestra

WIPONNINN1

1111111111111111;11111117

Alga 111

MS 7293*

Now, half a century later, the
genius of Pierre Boulez has produced
a recording of "Le Sacre du Printemps"
unequalled in sonic quality. Boulez
combines his perfection with the
brilliant virtuosity of the Cleveland
Orchestra. Emerging with a fresh
sound of rich and illuminating textures.
To capture all the piece's kinetic energy.
The same energy that brought the house
down on that quiet evening in Paris.
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filling out the mu the usual six sonatas
recorded on the imported Biirenreiter label
by Susanne Lautenbacher (somewhat con-
servative) and Melkus himself doing Op. 1,
No. 15, very eff.ctively as part of an intrigu-
ing miscellaneous vocal and instrumental
collection of Handel on Musical Heritage
Society MHS -22. In the new recording,
Melkus shows that he understands the tech-
niques of embellishment as few do. His
additions sound spontaneous and natural,
and listeners should find what he does so
brilliantly in this capacity absolutely fasci-
nating. On this point, the records can be
most highly recommended.

1 don't think, however, that Melkus al-
ways catches the ".r/feel" of all that he plays,
especially some of the slow movements. He
is an aggressive player, and on occasion a
sense of relaxation is missing. Too, he tends
to run one phrase into another, without
pausing for even the feeling of a cadence.
Finally, I feel that the organ (the continuo
instruments are varied between harpsichord,
organ, and lute, with and without cello)
sounds wrong for these chamber pieces;
somehow, that instrument gives a stodgy
church atmosphere to the pieces in which it
is used. I mention these things only because
the records have a great deal to recommend
them, and potential buyers should be aware
that perhaps not everything here is ideal.
But overall, it is the most stylish perfor-
mance of the Handel violin sonatas that one
can hear to date on discs, and it is very ef-
fectively recorded. I. K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

HENSELT: Piano Concerto in F Minor,
Op. 16. LISZT (ed. Lewenthal): Toten-
tanz. Raymond Lewenthal (piano); London
Symphony Orchestra, Charles Mackerras
cond. Col.um MA MS 7252 (with 7 -inch bo-
nus disc) 55.98, MQ 1197 (71/2) 57.98.

Performance: Fiery
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

I have not heard the earlier Candide record-
ing that couples the Adolph von Henselt
Piano Concerto with his Etudes, Op. 2, but
I must confess that I have over-riding bias
in favor of this Lewenthal disc because of its
inclusion of Liszt's Toteinanz in a version
considerably expanded beyond that usually
heard in concert and on records. As Lewen-
thal explains in the seven-inch bonus disc
that comes with this package, he has com-
bined the best elements of Busoni's edition
of the 1849 original version with the whole
of the second and final 1859 revision by
Liszt himself. The only outright substitu-
tion involves the use of the original 1819
opening, in which the Dies frac tune is
stated by orchestra alone over tolling bells,
a close parallel to the Witches' Sabbath
movement of Berlioz's Symphonic 1,1111,4(-

1411e. Other than this, the major point of
difference from the 1853 version (the first
revision) of the Totentanz is Liszt's added
extensive elaboration of yet another liturgical
theme, the De Profundis, as a consolatory
coda. The result is a bit strung -out in com-
parison with Liszt's final revision, but none-
theless fascinating-and unique.

Adolph von Henselt (1814-1889), a Ger-
man -horn resident of St. Petersburg, Russia,
after 1858, composed his brilliant Piano Con-
certo in the 1840's. It was taken tip by Clara

Schumann, who gave the premiere, as well
as Liszt. It is highly effective stuff, with
considerable lyrical substance. As Mr. Lew-
enthal points out, the Henselt Concerto ap-
pears to be a clear source for the pianistic
style of Rachmaninoff, whose teacher was a
Henselt pupil. What struck me, however,
was not the rather obvious parallel to the
Rachmaninoff C -sharp Minor Prelude in the
first movement, but rather the type of pass-
agework and figuration, especially in en-
semble episodes-clearly a point of depar-
ture for Rachmaninoff's concerto style.

As a performer of Liszt and Henselt, Lew-
enthal brings to bear more than ample vir-
tuosity and rhythmic fire-and-brimstone, as
well as a fine sense of lyrical nuance, and
he is ably supported by Mackerras and the
London Symphony. Good sound throughout.

D.H.

Next Month in

Stereo Review
Eleventh Annual

TAPE RECORDER ISSUE

How the Tape Recorder Works
By Ralph Hodges

Understanding Magnetic Tape

Tape Types Evaluated:

A User's Report
By Craig Stark

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

LADERMAN: Siring Quartet No. 1. Isa-
dore Cohen and Hiroko Yajima (violins);
Samuel Rhodes (viola); Robert Sylvester
(cello). BRUNSWICK: String Quartet
(contrabass); Seven Trios for String Quar-
tet. Felix Galimir and Hiroko Yajima (vio-
lins); Samuel Rhodes (viola); Fortunato
Arico (cell()); Julius Levine (contrabass).
COMPOSERS RECORDINGS, INC. CR1 244 SD
55.95.

Performance: Very fine
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent

A real perspective on music requires a

knowledge of the work of the many, many
composers whose efforts, even in a small
way, contribute to that stream of thought
and action that leads to the great monu-
ments of creation. To be aware only of the
work of the giants is to know only the
mountain peaks without being aware of the
foothills. Composers Recordings, Inc. is one
of those organizations that helps us know
the foothills (and they may even produce a

mountain once in a while). Thus, I welcome
the present recording of works by two highly
respected musicians who, both as creators
and educators, have had noteworthy musical
influence in our time.

Laderman is a good composer, and his
String Quartet No. 2 is indeed (as the jack-
et notes properly indicate) -a brilliant tap-
estry of sound." Generally in serial tech-
nique, it has the essential elements for a

successful musical composition-a strong
sense of unity and enough variety to keep
boredom at a safe distance. It is beautifully
played.

Mark Brunswick's String Quartet (with
double bass: there is no second violin) is
concise, thoughtf u I, and quite eloquent. The
contrabass brings to it an added range, so-
nority, and expressive quality that are im-
pressive. I wonder why other composers
have not used this combination.

As for the short trios on texts by the com-
poser (for the more usual quartet comple-
ment), they are attractive, tiny utterances,
each of which seems obviously related to
the short poem on which it is based. If I

have a favorite, it may be A Folksong. An-
other beautiful one is the hymn Dra alit
file ist. Again, the performances
are ci a tine. Lron.n.l Ahmau

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

LISZT: Choral Works. Hymne de ['enfant
a son rived; Tantum ergo; 0 salutaris
hostia; 137th Psalm; St. Christoph Leg-
ende; 0 beilige Nacht; Quasi cedrus,
Paler nosier. Female Choir of Gyhr; Hun-
garian State Folk Ensemble; rya Andor and
Margit Laszlo (sopranos);
or); Gviargy Melis (baritone) ; Gabor Lehot-
ka (organ); Gyiirgy Miklos (piano); Hedi
Lubik (harp); Miklos Szabo cued. H U N -
GA ROTON LPX 11381 $5.98.

Performance: First-rate
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Good

The exploration of unfamiliar Liszt compo-
sitions is undertaken with much diligence in
the composer's native Hungary. The eight
works offered here are all choral, but there
are notable differences in their settings with
regard to language, style, and instrumental
combinations. The Hymne de !'enfant a soil
reveii is a longish pastoral poem, deliberately
transparent in its harmonies. Though it is
completely unadventurous considering its
date of composition (1877), the radiant tone
quality and clarity of enunciation with which
it is performed lend it true distinction. Tan -
turn ergo and 0 salutaris hostia (1869) are
liturgical settings for chorus, expertly crafted
but displaying little originality. Considerably
more interesting is the Psalm 137 (1859-
1862), which calls for a soprano solo and
important violin, piano, and harp contribu-
tions in addition to the fundamental organ
part. This is an elaborate work which looks
ahead to such major choral pieces as the
-Coronation" Mass, exhibiting Liszt's own
brand of sensuous and showy religiousness.

Even more original is the St. Christoph
Legende, a late work which remained un-
published until 1967. For the most part it fol-
lows the form of the German narrative bal-
lads, but the idiom is surprisingly austere
and economical. The conclusion brings a
sudden change of mood as a soothing chorus

(Continued on page 96)
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8/1969 Sony Corp. of America. Visit our showroom 585 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.

What's your stereo type?
You've got a room at the top. You want a complete stereo music
system to put into it. You're an HP -580. A complete system of com
ponent quality with a pair of high -compliance 3 -way speakers (8"
woofer, 3" midrange, 2" tweeter). It includes an all -silicon transistor
amplifier with exceptionally high frequency response and low signalto-
noise ratio a sensitive Sony FM stereo/FM-AM tuner and a Dual pro-
fessional auto/manual turntable with Pickering moving magnet car-
tridge. The works, $419.95.* I*

re a nervous beginner. You want
Ise your way .nto stereo, Just tu -n-
and speakers You want the HP -1E5:
ampifier, a 4 -speed BSR autcma:ic
able with a Sony -designed feather -
it car -ridge, a pair of 2 -way high-per-
ance speakers with a 61/2" woofer and
'eeter for $179.95.* (After their net.-
begir ning, FP -155's nearly always

to add ST-80's-our nifty little tuner.)

011111111

's suggested retail price.

Sow

You just want the best of almost everything. An
HP -465 is what you are. A Sony -designed amplifier (that
means all -silicon transistors and OTL circuitry), the reliable
Garrard auto/manual turntable and Pickering V-15 mag-
netic stereo cartridge, a pair of matched high efficiency
speakers with a 61/2" woofer and 3" tweeter for $249.95.*
When you're ready for everything, you can add the ST -80
-a compact, sensitive tuner-for $89.95.* A happy ending.

You're the man who has
nothing. No turntable, no speak-
ers, no amplifier, no tuner. And not much
money. You're an HP -188: A Liner and ampli-
fier with FET circuitry and solid state IF filters like every
Sony, 4 -speed BSR automatic turntable and two-way high -com-
pliance speakers. $239.95.*

You're a once -in -a -lifetime plunger. So you'll spend more to get
more. Like the HP -480A: Sony's sensitive FM stereo/ FM -AM tuner and
all -silicon transistor amplifier in a rich walnut -finished cabinet with an

A automatic turntable. The high -efficiency bass -reflex speakers (61/2"
woofer and 3" tweeter) deliver the sound beautifully. $319.95.*
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SANSUI 5000A
180 (IHF) watts of Sansui power are built into the 5000A-an AM/FM stereo re-
ceiver that has been created for the connoisseur who demands the ultimate in tonal
magnificence and clarity of sound. The Sansui 5000A features a new FM Pack with
linear tuning for greater selectivity and pin -point station selection . . .Ail Silicon
AM tuner for maximum stability . .. inputs for three separate sets of speaker sys-
tems . . . records up to 4 tape decks simultaneously .. just a few of the features
which will make the Sansui 5000A the nucleus of your most comprehensive hi-fi
music system for years to come. At your Sansui Audio Dealer. $449.95

Sel./Z-S-1/ jr SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
Woodside, New York, 11377  Los Angeles, California 90007

SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Tokyo. Japan  Frankfurt a. M., West Germany Electronic Distributors (Carted.), British Columbia
CIRCLE NO. 43 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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appears in a mlnner that is jarring and touch-
ing at the same time. This is clearly the work
of the pioneering Liszt. 0 heilige Nacht is

a devout Christmas hymn. and Quasi cedrus
and Pater nosier are brief choral works in an
elaborately chromatic vein.

Both choruses are out of this world. (Gyor,
by the way, is an industrial town near Liszt's
birthplace, the size of Binghamton, N.Y.)
On a previous occasion. I called tenor Jozsef
R6ti a Hungarian Aksel Schiotz, and he
proves worthy of that appellation again with
his glowing singing of 0 heilige Nada. So-
prano Margit Laszlo sings the 137th Psalm
with beautiful tone and great emotional fer-
vor; baritone Melis is powerfully dramatic
on the impressive St. Christoph Legende, but
his tone frequently goes out of focus.

The repertoire is unusual, and will not be

to every taste, but it is excellently performed
and well recorded. I recommend this disc
highly.

LISZT (ed. Leventhal): Totentanz (see
HENSELT)

MAHLER: Symphony No. 2, in C Minor
(-Resurrection"). Elly Ameling (soprano) ;
Aafje Heynis (alto); Netherlands Radio
Choir, Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra,
Bernard Haitink cond. P110.11,s 802884/5
LY two discs S11.96.

Performance: Stresses the lyrical
Recording: Very spacious
Stereo Quality: Effective

MAHLER: Symphony No. 2, in C Minor
("Resurrection"). Edith Mathis (soprano);

VAN GUM RECORDINGS FOR THE CONNOISSEUR

PRECIOUS GEMS TO WELCOME THE NEW YEAR

HANDEL'S last masterpiece

JEPHTHA
(Oratorio in Three Acts -complete)

- RERI GRIST, soprano
MAUREEN FORRESTER, contralto

HELEN WATTS, contralto
ALEXANDER YOUNG, tenor
JOHN LAWRENSON, bass

SIMON WOOLF, boy soprano
AMOR ARTIS CHORALE

ENGLISH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

JOHANNES SOMARY,
conductor

VCS 10077/9
3 discs with libretto -
notes by Winton Dean

HANDEL JEPHTHA

HANDEL: THEODORA
VCS  10050/2 3 discs with libretto

1969 First Award: Best Recordings of the Year: Stereo Review
MAHLER: SYMPHONY NO. 3 (recorded in the Mormon Taber-
nacle) The outstanding Mahlerian conductor Maurice Abravanel,
Christina Krooskos,alto, choirs and the Utah Symphony.

2 discs VCS  10072/3
MAHLER: SYMPHONY NO. 9 (Recorded in the Mormon Taber-
nacle) Abravanel conducting the Utah Symphony

2 discs VCS  10075/6
J. S. BACH: THE SIX SONATAS FOR VIOLIN AND HARPSICHORD
(S. 1014-1019) James Buswell, violin, Fernando Valenti, harpsi-
chord 2 discs VCS  10080/1
GRIEG: HOLBERG SUITE AND LAST SPRING-DAG WIREN: SER-
ENADE Johannes Somary conducting, English Chamber Orchestra

VCS  10067
MOZART: DIVERTIMENTO IN D, K. 334, and MARCH, K. 445
David Blum conducting the Esterhazy Orchestra VCS  10066
THE ART OF HAROLD GOMBERG (Britten: Phantasy Quartet for
Oboe and Strings; Metamorphoses for solo Oboe -Mozart: Oboe
Quartet, K. 370) VCS  10064
BERLIOZ: REQUIEM OP. 5 (Recorded in the Mormon Taber-
nacle) Maurice Abravanel, choirs, Charles Bressman, Utah Sym-
phony 2 discs VCS  10070/1
RIMSKY KORSAKOV: ANTAR- IPPOLITOV-IVANOV: CAUCA-
SIAN SKETCHES-GLIERE: RUSSIAN SAILORS DANCE. Maurice
Abravanel conducting the Utah Symphony VCS  10060

Suggested list price $3.98 per disc
VANGUARD RECORDING SOCIETY INC., 71 WEST 23RD STREET, N. Y. 10010

Norma Proctor (alto); Bavarian Radi
Choir and Orchestra, Rafael Kubelik con(
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 139332/3 tNk

discs $11.96.

Performance: Urgent
Recording: Studio acoustic
Stereo Quality: Good

With these two albums we now have to
currently available recordings of Mahler
gigantic -Resurrection- Symphony. Gem
Solti, Leonard Bernstein, and Bruno Walte
are the front-runners, for my money, all rad
cally different in both interpretation and rr
cording quality. Bernstein is free -wheeling
yet immensely exciting; Walter's reading rt
mains a unique document of a direct Mahle
disciple; Solti's is tightly disciplined, ultra
dramatic, and stunningly recorded.

Neither of these two new recordings, i

my opinion, offers serious competition to th
aforementioned front-runners, though Hai
ink has a few special points in his favo.
The individual ambiance of the Amsterdat
Concertgebouw-the hall from which th
orchestra takes its name-is most effective)
evident throughout the performance, servin
to enhance both the transparency c

Haitink's exquisite reading of the seconc
movement Limner and the lovely sound c
Aafje Heynis's singing of the Urlicht movc
ment. The a cappella choir and the ech
effects in the finale also come off very beaut.
fully. However, the end movements, as
whole sound pretty tame.

Rafael Kubelik's reading is an urgentl
dramatic one, but I suspect the recordin
locale was one of the large studios of th
Bavarian Radio rather than the large concei
hall this music needs. The end result, in an
event, is a curious sense of sonic confinement
in which generally close microphone place
ment may also have played a part. The quit
sections of the symphony lack genuine tram
parency of aural texture; the big ctimaxe
sound earthbound rather than limitlessly eta
pansive. Too bad for Mahler, and too ba,
for Kubelik, who has so many other fine ro
cordings to his credit. D. fl

MAHLER: Symphony No. 6, in A Minot
Symphony No. 10: Adagio. Symphony 0
chestra of the Bavarian Radio, Rafael Kubeli
cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 139341/
two discs $11.96, ® K 9342 (71/2) $11.9:

Performance: Okay
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Not helpful enough

This is a good Mahler Sixth but not a grey
Mahler Sixth. And, alas, a good Mahle
Sixth is not good enough. The plain fact i

that this curious and remarkable work need
a strong controlling conception combine
with great clarity of detail. Kubelik does nc
quite know how to deal with the tremendou
floods of energy that constantly well ur
there are only two or three varying dynamic
tension levels instead of the thousand elA
and flows that the work must have. Th
sound is good and rich. but it is not alit
gether helpful in the direction of clarit
The Adagio from the Tenth has many virtue
-its detail is particularly well set forth -
but again it suffers from a lack of large
sense of phrase, pace, and line. The orche:
tra's efforts, though enthusiastic, are !le

quite first-class. E.
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You pay
for what you

don't get

Like the inaudible rumble. The result of a
motor that runs at approximately 1/6th the
speed of conventional motors to reduce
intensity of motor vibration. And a belt -driven
system that effectively isolates any possible
remaining vibration from the turntable platter.

Like the absence of distortion, wow and flut-
ter. The result of a servo -control motor that
assures precise speed accuracy and can't be
affected by line voltage fluctuation. The elec-
tronic servo and the low -speed DC motor
reduce total wow and flutter to only 0.08%
rms, and rumble to 60dB below the Audible
Rumble Loudness Level (ARLL).

CIRCLE NO. 47

Like no troublesome mechanical linkages
that can cause drag on the arm and result in
distracting sour notes. The remarkable, new
Sony Magnetodiode (SMD) initiates move-
ment of the arm electronically, rather than
mechanically.

Like nothing added to the recording that
isn't on the recording already.

So, you see, you pay for what you don't get.
On the other hand, so you don't feel cheated,
and don't feel that you are getting nothing

for your money-you do get a superb
playback system. It includes turntable,

precisely balanced tonearm of low mass
design that tracks flawlessly, oil finish wal-
nut base and dust cover. You also get the
convenience of semi -automatic operation.

Automate shut-off atter a record has
been played. Automatic shut-off while

the record is in play, by simply push-
ing a button or just returning the

arm to rest.
You pay $200 for what you don't

get and you enjoy it too Sony Cor-
poration of America, 47-47 Van Dam

Street. Long Island City, New York, 11101

SONY PS -1800
ON READER SERVICE CARD
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IN
the summer of 1780, W. A. Mozart,

then a restless youth of twenty-four
chafing at the monotony of his position as
cathedral organist at Salzburg, received an
invitation to compose an opera seria for the
resident company of the court of the Pala-
tine Elector at Munich. It was the "break"
the young composer had been waiting for.
The libretto was to be prepared by the
Abbe Giambattisto Varesco, chaplain of the
Archbishop of Salzburg, so that composer
and librettist could work together easily.
What Varesco gave Mozart is described by
Edward J. Dent, in his study of the com-
poser's operas, as Metastasio without con-
cision, "sententious and verbose." Mozart
took matters into his own hands: during
rehearsals in Munich, he was in constant
touch with Varesco in Salzburg, badger-
ing the Abbe to trim and tighten the li-
bretto. As was his custom, too, he had left
a good portion of the music to be com-
posed during the last few weeks before the
performance. Despite these inauspicious
circumstances, he fashioned the first of his
great works for the stage.

Idomeneo, Re di Creta is not a conven-
tional opera seria in form: the composer's
operatic ideal at this period was Gluck's
Alceste, and its influence can be seen in the
dramatic tautness of the work and in the
important role assigned to the chorus. And
there is an anticipation of the later master-
pieces in the great ensembles, the Act Two
trio and the Act III quartet. The work has
abundant variety, beauty, and subtle power.
But today's average operagoer, his sen-
sibility bound (I almost wrote debased)
by the conventions of Tristan, Tosca, and
Trovatore, can barely stifle a yawn when
he hears the words opera seria, and occa-
sional revivals of Idomeneo have not se-
cured it a place in the hearts of the op-
eratic Establishment.

So it has been to recordings that quest-
ing Mozartians have gone for Idomeneo,
and they have been fortunate to have in
the catalog an excellent, but rather polite,
performance (Angel 3574, mono only)
stemming from a Glyndeboume Festival
revival of the work and first released in
this country in the late Fifties. But that
version is eclipsed, it seems to me, by the
new Philips release presided over by con-
ductor Colin Davis.

In an interview elsewhere in this issue,
Colin Davis is quoted as saying that "in a
successful operatic production, everything
must go toward dramatic truth," and that
spirit pervades his recording of Idomeneo.
Of course, every era re -defines "dramatic
truth," but listening to this performance,
done very much in eighteenth -century style
as we understand it, I concluded that what
was thought to make a work like this dra-
matically valid in Mozart's own time is
equally effective now. The vigor, rhythmic
zest, and elevation of style, announced in
the opening bars of the overture and car-
ried through the performance, must be just
what the first orchestra that played it (the
famous Mannheim ensemble, transplanted
with the Elector's court to Munich) aimed
at bringing to the music. In the recitative
leading to the first aria, when one notices
that appoggiaturas are being applied to
phrase endings, it is with a feeling that

this was not just a convention but rather
a way of heightening the impact of the
lines. And so it goes throughout.

Perhaps the major defect of the old
Glyndebourne set was the editing of the
score. Whatever lay behind it-to make
the opera "stageworthy," to accommodate
singers who did not command the agility
needed for the florid eighteenth -century
style-several of the arias were shortened
and simplified. In this respect, too, the
Philips set is preferable: the arias are sung
as written, for the most part, and are done
quite creditably-often much better than
creditably. It is true that, like the Angel,
the Philips performance is cut, but not

Colin Davis'

IDOMENEO
Mozart's first

great stage work
easily justifies its claim
to a modern hearing

Reviewed by
ROBERT S. CLARK

as severely. Briefly, both omit Arbace's two
arias (making of that role, incidentally, al-
most a nonentity), and both shorten the un-
accompanied recitative; furthermore, the
Philips team has dropped Idamante's last -
act aria "No, la morte," a badly placed
number which Mozart himself cut before
the first performance; and neither set in-
cludes the ballet music. But the Philips
edition is quite a bit richer in contrast, con-
tinuity, and scope.

None of the singers heard here is ever
going to be the object of a cult (thank
heaven), but most of them turn in better
conceived and more telling performances
than highly touted artists often do. Best
of all, I think, are Margherita Rinaldi
and Ryland Davies as Ilia and Idamante.
The Ilia in the Glyndebourne set is Sena
Jurinac, and I do not need to tell devotees
of the operas of Mozart and Strauss that
she is one of the great singers of the post-
war era-that is common knowledge, am-
ply documented by recordings. But I think
Miss Rinaldi is her equal in this role. The
younger woman does not possess as fluent
a command of the Mozart style as Jurinac
-does anyone?-and her top notes are not
as well supported as Jurinac's, but, per-
haps drawing stimulation from the con-
text, she brings to the role more variety
in the declamatory passages and a clearer
sense of the development of Ilia's charac-
ter as the opera progresses. Ryland Davies,
a twenty -six -year -old Welsh tenor, leaves
his flaccid Glyndebourne counterpart, Leo-
pold Simoneau, miles behind in both broad
delineation and nuance of character. And
the cadential embellishments with which
he decorates his opening aria are nothing
less than sheer delight.

The central figure in the opera is, of
course, Idomeneo, the king of the Crete.

Threatened with drowning in a storm as
his ship returns from the Trojan wars, he
vows, if saved, to sacrifice to Neptune the
first person he sees on shore, and, that
person being (who else?) his son Idamante,
he tries to evade the consequences. There-
by, as they say, hangs the tale, and the bur-
den of the opera's success in performance
is his. In the Glyndebourne set, Richard
Lewis sings mellifluously, but he fails to
deliver any strong sense of Idomeneo's
dilemma. I find George Shirley far better.
The almost baritone -like timbre of Sher-
ley's voice may take getting used to for
some, and his rather effortful vocal pro-
duction, though it helps create the impres-
sion of the king's anguish over his "in-
sane, atrocious vow" through the first two
acts, robs his final aria of the repose it
should have to serve as the drama's reso-
lution. Still, on balance, Shirley's is a pow-
erful portrayal, and his singing of the dif-
ficult "Fuor del mar," lacking a bit in
bravura ease though it does, is still very
impressive. Only Pauline Tinsley, the Elec-
tra, seems to me to fall below the standard
set by Glyndebourne's Lucille Udovick.

TIE guiding spirit of the whole enter-
prise, of course, is Colin Davis, and to
him must go the lion's share of credit for
its success. I suspect it is he who is re-
sponsible for the fact that the singers re-
spond so well to the shifting moods of the
declamatory passages; in the ensembles
he shows a remarkable alertness to the con-
trasting emotions expressed by the charac-
ters. He secures very good playing and
hefty, but not heavy, tone from the BBC
Orchestra-the winds are especially effec-
tive-and wonderfully clear and moving
singing from the chorus, for which, no
doubt, we must thank the chorus master,
Peter Gellhorn, as well. There are things
I wish had been done differently, but on the
whole I have nothing but admiration for
the performance: this seems to me one of
the most successful recordings of classical
opera I have ever heard, and I thank Mr.
Davis and crew most sincerely for blowing
the dust off a masterpiece that didn't be-
long in the museum in the first place, and
bringing it so vividly to life. I cannot omit
mention of the fine harpsichord continuo of
John Constable. Philips' sound is solid,
lively, a little on the dry side, and very
clean. The production of the album has one
real flaw, unpardonable in view of the dra-
matic tension the artists impart to the
text: in order to make one printing of the
attractive enclosed booklet suffice for the
several countries to which the set is export-
ed, Philips gives the complete Italian
text but only synopses, rather than com-
plete translations in English, French, and
German.

MOZART: Idomeneo, Rh di Creta (K.
366). George Shirley (tenor), Idomeneo;
Ryland Davies (tenor), Idamante; Marghe-
rita Rinaldi (soprano), Ilia; Pauline Tins-
ley (soprano), Electra; Robert Tear (ten-
or), Arbace; Donald Pilley (tenor), High
Priest; Stafford Dean (bass), Voice of Nep-
tune; BBC Symphony Orchestra and Cho-
rus (Peter Gellhorn, chorus master), Colin
Davis cond. PHILIPS 3747/8/9 three discs
$17.98.
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If everyone were an
expert, there'd be
only three speakers
left on the market.
We mean this very seriously.

If everyone had a good ear with-
out any high -frequency loss...

If everyone listened to live music
regularly...

If everyone understood the idio-
syncrasies of commercial records
and tapes...

If everyone could see through
shallow technical arguments...

In sum, if everyone had the quali-
fications of an expert judge of
loudspeakers-then only three of
the current models on the market
would survive.

The Rectilinear III, the Rectilinear
Mini -III and the Rectilinear X.

We base this brash assumption on
our study of people possessing the
above qualifications.

They seem to reject, to a man, all
speakers created for a particular
"taste.- The big -bass taste. The
zippy -highs taste. The Row -A -spec-
tacular taste. Or even the more re-
fined taste for subtly rich bass with
slightly subdued upper midrange
but sharply etched highs.

They want no personality at all in
their speakers. Just accuracy. What
goes in must come out, no more
and no less. If the input is less than
perfect, they use tone controls and
filters, rather than loudspeaker

manufacturers, to improve
And they're unimpressed by nov-

elty for novelty's sake. They've got
to hear that engineering break-
through, not just read about it.
These people are invariably re-

duced to a choice of no more than
six or seven models, out of literally
hundreds. Three or four of this ridic-
ulously small group of neutral -
sounding, transparent speakers are
full -range electrostatics. Which
means that they're huge, awkward
to place, murderously expensive
and far from indestructible. Which,
in turn, leaves only three, as we
said:

The Rectilinear Ill, a classic after
less than three years, acclaimed by
every reviewer under the sun as the
floor -standing monitor speaker
without equal; four-way with six
drivers, $279.00.

The Rectilinear Mini -III, the only
small compact with class; three-
way with three drivers, $89.50.
The Rectilinear X, "the world's

fastest bookshelf speaker," with
unprecedentedly low time delay
distortion; three-way with three
drivers (including our new high -ex-
cursion 10 -inch woofer), $199.00.

Of course, in the real world out
there, everyone is not an expert, so
there'll be many speakers left on
the market.

But there seem to be enough ex-
perts around to keep one company
very happy.
(For more information, see your

audio dealer or write to Rectilinear
Research Corp., 30 Main St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y. 11201. Canada:
H. Roy Gray Co. Ltd., 14 Laidlaw
Blvd., Markham, Ont.Overseas:
Royal Sound Co., 409 North Main
St., Freeport, N. Y. 11520.)

Rectilinear
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OTHER STOKOWSKI RECORDINGS

STOKOWSKI
"Stokowski's phase 4 stereo recordings

Rimsky-Korsakov: SCHEHERAZADE, Op. 35
The London Symphony Orchestra
SPC 21005

Mussorgsky-Stokowski:
PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION
Debussy-Stokowski: THE ENGULFED CATHEDRAL
The New Philharmonia Orchestra
SPC 21006

Tchaikovsky: SWAN LAKE & SLEEPING BEAUTY
(Selections)
The New Philharmonia Orchestra
SPC 21008

Handel: MESSIAH (Selections)
The London Symphony Orch. & Chorus, Sheila
Armstrong, Soprano; Norma Procter, Contralto;
Kenneth Bowen, lenor; John Cameron, Bass.
SPC 21014

Vivaldi: THE FOUR SEASONS (Le Quattro Stagioni)
Op. 8, Nos 1.4
The New Philharmonia Orchestra
SPC 21015

STOKOWSKI/WAGNER Orchestral Masterpieces
from "The Ring Of The Niebelung"
The London Symphony Orchestra
SPC 21016

Tchaikovsky: SYMPHONY No. 5 IN E MINOR,
Op. 64
The New Philharmonia Orchestra
SPC 21017

Stravinsky: FIREBIRD SUITE
Tchaikovsky: MARCHE SLAVE
Mussorgsky: NIGHT ON BALD MOUNTAIN
The London Symphony Orchestra
SPC 21026

Berlioz: SYMPHONIE FeNTASTIQUE
The New Philharmonia Orchestra
SPC 21031

phase stereo
CONCERT SERIES

CIRCLE NO. 32 ON READER SERVICE CARD

wild this
pipeiike
Schober
Recital
Organ

*Includes
finished walnut console. (Only $1361
if you build your own console.) Amplifier, CITY
speaker system, optional accessories extra. L

CIRCLE NO. 44 ON READER SERVICE CARD

You couldn't touch an organ like this in a store for less than
$4,000-and there never has been an electronic instrument with
this vast variety of genuine pipe -organ voices that you can add
to and change any time you like! All four families of formal pipe
tones are present in variety to delight players of classic and
religious music. Yet you can change the entire organ for popular
and theatrical sounds, or plug in special voices for baroque,
romantic, or modern repertoires. If you've dreamed of the sound
of a large pipe organ in your own home, if you're looking for an
organ for your church, you'll be more thrilled and happy with a

Schober Recital Organ than you could possibly imagine-kit or
no kit.

You can learn to play it-and a full-size, full -facility instrument
is easier to learn on than any cut -down "home" model. And you
can build it, from Schober Kits, world famous for ease of assembly
without the slightest knowledge of electronics or mus'c, for de-
sign and parts quality from the ground up, and-above all-for
the highest praise from musicians everywhere.

Send right now for the full -color Schober
catalog, containing specifications of all five
Schober Organ models, beginning at $599.50.
No charge, no obligation. If you like music,
you owe yourself a Schober Organ!

The eVC/A44e? Organ Corp., Dept. HR -32
43 West 61st Street, New York, N.Y. 10023

r] Please send me Schober Organ Catalog and
free 7 -inch "sample" record.

Ej Enclosed please find $1.00 for 12 -inch L.P.
record of Schober Organ music.

NAME

ADDRESS

STATE SIP

MAHLER: Symphony No. 7, in E Minor
("Song of the Night"). New Philharmonia
Orchestra, Otto Klemperer cond. ANGEL
SB 3740 two discs 511.96.

Performance: Echt Klemperer
Recording:Superb
Stereo Quality: A-1

This tough Gordian knot of a Mahler sym-
phony got wonderfully unraveled and clari-
fied by Leonard Bernstein in his Columbia
recording. Now the venerable Otto Klemp-
erer provides a marvelously recorded and
quite different type of reading-as broadly
spacious as possible.

Though this, for my taste, makes rather
heavy going of the Allegro section of the first
movement and makes the finale seem even
more episodic than it is, Klemperer works
sheerest magic in the suite of three mid-
dle movements-Nachtmusik I-Scherzo-
Nachtmusik II. The spectral quality with
which he imbues the first two sections, and
the delicately tender light that comes with
the Andante amoroso quite defy description.
Not only are the New Philharmonia players
in top form here, but the EMI engineers
have gone all out to secure a sense of depth
and breadth in the stereo sonics so that the
various distance and echo effects called for
by Mahler are fully realized.

I would not choose this recorded perfor-
mance in preference to the Bernstein, if only
because Bernstein makes a terrifically excit-
ing thing of the end movements. But I would
certainly want this album for the astonishing
revelation Klemperer has given us of the
interior sections. D. H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
MAW: String Quartet. WOOD: String
Quartet. Aeolian Quartet. ARGO ZRG 565
$5.95.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Fine
Stereo Quality: Good

Strongly reminiscent of the Vienna of Arnold
Schoenberg and Alban Berg, and betraying
an awareness of such composers as Bartok
and Britten, the String Quartet of Nicholas
Maw is, nevertheless, quite a strong per-
sonal expression. Old-fashioned as compared
with the compositions being produced on
the American scene, it nevertheless impress-
es me with its warm melodic writing, its
passionate (almost "Romantic") nature, and
its non-systematic (sometimes close to serial)
and skillfully contrived harmonic language.
Maw has a good pair of ears and a heart.

Hugh Wood is closer to Schoenberg. A
skilled craftsman who maintains enormous
control over his material, he gives me the
feeling that his control hides a wealth of
explosive and more meaningful expression.
This "control" thing has always been one of
the problems of the twelve -toners; the sys-
tem in which they work is sufficiently rigid
that it frequently acts as a barrier to a free
and subjective style. Playing the numbers
game from one to twelve is easy; the prob-
lem, to put it metaphorically, is getting to
number thirteen.

Excellently performed by the Aeolian
Quartet, these two English works are worth
hearing. The recording itself is fine.

Leonard Alma),

(Continued on page 102)
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Fisher is
ahead in the race
for bass.

Fora longtime, the bookshelf speak-
ar system with the "best" bass was the
Dne with the most boom.

The fact is, most good bookshelf
speakers today incorporate the acoustic
suspension principle. Invariably, they can
all deliver big bass in a corner, or on the
floor. And, just as invariably, there'll be a
lot of bass coloration, resonance, and
overemphasis of certain bass frequen-
cies.

Introducing the XP -9C.
At Fisher, we suspected that the first bookshelf

system capable of solid, resounding bass outside of a
corner or floor location would sound far cleaner than
any other bookshelf speaker on the market.

We gave our engineers the assignment.
And they gave us the new FisherXP-9C.The small-

est speaker system ever to use a fifteen -inch acoustic
suspension woofer.

This woofer, with its massive 12 -pound Alnico
magnet and extremely high compliance, has a free -air
resonance of 10 Hz! And in its compact cabinet will pro-
duce natural -sounding bass to below 30 Hz. No doub-
ling. No audible distortion.

For precise cone control, and greater power han-
dling, our 15 -inch woofer uses a 21/2 -inch voice coil.

Then, to insure a crisp mid -range, a pairof match-
ed, 5 -inch mid -range drivers take over at precisely 500
Hz. With their airtight enclosures they handle only
those frequencies between 500 and 1,200 Hz, and
can't interact with the bass.

The total effect is cleaner, more exact bass than
any other bookshelf system can achieve, anywhere you
choose to place the XP-9C's.

On to treble.
Naturally, there's more to the XP -9C

than flawless bass.
A special hemispherical dometweet-

er takes over from the lower mid -range
drivers at 1,200 Hz. Then, starting at
5,000 Hz, a super tweeter reproduces all
frequencies to the limits of audibility with
outstanding clarity and presence.

Both tweeters use a soft dome with
high internal damping to eliminate all

parasitic resonances. Crossovers are clean in every
case, because we're using new sharp -cutoff (12-db per
octave) networks.Bandpass filters (instead of conven-
tional roll -off networks) assure that each speaker han-
dles only those frequencies it can reproduce best.

Also (and some of our engineers believe, most
important of all), the XP -9C has virtually eliminated
uoxy "speaker sound" by careful acoustic loadingof the
woofer; and putting it all in a cabinet constructed of
non -resonant flake board, which eliminates the reso-
nances found in plywood. Finally, the whole system is
tightly sealed and filled with Acoustiglas® to provide a
high degree of damping.

We challenge all corners.
We invite comparisons between the Fisher XP -9C

and any other speaker system. Bookshelf, or floor
standing.

Compare them for overall sound, of course. But
pay special attention to the bass.

If you're a concert goer, and you know what real
bass sounds like, you'll never be able to settle for one
of the speakers that lost the race for bass.

(For more information, plus a free copy of the
Fisher Handbook 1970 edition, an authoritative 72 -
page reference guide to hi-fi a -id stereo, use coupon on
magazine's front cover flap.)

The FisherXP-9C
with 15 -inch woofer.
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RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
MENDELSSOHN: Concerto, in E Minor,
Op. 64, for Violin and Orchestra. TCHAI-
KOVSKY: Concerto, in D Major, Op. 35,
for Violin and Orchestra. Pinchas Zuker-
man ( violin ) ; London Symphony Orchestra,
Antal Dorati cond. Cort7NituA MS 7313
$5.98, ® MQ 1197 (71,2) $7.95.

Performon, e Attractive
Recording: Both good
Stereo Quality: Up to snuff

Whatever happened to the violin virtuosos?
The giants of yesterday have faded away;
after one heard Heifetz and ;\ filstein there
came Stern and Oistrakh and . .. and . ..?
"There are various theories to account for
this, but the most likely explanation is that
the violin, the Romantic instrument par ex-
cellence, is not as appealing to modern sensi-
bilities-not, at least, in its old-fashioned
role of purveyor of bourgeoiS SentiMelltaIlty

te.

-as it was to our grandfathers. In Mc-
Luhanesque terminology, the violin is a lin-
ear medium and a hot one- -who could argue
with that?-while our latter-day taste runs
to nonlinear instruments such as the piano,
harpsichord, guitar, or percussion.

Be that as it may, I would still like to cast
a "yea" vote for Pinchas Zukerman. I am not
sure that, as the latest entry in the -young
Heifetz" sweepstakes, he is not slightly mis-
cast. His playing is in a curious way too mod-
est, too ummysterious. The Mendelssohn is,
while certainly attractive, a bit heavy-hand-
ed and tense, somewhat lacking in grace and
esprit. Modestly impressive but no super-
star vibrations. But the Tchaikovsky is really
something else. Not because it is a virtuoso
triumph in the usual sense, but almost for
the opposite reason: he plays it, not as a ve-
hicle, but as music. The outstanding charac-
teristic of this performance is its exceptional
clarity and flow. And--surprise!-making
piece out of it dues not at all decrease ex-
pressiveness. For once, too, there is a real
collaboration between conductor and soloist.
You really do hear things you never heard
before. This is partly because Zukerman,
Dorati, and company never lose the thread,
and thus neither does the listener; the sense
of forward propulsion is tremendous, but it
is achieved without a smidgin of careless-
ness, sloppiness, or haste. Indeed the whole
has a certain breadth-even, in spite of the
sense of forward movement, calm. The re-
cordings are good. Unfortunately the re-
corded quality of the disc is not always up to
par, particularly at the end of the Tchaikov-
sky, where it is no doubt due to the fact that
almost thirty -tour minutes of orchestral mu-
sic have been crammed onto a single side.

E. S.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

PUCCINI: Mutton Lescaut. Licia Albanese
(soprano), Manon Lescaut; Jussi Bjoerling
(tenor), Chevalier des Gricux; Robert Mer-
rill (baritone), Lescaut; Franco Calabrese
(bass), Geronte; Mario Carlin (tenor), Ed-
monds; Enrico Campi (bass), Captain; Anna
Maria Rota (mezzo-soprano), Madrigal Sing-
er. Rome Opera House Orchestra and Chorus,
lonel Perlea cond. RCA VicraorA g VIC
6027 two discs $5.96.

Performance: First-rate
Recording: Good for its age

In reissuing this well -remembered and cher-
ishable M.mon Lescaut on its low-priced
label, RCA provides phonophiles with an
attractive alternate to London's stereo set
1317, the only serious rival in the current
catalog. Sonically, the difference between the
two sets is not significant: the London version
was that company's first operatic stereo ven-
ture, and the Victrola set, though not stereo,
has clear, clean, and thoroughly acceptable
sonics.

The performance itself is very fine, if
perhaps lacking, under jonel Perlea's exact-
ing leadership, the surging excitement and
youthful vitality called for by this throbbing
Puccini score. Only Licia Albanese performs
at the desired level of intensity; her perform-
ance may be lacking in tonal polish at times,
but it is enriched by a personal involvement,
a sense of femininity and despair that make
this Marton linger in the memory. The entire
final act is shot through with an almost tangi-

PINCIIAti IA.-1,1:KNI AN

TChaikO/Sky'S CO/UTT/0 with clarity and flow

ble suffering. BMerling's Des Grieux, by
contrast, is restrained in its emotional ex-
pression. but sung with a beautiful tone qual-
ity and melting lyricism throughout. Robert
Merrill brings a kind of tonal luxury to his
assignment that the role of Lescaut seldom
gets on or off records. Bassos Calabrese and
Campi are steady and sonorous, and Carlin,
the Edmond°, also contributes an expert char-
acterization as a French -accented, slightly
effete dancing master.

RCA has sagaciously condensed the per-
formance down to four record sides, and at
the price the set is virtually irresistible. G. J.

REIF: Monsieur le Pelican. New York
Wind Ensemble. Four Songs on Words of
Kenneth Koch. John Reardon (baritone);
Bliss Hebert (piano). Fire Divertimenti
for Four Strings. Serenus Quartet. SERENUS
SRS 12022 $6.98.

Performance: Authentic
Recording: Clean
Stereo Quality: Good enough

The Czech -born composer Paul Reif (b.
1910) had pursued an active and versatile
composing career (he is the writer of the
famous World \X'ar 11 G 1. hit Dirty Gedie
from Bizerte) in Europe before coming to

this country permanently after the war. In
connection with the tributes to the late Dr.
Albert Schweitzer on his eighty-fifth birth-
day, Reif gained a substantial measure of
public renown, for the music commissioned
from him on that occasion was recorded and
released on the Epic label in 1960. Included
on that disc was Monsieur le Pelican for
woodwind ensemble, MUSIC intended to evoke
the comings and goings at Lambarene of Dr.
Schweitzer's pet pelican. There is consider-
able humor and poetry in Reif's score, and a
most effective suggestion from time to time
of Schweitzer's late -night forays into Bach on
his harmonium. The mordantly ironic Koch
songs on the joys and sorrows of loving and
the aphoristic Eire Diretiinicnii are sterner
stuff cast in a concise post -Mahler idiom.

Save for an occasional spread tone on the
part of the NIetropolitan opera baritone John
Reardon, the performances are excellent one
and all. The recorded sound is of the close-up
studio type, but bright and clean. D. H.

RESPIGHI: The Pines of Rome: The
Birds; The Fountains of Rome. London
Symphony Orchestra, Istydn Kertesz cond.
LONDON 662:I S5.98.

Pe-formani_e: Highly poetic
Recording: Very fine
Stereo Quality: Good

It is an interesting idea to program
Respighi's delightful arrangement of "bird-
evocatim e" eighteenth -century harpsichord
pieces as an intermezzo -foil to the two big
Roman tone poems. What's more, it is a
pleasure to hear the two bigger works per-
formed with all-out emphasis on their poetic
rather than their grandiose qualities. Thc
blockbuster approach prevalent in too many
other recordings gets a bit tiresome after
a while.

I'll admit that I never developed much
appreciation for the Pines and Fountains till
I saw Rome for myself some years ago dur-
ing an early spring that was complete with
the full moon and early morning haze that
are part and parcel of Respighi's poetic vi-
sion. Kertesz has made it all come back to
me in a most touching and vivid fashion in
the slow and quiet episodes of these works.
His playing of the bird pieces is suitably
bright and perky. The recording is altogether
splendid. D. II.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

SCHOENBERG: Chamber Symphony,
Op. 9; Variations for Orchestra, Op. 31.
Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, Zuhin
Mehta cond. LONDON CS 6612 $5.98, ®
L 80221 $7.95, © X 10221 $5.95.

Performance: Honest and warm
Recording:Good
Stereo Quality: Good

Zubin Mehta and the Los Angeles Phil-
harmonic have joined the small intrepid
band of conductors and orchestras with the
courage to set foot into the labyrinths of
lyrical complexities set up by Arnold Scho-
enberg in his first Chamber Symphony, Op.
9, and the Variations for Orchestra, Op. 31.
I don't know whether to offer thanks or
condolences; these are such beautiful works.
and they are so elusive in their aesthetic, and
so difficult in their performance technology.

(Continucd on page 104)
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I cannot imagine any conductor or any or-
chestra feeling totally satisfied after a per-
formance of these pieces. Always, some deli-
cate thread of melody has been out of place,
some ritardando misjudged, some one of the
million important details rendered slightly
differently from what was intended. And so
I shall offer both thanks and condolences to
Zuhin Mehta, the Los Angeles Philharmonic,
and to all other explorers of this extraordi-
nary terrain.

Mehta's performances of both these works
are notably strong in one particular area-
that of feeling. He has approached them as
the hyper -intense post -post -Romantic utter-
ances they are, and has done a very fine job
of realizing the massive aspects of their af-
fectual content. Internal details are account-
ed for, too, although one has a sense that
they are not all as secure as they might have
been if, perhaps, more rehearsal time had
been expended. Or (one never knows) if the
conductor had wished to concentrate more
upon them. It is not possible to know, from
simply listening to a recording, what are the
causes behind every effect.

The Los Angeles orchestra, on this record,
sounds a little opaque. I suspect this is a
product of the recording techniques. How-
ever, it is also possible that Mehta prefers a
less transparent sound than Pierre Boulez,
for instance, achie es in his recording of the
Chamber Symphony with the Orchestra of
the Domaine Musical (Everest 3192). My
own preference, as a listener and as a com-
poser, is usually for transparency. But since
Boulez, in his performance, takes such ner-
vous, exaggeratedly fast tempos, I find my-
self equally dissatisfied on that count. Meh-
ta's tempos strike me as natural and correct.
(Schoenberg, by the way, gave no metro-
nome markings in his score.) With Boulez,
nervousness and muscularity seem to push
aside many broader, warmer aspects of emo-
tionality. These are what Mehta does pro-
vide, and what the music needs.

Mehta's performance of the Variations for
Orchestra possesses similar qualities. Some
details are not as refined as one might wish,
but the main body of the interpretation is
strongly alive. The only other recording of
this work, Robert Craft's on Columbia, can-
not really compete at all. Its textures are
perhaps clearer, but somehow, soon after
the opening measures, the spirit grows pale.

One final question, however. Can't the
harpist of the Los Angeles orchestra really
play prettier harmonics than one hears at the
beginning of the Variations? The first time
through, I thought somebody was plucking
a piano! Lester Trimble

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
SCHUMANN: Carnaval, Op. 9. SCHU-
BERT: Four Impromptus, Op. 90 (D.
899). Nelson Freire (piano). COLUMBIA
MS 7307 55.98.

Performance: Solidly virile
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Sufficient

The twenty -five -year -old Brazilian pianist
Nelson Freire, having matched the big -league
veteran virtuosos at their own game in the
Tchaikovsky-Grieg-Schumann-Liszt concerto
package released last year (a recipient of an
honorable mention in STEREO REviF \x,'s Rec-
ord of the Year awards), now proceeds to
take on all comers with the Schumann Car-

nal. .11 and the Schubert Impromptus, Op. 90.
I would not throw away my old Novaes or
Rachmaninoff discs of Carnaral, but among
the stereo versions I've heard, I'd say this
one will stand up to the best. Freire's ap-
proach to the music is warmly virile, un-
f ussy, and musically and technically rock -

steady. Chances are he'll be doing this work
even better as he matures, but this version
will do beautifully for a starter. The same
approach characterizes his readings of the
intense Schubert pieces, but here his stereo -

recorded competition is stiffer, especially
from Wilhelm Kempff on DGG, who also
offers the Op. 1.12 set. The excellent record-
ed sound is 'German in origin. D. H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
SCHUMANN: String Quartets, Op. 41:
No. 1, in A Minor; No. 2. in F Major: No.
3, in A Major. Piano Quintet. in E -flat

NELsoN FREIRL
('f) with the best in Schubert and .tichamann

Major, Op. 44; Piano Quartet, in E -flat
Major, Op. 47. Leonard Bernstein ( piano in
Op. -14), Glenn Gould (piano in Op. 47);
Juilliard Quartet. COLUMBIA D3S 806 three
discs $11.9S.

Performance, Resplendent
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

Here is the Schumann chamber -music pack-
age to end them all-not only for its con-
tents, which represent the cream of the com-
poser's work in the genre, but most especial-
ly for the superb performances of the three
string quartets by the Juilliard ensemble.

From the relative terseness of the A Mi-
nor, Schumann becomes increasingly expan-
sive both in formal scope and elaboraCon of
thematic substance in the quartets that fol-
low. It takes the most alert, beautifully dis-
ciplined, and feeling musicianship possible
to bring off all three works with no sense of
let -down. Rhythmic zest and precision com-
bined with an unerring sense of line, phrase.
and texture, is the name of the game-and
When played as it is on these discs, the result
is endlessly exciting and absorbing.

Given the combination of piano and
strings (his was the first piano -quintet mas-
terpiece in the literature), Schumann un-

doubtedly felt more at ease. The Bernstein-
Juilliard reading (released previously as
MS 6929) reaches its high point in the
somber slow movement-and here one must
say a special word for Raphael Hillyer's
beautiful viola playing, particularly his won-
derful phrasing of the consolatory lyrical
theme that acts as a foil to the dirge -like
main melody. Glenn Gould in Schumann
comes as a bit of a surprise, hut he and the
Juilliard threesome bring off a finely spark-
ling version of the piano quartet in what
appears to me to be its first stereo recording.
The tempo adopted for the finale is lickety-
split, but Gould and his confreres stay with
it all the way without so much as turning a
hair-an exhilarating experience, this. The
whole package is very well recorded, though
the piano quartet sidle of my review copy
was troubled by considerable swish. D. H.

SCHUMANN: Zigeunerleben, Op. 29 (see
BRAHNIS)

STRAUSS, R.: Der Rosenkavalier (see
Best of the Month, page 84)

TCHAIKOVSKY: Concerto in D Major
for Violin (see MENDELSSOHN)

WEBER: Oberon ( highlights ), Jess Thomas
(tenor), H Cam : Ingrid Bjoner (soprani,
Rezia; Erika Kiith (soprano), Fatima: Hetty
Pliimacher (mezzo-soprano), Mermaid; Her-
bert Brauer (baritone), Sherasmin. Bamberg
Symphony Orchestra, Wilhelm SchUchter
cond. VANGUARD CARDINAL VCS 10063
$;.98.

Performance: Good, with reservations
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent

Weber's Oberon, written to an English text,
and first given at Covent Garden in 1826,
contains some wonderful music, but its stage-

worthiness is compromised by .t hopeless lib-
retto. Its author, James Robinson Planche,
cannot be blamed for not trying: the story
combines elements borrowed from Shake-
speare and overtones of the Arabian Nights
with ingredients of both The 111,:uic Flute
and The Abduction from the Sera.;:lio!

This recording (sung in German I -it first
appeared about five years ago on the imported
Eurodisc label-testifies to the high level of
Weber's musical skill, but it also confirms the
fact that the opera's best pages are those
which have not remained neglected. The
Overture is an inspired example of the mini-
ature Romantic tone -poem; "Ocean! du
Un.:;eheue)- is a real classic among elaborate
dramatic scenes for soprano, and the two
tenor arias. in contrasting moods, are very
effective. The other five selections offered on
this disc are pastoral, atmospheric, expertly
written, and invariably melodious-but not
particularly memorable.

Ingrid Bjoner is impressive in "Ocean!
du LI nt;eheuer!", displaying tonal warmth
and steadiness, but is a bit hard pressed for
fuoco in the PICSIO con fuoco ending. Erika
Kiith sings Fatima's two soubrettish arias
very prettily, and Hetty PlUmacher's light
mezzo shines in the charming Mermaid's Air.
Unfortunately, Jess Thomas lacks the tech-
nique required for Hiion's music. (For better
versions of 'Teem lugentl auf im Kamp f ge-
fild" and Hilon's Prayer, listeners can turn
to Nicolai Geddla's new recording. Angel

(Continued on page 108)
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The new spirit of Angel:
13 talents in a hurry.

Match them.

. Augustin Anie\as

1. Grace Bumbry

7. Chris Parkening

[0. Daniel Barenboim/
Jacqueline du Pre

2. Seiji Ozawa

5. Aido Ciccolini

8. Lorin Hollander

11. Rafael Fruhbeck
de Burgos

Now. Match them
to their music. $1.00:

We want you to meet these talents.
So we put together a

generous sampling of their virtuosity.
48 minutes, 18 seconds of electricity.

14 concerts in miniature. ,--X:f'!

3. Serge Baudo

6. Mirella Freni

9. Gwyneth Jones

12. Aleksander Slobodyanik

.\n0.1

 A. At 22, he is America's first
important guitarist.

 B. Pretty Italian soprano who
won America with her Mimi.

El C. He is molding the great
new Orchestre de Paris.

 D. Welsh soprano, called
"the new Lotte Lehmann."

D E. New music director of the
San Francisco Symphony.

El F. He played Bach in
buckskin on an electronic
grand at Fillmore East.

 G. V.ctoria de los Angeles
discovered this exuberant
Spanish conductor.

ri H. He plays with
"Serkin's energy,
Sc:hnabel's authority."

El I. A smashing Carmen,
with "a lustrous,
sable -colored voice."
He conducts the world
over, just recorded all 32
Beethoven sonatas.
At 20, she was already
compared to Casals.
They are married.

1:1 K. Russia's handsomest
export, "the most important
pianist since Gilels."

 L. An Italian prodigy, who
in maturity has become a
master of Satie.

Your dealer has it.
After hearing it. you will
want more of some of these talents.
There is more.
Full albums, specially priced:

Very soon, meet The New Spirit of Angel.
You will be richer for it.

'A-ZT '9-11 'f -OT *C1-6 '4-8 'V -L '8-9 '-1-c '0-E '3-Z :1101ew 11-12!.1 aLn.

-optional with dealer
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An impressive new recording of

MONTEVERDI'S L' ORFEO
Reviewed by IGOR KIPNIS

CLAUDIO MONTEVERDI'S L'Orfeo, first
produced in Mantua on the twenty-

second of February, 1607, was the first
of that composer's many operas. Historical-
ly, it is one of the very earliest of the
operatic species, and many consider it to
he the first true music drama. These musico-
logical concerns, however, are quite secon-
dary to the work's proved ability to speak
to us today, to arouse our emotions, and to
beguile us with its lyrical and dramatic
properties.

As befits its important position in music
history, the opera is a relatively popular
one with connoisseurs, if not exactly on
the hit parade for the lay public. Until re-
cently, however, there had been only two
recordings of the work, one (on Vox)
long out of print, the other deleted a few
years ago. The latter, made in 1955 by
Deutsche Grammophon's Archive division
and directed by August Wenzinger, was a
noble effort, very well performed and most
sensitively sung (Fritz Wunderlich made
one of his first recorded appearances in
it, singing the parts of the First Spirit and
Apollo). There were a few drawbacks,
notably the sound (satisfactory at the time
of issuance, but sadly dated now) and
some awkward moments for such newly
restored instruments as the zinks (cor-
netts), with the instrumentalists fighting
hard to keep in tune. How far we have
progressed in the fourteen or so years since
then can be heard in the newest Orfeo, a
Telefunken Das Alte Werk production
with a most impressive array of vocal solo-
ists, chorus, instrumentalists, and the Vien-
na Concentus Musicus under the direction
of Nikolaus Harnoncourt. And taking just
these two areas alone-reproduction and
instrumental technique-this is an aston-
ishing release.

Monteverdi's original scoring, though
vague about how many instruments are to
be used and where, has been respected

and followed with meticulous attention,
and Harnoncourt has filled in the missing
elements with the same skill and imagina-
tion he has revealed in his many excellent
previous recordings. For instance, rather
than use a modern harp, with its greater
resonance, he had a copy made of a
Baroque model. Both it and a marvelously
reedy regal (a little organ used for the un-
derworld scenes) date from 1968-the
preparations are very up-to-date. The en-
tire band of musicians is heard in only a
few places, such as at the beginning and
in the concluding Moresca, but what a
sound it makes! The opening fanfare of
the Toccata alone, with its four muted nat-
ural trumpets, is quite enough to con-
vince one that this is no ordinary perfor-
mance. Monteverdi's chosen assemblage of
instruments (ranging from brasses through
strings, to a variety of continuo instruments
such as organ, harpsichord, harp, lute,
chitarrone, and, of course, cello, gamba,
and violone) has never sounded more
grandiose-nor more brilliantly played.

The vocal soloists are exceptionally
good, with the Orfeo of the Hungarian
tenor Lajos Kozma particularly outstand-
ing: his is a darkish voice with a bit of an
Italian sob (but not overdone) in it, and
considerable virility. Rotraud Hansmann
(the Euridice and the character of Music
in the Prologue) and Eiko Katanosaka
(Proserpina) are excellent, but I found the
third soprano, Cathy Berberian (the Mes-
senger and Hope) much too cool and un-
emotional-I cannot imagine anyone tell-
ing Orfeo that his wife is dead with such
aloofness. The other roles have been filled
with more than a degree of care, as a
glance at the cast list below will reveal.
For instance, the wonderful Max van Eg-
mond is assigned to the smallish parts of
the Fourth Shepherd, the Third Spirit, and
Apollo (the extensive notes do not explain
why this role, normally done by a tenor,

has been given to a bass). The chorus, too,
is excellent, if a bit German -sounding in
pronunciation.

Harnoncourt's pacing is superb; the dra-
ma moves along with a marvelous flow
(how to treat the extensive recitatives in
Orfeo is an especially difficult problem),
and dances or dance -like sections-the cho-
ral "Lasciate i monti" of the nymphs and
shepherds, for example-bounce with a

most infectious spirit. Only one aspect of
the performance bothers me: Harnoncourt
seems at times to underplay the emotional
aspect of the text deliberately. One in-
stance has already been mentioned; anoth-
er is the end of the scene in which Orfeo
loses Euridice for the second time, a third
the beginning of his lament at the start of
the last act. In this respect the old DGG
version, though slightly abridged, has the
greater "affect." So, too, does a very recent
recording on Musical Heritage Society
MHS 939/40/41, with Michel Corboz di-
recting a Lausanne -based vocal and instru-
mental ensemble, the Edward Tarr Brass
Ensemble (the orchestral instruments here
are partly authentic, partly modern), and a
generally accomplished solo cast headed by
the excellent tenor Eric Tappy. Although
Corboz opts for a more sentimental ap-
proach (the instrumental ritornello that
acts as a signature tune is sometimes slowed
down to nineteenth-century speed) and a
more modern, quasi -operatic direction,
listeners devoted to Orfeo owe it to them-
selves to hear his most commendable, mov-
ing performance as well as the present one.

0RFEO takes five sides. Side six in the
Musical Heritage Society issue contains
carnival songs from the ninth book of
Monteverdi's madrigals, but the Telefunken
set substitutes a musically illustrated lecture
on Orfeo, with special attention being giv-
en to the problems of instrumentation. This
is not in the least badly done, if you can un-
derstand Harnoncourt's German text (part-
ly duplicated in subject matter in the ac-
companying booklet). But I would rather
have had some more Monteverdi. The over-
all sonics, with the exception of a much
too loudly cut lecture side, are extraordi-
narily good.

MONTEVERDI: L'Orfeo. Lajos Kozma
(tenor), Orfeo; Rotraud Hansmann (so-
prano), Musica and Euridice; Eiko Kata-
nosaka (soprano), Ninfa and Prosperpina;
Cathy Berberian (soprano), Messaggiera
and Speranza; Gunther Theuring (counter-
tenor), Pastore I; Nigel Rogers (tenor),
Pastore II, Spirito I, and Echo; Kurt
Equiluz (tenor), Pastore III and Spirito
II; Max van Egmond (bass), Pastore IV,
Spirito III, and Apollo; Jacques Villisech
(bass), Plutone; Nikolaus Simkowsky
(bass), Caronte; Capella Antigua of Mu-
nich (Konrad Ruhland dir.); Don Smith-
ers and Ulrich Brandhoff (zinks); Eugene
Miiller-Dombois and Michael Schaffer
(lutes and chitarrones); Gustav Leonhardt
(harpsichord); Herbert Tachezi (organ);
other instrumentalists; Concentus Musicus
of Vienna, Nikolaus Harnoncourt cond.
TELEFUNKEN SKH 21 three discs (side six
is devoted to an illustrated lecture on the
music and the recording by Mr. Harnon-
court) $17.85.
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You can tell it's the Opera atVersailles
when you listen with a Stanton.

Opera at Versailles, completed 1770, scene of the first performances of Jean Baptiste t Lily's operas and bat ets. (Lully was court composer to Lois XIV.)

The ultimate test of a stereo cartridge isn't the
und of the music.

It's the sound of the hall.
Many of today's smoother, better -tracking cartridges can

aroduce instrumental and vocal timbres with considerable
turalism. But something kS often missing. That nice, undistorted
und seems to be coming from the speakers, or from nowhere in
rticular, rather than from the concert hall or opera stage.

It's easy to blame the recording, but often it's the cartridge.
The acoustical characteristics that distinguish one hall

)m another, or any hall from your listening room, represent the
btlest frequency and phase components of the recorded wave-
rm. They end up as extremely fine undulations of the record
cove, even finer that the higher harmonics of most instruments.

When a cartridge reproduces these undulations with the
most precision, you can hear the specific acoustics of the Opera
Versailles, or of any other hall. If it doesn't you can't.

The Stanton does. Stanton

1,..10G1.1 'PAN' CD=

The specifications.*Frequency response from 10 Hz to 10kHz, ±1/2 dB.
From 10kHz to 20kHz, individually calibrated. Nominal output, 0 7mVi cmise
Nominal channel separation, 35dB. Load resistance, 47K ohms. Cable capacitan
275 pF. DC resistance, 1K ohms. Inductance, 500mH. Stylus tip, .000f x .0009"
elliptical. Tracking force, 3/4 to 11/2 gm. Cartridge weight, 5.5 gm.. Brush weigh)
(self-supporting), 3 gm...Each Stanton 681 is tested and measured against the
laboratory standard for frequency response, channel separation, output, etc.
The results are written by hand on the specifications enclosed with every
cartridge. The 6811E, with elliptical stylus and the "Longhair" brush that clear
record grooves before they reach the stylus, costs $60. The 681T, identical but
with interchangeable elliptical and conical styli both included, costs $75

For free literature, write to Stanton Magnetics, Inc., Plainview, LI., N.Y.118
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36624, reviewed below.) The orchestral per-
formance is exceptional, the sound luxuriant.
Modest though its rewards may be, the disc
is a worthwhile addition to the catalog. G. J.

WOOD: String Quartet (see MAW)

COLLECTIONS

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
BOSTON SYMPHONY CHAMBER
PLAYERS: Recital. Schubert: Piano Quin-
tet in A Major, "The Trout." OP. 114.
Brahms: Piano Trio in B Major, Op. 8.
Poulenc: Sextet for Piano and !rinds. We-
bern: Concerto, Op. 24. Martinu: Nona.
Dahl : Duatino Concertante. Boston Sym-
phony Chamber Players. RCA LSC 6189
three discs $17.91.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Very good

This album, another omnibus collection by
the very fine Boston musicians, includes a
lively, rousing -Trout.- a sensitive Brahms,
a witty, campy Poulenc, a substantial read-
ing of the elliptical Webern, a rather arch
flute -and -percussion piece by Ingolf Dahl,
and a good-natured, pastoral romp with
Bohuslav Martinu. Personally I am a great
believer in eclecticism, but I really do won-
der who will buy such a heterogeneous three -
record set; it's a hit like publishing a col-
lection containing a play by Shakespeare
and one by Schiller, together with short
stories by Schnitzler and Hemingway, a sce-
nario by Cocteau and one by James Joyce-
at a high price. More's the pity,
are many excellent things inside this box. In
the interests of availability of the repertoire
and cost, the individual discs should certain-
ly be packaged separately. One technical curi-
osity: a faint low -frequency rumble which
turns up from time to time and was probably
picked up :it the recording locale. E. S.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
CEREMONIAL MUSIC OF THE RUN-
AISSANCE. Ciconia: I *ent.tia mundi
dor: 0 Padzi., fidus pr,clarum. Feragut:
Excelsa ciritas Vincentia. Dufay: Supse-
mum est MO 11,11i Nuper rosarum
flares. Anon. (Trent Codex 87): Advenit
nobif Encina: Etparia.
Isaac: Quis Sabi, capiti meo aquam;

proceres. Mouton: Non //obis domi-
tie. non nobi,. Capella Antigua. Nfunich.
Konrad Ruhland cond. TELEFUNKEN SAWT
951i -1i Ex 35.95.

Performance: Mostly impressive
Recording: Superior
Stereo Quality: First rate

Although a number of these pieces, notably
those by Isaac and Encina, are available in
other collections, it was an interesting a -&-r
idea to devote a disc to music associated with
specific ceremonial occasions. The repertoire,
which ranges from the fourteenth through
the sixteenth centuries, was originally in-
tended for such functions as a funeral (En-
cina's dirge for Queen Isabella and the Isaac
Quis dabit for Lorenzo the Magnificent), a
royal birth (Mouton), a peace treaty (Du-
fay's Supremum est), a bishop's reception
(Beltrame Feragut's Excelsa cititar and the
motet ildricitii nobis from the Trent Codex),

or simply a motet in praise of a city (the
Ciconia pieces which eulogize Venice and
Padua.) The Munich Capella Antigua do
very well with most of this repertoire, in-
vesting it with the proper solemnity yet not
with overdone pomp. On occasion, as with
the Latin pieces, the Ciconia or the Encina,
the treatment is a hit cool; one longs for
more expressivity. The second side in this
respect is the more impressive: for example,
Isaac's /mperii proceres, composed in 1507
for the Imperial Diet in Constance, makes
a particularly grand effect heard with these
clean voices and array of ancient instruments.
The recorded sound, too, is exceptionally
fine; perhaps this is the moment to praise
Telefunken for the very high general quality
of both their sonic reproduction and pressings
of late, among the very best today. As usual,
texts and translations are supplied. In suns,
a well -produced collection that the Renais-
sance huff shoud definitely investigate. I. K.

of the usual operas and ballets, writes very
entertainingly in this suite of dances and
character pieces, though virtualy all of the
score is adapted from other composers'
works, including the best-known piece, the
Tambourin from one of Rameau's Pieces de
Clavecin en Concert. The performances are
very lively and, with the exception of a lack
of double -dotting in the opening Overture
of the Delalande, sufficiently stylish. The re-
cording has slight constriction at the con-
clusion of its first side, but is otherwise quite
satisfactory. I. K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
NICOLAI GEDDA: German Opera Arias.
Mozart: The Magic Flute: Dies Bildnis ist
bezaubernd schon. Nicolai: The Merry
Irives of Windsor: Horch, die Lerche singt
inn Hain. Flotow: Martha: Ach! in fromm.
Goldmark: The Queen of Sheba: Magische

A woodcut front the series "The Triumph of Maximilian" by Hans Burgkmair

FANFARES ROYALES A VERSAILLES:
M. A. Charpentier: Te Deum: Prelude.
Philidor: Marche a Quatre Timbales. Lolly:
Les Aires de Trompettes. Timbales, a Haut-
bois. Delalande: Symphonies pout /es Sou -
pert eh! Rot: PlcIllier Francoeur:
Symphonie du Fe.ttin Rotal. Adolf Scher-
baum and Stanislav Simek (trumpets) ;
Chamber Orchestra, Paul Kuentz coed.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOP HON 139431 $5.98,
® L9-131 (7t/,) 57.95.

Performance: Spirited
Recording: Generally excellent
Stereo Quality: Fine

We have had a number of discs over the last
few years devoted to French ceremonial mu-
sic, and most of the repertoire on this new
disc has been recorded before. That inCudes
the famous opening of the Charpentier Te
Deum. one of the typical spectaculars. Also
previously recorded are the Philidor March
for two sets of timpani, the Lully, and the
First Caprice from Delalande's Symphonies
for the King's Supper, a marvelous work
with an opening French Overture very such
like those of Bach's orchestral suites. Re-
garding Francois Francoeur (1698-1787),
the Srmphonv for a Royal lent seems to be
the only thing of his, other than a group of
violin sonatas, that has yet been recorded.
Francoeur, a violinist as well as a composer

Tone. Beethoven: Fidelio: Gott! welch'
Dunkel bier . . . In des Lebens Friihlingsta-
gen. Weber: Oberon: I'on Jugend auf in
dem Kampf gefild'; mater! mich
zu dir. Flotow: Alessandro Stradella: Jung-
frau Maria. Wagner: Lohengrin: In fernem
Land; Mein lieber Schwan. Nicolai Gedda
(tenor); Bavarian State Opera Orchestra,
Heinrich Bender cond. ANGEL S 36624 $5.98.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent

In this varied program, Nicolai Gedda. ver-
satile musician and linguistic wizard, appears
attired in Lohengrin's heroic mantle, Tami-
no's plumage, Hums knightly finery, Flor-
estan's torn and ravaged garb, and other as-
sorted vestments of German operatic per-
sonages. This recording won the German
Record Prize of 1968, and for good reason:
it is one of the tenor's best achievements

ever.
The program is both appealing and chal-

lenging Hiion's "Von Jugend auf in dem
Kampf gefild.." a fiendish bravura piece, is
done with great bravado, the falsetto man-
agement of the difficult Queen of Sheba aria
(more or less ignored by tenors since the
age of Caruso and Slezak) reveals out-
standing skill, and Florestan's exhausting
scene is brought off with great conviction
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intensity. Only Tamino's aria-less
eady and not nearly as elegant as the rest-
!veals the tenor below top form. But he is
!ally outstanding throughout the rest of the
rogram; he consistently displays musicality
id tonal purity, and is laudably restrained

his innate good taste from indulging in
gh-note exhibitionism. The final diminu-
Id° in the rarely heard Stradella aria is
le work of a true artist.
To cap it all, Mr. Gedda has provided his

.vn informative liner notes. He gets the fine
-chestral accompaniment he deserves, and
very, exciting stereo sound. G. J.

ECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
AROLD GOMBERG: The Art of Har-
d Gomberg. Britten: Fantasy Quartet for
hoe. Violin. Viola. and Cello, Op. 2;
x Metamorphoses after Ovid for Solo Oboe,
p. 49. Mozart: Quartet, in F Major, for
hoe and Strings (K. 370). Harold Gom-
!rg (oboe); Matthew Raimondi and Felix
alimir (violins); Bernard Zaslav and Sam -
:1 Rhodes (violas) ; Nathan Stuch and
n-tunato Arico (cellos). VANGUARD CAR-
NAL VCS 10064 $3.98.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality, Very good

ne of the particular triumphs of American
end playing has been the development of a
nd of oboe artistry that-in sound and style
-outdistances European competition. The
inerican oboe sound is based more or less

a combination of French refinement and
erman robustness. To achieve their partic-
ar kinds of perfection, nearly all the great
ayers make their own reeds. There is noth-
g so personal in the world as an oboe tone,
Id an oboe-nik can spot a famous player by
and alone, just as an opera buff can spot
s favorite singer blindfold. All this is by
ay of saying that this record will do very
cely as an introduction to some of the beau -
:s of the instrument and its repertoire as
ell as one of its outstanding artists. Harold
omberg, first oboist of the New York Phil-
Lrmonic, is one of the great exponents of a
mplex and subtle art.
The Britten Quartet is an early work and
to of his first to gain wide attention; it still
tains its freshness and geniality. The Meta-
orphoses of 1951 are less engaging. The
ozart Quartet (the inevitable, but highly
warding, overside) is equally well played
d recorded. Gomberg is, by the way, as-
ited by an excellent group of New York
usicians. E. S.

ECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
ENATA TEBALDI: A Tebaldi Festival.
iagner: Tannhauser: Dich, teure Halle;
'isabeth's Prayer. Lohengrin: Elsa's Dream.

and Isolde: Liebestod. Bizet: Car-
en: Habanera; Card Scene. Saint-Saens:
Inison et Dalila: Amour, viens alder;
on coeur s'ouvre a to voix. Massenet:
anon: Adieu, noire petite table; L'oiseau
ti !ult. Verdi: Aida: Ritorna vincitor. Puc-
ni: La Boheme: Musetta's lFi,ltz. Rossini:

regatt reneziand. Lara: Granada. Ponce:
irellita. Cardillo: Catari, Catari. Tosti: A
ucchella. De Curtis: Nou ti scordar di me.
edgers: Carousel: If I loved you. Renata
_:midi (soprano) ; New Philharmonia Or-
estra, Richard Bonynge and Apton Gua-
Igno cond. LONDON OSA 1 282 two discs

In 1948, University Sound
made home high fidelity possible.

1111970, we made it perfect.

In 1948 University unveiled the
world's first popularly priced,
full fidelity speaker, the 6201
- and home high fidelity was
born.

t

9In
1970 University unveils the

._) finest, fullest line of high fidel-
I-J-J I ity products in the world-and

home high fidelity is now per-
fected.

I

I

EL PRESIDIO
Nothing we say can possibly
sound as good as the speaker
itself. It is, quite simply, a
floor model unit that matches
systems twice its size for
sound and fine cabinetry. El
Presidio provides crystal-
clear, note -perfect highs . . .

bass you can feel . . . a mid-
range you can hang your hat
on. Look at its specificatiors.
Free-standing, four-way, two -
speaker system  Frequency
Response: 20-40,000 Hz

ULTRA D

PROJECT M EL PASO

re,

Power handling Capacity: 40
watts IPM  Impedance: 8
ohms  components: Univer-
sity's ircomparable Model
312 full -range, three-way, Dif-
faxial speaker with patented
Diffusiccne mid -range and
patented Sphericon tweeter,
oomplerrented by University's
famous Aerodynamic Bass
Energizer  Controls: Con-
tinuously variable Brilliance
(=trot recessed in back 
Finish: Lustrous oiled walnut
 Dimensions: 23 x 24" (W)
x 15" (D)  Price: $199.95.
PRICE SLIGH-LY HIGHER ON WEST COAST.

IJEDITERRANEAR
EL DORADO

UNIVERSITY SOUND: the finest, most complete line of high
fidelity speaker systems in the wor'd, from the world's leading
manufacturer of electroacoustics products.

,

6 I UNIVERSITY SOUND P.O. Box 26105, Oklahoma C ty, Oklahoma 73126
A quality co-npany of LTV Ling Altec, Inc
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FOUR REISSUES
FOR VOCAL SPECIALISTS

WILLIAM Viou, owner of one of Amer-
ica's most comprehensive collections

of vocal recordings, has recently entered
the ranks of record producers specializing
in the reissue of once -celebrated voices
swept aside by the onrushing tide of new-
er singers and richer sound. Four discs
from Mr. Violi's lengthy roster of new
releases on the OASI label have been
singled out as having more than routine
interest:

OASI 500 features the first recordings
ever made by Giuseppe di Stefano. He be-
gan his career, it seems, during the war
years of 1942-1943, and first experiment-
ed with pop music under the fitting name
of "Nino Florio." Four selections of mini-
mal musical interest find the twenty-one
year old Di Stefano backed by a tired -
sounding combo; on nine others, all Italian
and Neapolitan songs of the traditional
variety, he has only a piano accompanist.
It doesn't take much hindsight to discover
a major talent in the making: not only a
pure voice of lovely quality, filled with the
exuberance of youth, but also a consider-
able amount of artistic discipline and imagi-
nation. Here was a singer on the threshold
of a career, but one who could bring medi-
tative lyricism to a normally rip-roaring
song like "Vieni sul mar" and a haunting,
nostalgic quality to "Santa Lucia luntana,"
and whose "Si ions l'aviez compri" could
already stand comparison with the old Ca-
ruso standard. Without overstating the sig-
nificance of this curio, it is an interesting
souvenir of a young man who, had he man-
aged his magnificent talent more wisely,
might have gone on to become the most
celebrated singer of his generation.

OASI 505 presents the late Conchita
Supervia (1895-1936) in three operatic
selections and seven songs in Italian,
French, and Spanish. The entire program
is pervaded by this unique mezzo's striking
individuality. Hers was a remarkably flexi-
ble voice, governed by a very personalized
technique. The tone, with its rapid-fire vi-
brato, takes some getting used to, but once
that is accomplished, the listener's surrender
is complete, and undisturbed even by an
occasional flat note or two. Supervia had
a bagful of vocal tricks: portamenti, unex-
pected grace notes, melismatic embellish-
ments, insinuating inflections (listen to the
castanet -like figurations in her Les Filler
de Cadiz). Her sound is too fragile for
Dalila's "Printemps qui commence," but
"Connais-tu le pays" (Mignon) is very
fine, and the sprightly quintet from Car-
men (in Italian, assisted by some La Scala
stalwarts) will neatly complement her bet-
ter known Carmen recordings.

OASI 513, on the other hand, is the only
currently available showcase for beloved,
rotund Salvatore Baccaloni, master of the
buffo style and juicy diction. Born in 1900,
Baccaloni was around thirty when he re-
corded these selections for Italian Colum-
bia. He was an all-around basso in those
days (you can hear his Sparafucile, of

all things, on the early Victor complete
Rigoletto!), which explains why he sings
the part of Padre Guardiano in the La
forza del destino duet on this record, while
Emilio Ghirardini assumes the natural Bac-
caloni role of Melitone. Not surprisingly,
however, the buffo bits show him at his
best, and demonstrate why the Met lured
him away from Italy in 1940. His comic
sense and rhythmic elan make "Udite o
rustici" (Elixir d'amore) irresistible, and it
is hard to find a more spirited and better
vocalized version of the delicious "Cheti,
cheti, immanThiente" duet from Don Pas-
quale than the one offered here by Bac-
caloni and the able Ghirardini. Collectors
will surely want to acquire this reissue.

And they will want OASI 519 as well,
with Riccardo Stracciari, the great baritone
(1875-1955). Stracciari was a singer in the
grand manner, and nearly everything he
offers in these ten selections (seven elec-
tric Italian Columbias, three acoustics, pre-
sumably Fonotipias) is on the spectacular
scale. He was one of the few baritones
(Tibbett was another) who could sing all
the low notes in the treacherous Toreador
Song without faking them; as for his high
register, just listen to the way he takes the
A -flat on the phrase "delle tue gesta" in
the "0 sommo Carlo'' from Ernani. There
are three excerpts here from Otello: the
Brindisi is brilliant, the fine Credo is im-
paired by two flatted notes (one of Caruso's
letters amusingly comments on this un-
fortunate tendency of Stracciari's), and the
Oath Duet is spoiled by the unsubtle work
of tenor Nicola Fusati. "La ci darem la
nano" (with soprano Aurora Rettore) is
rather wrongheaded Mozart, but the Pro-
logue from Pagliacci and the arias from
Dinorah, Andrea Chenter, and La Giocon-
da are all outstanding.

I am not happy with the technical repro-
duction of these discs, because they appear
to have been over -amplified and improperly
equalized. The distortion on the solo voice
is often disturbing, and on choruses it is
barely listenable. Mr. Violi should seek
better technical assistance before under-
taking further releases from his valuable
catalogue. There are no annotations with
the discs, and such valuable information as
recording dates and original labels is also
missing. Still, reissues like these perform
a worthy service to the specialist, and they
deserve support. George Jellinel'

GIUSEPPE DI STEFANO: His Earliest
Recordings. OASI LP 500.

CONCHITA SUPERVIA: In Opera and
Song, Vol. 3. OASI 505.

SALVATORE BACCALONI: Basso
Buffo. OASI 513.

RICCARDO STRACCIARI: Recital.
OASI 519.

$5.00 each disc (available in some shops,
or from OASI, 1231 60th Street, Brooklyn,
N. Y. 11219).

$11.90, ® K 90163 (71/2) $11.95, D
33163 814.95.

Performance: A treat for Tebaldiani
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Very good

Renata Tebaldi is quoted by Terry McEwen
in the notes that accompany this unusual
album: "These are the two records of all
those that I've made of which I am most
proud. When I am no longer singing, I

would like to be remembered through
them." She will be, and she should be. This
is an amazing showcase for a soprano who
has been a top-ranking star in opera for
twenty-one years-and would be for any
soprano, for that matter.

She sings Wagner, Bizet, Massenet, and
Saint-Saens in Italian, for-to quote the notes
again-"she felt that it was unwise for her
to memorize German words that she did not
understand and record the Wagner arias
without being able to color and phrase with
freedom. Secondly, she felt that her French
would be thickly accented, and too much
concentration on proper pronunciation would
again rob her of the freedom she needed for
expression." A wise decision. The catalog
abounds in idiomatically sung Wagner, Biz-
et, et al., and why should the language bar-
rier deprive us of this music as reflected
through Tebaldi's special kind of warmth
and femininity? Besides, her legato is the
kind Wagner would have been ecstatic
about. Elsa and Elisabeth are roles Tebaldi
has done on stage, and her immersion in the
characters is entirely convincing. "Dick,
teme Halle" is delivered with firm tones
that are beautifully formed, the Prayer is
deeply reverent, and Elsa's Dream is phrased
with delicacy and with lovely grace notes
that somehow sound with a special "grace"
in Italian. Her Liebestod is also beautiful in
tone and phrasing. After the first few mea-
sures, the strangeness of the text no longer
matters.

Of the French arias I am more critical:
the Habanera is ladylike and very well vo-
calized, but the artist seems much more con-
cerned with mere singing than with expres-
sion. Both in the strongly dramatized Card
Scene and in Dalila's arias there seems to be
an overemphasis on chest tones. The well -
supported low notes, however, are note-
worthy indeed, and the bold octave run from
high B -flat in "Amour, viens m'aider" is
impressive. Manon's Adieu is more notable
for Tebaldi's lovely rich -toned mezza-voce
than for stylistic rightness of timbre.

Rossini's La regata veneziana songs are
enchantingly sung. Among the encores,
Eftrellita is the weakest: aside from being
vocally uneasy, the soprano seems lost in a
sea of strange orchestral sounds. I find the
orchestration (by Douglas Gamley) equally
intrusive in Granada; the other encore
pieces, less cumbersomely orchestrated, are
rendered just about irresistibly.

Terry McEwen contributes some gushing
liner notes for this extravagantly illustrated
(but very carelessly edited) album. For once,
however, I am not affronted by the hyper-
bolic prose. It's easy to gush about Tebaldi,
a beautiful woman and an artist endowed
with a superabundance of charm. True, the
younger Tebaldi could do things in the high
register with a floating ease she can manage
no longer. But there is still reassuring evi-
dence here of an enduringly beautiful voice
and satisfyingly -mature artistry. G. I.
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Announcing the NEW STANDARD in Stereo Testing!

Get the All -New Model SR12 STEREO TEST RECORD
The most complete... most so
Test Disc available today...

Vho Needs the
few Model SR12 ?
you've read this far,

)u do. Whether you're
n avid audiophile
ho'll settle for nothing
-It peak performance
om his stereo com-
Dnents . . . a casual
stener who'd like more
sight into the chal-
nging world of stereo
!production . . . or a
'ofessional technician
ho needs precise
andards for lab test -
g ... the new MODEL
R12 will be the most
'portant disc in your
"tire collection.

histicated. . most versatile
For Just $

iteNiMS..S

STEREO TEST
RECORD

FOR HOME AtsiVEZTORATORY
USE

A HIGHLY
EFFECTIVE AND ACCURATE TOOL

FOR SETTING UP
ADJUSTING AND

EVALUATING STEREO SYSTEMS

make these important stereo checks BY
(no test instruments of any kind required )

Frequency response-a direct warble -tone check of nineteen
sections of the frequency spectrum, from 20 to 20,840 Hz, which
will pinpoint any frequency response defects in your system.

Separation-an ingenious test which indicates whether you have
adequate separation for good stereo.

Cartridge tracking-the most sophisticated tests ever devised
for checking the performance of your cartridge, stylus and
tone arm.

Channel balance-two broad -band, random -noise signals which
. permit you to eliminate any imbalances originating in cartridge,

amplifier, speakers or room acoustics.

Hum and rumble-foolproof tests that help you evaluate the
actual audible levels of rumble and hum in your system.

Flutter-a sensitive "musical" test to check whether your turn-
table's flutter is low, moderate, or high.

'LUS! Cartridge and Speaker Phasing Anti-
:ating Adjustment  "Gun Shot Test" for Stereo Spread 
Ad -purpose Musician's "A" Equal -tempered Chromatic
stave Guitar -tuning Tones.

,n't waste another minute on less -than -perfect
reo-Order Your Model SR12 Stereo Test
cord NOW!

nsider the hundreds-even thousands-you've spent on your set -
and you'll agree $4.98 is a small price to pay for the most valuable

rformance tool ever made. So to be sure your order is promptly
ed from the supply available, mail the coupon at right with your
Pittance ... today!

BRuARY 1970

Like its predecessor Model 211,
MOE EL SR12 has been pro-
duced by Stereo Review Maga-
zine (formerly HiFi/Stereo Re-
view' as a labor of love - by
music lovers ... for music lovers
who want immediate answers to
questions about the perform-
ance of their stereo systems and
how to get the best possible
sound reproduction.

Now greatly expanded and up-
dated with the most modern
engineering techniques, MODEL
SR12 is the most complete test
reco.d of its kind - containing
the widest range of checks ever
included on one test disc. An
ear-cpener for every serious
listener!

AND, far the ultimate in stereo
testing, 7 critical TEST EQUIPMENT checks . . .

Attention professionals: Stereo Review's new Model SR12 Stereo
Record is also designed to be used as a highly efficient design and
measurement too!'. In the following tests, recorded levels, frequencies,
etc. have been controlled to laboratory tolerances-affording accurate
numerical evaluation when used with oscilloscope, chart recorder, out-
put meter, intermodulation-distortion meter and flutter meter.
 1,000 -Hz square waves to test transient and high -frequency response

of phono pickups.
 500 to 20,000 Hz frequency -response sweep.
 Sine -wave tone -bursts to test transient response of pickup.
 Intermodulation test using simultaneous 400 -Hz and 4,000 -Hz signals.

Intermodulation sweep to show distortion caused by excessive res-
onances in tone arm and cartridge.

 1,000 -Hz reference tones to determine groove velocity.
3,000 -Hz tone for flutter and speed tests.

Sample waveforms-illustrating both accurate and faulty responses are
provided in the 'nstruction Manual for comparison with the patterns
appearing on your own oscilloscope screen.

FREE Instruction Manual Includes Detailed
Instructions, Charts, Tables and Diagrams.
Nothing is left tc chance . . . or misinterpretation. Every segment of
every band is fully, clearly, graphicaliy explained. You'll know exactly
what responses to listen for in each test. Which 'sounds and patterns
indicate accurate performance . . which ones spell trouble ... as well
as the cause of trouble and precise corrective measures to follow
and help you pinpoint, analyze and cure your stereo headaches!

Records Ziff Davis Service Division
595 Broadway  New York, N.Y. 10012
Please send test records at $4.98 each, postpaid.
My check (or money order) for $ is enclosed.
(Outside U.S.A. please send $7.00 per record ordered.) N. Y. State resi-
dents please add local sales tax.

Print Name

SR -2-70

Address

City

State Zip

1112 = um =PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER Es on -
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Twentieth in a series of
short sketches (in this case

autobiographical) of our
regular staff and contributing
editors, the "men behind the

magazine"-who they are and
how they got that way. In this

issue, Tape Horizons columnist

CRAIG
STARK

IWAS BORN in Minneapolis, Minne-
sota, August 30, 1938, but spent

most of my early childhood in Sioux
Falls, South Dakota, where my father
was Dean of Calvary Cathedral. Al-
though none of the family played an
instrument (and I early rebelled
against piano lessons), music was an
extremely important part of our home
life, and I can recall learning even as a
pre-school child to distinguish between
works by two such similar composers
as Mozart and Haydn. One of my
most vivid memories from the war
years was of servicemen stationed at
the nearby Air Force base coming for
supper every Sunday evening and
afterwards listening hour after hour to
classical 7 8 ' s played on a Montgomery
Ward radio -phonograph equipped with
a cactus needle.

By sixth grade, however, when the
family moved to Washington, D.C.,
my affections had switched from music
to science, and chemistry in particular.
Ministers' children are often hellions,
and I think I must have manufactured
small quantities of every non-nuclear
explosive used in the war, much to the
consternation of the senior warden of
the church. A friend of mine at the
time operated a pirate radio station
which he tuned alternately to the stan-
dard broadcast band and to the police
frequencies, dealing out a fair measure
of abuse on both, while carefully mak-
ing transmissions short enough to es-
cape triangulation by the authorities.
From this exciting, if disreputable, be-
ginning, I came to an interest in radio
and electronics.

In 1953 my father was elected
Bishop of Newark, and rather shortly
after we moved to Montclair, New
Jersey, I became a radio ham
(K2HGM, a call I retained until a few
years ago). During my high-school
years I also rediscovered my interest in
music, and by my senior year had
scraped together a kit here and a kit

there into a rather primitive component
system. Having always built my own
radio equipment, I was convinced that
there was no piece of audio equipment
which could not but profit from suit-
able self -designed modifications. Some
of this attitude remains to this day-I
am likely to have the circuit diagram
out and the covers off a new compo-
nent even before it is plugged in.

From my earliest years I had en-
joyed considerable verbal fluency, and
in high school I started to look forward
to a career either as a writer or as a
lawyer. On a car trip West during the
summer after eleventh grade, however,
I came across a paperback titled The
Great Ideas of Plato, and philosophy
thereafter became my dominant intel-
lectual passion. Another passion also
arose at this time: during my senior
year I started "going steady" with
Linda Borden, who, after a whirl-
wind six -year courtship, became my
wife.

In the fall of 1956 I enrolled in Har-
vard College, where, for the first time
in my life, I experienced a sense of -be-
longing" within a community. My ma-
jor was clear from the start, but as I
also had a strong interest in religion
and in its relationship to philosophy, I
came to anticipate a career in the pul-
pit. Weekly dates at the Boston Sym-
phony (I was lucky enough to obtain
season tickets for my then -future wife
and me), a slowly improving compo-
nent system, and the Harvard Wireless
Club all complemented my studies. In
philosophy I was principally influenced
by the late Professor Raphael Demos,
whose Platonic scholarship was inter-
nationally known, and whose humane
qualities as a teacher have yet to be
matched by anyone I have ever met.

After graduating with honors in
philosophy, I undertook what proved
academically to be a rather abortive
year, first at the Episcopal Theological
School (three weeks!) and subsequent-

ly at Harvard Divinity School. It
quickly became clear that if I had a
ministry, it lay in university teaching,
for my interest in religion was and
continues to be philosophical, not theo-
logical. The year ended on a high
point, however, as I was married on
June 10, 1961, a week after my wife
graduated with highest honors (and
Phi Beta Kappa) from Wellesley.

The following fall I enrolled in
Princeton University, from which I re-
ceived a master's degree in philosophy
of religion in 1964 and my doctorate
just this year. It was in graduate
school that my special interest in tape
recording first developed, and I formed
a friendship with the owner of the
House of Hi-Fi, in Trenton, which
eventually made it possible for me to
acquire a first-class component system.

My daughter was horn during my
last year at Princeton, on April 21,
1966, and that summer we moved to
Painesville, Ohio, where I am now as-
sistant professor of philosophy at Lake
Erie College. I have also served as the
college's "chief recording engineer,"
taping concerts and making broadcast
copies for radio station WCLV when
artists' permission can be obtained.

MY professional connection with the
world of audio came about quite un-
expectedly. My interest in recording
and reproducing music led me to make
constant inquiries of all those who I
supposed could help me toward im-
proving my system, even by inaudible
increments. Presuming upon the con-
nection of an old friend in common, I
wrote to Technical Editor Larry Klein,
and in the letter described my test -
equipment -riddled system. The result
was "Stark Stereo," an "Installation of
the Month" feature in September 1966
STEREO REVIEW, a lunch with Larry on
the same day I was interviewed for my
present teaching position, and an ap-
pearance on the radio program "Men
of Hi-Fi."

Knowing of my interest in the prob-
lem of dynamic -range fidelity, Larry
later forwarded a few reader letters to
me for comment, and I sent him the
carbons of my replies. After reading
them he asked me to do an article
("The Dynamic Range of Music,"
June 1968) on the subject, and I have
done a number of others since. As my
special interest, for some years now,
has been tape recording, I suggested to
Larry that when and if Drummond
McInnis retired, I would he interested
in replacing him. It developed that the
suggestion was propitiously timed, and
here I am, circuitously, serendipitous-
ly, and happily, the author (since May
1969) of the monthly "Tape Horizons"
column.
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The rave reviews keep coming

"But the proof of the pudding inevitably is

sound. And it is here that the Bose 901 stands
clearly away from the crowd ... What a lovely sound these

speakers produce! . . . Listen to Columbia's Carmina Burana
on this speaker and hear what a chorus shoulc sound like! ...
these speakers provide a quality that is not to be matched."

Stereo & HI -Fl Times - Winter -Spring 1970

Norman Eisenberg - High Fidelity
"you feel you've made so-ne sort of stereo
discovery . . . if your own response to it is like
ours, you'll be reluctant to turn it off and go
to bed."

Julian Hirsch - Stereo Review
"all the room -filling potency of the best acoustic-
suspersion systems, combined with the tautness
and clarity of a full -range electrostatic speaker
. . . I have never neard a speaker system in my
own home which could surpass, or even equal
the BOSE 901 for over-all 'realism' of sound."

Bert Whyte - Audio
"the illJsion of ar orchestra spread across the
wall is uncanny ... To hear a thunderous 'low C'
organ pedal . . . or a clean weighty impact of a
large bass drum is t-uly impressive . .. There is

no doubt that the much -abused term, 'break-
through,' applies to the BOSE 901 and its bold
new concepts. '

Hi-Fi Buyers Guide
. . its over-all sound quality so clean that the

listener is almost inawere of the electronics be-
tween him and the instruments . . . The sound?
The 901 is very possiblw the only speaker to date
to pour forth in true concert hall fashion."

Your inquiry will bring you complete reprints
of these unprecedented reviews and a list of
franchised BOSE dealers in your area. Ask your
dealer for an A -B comparison of the BOSE 901
with the best conventional speakers - regard-
less of their size or price. Then, go back to your
present speakers - if you can.

Hose 901 DI RECT/REFLECTINGTm Speaker System - $476 the Stereo Pair, including Active Equalizer. Slightly higher south and west. Pedestal base extra.

You can hear the difference now.THE®
CORP.

East Natick Industrial Park, Natick, Massachuse'ts 01760



DUNE BUGGY
SOMETIMES WEIGHS

k3/4 GRAM
V-15 TYPE II (IMPROVED)

J
ORIGINAL V.15 TYPE II

' ,...
TRACKABILITY CHART (1 GRAM STYLUS FORCE)

5 1-1 V 1=1 E

D. bb Desert Rally

The same inertial forces that make a vehicle airborne when cresting a hill
affect the tracking force of the phono stylus. Record surfaces, unfortunately,
are a morass of miniscule hills and valleys. When the stylus is nominally
tracking at 1 gram, this force significantly increases as the stylus enters a
"hill," and decreases as it begins the downward "plunge." In addition,
frictional characteristics of the tone arm or record changer mechanism may
further affect uniformity of tracking forces; however, the Shure V-15 Type II
Improved Cartridge retains its trackability throughout the audio spectrum.
It accomplishes this difficult task within a critically determined latitude of
tracking forces (3/4 to 11/2 grams) to insure continuous contact with the
groove walls regardless of the varying tracking forces caused by the hills and
valleys in a record groove.

Here is why fractions -of -a -gram are important to record and stylus -tip life:
3/4 gram tracking exerts a force of 60,000 lbs. per sq. in. on the groove walls
-and this rises to 66,000 lbs. per sq. in. at 1 gram, and 83,000 lbs. at
2 grams. At 2 grams you have added over 1 1 1/2 tons per sq. in. to the groove
walls over 3/4 gram tracking! Think about it.

V-15 TYPE II ( IMPROVED )
Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60204
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ENTERTAINMENT
POPS  JAZZ  FILMS  TH EATER  FOLK  SPOKEN WORD

RLvicvved by DON HECKMAN  PAUL KRESH  REX REED  PETER REILLY

MICHAEL ALLEN: For the Lore of Mike.
Michael Allen (vocals) ; orchestra, Johnny
Harris arr. and cond. Early in the Morning;
Paradise; Sing Me a Tune; On a Clear Day;
Have I the Right?; The Band Played On;
and six others. LONDON PS 564 $4.98.

Performance: Boy singer
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Excellent

Michael Allen sounds to me like what was
once called a -boy singer." A -boy singer,"
for those of you who don't remember that
far back, is one who sang with a big band,
almost anonymously, and had a pleasant and
completely unremarkable style and sound. In
the old days such really diverse types as Sina-
tra and Mery Griffin functioned as such.
'Well, we all know what happened to those
two, but I have a feeling we will never see
anything like that with Mr. Allen-unless
he changes careers or, barring that, both
voice and style. As matters stand, these lat-
ter are virtually non-existent. He chirps
through Jim Webb's Where's the Play-
ground, Susie? as if he were asking direc-
tions, and the Lerner -Lane On a Clear Day,
never a very modern -sounding song, seems
in Allen's performance as if it were written
for a Jinx Falkenberg-Ann Miller low -bud-
get musical of the Forties. When Allen
tackles a truly lousy song, like Sing Me a

une, he gives it the same winking -eye, I've -
never -felt -so -musical -in -my -life -before, grin-
ning treatment. A disaster. P. R.

BARBARA: Barbara in Concert. Barbara
(vocals); orchestra, Michel Colombier cond.
Toi; Plus rien; Gottingen; La Solitude;
Pierre; Nantes; and five others. PHILIPS PHS
600316 $4.98.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Fair

Will someone explain to me why, in a day
when every other American pop album I re-
ceive comes with the lyrics enclosed on a
separate sheet, companies still send out re-
leases by important foreign artists without
even the sketchiest translations of the lyrics?
Here is an album by an artist who is known
throughout the French-speaking world for
her songs and performances, who is the ob-

Explanation of symbols.-
® = reel-to-reel tape
C) = four -track cartridge
C) = eight -track cartridge

= cassette
Monophonic recordings are indicated by
the symbol g: all others are stereo

ject of a fairly large cult in France itself,
and who for the last six years has been one
of the top -selling recording stars on the Con-
tinent. Yet this alba.-,1 is bereft of any clue
as to what the songs are about for the lis-
tener without any French. Does it have
something to do with copyrights? If so, will
someone explain it on the package? Is it be-
cause the companies feel that such records
will sell only to Francophiles anyway? Or is
it just cheaper not to bother?

All right, you don't speak French. What
you will hear on this album is one of France's
finest female singers with a small but musi-

Et:tirr: I3LA6E
A fertile recall of ragtime tunes

cal voice singing a collection of her own
songs. Since so much depends on Barbara's
masterly manipulation of her voice in the
phrasing of her delicate and subtle lyrics,
and the intensity of feeling behind these
lyrics, the whole thing will probably be a
washout for you. It would be like listening
to Leonard Cohen without knowing English.

For those of you who speak French this
album should he indispensable. Barbara is
in top form here, singing some of her most
famous songs, including L'Amoureuse, La
Solitude, and toles Hommes. It was recorded
"live," so that the sonics are not all that they
might be. But Barbara's real communication
with her attentive audience is wonderfully
apparent, and that is a distinct gain.

For everyone else (97 per cent of the rec-
ord -buying public) I am afraid this disc will
be a bore. Barbara is not a big, belt -'ern -out
performer. Her touch is light and pastel -
like, and it is, unfortunately, almost all in
her lyrics. P. R.

LEON BIBB: Foment, Ferment, Free . . .

Free. Leon Bibb (vocals); orchestra, Cole-
ridge Perkinson arr. and cond. Brother,
Where Are You?; I Am Free; My Man;
Celebration; Slaves; Rocks and Gravel; and
six others. RCA LSP 4202 $4.98, C) PSS
1519 $1).95.

Performance: Heavy
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

'Though all the intentions of this album are
good, the execution is a trifle jumbled. Brief-
ly it is a collection of black poetry and
songs, all performed by Leon Bibb. Some of
it is highly successful-the contributions of
the black poets Elton Hill, Abu Ishak, and
Dudley Randall, for example. The prevailing
tone is the by now familiar mixture of rage,
despair, and militancy. Unfortunately, per-
haps be -cause of the commercial tang to much
of Bibb's delivery and the awkwardness of
the form of the album, it is not as moving
as it should be. There are some powerful
things here, in particular D. T. Ogilvie's
Last Letter to Western Civilization, a fiery
and frightening polemic, and the bleak five -
part From the Children of the Ghetto. But
ironically, the most effective piece of material
is a ready funny song by Bibb, the story of
a black who has made it big in the white
world of Wall Street and who scorns a

down-to-earth girl's proffered candied yams
and collard greens, insisting instead upon
beef boerguignon and a lightly chilled red
wine. She straightens him out in a hurry,
telling him he can go right back downtown,
and that, ''If you can't act black, don't stick
around . move, Baby!" It has the kind of
insight and humor that so used to distinguish
the work of Langston Hughes in his gentle
parables about Harlem life. I'd like to hear
more of Mr. Bibb's work in that vein. P. R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
EUBIE BLAKE: The Eighty -Six Years of
Eubie Blake. Eubie Blake (piano and vo-
cals). Dream Rag; Charleston Rag; Maple
Leaf Rag; Semper Fidelis; Eubie's Boogie;
Poor Jimmy Green; Tricky Fingers; and
twenty-two others. COLUMBIA C2S 847 two
discs $9.98.

Performance: An audio history/biography
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Okay

At eighty-six, pianist/composer Eubie Blake
is a living artifact of American pop music.
Best known as the composer of I'm Just
Wild About Harry and Memories of You,
Blake has also written literally hundreds of
other tunes and, perhaps more important,
was one of the first black men to successfully
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break into the white -dominated entertain-
ment industry. With lyricist Noble Sissle, he
wrote the score for Shuffle Along, a 1921
all -black musical that revolutionized Broad-
way dancing styles and made major stars of
Florence Mills and Josephine Baker.

Happily, Blake's fingers are still remark-
ably agile, and he retains a fertile recall of
rag tunes that long ago slipped into the ob-
scure past. Columbia has released this two -
disc collection of Blake performing some of
his music and some of the music that touched
his life. My only regret is that producer John
Hammond did not choose to devote more
time to Blake's reminiscences about his ca-
reer. (A recent recording by Willie "The
Lion" Smith demonstrated just how fascinat-
ing and valuable such reminiscences can be.)
Even so, this obviously is an important Ilk-
torical document. Don't miss it. D. 11.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
BLIND FAITH: Blind Faith. Eric Clap -
tun, Steve Winwood, Ginger Baker, Rick
Grech (vocal% and instrumentals). Had to
Cry Today; Can't Find My IF:ty Home; lrell
All Right; Presence of the Lord; Sc,, of Joy;
Do hat You Like. Arco SD 33-304B 54.98,
® X 304 (33/4) 55.95, 0 X 4304 $5.95,
® M 8304 $6.95, © X 5304 $6.95.

Performance: Creme de la crème
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent

Up from the defunct groups rose Eric Clap-

ton, Ginger Baker, Steve Winwood, Rick
Grech. And rose to the top-like Cream-
which some of them once were. Here they
are, together at last in all their blind faith in
themselves, and too good to be true. It was
easier, not long ago, to write about rock-and-
roll groups. After all, there were only a few
worth noting: the Beatles, the Stones, the
Doors, the Byrds, and they played together
and stayed together. (As far as I know, those
mentioned are still together in some form,
although their futures all seem in doubt.)
Where was Blind Faith back then? Before.
Blind Faith was a group of note called
Cream, which included Eric and Ginger. Be-
fore that, Clapton had been with the John
Mayan Blues Breakers and the Yardbirds.
Ginger was once with the Graham Band Or-
ganization. Winwood is an escapee from
Traffic and Grech from Family. The impor-
tant thing is that they made this record and
proved that stars still shine super -bright in
the company of other stars.

The music is irresistible. I've noticed even
hard-nosed rock antagonists bobbing their
heads to Ginger's drum wizardry. The selec-
tions are all genius -inspired and sung to the
crisp blues rock wail of Steve Winwood.
Each of the six songs times out at an average
of seven minutes, so there is no stinting on
the development and inventiveness of the
music. The only complaint I have is the rich-
ness of this diet. Blind Faith makes most
other groups now sound like skimmed milk.
But if you're not on a low -cholesterol kick,
try some of this. R. R.

MICHAEL BLOOMFIELD: Live at Bill
Graham's Fillmore West. Michael Bloom-
field (guitar, vocals) ; Nick Gravenites (vo-
cals); Bob Jones (drums, vocals) ; Taj
Mahal (harmonica and vocals) ; other musi-
cians. It Takes Time; Oh Mama; Lore Got
Me; Blues on a Ire..is/de; and three others.

COLUMBIA CS 9893 S4.98, HC 1213
(33A) $7.98,. C) 18 10 0758 56.98.

Performance: Uneven jam -session style blues
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

Michael Bloomfield must still feel nostalgic
about the Electric Flag, his rocking blues
band of recent demise. For this jam -session. -
style date at the old Fillmore West, Bloom-
field has assembled a group of musicians
whose ensemble sound is very similar to that
of the Flag. And the presence of singer/
song -writer Nick Gravenites, one of the more
prominent performers on the first Electric
Flag recording, helps underline the feeling.

That's about as far as the resemblance
goes, however, since the absence of drum-
mer Buddy Miles and bassist Harvey Brooks
dilutes the brilliantly explosive rhythmic
fury that was the Flag's most attractive qual-
ity. Bloomfield is as good as ever-which,

Jot: Brno
Music for the Establishment in 2001

in its better aspects, means performances that
are only slightly less appealing than the
work of, say, B.B. King. And a brief appear-
ance by Taj Mahal reminds us how good he
can be when he avoids the superficial non-
sense that usually colors his act. The Fill -
more sounds have resulted in an uneven
record, but it's a pretty accurate picture of
the current condition of blues/rock. D. H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
JOE BYRD AND THE. FIELD HIPPIES:
The American Metaphysical Circus. Joe
Byrd and the Field Hippies ( vocals and in-
strumentals) ; Joe Byrd arr. and cond. The
Sub -Sylvia,/ K.Thani; You Can't
Ever Come Down; Moonvong;Pelog; Ameri-
can Bedmusic I/Four Dreams of a Depart-
ing President/P.11110(s Lullabk; Nightmare
Train; Invisible Alan; Mister 4th of July;
Gospel Music for Abraham Ruddell Byrd
III/Gospel Music; The Southwestern Geri-
atrics Arts and CIafts Festival/The S.'ng-
Along Song; The Elephant at the Door; Lei-
sure lrorld; The Sing -Along Song. COLUM-
BIA MS 7317 $5.98.

Performance: Moondreams and parodies
Recording: 2001 today
Stereo Quality: Excellent

Today, time passes quickly and its passage
is chronicled so fast that we can almost rem-
inisce about the year 2001 . . . today. So be
it! "Remember how it will be?" we ask each
other as we listen to the "American Meta-
physical Circus." Joe Byrd and his Field
Hippies have created such a complete musi-
cal space -and -time trip that after only two
or three playings, I realized the album is a
classic. The music on this record is so richly
complete that someone should write a book
for it and stage it. What a fabulous Broad-
way musical Joe Byrd could create! The Sub-
Silrian are a modern sub -culture's
Midsummer Night's Drcam. The electronic
voices squeal promises of future delights
that lie waiting for each of us atop moon
mountains. i was inspired to daydream of
love in the silvery dust of endless craters.
When Susan de Lange sings the hoe, "Come
clown, baby, come down easy," she creates
images of weightless romance. She also has
all of the verve and musicality of Jackie
Cain, which to me is perfection. Part two is
called American Bedmusic I or Four Dreams
for a Departing President. The first song is
Patriot's Lullabye, with bitter parodies on
our national anthem and other patriotic
hymns. The music is so sweet and gentle I
was sure I was listening to the best of The
Sound of Music or Snow Irhite, until the
electronics once more jarred me into Night-
mare Train, where the rock beat pummels
the lyric's message-black is not beautiful
but dangerous. Invisible Man delivers the
hint that there is nothing more passé than a
past President. I doubt that "they've forgotten
your name in Johnson City and left you in
the Texas of your mind." (That seems a too -

quick verdict on history, but even a classic
can contain a cliché or two.) A deliberately
scratchy imitation of an early jazz record,
Mister 4th of July, ends side one, complete
with tap sounds and the scratch of a steel
needle stuck in the end groove. Round and
round-tick! tick! tick! It's not by accident
Joe Byrd can pull off such musical camp. He
is a descendant of the Virginia Byrds (no,
that's not a new rock group) and studied his-
tory first-hand as it happened. He has also
studied, conducted, arranged and composed
music all of his short life. Gospel, jazz, blues,
and modern electronic sounds are all very
familiar to him. It is from all these roots
that his current environmental music stems,
and they can be heard brilliantly employed
in Gospel Music for Abraham Ruddell Bird
HI. "Metaphysical Circus" is at its best when
taking a positive position on the music of
today and tomorrow, as in The Sub-S)Izian
Litanies. At its worst, it is immaturely. bitter
-ribbing gospel, leisure time, or California's
hippie sub -culture. I have the feeling Joe
Byrd is a very disappointed drop -out of to-
day, but chances are he will be leading the
Establishment on the moon. R. R.

DELANEY & BONNIE: Home. Delaney
& Bonnie (vocals and instrumentals). It's
Been a Long Time Coming; A Right Nou
Love; n Cu, Lore; My Bab) Spccidlize.f;
Everybody Lor,s a Winner; and five others.
STAX STS 2026 54.98.

Performance: Where has all the charm gone?
Recording: Memphis sound
Stereo Quality: Okay

Delaney and Bonnie have become less folk-
sy than they were on their first album. There

(Continue,/ on pa,f;c, 118)
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"   the Dynaco PAT -4 is unsurpassed . . .
a remarkable unit and unmatched at anywhere
near its low price   " (Stereo Review, January 1968)

DYNACO
PAT -4

$89.95 kit
$129.95 assembled

The Stereophile, Vol. 2, No. 9. 1968
"With all of its tone controls and filters set to
Flat, and feeding any high-level input, we were
simply unable to tell whether we were listening
to the original 'raw' signal or the output from
the PAT -4. In this respect, we cannot see how
any preamp, present or future, could surpass
the PAT -4."

A separate preamplifier can offer su-
perior performance and greater flexi-
bility than available on any integrated
con".rol amplifier or receiver. How well
did Dynaco succeed with its PAT -4?
Here's what two of the most respected
publications say.

Julian Hirsch in Stereo Review, January, 1968
". . . (the PAT -4 has) an extraordinary degree
of operating flexibility . . . (and) in sonic qual-
ity, we would unhesitatingly say that the Dyna-
co PAT -4 is unsurpassed by any preamplifier
we have seen. It is a remarkable unit and un-
matched at anywhere near its low price of
$89.95 in kit form or $129.95 factory -wired."

The Dynaco PAT -4 preamplifier can be used with
any power amplifier, tube or transistor, like the
Stereo 120 (60 watts rms per channel) or new
Stereo 80 (40 watts rms per channel). Owners of
Stereo 70's can also derive the full measure of en-
joyment from the PAT -4.

Send for literature or pick some up at your dealer where you can see and hear Dynaco equipment

dyniaco INC 3060 JEFFERSON ST., PHILA., PA. 19121
IN EUROPE WRITE: DYNACO A/S, HUMLUM, STRUER, DENMARK
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DEFA ELECTRONICS

--11.4--
Fisher

AM -FM Stereo

..,
..,i;;,et''''

250 -TX
System

-4SECcc:7-1.,._ --77
'712Magn ..
., , .., . . ....

, .

reel.0

120 \Nat' ' - , hining. Stereo
beacon. coal 1,,,,ed treble. Lill tape and phono
facildies_ Separate main and remote speaker
,witches. Two XP713 4 way tree piston speakers.
f rpgilency response 30-20.000 Hz. Crossover

>:350. 300 and 3500Hz

MIRACORD 620 4 SPEED AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE

Top rated. Light touch
pushbutton operation.

Precise cueing. Balanced 4
pole induction motor.

Dynamically balanced tone
arm. Base & cover included.

PICKERING V15AME3 CARTRIDGE 1-46,
Excellent performance.performance. Tracking force 3/4 to Pi
grams. 1025,000 Hz freq. response. Elliptical
diamond stylus r: ,clins

WRITE FOR OUR OUCTE ON PACKAGE

HES 116 & ANY OTHER SYSTEM Of YOUR CHOICE

STEREO SYSTEMS-COMPONENTS
Send For Our Quote Today!

We Carr All the Famous Brands.

DEFA ELECTRONICS CORP.
2207 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. 10024

PHONE 87441900 & 874-0901

CIRCLE NO. 12 ON READER SERVICE CARD

For a SOUND INVESTMENT ...
you need SOUND ADVICE

1970
STEREO HI-FI
DIRECTORY

It's the most complete,
most reliable guide to vir-
tually every new component
on the market - amplifiers
 tuners  receivers  changers and turntables
 home TV -tape recorders  cartridges -arms and
accessories  tape machines -cartridge, cassette
and reel-to-reel  speaker/cabinets  hi-fi sys-
tems  miscellaneous accessories.

You'll know what to look for, what to listen
for, how to buy, what to pay-before you set
foot into the store. You'll be armed with full
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is less of the hand -clapping and meeting-
house bravado which first endeared them to
the hearts of the young. "Home" finds every-
body still shouting, but it's to the slemphis
beat now, which is still country but not so
western. I can't make up my mind whether
the sound is better for them or not. The two
seem to have lost the naive charm they once
exuded, like newlyweds just back from a
honeymoon. The heat is often so persistent
and fuzzy that it threatens to wipe out the
vocals altogether, especially tiny Bonnie. In
My Baby Speciali.::es, the fuzz and muddle is
really rampant. The lead song, on side two,
is titled Thin.:;v Get Beer, :toe: I don't
know if the pun is intentional, but the song
sounds very much like the advertising jingle
"Things go better with Coke." Things are
not going better with Delaney and Bonnie
since they moved to Memphis. I hope they
have the good sense to move hick home
real soon. R. R.

THE DOORS: The Soft Parade. The Doors
(vocals and instrumentals). Touch_ Me; Tell
All the People: 11-ishful Sinful; Shaman's
Blues; Do It: Lacy Ride; and three others.
EI.EKTRA EKS 75005 $5.98, cit) X 5005
(33/4) $5.95, C) X 45005 55.95, M 85005
$6.95, © X 55005 $5.95.

Performance: More depth than usual
Recording. Good
Stereo Quality Good

Either I am changing or the Doors are chang-
ing. I suspect that it is both, for there were
many moments I really liked on this latest
album, and a few for which I feel they
deserve high praise. Although the Robbie
Krieger songs-Touch Me, Tell All the
People, and Irishful Sinful -are the popu-
lar hits of this album, and they are good
enough in their way, they don't represent
any real advance on the Doors' previous
work.

What does represent an advance is the
work of Jim Morrison. He has composed at
least two songs here that [ think are truly su-
perior, and though they often overreach into
a semi -hysterical sort of mysticism. they left
me convinced that there is more to Morrison
than his apparent desire to become a sex sym-
bol around whom the groupies of the world
are to unite. These two songs are Shaman's
Blues and the more ambitious (and more suc-
cessful) Soft Parade. Shaman's Blues is a love
song of sorts, sustained by a tense and urgent
lyric and a performance that is one of the best
I have ever heard from this group. But it is
The Soft Parade which impressed me most.
Nearly eight minutes long, it is an odd, sad
song about someone searching for a personal
faith in a world of desperation and violence.
Morrison here mines an intelligent vein of
speculation on the current condition of man in
a time when the traditional faiths seem to
have lost their pertinence. That be is able to
do this kind of thing, and do it well, within
the framework of rock seems to me to be a
considerable achievement. At times the song
becomes overwrought and a bit pretentious,
but on the whole it is a serious and sincere in-
quiry into a subject I never expected the self-
proclaimed "politicians of sex" would touch.

The rest of the album entertained and ir-
ritated me in almost equal measure-the
Krieger songs really seem a bit tired at this
late date, but I know that there is a huge
audience for them. In any event: bravo, Mr.
Morrison. Perhaps all those years of wearing

the skin-tight suits he squeezes into has finally
pushed some blood up to the brain. P. R

ALICE FAYE: Alice Faye in Hollyu'ooc
(193.1-1937). Alice Faye (vocals); orches-
tras. Naar Mtn; Yc, to You; Shootin,:
High; Goodni.;:ht. My Lore; Slumming
Pad Avenue; Never in a Million Years
There's .1 Lull in My Life; and nine others
CoLum Inv (m; (.1. 3068 54.98.

Performance: Alice Faye?
Recording: Excellent re -mastering

A famous young actress once said, after
watching Alice Faye in one of her late -show
movies, -jeez! Flow did she ever make it?'
Miles Kreuger's liner notes endeavor to tel
us: ". . . raised in the heart of Manhattan"!
teeming West Side, on 'Double -Fifth Ave
nue,' as she recently quipped . . . in all he
years of grammar school at P.S. 81 . . . she

maintained very good grades and was never

fill LIsi
.1 very crew,. and ori Lfirod rock group

late even once:' Her career goes straight up
from there. Alice joined a chorus, then sang
with Rudy Vallee's orchestra, went to Holly-
wood, replaced "tempestuous continental
star Lilian Harvey" after she walked off the
set, made a hit --and a new star was born.
This album draws from those years when
Miss Faye was at her dizzying pinnacle in
such blues -chasers as 365 Nights in Holly-
wood, King of Burlesque, and She Learner
About Sailors. There are sixteen songs here,
and each one is unique in both character and
performance.

As an actress, Miss Faye was the past
mistress of a variety of cinematic techniques:
a baby pout, a soulful look (at dramatic mo-
ments), an inability to focus her eyes on he:
leading men (she always seemed to be look-
ing somewhere off -camera, as if she were no
quite sure she had a firm contract), a low
pitched speaking voice redolent of "Double.
Fifth" Avenue, and an extremely pretty.
long-legged frame which she used in a feu
ragged time -step dances. In moments of
stress she rolled her eyes moistly, and in inn.
ments of happiness (or seduction) sh(
winked, sometimes directly at the camera.
once saw a film with Miss Faye and Shirley
Temple in which Miss Temple's per
formance was her usual incitement to lustfu
insanity for the Humbert Humberts in tilt
audience, but Miss Faye knew she could out.
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dimple and out -cry the million -dollar mop-
pet. And she did.

Unfortunately none of the material here is
from her film soundtracks. It is all studio -
recorded, beginning with the song (Nasty
Man) that shot Alice to stardom in 1934
and ending with Wake Up and Live from
the 1937 film of the same name. They vary in
sound but little in quality. The high point
would have to be Here's the Key to My
Heart, in which Alice inquires whether or
not it is a sailor named Jack or Jim or Bill
knocking at her door and is answered by
Rudy Vallee that it is the entire U.S. Navy
paying a call. Speaking Confidentially offers
her voice overdubbed in a two -track rendi-
tion. The only two songs here that can be
considered standards are I've Got My Love
to Keep Me Warm and There's a Lull in My
Life, which, her performance seems to im-
ply, are nothing special.

As usual in Columbia's "Hall of Fame"
series, the old masters have been immaculate-
ly restored, and the sound, a bit pinched in
the early stuff, gets progressively better and
better until, in the 1937 selections (Alice
cut four sides from Wake Up and Live in
one intensive recording bout on March 18 of
that year), she sounds almost as she did
when I saw her recently on the Johnny Car-
son show. After singing a number or two
Carson asked if she had any advice for young
people trying to break into show -biz. Miss
Faye thought it over for a moment and then,
looking slightly to the left of Carson, rolled
her eyes mournfully and said, "Well, I
guess, just keep moving. . . ." Grappling,
Carson urged, "You mean to move to Cali-
fornia or New York ?" Pondering this, Alice
said slowly, "Well, not necessarily . . . you
know . . . (big smile and wink at camera)
... just keep moving." Slow fadeout.

Now we know how she made it. P. R.

JO -ANN KELLY. Jo -Ann Kelly (vocals
and guitar). Louisiana Blues; Fingerprints
Blues; Driftin' and Driftin'; Look Here Part-
ner; Moon Going Down; and six others.
EPIC BN 26491 $4.98.

Performance: "Authentic" white blues
Recording: Okay
Stereo Quality: Okay

Wow, is this a freaky record! Jo -Ann Kelly
is a young, white, English chick who sings
blues in a voice that sounds eerily like a
black, male Mississippian. The closest com-
parison that comes to mind is John Ham-
mond Jr.'s accurate re-creation of the work of
black bluesmen. Miss Kelly, however, pro-
vides most of her own material, and it, too,
smacks of an authenticity that it obviously
cannot have.

It's hard for me to understand why she
has chosen such a direction for her talent. By
her very ability at mimicry, Miss Kelly dem-
onstrates that she has considerable talent;
like a truly gifted painter of fraudulent mas-
terworks, she produces imitations that glow
with internal creative fire. How strange and
sad that this creative fire cannot find a real
outlet of its own. D. H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
THE KINKS: Arthur. The Kinks (vocals
and instrumentals). Victoria; Brainwashed;
Australia; Shangri-La; Mr. Churchill Says;
Nothing to Say; and six others. REPRISE RS
6366 $4.98, RPS 6366 (33,4 ) $5.95, C)

4 RA 6366 $5.98, ® M 6366 $6.95, © X
6366 $5.95.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent

The Kinks continue to be one of the most
creative and original groups in English rock.
Their work is distinguished by energy, in-
telligence, wit, and heart. This new album is
actually the score for a TV special that
Julian Mitchell wrote with Ray Davies, the
leader of The Kinks. The drama depicted the
last day a father-Arthur-spends with his
grown children who are emigrating to Aus-
tralia, and the score attempts to suggest this
English Everyman's thoughts of his life and
times. It is a sad and moving album about a
gentle person to whom "people have not

been as nice . . . as he's been to them." He is
a little man who never wanted very much,
has gotten even less, and can't quite under-
stand why. Allegorically it is, of course, a
lament for the passing of what used to be
known as "the backbone of England," the
solid, law-abiding, royalty -worshiping and
cautious lower middle class. In counterpoint
are the sons, fed up with England and un-
willing to settle for things as they are.

Ray Davies' songs are frequently superb.
The gentle irony of something like She
Bought a Hat Like Princess Marina is a

really first-rate achievement, since it is
brought off through rock, a medium in
which subtlety is rare. Brainwashed, a com-
plaint by the young about their elders' meek
acceptance of things, is a natural for rock.

(continued on next page)
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This might he the Kinks' best album to
date. Certainly it is the most ambitiously
conceived and best executed. While the
strength of the material often seems to lie in
the words (intelligible, by the way, from
first to last), there is also the firm and musi-
cal performance by the group and the music
itself, which is completely captivating.
"Arthur" is a tremendously worthwhile and
serious effort. To me it is worth three of
"Earth Opera." P. R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
NEHAMA LIFSCHITZ: In Concert-Tel
Aril, and Jerusalem -1969. Nehama Lif-
schitz (vocals) ; orchestra, Graziani cond.
Overture; Der Fechter; Freyen Zich lz Gut;
S'Brennt; Shtiller, Shinier; Zog Nit Kein
Mol; Eli, Eli; and seven others. COLUMBIA
OS 3380 $5.98.

Performance: Ardent
Recording: In concert
Stereo Quality, Good

Whether or not Nehama Lifschitz is some
sort of Jewish reincarnation of Edith Piaf-
and if she is, there is as much Picon as Piaf
in her way with a Yiddish song-she patent-
ly is one of the most arresting performers to
come along in years, and we are bound to
hear much more of her. A slight, tense,
twinkling woman, she was pursuing a suc-
cessful if not spectacular career as an opera
and concert singer in the Soviet Union when
one day she found herself remembering the
Hebrew and Yiddish ballads she had learned
from her Lithuanian parents. This repertoire
skyrocketed her to success throughout the
U.S.S.R., and by the time she was able to ful-
fill her dream of visiting Israel she already
was regarded as something of a legend. Hap-
pily a Columbia engineer was on the spot
when she gave her first concerts in Jerusalem
and Tel Aviv, and the excitement of those
occasions, opening with a volley of pro-
longed applause, sets the stage fora program
that never lets you down. Miss Lifschitz
sings of matters familiar to those with even
a nodding acquaintance with Jewish songs-
material made popular on records by Martha
Schlamme and other skilled performers-but
whatever she sings is awakened as from a
long sleep and quickens the pulse as though
it were brand new and as urgent as a message
from an ardent lover. For ardent and loving
this singer is with all she tackles, whether it
be the symbolic ballad of a sleepless night-
watchman who is first to see the sunrise, a
salute to joy like Freyen Sich Pr. Gut (It's
Good to Be Gay), a tear-jerker about a burn-
ing town, a tender lullaby from a Polish
ghetto, a hilarious musical joke like Der
Rebbe Elimelech, or a cry to heaven itself for
mercy in Eli, Eli. The Piaf part of Miss Lif-
schitz is in the timbre of her voice and the
seeming frailty that swells to strength as she
builds a stanza; the Picon is in her unfailing
ability to transmit the infectious comic mood
of light material, and a mastery in the ma-
nipulation of rhythms and shadings rarely
encountered in a popular performer. So ex-
pert is Miss Lifschitz at communicating the
emotional tone of a song that the absence of
an English text is scarcely a handicap; the
gist of the words is there in the way she
projects the musical notes. The concert con-
cludes with that shamelessly sentimental
hymn which became so popular in Israel
during the Six -Day War, Jerusalem of Gold.

The Israeli audience goes wild for her treat-
ment. Indeed, even an Arab heart might melt
at the way this woman puts it over. P. K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

GORDON LIGHTFOOT: Sunday Con-
cert. Gordon Lightfoot ( vocals and instru-
mentals). In ,t 11- ludo:cone; The Lost Chil-
dren; Leaves of Grass; Medley: I'm Not
Sayhf-Ribbon of Darkno.c; Apology; Biller
Green; and five others. UNITED ARTISTS
UAS 6714I Si98.

Performance: first a poet, always a musician
Recording: A much -needed rest from rock
Stereo Quality: Very good

Gordon Lightfoot is a "Sunday Concert."
He's that day of rest once so cherished and
now almost forgotten by our "liberated" and
guiltily near -godless society. If you once
lived in a city large enough to have a concert

ENRICO MACIAS
Great brio and audience rapport

hall, Sunday was most likely the day you
went there. And you dressed up for the oc-
casion. Carlos Montoya, Bidu Sayao, a

string quartet, or maybe Burl Ives and his
blue -tailed fly checked into town for one or
two performances. They left everyone richer
and rested, ready to face Monday's labors.
It's not the good old days I miss. I happen to
think today is great and groovy. But there
seems to be a lack of dignity about a week
where Sunday is just another business -as -
usual day. So I take refuge in the quiet in-
telligent beauty of Gordon Lightfoot's poe-
try and music. He works diligently and care-
fully and speaks a plain honest language. He
has a rich baritone cowboy's voice that
sounds as if it were trained by singing above
the sound of the wind and yet not too loud
to disturb the horses. But his words are not
the silly laments of the country-and-western
singer. He is too wise. Gordon tells a tale
filled with memories, images, and compas-
sion. In his Ballad of Yarmouth Castle, he
turns a tragic historical happening into a
words -with -music epic as fascinating as each
re -telling of the Titanic's sinking. In be-
tween the "story" songs, he offers beautiful
love ballads. Only five of the songs have al-
ready been recorded on previous albums.
These are like old friends, warmly received.
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Softly, I'm Not Sarin', and Ribbon of Dark-
ners are among them. Lightfoot's songs are
like those friendly eager faces once seen at
Sunday concerts, and the world is richer and
more rested after his every visit. Even the
recording is balanced. R. R.

ENRICO MACIAS: The best of Enrico
Macias. Enrico Macias (vocals) ; orchestra.
Ma patrie; El Porompompero; Enfants de
tour pays; Adieu mon Pays; La femme de
mon al111; and five others. VANGUARD VSI)
6523 54.98.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Okay

This is the first release by an American con;
pang of recordings made by Enrico Macias a
few years ago in Paris. Again (and again
and again) I wonder why no translation of
the songs are provided. Vanguard did the
same thing on the Jacques Brel albums, thus
effectively limiting the potential audience.
Though not nearly as cerebral a performer as

- Bret. Macias. for all his brio and audience
rapport, could benefit from at least a brief
resume of his material. In any event, Macias
dots manage to break through at least a cou-
ple of times here, especially in his by now
almost standard El Porompompero and En-
fant,- de tons pays. These recordings are
drawn from -live" appearances at the Olym-
pia, the leading Paris vaudeville house, and
the audience's reaction to Macias is as much
a part of the album as his performances. It is
nice to have him on the American record
scene-but the next time a few translations,
please! P. R.

MARGALIT: Those Were the Days. Mar-
galit Ankory (vocals); orchestra, Yoel Sharr
and Jerry Sappir cond. Eyfo Hem (Where
Are They?) ; Ze Lo Nora (It's Not That
Terrible); The Water Is IVide; Hallelujah;
Lath, Laila (Night, Night); Myrtia (The
Myrtle Tree) ; Hayu Yamin (Those II i're the
Da)i.); and five others. MONITOR MES 704
$4.98.

Performance: Vigorous
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Alive

Margalit Ankory is a sabra of the fifth gen-
eration who used to hitchhike from the kib-
butz where she worked as a nurse to take
part in singing contests in Haifa and Jerusa-
lem and has since won international ac-

claim as a singer. A lusty, high-spirited
singer she is, with a forthright, frank ap-
proach to a song that is the essence of the
Israeli's way of meeting life in general. Mar-
galit has been heard to advantage at the in-
ternational -minded Cafe Feenjon in New
York and on several of their records. Here
she has a record of her own, and she fills it

with no trouble at all, interspersing Scottish,
Greek, and African items among the ballads
in Hebrew. The Hebrew songs, understand-
ably enough, are the most effective-the
"slow rock" Elio Hem, in which the mod-
ern citizen of Israel longs for an Abraham,
an Isaac, or a Jacob to come along and lend
the modern world a bit of Biblical wisdom;
a handclapping vigorous purveyor of good
cheer called Ze Lo Nora-"It's not that ter-
rible-; a gentle nocturne called Laila, Laila;
and a heroic folk-rock tune about a modern
-Joshua" fighting for the -Jericho- of to-
day, which is supposed to have cheered Israeli
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troops in the Sinai during the Six -Day War,
and is certainly martial enough. Miss An-
kory's big moment is her Hebrew version of
Those Were the Days. Gene Raskin's adap-
tation of that old Russian gypsy song has
been translated into a dozen languages, and
the Hebrew one (Hayu Yamin) is a knock-
out the way Margalit puts it over. This is fol-
lowed by Those Were the Nights in which a
girl on a kibbutz longs for her boy friend
who is off to the war, but it comes as an
anti -climax. And when this singer tries to do
honor to Pete Seeger's arrangement of The
1Vater Is Wide or 1l'/here Have All the
Flowers Gone? she fares not at all well.
Gentleness is not Margalit's long suit. P. K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
JAMES MOODY: The Blues and Other
Colors. James Moody (flute) ; Johnny Coles,
Tom McIntosh, Joe Farrell, Cecil Payne, Sam
Brown, Kenny Baron, Ron Carter, Ben Tuck-
er, Freddy Waitt, Britt Woodman, Jim Buf-
fington, Alfred Viola, Charles McCracken,
Kermit Moore, Dick Katz, Connie Kay (in-
strumentals) ; Linda November (vocals);
James Moody arr. and cond. Main Stem;
Everyone Needs It; Savannah Calling; A
Statement; Gone Are the Days; Feeling Low;
You Got to Pay; Old Folks. MILESTONE
MSP 9023 $5.98.

Performance: Moody's best blues
Recording: Okay
Stereo Quality: Okay

If the present is the living sum total of the
past, James Moody is a rich and happy man.
He's more likely happier than rich, for it
isn't often a man is well paid to do the thing
he does best. Especially when he's one of the
best flutists of blues still around. In this,
the day of rock, this record is a precious
collection of old and ne-:, band arrangements
that will nurse the star .ag fans of inventive
blues styles on through the 1970's.

Moody pied -pipers his way through side
two provocatively while a haunting female
voice, piano, drum, brushes, French horn,
and stringed trio weave gaily, madly behind
him. The arrangements are seductive and will
lure those whose hearts may be blasé to
blues, right back to Moody's magic. It has
become poison to a musician's reputation
for his work to be called good background
music. But today any music that can play on
and allow its listeners to practice that lost
art, conversation, is to be cherished. I found
I could talk above these gentle sounds, but
often I kept silent to listen. R. R.

LAURA NYRO: New York Tendaberry
(see Best of the Month, page 86)

PROMENADE-Original-cast recording
(see Best of the Month, page 85)

RAVEN. Raven (vocals and insrumentals).
Feelin' Good; Frumpy: Neighbor, Neigh-
bor; Green Mountain Dream; No Turnin'
Back; Let's Eat; and three others. COLUMBIA
CS 9903 $4.98.

Performance: More well -played white blues
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Very good

No, Raven doesn't have anything to do with
Edgar Allan Poe. It does have something to
do with the blues-not much, but something.
The tunes, for example. Although most have

been composed by group members, their on
gin in various classic black blues styles i.

obvious. In the category of white blues per
formers who seem to turn on so many of in]
readers, Raven would rank, I would say
somewhere in the upper third in quality
They play competently, sing well, and have
respectful regard for the styles that have in
fluenced them. That's about it. D. H

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
ROLLING STONES: Through the Pas
Darkly. Rolling Stones (vocals and instru
mentals); various accompaniments. Honk.
Tonk Women; Ruby Tuesday; fumpin'
Flash; Paint It, Black; Street Fighting Man
and six others. LONDON NPS 3 $5.98,

JANI ES MOODY

One of the best blues flutists around

(71/2) X 70162 $5.95, ® X 17162 $5.95,
® M 72162 $6.95, © X 57162 $5.95.

Performance: Stones revisited
Recording: Varies from good to very good
Stereo Quality: Variable

A more apt title might have been "Greatest
Hits .. .," etc. Some-but by no means all-
of the Stones' best are included here, and the
death of Brian Jones makes them all the
more valuable for those of you who weren't
tuned in when the recordings were first re-
leased.

The Stones, of course (as if you didn't
know), are one of the two pre-eminent rock
groups of the Sixties. Like Frank Sinatra and
Bing Crosby in the dark decades of long ago,
the Beatles and the Stones counter each oth-
er's appeal-one to sweetness and light, the
other to darkness and acerbity-but it would
be difficult to imagine one without the other.
In the last year, the Stones' flirtation with
violent confrontation (note songs like Street
Fighting Man-included here-and Sympa-
thy for the Devil-not included) has had a
particularly strong appeal for young people
who have become skeptical of the effective-
ness of love and nonviolence.

Anyhow, these pieces are absolutely essen-
tial to a real understanding of the music and
the life style of the Sixties. If you don't al-
ready have the original recordings you'd bet-
ter get this reissue set. Oh yes, you'll prob-
ably enjoy it, too. D. H.
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RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
TOPOL. Topol ( vocals) ; orchestra, Geoff
Love cond. On and On; 11' -hue )"o« S.1)
Eli Eli; Wonderful Land; The Ili:juay:
Rags and Old Iron; and five others. KAN,
KRS 5510 $4.98.

Performance: Alive and energetic
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent

Topol, the Israeli star who achieved interna-
tional stardom as Tevye in the London pro-
Iuction of Fiddler on the Roof, makes his
stateside disc debut in this delightful album.
He projects warmth, humor, and a big, flex-
ble voice in a collection of excellent, mostly
infamiliar, songs. The best of the songs is
'robably The Singing Lerson, which he per-
'orms with a children's chorus. It is the
gory of an owl who hires a blackbird to
each him to sing. The blackbird does his
)est, but the owl will not, or cannot, sing. In
he meantime all the other birds have been
istening to the lesson and eventually all are
.inging enthusiastically together. Later, at
sight, the owl can be heard in the tree still
rying to sing, and mourning that it was,
ifter all, he who had footed the bill for all
he others. Topol's performance of this is a
nodel of lively, communicative joyousness,
Ind this joyousness is one of the things that

most enjoy about his work. Even some-
hing like Are You Laughing or Cities,
vhich is about a father's advice to his son, is
elated in such an unpretentious and un-
iedagogic way that you know if the world
tad more Topols it wouldn't have so many
veneration gaps. The two other performers
vho come immediately to mind in this kind
if repertoire-rather innocent, poetic songs
hat verge on folk-are Danny Kaye and
Theodore Bikel. Topol is better than Kaye
it his best: easier, less maudlin, and making
so attempt at all to be cute. Topol is so far
'head of Bikel in every respect that coin-
mrison there isn't really necessary. P. R.

COWNES VAN ZANDT. Townes Van
',anclt (vocal and instrumental). Lungs; I'll
3e Here in the Morning,; Fare Thee Ilven,
14.iss Carousel; (Quicksilver Daydreams of)
Llaria; None but the Rain: For the Sake of
he Song: Doll Take it Too Bad: Colum-
,in<; and two others. Pours' PVS 40007
;4.98.

Performance: Dismally bucolic
Recording: Yawn
Stereo Quality: Okay

rownes Van Zandt is the perfect prop to
!lace next to a campfire. Add a guitar, a jug
if hard cider, a sack of gingersnaps. Now
ake a snapshot of this countrified scene and
nail it back home to the folks as you skip off
o the nearest rock festival and turn on. Un-
ess what you want is a good night's sleep
ender the stars. If so, then bed right down.
Jan Zandt's perfectly dismal country-west-
!ris lyrics and guitar will deliver you safely
o Snoresville. You may stir briefly when you
sear him sing "Won't you lend me your
sings, mine are collapsing," but with luck.
ou'll just think it was a bad dream and
urn over. Take your first hint of the effec-
iveness of Townes' music from the photo
in the cover. There he sits, leaning on a
able, in a smartly appointed provincial
:itchen fast asleep! Now, about that nick
estival... . R. R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

ART BLAKEY AND THE JAZZ MES-
SENGERS: The Witch Doctor. Art Blaket
and the jazz Messengers (instrumentals).
The II itch Doctor; Afnique; Jodie; Lost
and Found; A Little Bury; T bore Who Sit
and Buil] Note BST 84258 $5.98.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Okay

This album, recorded nearly ten years ago
and only now released, is an excellent sam-
pling of the work of Art Blakey and his jazz
Messengers at their height. Blakey and the
Messengers have always been a favorite
group of mine, and his film score for Roger
Vadim's Les Liaisons Dangereuses was, in
my opinion, one of the best jazz scores ever
done for film. As Nat Hentoff so neatly
points out in his liner notes, Blakey and the
Messengers are a brisk and forceful playing
unit: "There's no waste of time or motion,
no pretentious preludes. These are men tak-
ing care of business."

That urgency is clearly reflected here par-
ticularly in such a virtuoso piece as Afriquc,
in which first Wayne Shorter on tenor sax,
and then Blakey on drums, offer a really
stunning session. This is the kind of jazz I

wish were around in greater supply. There is
about all of Blakey's work a certain stylish-
ness, both in conception and performance.
Most of it probably stems from the absolute.
technical assurance and superior musician-
ship not only of Blakey but also of his col-
leagues, Lee Morgan, Bobby Timmons.
Wayne Shorter, and Jymie Merrit. Style and
excitement are two things that seem to have
gone out of jazz while it has retreated into
its analytical shell. The best recommenda-
tion for this album, I think, is that the lis-
tener can feel he is participating in the
music -making and is not reduced to figuring
out musical and emotional anagrams.

There is nothing on the album I did not
like, but the aforementioned Afrique and the
joyous Lost and Found are my first choices.
Vain though it may be to mourn times past.
it seems that 1961 was a very good year in-
deed for Blakey and the Jazz Messengers.
and as a consequence for jazz itself. P. R

FREE MUSIC ONE AND TWO. Peter van
der Locht (saxophones), Boy Raaymakers
(trumpets), Erwin Somer (vibes), Pierre
Coubois (drums), Ferdy Rikkers (bass).
Free Music One; Free Music Two. ESP -
DISK 1083 54.98.

Performance: Dullingly hypnotic
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

Let's get our terminology straight: free
(that's what's really meant by "free musi.
here) is, quire simply, a playing procedure

Why ?
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in which few, if any, of the traditional points
of reference apply; no chord sequences, no
melodic framework-just pure, nonspecific
improvisation. Obviously, there can be varia-
tions. Ornette Coleman has spoken of impro-
vising on a "feeling," and other players im-
provise in reference to a vaguely formulated
melody, but for the most part, free jazz is
pretty much what it says-unstructured, un-
specific, rhythmic improvisation.

Okay. Having said that, I must also say
that most free jazz is a drag to hear-fun to
play, but a drag to hear. With no aural points
of reference, the mind tends to drift off into
its own picture -making, and the music be-
comes little more than accompaniment for a
personal trance. Nothing wrong with that?
Perhaps not, but I prefer to get something
more from music.

This particular assembly of European mu-
sicians might as well be anonymous. Certain-
ly, they are capable of producing intriguing
sounds; anyone with the fortitude to sit
through both sides of this freely improvised
(I assume) recording will find moments
worth hearing. But whether the long stretch-
es of dull background sound are worth tol-
erating for n few pinpoints of beauty is an-
other question. I know that for me, they
aren't. D. H.

BARNEY KESSEL: Feeling Free , Bar-
ney Kessel (guitar); Bobby Hutcherson
(vibes) ; Chuck Domanico (bass); Elvin
Jones (drums). Moving Up; Blue Grass;
This Guy's in Love nub You; Blues Up,
Down & All Around, The Sounds of Si-
lence; Two Note Samba. CONTEMPORARY
S7618 55.98.

Performance: Groovy rhythm -section jazz
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Very good

Barney Kessel has been the jazz guitar play-
er's guitar player for years now, but he has
been so active in the Los Angeles recording
studios that opportunities for him to stretch
out have been few and far between. Appar-
ently, he finally has decided to make the
break. After twenty-six years in the L.A.
studios, Kessel has packed up and moved to
London where he hopes to work more as a
"live" performer.

Before leaving, Kessel recorded this col-
lection, presumably in an effort to prove that
his playing credentials are still of the first
order. Well, I'm convinced. But Kessel im-
presses me, as he always has, as a better sec-
tion player than soloist; he is at his best here
when he lays down a stunning series of
short, comping chops and feints behind
vibist Bobby Hutcherson's solos-the kind
of crisp accompaniment that makes all solo-
ists sound good. And, of course, he is assist-
ed by a rhythm team that matches his every
move. But the final impression is that of a
superb rhythm section churning out a power-
ful flow of contemporary jazz rhythms.
Hutcherson responds well to that flow, but
even he seems intimidated by its power. Too
bad somebody like Sonny Rollins wasn't
around to take advantage of it. The sonics
are very good. D. H.

ROBERT SCHEER: A Night at Santa Rita
Rosko (narrator) ; Nat Hentoff (commen
tator); James Spaulding (flute); Ron Carte
(bass). FLYING DUTCHMAN FDS 111 $5.96

Performance: Terrifying
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality:Good

Robert Scheer, the editor of the anti -Estab-
lishment but relatively temperate magazin,
Ramparts, was in downtown Berkeley, Cali
fornia, covering a peace demonstration or
the evening of May 20, 1969 when the Na
tional Guard closed off a section of the town
trapping shoppers and protesters alike in
ring of bayonets. Scheer had a press cart
given to him that day by the Berkeley police
but the authorities refused to let him leave
the area. Angered, he joined the sit-dowr
and soon afterwards was arrested anc
shipped oft or -booking" to a prison farn-
n Santa Rita. The recording is a reading
backed by somber, brooding music, of ar
article he wrote describing the treatment of
those held at Santa Rita that night. It war
clearly s harrowing experience, rivaling in
kind if not in degree the sort of terror re-
called by concentration -camp victims. The
guards at Santa Rita, evidently proud of theit
nickname The Blue Meanies,' went out of
their way, according to Scheer, to bully and
demean their charges. The detainees, he
says, were forced to run gauntlets of billy
clubs, lie still on the ground, go hungry, and
endure every sort of baiting and humiliation.
He describes the deliberate beating and club.
bing of some, while the rest were taunted,
threatened, harassed, and generally pushed
around. So nightmarish were those hours
that Mr. Scheer found himself wondering
the next day, after his release, whether the
whole thing had been a ''paranoid fantasy."
But an eye -witness account in the San Fran-
cisco Chronicle by a reporter who also had
been taken into custody that night confirmed
the reality of the Ramparts editor's recollec-
tions. Later, charges against all those in-
carcerated at Santa Rita on that occasion
were dismissed for lack of evidence. Mr.
Scheer's graphic testimony is read with clar-
ity and force by "Rosko" (his off -the -air
name is Bill Mercer), the disc -jockey and
commentator who has gained a wide repu-
tation, especially among the young, for his
unusual radio programs over WNEW in
New York and on the NBC network. He
does not allow rage to color the objectivity of
Scheer's deliberately cool prose, but wisely
leaves emotion to the listener. The music
flows unobtrusively to create an appropriate
atmosphere and, for once, enforces rather
than distracts attention. This is not exactly
the sort of album to enliven a party, or en-
tertainment in the usual sense, but, as Nat
Hentoff puts it in his ominous liner notes, it
is "an educational manifesto" assuredly
worth both hearing and pondering. P. K.
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RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
THE MUSIC OF GREECE. Various instru-
mentalists and vocalists. Meghalo Kangelli;
Zeibekiko; Byzantine Church Liturgy; Ane-
vika sti Karasia; Hassapo-Serviko; Cretan
Song; Garda; and eight others. NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 2875 $4.95 including
postage and handling. Obtainable only from
the National Geographic Society, Dept. 100,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

TED ALEVIZOS: Greek Folksongs. Ted
Alevizos (vocals), flute, guitar, mandolin,
and santouri accompaniment. Kato Sto Yia/-
lo; Peratianos; Psaropoula; To Dokanaki;
Pan Ta Koritsa; Nato To Daktilidi; Karavi
Ena Apo Tin Chio; Kalanda; Ai Yiorgi;
Sarakatsaniko; and nine others. PATHWAYS
OF SOUND POS 1041 $3.98.

Performance: The real thing
Recording: Superb
Stereo Quality: Splendid

For those who may have developed an aller-
gic reaction to the mere idea of Greek music
through overexposure to Never on Sunday,
Illya Darling, and that pest who bouzoukis
his way aboard a Greece -bound airliner, here
an a couple of sure-fire antidotes. First, there
is "The Music of Greece," the National Geo-
graphic Society's own bid for a place in the
sunny climes of the record business. The al-
bum launches what is going to be a series
featuring "sounds of the world," and a beau-
tiful job it is. Nobody has ever reproduced
color photography like the National Geo-
graphic, and they have brought the secret of
the process with them in the photos that
decorate the pages of the booklet that comes
tucked into a pocket of the record -jacket.
Here are stunning layouts of the Acropolis
and the Aegean; a full page of illustrations
of Greek instruments, and color shots of the
singers and dancers who perform the real
endemic music of their country. The record
is accompanied by one of those comforting,
informative texts which make a reader of the
Geographic feel that all nations are timeless,
all their inhabitants pacific and charming,
and no government even existing-let alone
oppressive-in the pretty lands that make up
the Society's picture of our world. And the
disc lives up to its literature. The santouri,
which looks like a zither and sounds like an
invitation to an exotic voyage, joins with the
guitar in a plangent melody; a vocalist sings
of the lure of music; spoons beat out the
pulse of a dance like clacking castanets.
Bouzoukis, Cretan lyras, laoutos, and other
stringed instruments all are heard. Indeed,
the winds that have blown good fortune and
bad to Greece are echoed in this music-the
Neapolitan sentimentality that affects a love
song; the gypsy rhythms discernible in a folk
dance from Thessaly; the Turkish influence
in a Zeibek war dance; the Serbian and East -

em European spirit in the popular "butch-
er's" dances; even a Hebraic overtone in the
Byzantine chants of the Orthodox Greek
Church. Everything in the album is authentic
-recorded on location by expert engineers
using marvelous equipment-and the listen-
er emerges from the experience with a new
respect for the variety and subtlety of real
Greek music.

Listeners who want more of the same, or
are simply too lazy to send for things in the
mail, will find plenty of other authentic
Greek folksongs on the release from Path-
ways of Sound, the people who have done so
well with children's material from the pens
of such authors as James Thurber and Ken-
neth Grahame. There is only one singer here
-a virtuosic chap named Ted Alevizos-
but he sings up a storm, touching on almost

every style of his country as he does so: circle
and line dances, love songs, lullabies, chil-
dren's street songs, and even Christmas car-
ols called kalandras sung by groups of boys
who serenade house after house on Christ-
mas Eve in the hope of being rewarded with
gifts. Most ironical of all, in view of the
plight of the Greek people at the moment, is
the inclusion of the Ksanthoula, an early
work by Dionysius Solomos, who wrote the
Hymn to Liberty that became the Greek Na-
tional Anthem in 1863. Like the anonymous
performers in the National Geographic al-
bum, Mr. Alevizos is accompanied by such
typical instruments as the flute, guitar, man-
dolin, and santouri. Lovely stuff, all of it.
And even though you get no lavish full -
color bookiets free with this one, it's a bar-
gain at $3.98. P. K.
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KEYBOARD IMMORTALS PLAY AGAIN
... IN STEREO. NOW ON SUPERSCOPE :

Discs  Cassettes  Cartridges  Tapes
RACHMANINOFF/Here is
one of the greatest recorded
performances of Rachmani-
noff's C# :Minor Prelude as
well as his little-known
Llegie in El) i)tor and a
unique interpretation of
Chopin's (gamic -False Brit-
tante and Rb Scherzo.

The Tsar of Russia heard
Rachmaninoff play in person.

Now uperscope lets you
hear him play in stereo.

Yes, thanks to an almost magical invention
called the Vorsetzer, you can hear perform-
ances-in modern stereo-by the greatest
keyboard masters of the 19th Century!

Unlike unsatisfactory early acoustic
devices, the wonderous Vorsetzer recorded
not sound but the precise degree to which
the pianist moved the keys. Every nuance of
tempo, touch, and tone quality. The gentle
caresses. The fire and brilliance.

The performance is yesterday's. The
sound, today's. And what you hear is what

they played, exactly
as they played it.

"They" include
such pianistic titans
as Paderewski,
Carrerio, Hofmann,
Busoni, Grieg,
Saint -Satins, Debussy,
Samaroff, Lhevinne, and Leschetizky-play-
ing their dazzling repertoire from the nation-
ally syndicated "Keyboard Immortals" radio
program!

DEBUSSY/This record doc-
uments performances by the
composer that throw into
hold relief the most impor-
tant of Debussy's contribu-
tions to the development of
the Impressionist style.
Includes Children's Corner
Suite, Sunken Cathedral,
and Delphic Dance.

HOFMANN/Josef Hofmann
was among the pioneers in
the establishment of modern
pianistic style. He is heard
in breathtakingly expressive
and virtuosic performances
of Mendelssohn, Chopin,
and Beethoven.

SUpErSCOpE
'TO) Super:cope Record, 5150 Vineland Ave., Sun Valley, Calif. 91352. Send fur free booklet.
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STEREO TAPE
CHOPIN: Polonaises: C -sharp Minor, Op.
26, No. 1; E -flat Minor, Op. 26, No. 2;
F -sharp Minor, Op. 44; A Major, Op. 40,
No. 1 ("Military"); C Minor, Op. 40, No.
2; A -flat Major, Op. 53. Gyorgy Cziffra (pi-
ano). WORLD SERIES X 9052 (33/4)
$5.95.

Performance: Sturdy
Recording: Passable
Stereo Quality: Adequate
Ploying Time: 46'12"

The RCA 71/Z-ips tape ($14.95) offering
Artur Rubinstein in eight of Chopin's polo-
naises, plus the four impromptus, is the chief
competition for Cziffra here, and very for-
midable at that. But if you're willing to settle
for only the -big- polonaises-plus a fair
amount of pre-echo-this tape represents a
good buy. Cziffra is a bit stodgy in the open-
ing of the famous "Military" Polonaise, but
does himself proud with the somber and pow-
erful Op. 40, No. 2, in C Minor. The re-
corded sound, save for the pre -echo, is
perfectly satisfactory. D. H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

HENZE: Fantasia for Strings (1966); So-
nata for Strings (1957); Double Concerto
for Oboe, Harp, and Strings (1966). Heinz
Holliger (oboe); Ursula Holliger (harp) ;
Zurich Collegium Musicum, Paul Sacher
cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON ® DGC
9386 (71/2) $7.95.

Performance: Superb
Recording: Flawless
Stereo Quality Excellent
Playing Time: 59'27"

This tape, in my opinion, is an excellent in-
troduction for the uninitiated to the music
of Hans Werner Henze (b. 1926), a prolific
and immensely talented German composer,
whose highly effective eclectic style might
be described as middle -European post -Brit-
ten. The String Fantasia, based on music
written for a film of Robert Musil's novel
Young Topless, is skillfully written but thin
in substance. The Sonata for Strings is sterner
stuff, relatively high in its dissonance quo-
tient, but highly dramatic in its initial pages
and brilliantly fascinating throughout the
complex course of the thirty-two variations

Explanation of symbols:
0 = reel-to-reel tape
0 = four -track cartridge
0 = eight -track cartridge
0 = cassette

Monophonic recordings are indicated by
the symbol ®; all others are stereo

Reviewed by DAVID HALL  DON HECKMAN
IGOR KIPNIS  PAUL KRESH  PETER REILLY

that make up the second, and concluding,
movement.

The Double Concerto, like the Sonata,
was composed for Paul Sacher (whose name
also graces the dedicatory pages of major
works by Bartok, Stravinsky, and Hinde-
mith). Henze had in mind the exceptional
abilities of the specific recording soloists
here, Heinz and Ursula Holliger, and the
music is a singularly fascinating and color-
ful display of the composer's highly sophisti-
cated variation technique, of his endlessly
ingenious instrumentation, and of solo oboe
virtuosity that is quite literally breath-tak-

a

HANS WERNER HENZE
An immensely talented eclectic

ing. Glissandos, microtones, and other spe-
cial effects on the part of oboe soloist and
ensemble alike endow the score with a pi-
quancy very much its own. Whereas the
String Sonata is rather rigorous, Henze's
Double Concerto is poetic and elegant, and
a thoroughly enjoyable piece all the way.

As I have already indicated, the perfor-
mances are beyond criticism, and the record-
ing is altogether superb. D. H.

PROKOFIEV: Piano Sonatas: No. 7, in
B -flat Major, Op. 83; No. 8, in B -flat Ma-
jor, Op. 84; Romeo and Juliet, Op. 75:
No. 10-Romeo and Juliet before Parting;
No. 5-Masks. Vladimir Ashkenazy (pi-
ano). LONDON ® L 80213 (71/2) $7.95.

Performance: Hard to beat in No. 8
Recording: Full and resonant
Stereo Quality: All right
Playing Time: 57'18"

There is no other currently available four -

track representation either of the Prokofiev
sonatas or of the composer's piano arrange-
ments from the Romeo and Juliet ballet
score. All are couched in the composer's ma-
ture, lyrical -heroic manner, leavened by such
sportive episodes as the Masks from Romeo
and Juliet and the finale of the Eighth So-
nata. No. 7, the tauter and more violently
contrasted of the two sonatas, here lacks
somet'ling of the ferocity brought to it by
Horowitz in his 1943 mono recording, still
available on disc. The rather reverberant,
though very rich, recorded sound also may
contribute to this impression. The almost
Schubertian expanse of the Eighth Sonata
seems much more to Ashkanazy's taste, and
here the performance is altogether convinc-
ing. His playing of the Romeo and Juliet
excerpts is also beautiful, and together these
items redeem the disc. D. H.

COLLECTIONS

MARILYN HORNE: Bach and Handel
Arias. Bach: Magnificat: Et exultavit;Esuri
entes. Christmas Oratorio: Schlafe, mein
Liebster. St. Matthew Passion: lirbarme dich.
Bist de bei mir (arr. Smith). Handel: Mes-
siah: 0 thou that tellest; I know that my Re-
deemer lireth. Rodelinda: Scacciata dal suo
nido; Dove sei; Vivi tiranno. Marilyn Home
(mezzc.-soprano) ; Alfred Staar (violin, in
Erbarme dich); Vienna Cantata Orchestra,
Henry Lewis cond. LONDON ® L 90157
(71/2) $7.95.

Performance: Great voice
Recording:Excellent
Stereo Quality Good
Playing Time: 57'34"

There is so much to admire in Marilyn
Home's performances here, especially her
extraordinary range and her technical agility
-most remarkably displayed in the Handel
Rodelinda arias-that it seems slightly churl-
ish to mention a number of less satisfying
aspects of the performances. The voice is
without question a beautiful instrument,
but, interpretively, "affect" is sometimes
missing; so, too, is variety of color and of
dynamic shading-in short, what makes an
ltnterpretation come to life and speak to the
listener. Two stylistic problems bothered
me: an unusually large number of missing
cadential trills (I\fiss Home sings those that
are written, but surely she knows that she
ought to add the ones that are required
but are not in the score), and the impressive
da capo embellishments, which, in the Rod-
elinda excerpts (she does little in the Mes-
siah arias), are not always Handelian in char-
acter but of a later time. The Bach selections
are coolly but expertly sung, although I
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thought "Bist du bei mir" rather too slow
and sentimental in its unnecessary orchestral
garb. The sound accorded Miss Horne and
the orchestra is warm, and the direction most
capable, but the harpsichord continuo is
much too reticent. A text leaflet is provided.
The reel, contrary to the information sup-
plied on the tape box, begins with the Han-
del selections. I. K.

ENTERTAINMENT

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
RAY CHARLES: Doing His Thing. Ray
Charles (piano and vocals); with various ac-
companiments. The Same Thing that Can
Make Thu Laugh (Can Male Thu Cry); Find-
ers Keepers, Losers Ireepers; You Ought to
Change Your Irtys; Bab) Please; Come and
Get It; Ire Can Male It; and four others.
TANGERINE ® X 695 (33/4) 55.95, ® M
8695 56.95, © X 5695 55.95.

Performance: Top-notch contemporary blues
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Very good
Playing Time: 32'18"

Like most blues performers, Ray Charles is
at his best when he works with material that
is close to fundamentals. Composer Jimmy
Lewis has provided just that-a panorama of
contemporary blues-and Charles responds
brilliantly. No country -&-western, no pop
standards, no rock tunes-just one of the
consummate blues performers of the day
working with new material and sympathetic
backing. A must for Ray Charles freaks; a
joy for anyone else. Don H.

ISAAC HAYES: Hot Buttered Soul. Isaac
Hayes (vocals); the Bar -Kays (instrumen-
tals). One lroman; By the Time I Get to
Phoenix; Irdl. On By; and Hyperbolicsyllab-
icssequedalymnlic. ENTERPRISE ® X 1001
(33/4) $5.95, ® X 41001 $5.95.

Performance: Explicative
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Balanced
Playing Time: 45'40"

Isaac Hayes is a unique exponent of the style
called soul. He is not a shouter, but achieves
a tense emotional pitch through a kind of
introspective use of his husky, soft -toned
vocal resources to probe for the essence any
number he undertakes. He likes to talk as
much as to sing ---to tell you all about it.
"There's a deep meaning to this tune," he
drawls, before launching into the lyrics of a
vague little item called One Woman. He
makes a sermon, a narrative, and a prayer
out of By the Time I Get to Phoenix, invent-
ing a complete biography of the -I" in the
title who, according to Mr. Hayes, undoubt-
edly is a Tennessee -born boy who goes out
West and falls in love with a girl who ''is
out of sight.- But the hero tires of her, and
the details of their relationship are recounted
at novelette length by the singer. When he
finally gets around to the compressed story-
telling of the ballad itself, he intones it with
as much ornamentation as an operatic aria-
yet, for all that, skillfully and lovably. The
same is true of the two extended production
numbers on side two, both movingly per-
formed and stunningly backed by the Bar -

Kays, whose refreshing arrangements never
fail the vocalist even during his most garru-
lous and discursive stretches. P. K.

CHAD MITCHELL: Chad. Chad Mitchell
(vocals) ; orchestra:. Bur Song; Goodbye and
Hello; Follow: Both Side( Now: The Irhite
Ship; and four others. BELL A. X 6028
(33/4) 55.95, C) A 6028 55.98, C) X 6028
$5.95, © 513-6028 56.98.

Performance: Agreeable
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good
Playing Time: 38'56"

Chad Nlitchell, who first came to attention as
a member of the Chad Mitchell Trio, has
been trying for a career as a solo performer
of late. He's good enough but hardly star-
tling in any respect. His material is well
chosen. but Mitchell's soft -edged folk style
makes for a certain monotony after a few
bands. Performers as low-pressure as Mitch-
ell often need straight commercial songs to
make any strong impact, and I'm afraid noth-

MAGGIE SMITH
Little short of miraculous as Mary Poppins

ing included here (although several of the
songs are high-grade) allows him to impress
the listener in any way beyond his obvious
intelligent way with a lyric and his low-key
charm. \\'orth your time only if you have
lots of it. P. R.

DIANA ROSS AND THE SUPREMES:
Let the Sunshine In. Diana Ross and the
Supremes (vocals and instrumentals). The
Composer; Everyday People; No Miller
II -bat Sign Thu Are; Hey Iresiern Union
Mat, Ir hat Becomes of the Brokenhearted?;
and seven others. MOTOWN ® X 6S9 (33/4)
$5.95, C) A 689 $6.95.

Performance: Slick but spicy
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good
Playing Time: 36'40"

As Diana and her pals have scurried up the
ramp of success, they have mewed and wrig-
gled their way into the country's heart as
irresistibly as kittens in a pet -shop window.
Yet now that the Supremes have reached the
supremacy of a practically permanent niche
on the Ed Sullivan program, although they
still display the same energy, they seem to
be losing something of their earlier capacity
for feline mischief. They have polished their
method to a high gloss, but at the same time
are getting a bit set and predictable in their
ways, and their arrangers are being allowed

to pad the backgrounds of their songs with
entirely too much plush. Once in a while,
when the slickness relents, the fun of their
approach returns-as in I'm Lirin' in Shame,
a ditty about a sloppy female ("No matter
how she dress, she always looks a mess")
and in an effective treatment of the Burt
Bacharach ballad Let the Music Play. And
turnabout is fair play as this group, so ex-
pertly lampooned in Hair, sings a medley of
numbers from it with just the right trace of
spoofery ill their tone, and a thorough grasp
of the show's athletic style. P. K.

SPOKEN WORD

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
P. L. TRAVERS: Mary Poppins. Stories
from the book. Robert Stephens (narrator);
Maggie Smith (Mary Poppins), others;
Howard Sackler, director. Orchestra, Leslie
Pearson cond. CAEDNION ® CDA 1246
(33/4) 58.95, © M 51246 $6.95.

Performance: Superb
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent
Playing Time: 54'48"

Walt Disney's Nlary Poppins was never my
Mary Poppins. P. L. Travers' invincible
heroine was a very special part of my child-
hood, and none of the film's songs, Techni-
color, special effects, and the like could con-
vince me that Julie Andrews in any way re-
sembled her. (Odd that, several years later,
Miss Andrews got closer to that character in
her portrayal of Gertrude Lawrence.) Pop -

pins, my Poppins, had never once tried to be
lovable in any conscious way, any more than
Beatrice Lillie tries (or teems to try) to be
funny ill any conscious way.

I was convinced that Poppins was one of
those fictional characters who can only really
exist on the printed page-that is, until
Maggie Smith. Her performance on this tape
is little short of miraculous. Under the di-
rection of Howard Sackler, and with the help
of a large supporting cast, Miss Smith etches
a portrait of Poppins so exactly right that I

often had the feeling I was eavesdropping
outside my own nursery. She catches precise-
ly the slightly mad quality of Poppins, who,
though grown up, never let that stand in her
way when fantasy beckoned. It is the palpa-
ble sense of fantasy Miss Smith gets into her
lines that I find most appealing, for I have
never been sure whether or not Pippins, as a
governess, was the answer to the bored
child's dream or the dream itself. When
Poppins takes her final leave, it is with great
good sense, no sentimentality, and a certain
impatience-rather like the ideal way to
leave one's childhood.

If you feel inclined to recapture your child-
hood, then you can with this tape. But if you
wish to present Poppins to a child-and I

guess I mean only up to about the age of ten
-then I suggest you get the disc version,
for no matter how clever the little monsters
are these days, I don't really see them thread.
ing a reel-to-reel tape without doing damage
either to the machine or the tape. This com-
ment, I am sure, will occasion a letter from
some baby Steinmetz, or parent thereof, as-
suring isle that he has been running a nu-
clear reactor since the age of three. But then
maybe this Mary Poppins wouldn't he his
Mary Poppins anyway. He has grown up
already, P. R.
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TAPE. HORIZONS
THE BASICS OF TAPE EDITING

Acoop tape splice or "edit" must be inaudible as well as permanent, and It
must stay that way for the life of the tape. The use of proper equipment

(as discussed last month), practice, and a knowledge of basic techniques will
ensure success in the vast majority of edits an audiophile will normally have
to make. Let's look at the simplest type of splice first and then go on to the

complex procedures.
Mending a cleanly broken tape (i.e., where the tape has not stretched before

snapping or become crinkled) is the easiest kind of splice. One has merely to
butt the broken ends together in the splicing jig and apply the patch, trimming
off any excess splicing tape if you are not using preformed splices. Three basic
points should be made here. (1) Any overlap, gap, or misalignment between
the joined ends will be audible, either as a momentary drop in signal level, a
"click," or a loss of high frequencies as the splice goes through. (2) To ensure
long life for the splice, squeeze out any little air bubbles between the splicing and
recording tape by pressing down on the splice with a rubber pencil eraser. (3) Any
splice may become slightly sticky in time. If this happens, the resulting adhesion
to adjacent tape layers may cause a momentary waver of pitch. This can be cured
by rubbing the splice with a cotton swab touched in talcum powder, making sure
to wipe away any excess (which would foul the heads) with a clean swab.

Attaching leaders, repairing tapes which stretched before breaking (you can
save the tape, but not the recording on the stretched part), or making any edit
that requires removing some of the tape-all these bring two additional splicing
principles into play. (1) Whenever possible, place the two layers of tape (or
leader) on top of each other so that you cut through the two ends to be joined
simultaneously. This helps ensure that they will be cut at exactly the same angle,
preventing some of the problems discussed above. (2) Before splicing the ends
together, remove the unwanted layers from the splicing jig, or they may interfere
with the accuracy of the splice.

Real editing, whether it involves merely the removal of a commercial on a tape
dubbed from an FM broadcast or putting together different "takes" of a live
recording, brings in additional considerations. (1) To minimize the chance of an
editing cut's being audible, one should usually make the splice at the very onset
of the next desired sound. To find this point, as well as the start of the unwanted
portion, one must be able to rock the tape reels slowly back and forth manually
while the tape is against the heads. Recorders with a "cue" facility provide for
this. If your machine does not have this feature, you may be able to thread the
tape so that it does not pass between the capstan and pressure roller, and put
the recorder in PLAY position. (2) While most people mark the points at which
the tape is to be cut directly against the playback head, this is not the best method,
for it involves removing head covers, sometimes fighting with pressure pads, and
possibly fouling the head with the wax pencil. A more viable system-offset
marking-entails marking the tape at some point outside the head covers that is a
known distance from the playback -head gap. take up this system next month,
together with several other more advanced editing techniques.
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EQUIPMENT
WRITE for quotation on any Hi-Fi components:
Sound Reproduction Inc., 460 Central Avenue,
East Orange, N.J. 07018. 201-673-0600.

HI-FI Components, Tape Recorders, at guaran-
teed "We Will Not Be Undersold" prices. 15 -day
money -back guarantee. Two year warranty. No
Catalog. Quotations Free. Hi -Fidelity Center, 239
(HC) East 149th St., New York 10451.

FREE! Send for money saving stereo catalog
#H2R and lowest quotations on your individual
component, tape recorder, or system require-
ments. Electronic Values, Inc., 200 West 20th
St., N.Y., N.Y. 10011.

TAPE recorders. HiFi components. Sleep Learn-
ing Equipment tapes. Unusual values. Free
catalog. Dressner, 1523R Jericho Turnpike, New
Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040.

TRADE in your old cartridge: Send us $7.95 and
we will ship PREPAID any one of the following:
ADC 220, Grado FTR, Pickering Pac/1, Shure
M3D; LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. S, 265 East
149th St., Bronx, N.Y. 10451.

LOW, Low quotes: all components and record-
ers. Hi Fi, Roslyn, Penna. 19001.
GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters,
Snooperscopes, Radios, Parts, Picture Catalog
25g. Meshna, Nahant, Mass. 01908.
THE Price is Right! Hi-Fi Components. J. Wright
Co., 65-B Jensen St., East Brunswick, N.J. 08816.

TRADE in your old cartridge: Send us $13.95
and we will ship PREPAID any one of the fol-
lowing: Empire 808E, Empire 888, Grado FTE,
Pickering V15AM-3, Pickering V15AT-3, Shure
M21E, M32E, M44E, M44-7, M75.6: LYLE CAR-
TRIDGES, Dept. S, 265 East 149th St., Bronx,
N.Y. 10451.

NEW low prices on all stereo components and
tape recorders. Write for our quote. Stereo Corp.
of America, 2122 Utica Avenue, Brooklyn, New
York 11234.

QUOTES: STEREO COMPONENTS Foreign & Do-
mestic, Box 18026, Seattle, Washington 98118.

TRADE in your old cartridge: Send us $17.95
and we will ship PREPAID any one of the fol-
lowing: ADC 660E, Empire 888E, Pickering
V15ACE-3, V15ATE-3, XV15AT, Shure M55E,
M75E, M92E, M93E, M9IE-G95 (Garrard), M91E-
D12 (Dual): LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. S, 265
East 149th St., Bronx, N.Y. 10451.

GET OUR LOW QUOTATION ON HI-FI COMPO-
NENTS. 125 page 1969 catalogue 250. Airex
Radio Corp., 132 Nassau St., New York, N.Y.
10038.

GARRARD SPECTACULAR: Send us $32.95 and
we will ship PREPAID new Garrard changer with
stereo cartridge and base: LYLE CARTRIDGES,
Dept. S, 265 East 149th St., Bronx, N.Y. 10451.

AMAZING DISCOUNTS on famous brand high
fidelity stereo components. No small wonder
that we have set new sales records each year
since 1959 Write: Arkay Electronics, 1028-01
Commonwealth, Boston, Mass. 02215.

NEEDLES: For ADC, Empire, Grado, Pickering,
Shure. Stanton. Unbelievable prices: Free cata
log and price sheet: LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. S,
265 East 149th St., Bronx, N.Y. 10451.

ELECTRONIC TUBES, Semiconductors, Equip-
ment and Parts. Lab matched tubes. Finest qual-
ity. Serving TV/Hi-Fi Servicemen, Engineers,
and Industry for 20 Years. Advise your needs.
Write for Catalog. Barry Electronics, 512
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012. (212) 925-
7000.

LOW quotes on stereo components. Write North
East Audio, 4147 Wickham Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10466.

FREE 1970 CATALOG. 1001 BARGAINS-SPEAK-
ERS-PARTS-TUBES-HIGH FIDELITY COMPO-
NENTS-RECORD CHANGERS-TAPE RECORD-
ERS-KITS-EVERYTHING IN ELECTRONICS.
WRITE McGEE RADIO COMPANY (SR), 1901 Mc -
GEE STREET, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64108.
SAVE over 331/3 on a pair of one of the world's
best speaker systems shipped direct to you
from factory. Try them in your home for thirty
days. Write: KGLL, Inc., Water St., Lewiston,
Maine 04240.

BACKGROUND MUSIC-SOLID-STATE SCA DE-
CODER DELIVERS SUBCARRIER COMMERCIAL -
FREE MUSIC PIGGYBACKED ON MANY FM
STATIONS. LINE -POWERED ADAPTER SIMPLY
PLUGS INTO ANY FM TUNER. NEW DESIGN
BREAKTHRU GUARANTEES OPTIMUM PER-
FORMANCE, LOWEST PRICE EVER! $35 POST-
PAID. K -LAB, BOX 572, S. NORWALK, CONN.
06856.

DON'T THROW YOUR OLD CARTRIDGE AWAY.
Send $19.95 and any old cartridge. We will ship
PREPAID any one of the following top rated
elliptical diamond stereo cartridges NEW: Shure
M75E, M91E, M92E, M93E, Empire 888E, Picker-
ing V15AME3, XV15 ATE, ADC 660E, 550E. Write
for lowest quotations all stereo components.
Send $1.00 for our discount catalog. DEFA
ELECTRONICS, 2207 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
10024.

BUY DIRECT FROM ENGLAND'S MAIL ORDER
SPECIALISTS! Save Money! Goldring Super 800E
Cartridge $43.20., S.M.E. 3009/11 Tonearm
$60.39., Quad 33/303 Amplifier $235.20., Quad
Electrostatic Speaker $158.40., Decca SC4E Car-
tridge $62.17., Tandberg 64X $300.16., Bowers
Wilkins P2/H Speaker $226.80., Revox A77/1104
Mk II Recorder $360.00., Revox A77/1124 Mk II
Recorder $412.80. Revox A77/1224 Mk II Re-
corder $439.20., Thoren's TD 125 transcription
turntable $132.00., also Leak, Rogers, K.E.F.,
Wharfedale, Transcriptors, Lowther, etc., etc. In-
sured shipping quotes free, or send $1.00 bill
($2.00 airpost) to include illustrated catalogue.
Goodwin Ltd., 7, Broadway, Wood Green, Lon-
don, N.22. Visitors welcome to showrooms.
LOWEST PRICES ON ALL COMPONENTS. RMG
STEREO, 548 W. 114TH, NEW YORK, NEW YORK
10025.

ANTIQUE COMPONENT CABINETRY - Unique
reproductions. Pianos, Harpsichords, desks,
chests, etc. Packet $2.00. Furniture and Sound,
5204 North Lamon Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
60630.

BEAUTIFUL AMPEX Professional Series 352
Stereo Tape Recorder at approximately one
third original price. Also pair Classic Mark II
Speakers one half price. Cade, 2830 Northwest
Twelfth Avenue, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33311.
MIDWEST'S LOWEST COMPONENT PRICES.
Write Box 127; Oak Lawn, Illinois 60454. SHURE
V15.11-$44.00; M91E-$16.50; M75E-$14.00;
M92E-$14.50. PICKERING XV15/750E-$26.50;
XV15/AME-$17.50; V15/AME-3-$15.00; V15/
ATE -3-$10.00; V15/AT-3 -$10.25. Also, SAVE
ON RECORDING TAPE including blank 8 -track.
STYLUS FORCE GAUGE. New precision instru-
ment. Measures 3/4 to 21/2 grams, accuracy 1/50
gram, $7.50 postpaid. Brochure. Almega, Box
223, Caldwell, N.J. 07006.
CABINETRY-Exciting designs. Stock folio $2.00.
Custom prospectus $4 00. Furniture and Sound.
5204 North Lamon Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
60630.

FOR SALE

ELECTRONIC Bargains - Diodes, Transistors,
Tubes, Courses. Free Catalog-Immediate Ship-
ment. Cornell, 4215-H University, San Diego,
Calif. 92105.
FREE ELECTRONICS PARTS FLYER. Large cata-
log $1.00 deposit. BIGELOW ELECTRONICS,
BLUFFTON, OHIO 45817.

JAPAN & HONG KONG DIRECTORY. Electronics,
all merchandise. World trade information. $1.00
today. Ippano Kaisha Ltd., Box 6266, Spokane,
Washington 99207.
PATENTED tonearm design for sale. Servo -con-
trolled strait -line tracking. U.S. inquiries. J.
Jeles, Box 182, Chemainus, B.C., Canada.
FREE Catalog low priced, high performance sub-
miniature listening devices direct from manu-
facturer. Dealers welcome. Emery LT -102, 156
Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010.

SENCORE TEST EQUIPMENT UNBELIEVABLE
PRICES. FREE CATALOG AND PRICE SHEET.
FORDHAM RADIO, 265 EAST 149TH STREET,
BRONX, N.Y. 10451.
LO -VOLT circuit tester. Handiest ever! Free
catalog. Mathco, 4256-2 Minmor, Cincinnati
45217.

ROBERTS 455 Tape Recorder $250, Thorens 124
Series 11, Ortofon 212 Tonearm, Shure V-15 11
Cartridge $160.00. (212) OL 1-0175.
EICO 3070 amplifier. Mint. First offer takes.
1028 George, Sharon, Pa. 16146.

PLANS AND KITS

BUILD Color Organs, Computers, Stereos,
Alarms, Slide -Synchronizers, Catalog. Workshop,
33E Cain, Plainview, New York 11803.

TAPE AND RECORDERS

BEFORE RENTING Stereo Tapes try us. Postpaid
both ways - no deposit - immediate delivery.
Quality - Dependability - Service - Satisfac-
tion-prevail here. If you've been dissatisfied
in the past, your initial order will prove this is
no idle boast. Free catalog. Gold Coast Tape
Library, Box 2262, Palm Village Station, Hia-
leah, Fla. 33012.

TAPEMATES makes available to you ALL 4 -
TRACK STEREO TAPES-ALL LABELS-postpaid
to your door-at tremendous savings. For free
brochure write: TAPEMATES, 5727 W. Jefferson
Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90016.
CASSETTE and 8 -track blanks, language tapes.
dozens of accessories and recorders. Litera-
ture 25g. CASSETTES UNLIMITED, P.O. Box
13119-S, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15243.
SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, lowest prices.
TAPE CENTER, Box 4305, Washington, D.C.
20012.

TAPES . . . blank recording . . . pre-recorded
music. Catalog 100. Tower, Lafayette Hill, Pa.
19444.

STEREO TAPES, save 20, 30% and more, post-
paid anywhere U.S.A. We discount batteries,
recorders, tape/cassettes. 80 page catalog 250.
SAXITONE TAPES, 1776 Columbia Road, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20009.
RENT stereo tapes $1.00 week postpaid-NEW
catalog 250. Tape Library, Box 8126, Washing-
ton, D.C. 20024.
RADIO YESTERYEAR! Over 6,000 of those great
old-time radio shows. ANY program you remem-
ber, drama, band, serials, comedy, etc. Send
$1.00 for our huge catalog (refundable) to
RADIO YESTERYEAR, Box H, Dept. B, Croton -
on -Hudson, N.Y. 10520. Member Better Business
Bureau.
RENT 4 -track open reel tapes-all major labels -
3,000 different-free brochure. Stereo-Parti, 55
St. James Drive., Santa Rosa, California 95401.
OLD Radio Programs on tape. 6 hours for $8.00.
Catalog 500. Don Maris, 824 Owl, Norman,
Okla. 73069.
STEREO TAPE TRANSPORT. Made for leading
manufacturer, two speed, pause control, 7" reel,
automatic tape lifters, with record, playback
and erase heads. No case. Only 300 left. Send
check or M.O. for $17.50 to Stereo Center, 218
Columbia Street, Utica, New York 13502.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES SPORTS ACTION FILMS
BEAT U.S. prices -Save $75-$150 on nationally
advertised tape recorders. We pay duty, freight,
anywhere in U.S.A. U.S. Inquiries. Johnson
Electronics, Box 5811 Sta. A, Toronto, Canada.
ROARING twenties piano roll tape recordings.
Catalog $1.00. Allan Williams, 147-52 232nd
St., Jamaica, New York 11413.
OLD BROADWAY SHOWS, movie soundtracks,
many personalities, available on quality tape.
Send your want -list. Eichler Associates, 16 West
16 St., New York, N.Y. 10011.

RECORDS

HARD to find collectors LPs and prerecorded
tapes, like new. Lists 500. Records, Hillburn,
New York 10931.
PROTECT YOUR LPs: Heavy poly sleeves for
jackets 50; poly lined paper sleeves 100; round
bottom inner sleeves 31/20; white record jackets
200. Min order $5.00. Record Supplies, Hillburn,
New York 10931.
UNBELIEVABLE Classical rarities. Catalogue
FREE! M.I.T.M. 271 Autumn Avenue, Brooklyn,
N.Y. 11208.
CASH for your unwanted LP's, prerecorded tapes
and cassettes. Reder, 81 Forshay Road, Monsey,
New York 10952.
FREE 40 PAGE CATALOG offers hundreds of re-
cordings of rare Renaissance, Baroque and
Classical music. Some records priced as low as
$1.00 each! All late recordings in Stereo only.
MHS RECORDS, Box 932 -HS, New York, New
York 10023.
"HARD To Get" records --all speeds. Record
Exchange, 842 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10019.
POPULAR organ albums factory direct. Concert
Recording, Lynwood, Calif. 90262.
SPECIAL INTEREST RECORDS AVAILABLE, PRO-
DUCED BY THE EDITORS OF THE WORLD'S
LEADING SPECIAL INTEREST MAGAZINES.
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG. RECORD CATALOG-
HF, ZIFF-DAVIS PUBLISHING COMPANY, ONE
PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016.
EMPTY RECORD COVERS. Replace damaged
covers with new, pure white covers. Plastic lined
inner sleeves, 78 covers. CABCO 121, 89 East
Woodruff, Columbus, Ohio 43201.
"VIBRA-DREAM CURRENTS", stereo album
featuring John Case freely improvising solo
vibraharp music $6.00. Also, "PIANO MUSIC",
stereo album $4.00. 2300 Lincoln, Fort Worth,
Texas 76106.
COLLECTORS JOURNAL -valuable data, record
mart. Six issues -$1.50. RECORD RESEARCH,
65 Grand Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11205.
RARE, Classical Vocal LP's. Free list. D. Jorge,
Box 1012, New York City 10001.

TUBES

RECEIVING & INDUSTRIAL TUBES, TRANSIS-
TORS, All Brands -Biggest Discounts. Techni-
cians, Hobbyists, Experimenters -Request FREE
Giant Catalog and SAVE! ZALYTRON, 469 Jeri-
cho Turnpike, Mineola, N.Y. 11501.

REPAIRS AND SERVICES

CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE. Tape and disc.
Stereo and mono. Live and copies. Editing.
Masters and pressings. High quality at reason-
able rates. Joseph Giovanelli, Audio -Tech Lab-
oratories, 2819 Newkirk Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.
11226. IN 9-7134.
HI-FI Problems solved by "The Hi-Fi Doctor" on
the spot. Audio, Acoustic, Radio Engineer, Pro-
fessional visits, day, evening. New York area.
William Bohn, Plaza 7-8569.

WANTED

QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold. Ores Ana-
lyzed. Free Circular. Mercury Terminal, Nor-
wood, Mass. 02062.
RESPECTABLE widow, daughter wish buy, lease
cottage. Consider service domestic companion
exchange. McCarter, 5201 Vanderhill, Torrance,
California 90505.

MAGAZINES

BACK DATE MAGAZINES! Send needs. Midtown,
Box 917 -HS, Maywood, N.J. 07607.

FEBRUARY 1970

I MADE $40,000.00 Year by mailorder! Helped
others make money! Start with $10.00 - Free
Proof. Torrey, Box 318-N, Ypsilanti, Michigan
48197.

FREE BOOK "999 Successful Little -Known Busi-
nesses." Work home! Plymouth 445-T, Brooklyn,
New York 11218.
$9/1000 MAtLORDER CATALOGS! Prepare your
own catalog, easily . . . including hundreds
'Drop Ship' products. Free Catalog! ()hie, 5711-
MYB 14th, Brooklyn, New York 11219.

INSTRUCTION

LEARN Electronics Organ Servicing at home. All
makes, including transistors. Experimental kit -
trouble -shooting. Accredited NHSC, Free Book-
let. Niles Bryant School, 3631 Stockton, Dept. A,
Sacramento, Calif. 95820.
R.E.I.'s famous (5) week course for the First
Class Radio Telephone License is the shortest,
most effective course in the nation. Over 98%
of R.E.I. graduates pass F.C.C. exams for 1st
class license. Total tuition $360.00. Job Place-
ment free. Write for brochure Radio Engineering
Incorporated Schools, 1336 Main Street, Sara-
sota, Florida 33577 -or 3123 Gilham Road,
Kansas City, Missouri 64109 -or 809 Caroline
Street, Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401 -or 625 E.
Colorado Street, Glendale, California 91205.
DEGREE in Electronics Engineering earned
mostly by correspondence. Free Brochure. Dept.
G-9, Grantham School of Engineering, 1505 N.
Western Ave., Hollywood, California 90027.
F.C.C. License training by correspondence. G.I.
Bill approved. Money -Back Warranty. Free bro-
chure. Write: Dept. Z-9, Pathfinder School of
Electronics, 1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood,
Calif. 90027.

PRINTING

FREE LITERATURE: ADDRESS LABELS, BUSI-
NESS CARDS, PRINTING, RUBBER STAMPS.
JORDAN'S, 552 WEST O'CONNOR, LIMA, OHIO
45801.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

FOREIGN and USA job opportunities available
now. Construction, all trades. Earnings to
$3,000.00 monthly. Paid overtime, travel, bo-
nuses. Write: Universal Employment, Wood-
bridge, Conn. 06525.

PERSONALS

BECOME A COLLECTOR -250 catalog earns 500
discount on first film. SPORTLITE FILMS, Dept.
SR, 20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois
60606.

PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM,
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES

SCIENCE Bargains -Request Free Giant Catalog
"CJ" -1t-8 pages -Astronomical Telescopes, Mi-
croscopes, Lenses, Binoculars, Kits, Parts, War
surplus bargains. Edmund Scientific Co., 300
Edscorp Bldg., Barrington, New Jersey 08007.

HYPNOTISM

FREE Hypnotism, Self -Hypnosis, Sleep Learning
Catalog! Drawer H400, Ruidoso, New Mexico
88345.

HYPNOTIC Sleep Learning recordings produce
fabulous results. Details free. ASR Foundation,
Box 7021 eg Henry Clay Station, Lexington, Ky.
40502.

AMAZING self-hypnosis record releases fantastic
mental power. Instant results! Facts free. Write:
Forum CAA1), 333 North Michigan Avenue, Chi-
cago 60601.

MOVIE FILMS

16mm SOUND Features, Shorts, New. Used for
Sale. Free Catalog. National Cinema, 333 W. 57
St., N.Y., N.Y. 10019.

EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP, Hypnotize! Strange
catalog free. Autosuggestion, Box 24-ZD,
Olympia, Washington 98501.

TREASURE FINDERS

TREASUREPROBES patented transistorized de-
tector signals "dig" by earphone "beeping." 5"
search lead, PC boards, two colpitt oscillators
improve stability. Kit $13.95, assembled
$18.88, with speaker $24.88. 60 day guarantee.
Send for Free Bibliography, "Treasure Maps and
Books of U.S." Treasurehouse, SJ20, Tennent,
N.J. 07763.

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through interns- GOVERNMENT SURPLUStional correspondence. Illustrated brochure free.
Hermes, Berlin 11, Germany.

RUBBER STAMPS

RUBBER ADDRESS STAMP $2.00. SIGNATURE
$3.50. FREE CATALOG. JACKSON, BOX 443-G,
FRANKLIN PARK, ILL 60131.

STAMPS

RUSSIA HIGH -VALUE COLLECTION. 32 different
Russia -some over 50 years old! Commemo-
ratives, Czarist Issues, Airmails. Catalog price
$2.50. Special Get -acquainted Offer -all for only
100 H. E. Harris, Dept. GG-54, Boston, Mass.
02117.

115 WORLDWIDE 100 with approvals. The La-
Dows, 631 N. W. 71st Ave., Hollywood, Fla.
33024.

WOW! 110 ALL DIFFERENT GERMANY 100 Corn-
memoratives, Airmails, High Values, Big Cata-
log, bargain lists. Also, fine stamps from our
approval service, which you may return without
purchases and cancel service at any time.
Jamestown Stamp, Dept. A20EG, Jamestown,
N.Y. 14701.

FREE! BIG BARGAIN CATALOG -NEW EDITION
listing thousands of bargains including U.S. &
B.N.A. stamps, packets, albums, accessories and
supplies. Also, fine stamps from our approval
service which you may return without purchases
and cancel service at any time. Jamestown
Stamp, Dept. E20EG, Jamestown, N. Y. 14701.

JEEPS Typically From $53.90. . . Trucks From
$78.40 . . Boats, Typewriters, Airplanes, Multi -
meters, Oscilloscopes, Transceivers, Electronics
Equipment. Wide Variety, Condition, 100,000 Bid
Bargains Direct From Government Nationwide.
Complete Sales Directory and Surplus Catalog
$1.00 (Deductible First $10.00 Order). Surplus
Service, Box 820-L, Holland, Michigan 49423.

MISCELLANEOUS

WINEMAKERS. Free illustrated catalog of yeasts,
equipment. Semplex, Box 12276, Minneapolis,
Minn. 55412.

AS YOU SCAN THESE COLUMNS, more than
300,000 monthly buyers of STEREO REVIEW
Magazine are doing the same. These readers
share with each other the satisfaction derived
from active involvement in the enjoyment of
recorded music. STEREO REVIEW readers look
to the pages of the CLASSIFIED each month for
prime sources of products and services of in-
terest to them -Components, Accessories, Tape,
Records, Special Services -everything they need
to make their favorite special interest even more
enjoyable. Are they buying from you? They will,
you know, if your classified advertising appears
regularly in these columns. To appear in the
next available issue, April, on sale March 19th.
forward copy and payment before February 1st
closing deadline to: Hal Cymes, Classified Ad-
vertising Manager, STEREO REVIEW, One Park
Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016.
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STEREO REVIEW ADVERTISERS' INDEX

READER SERVICE NO. ADVERTISER PAGE

59 ABC Records Corp. 8

1 Acoustic Research, Inc. 32

18 Acoustron Corp. 44, 45
2 Altec Lansing, Division of LTV Ling Altec, Inc. 59

5 Ampex Corporation, Magnetic Tape Division . 41

3 Angel Records 105

Arkay Electronics 129

Audio Unlimited, Inc. 123

4 Aztec Sound Corp. 5

6 BASF Systems Inc. 6

7 BSR (USA) Ltd., McDonald Division 50

8 Benjamin Electronic Sound Corp. 29

9 Bose Corporation 113

101 British Industries-Wharfdale . 30, 31

10 Carston Studios 124

Columbia Records 91

11 Concord Electronics Corp. . 46, 47

12 Defa Electronics Corp. . 118
61 Deutsche Grammophon (DGG) 103
13 Downtown Audio 122
14 Dressner 122

56 Dual 15
15 Dynaco, Inc. 17, 117
19 Electro-Voice, Inc. 4th Cover
17 Elpa Marketing Industries, Perpetuum-Ebner Div. 12

21 Empire Scientific Corporation 26, 49
18 Erath, L.W. 44, 45

20 Finney Company, The
26 Fisher Radio Company
22 Frazier, Inc.

23 Harmon-Kardon, Inc. ..

24 Heath Company
25 Hi -Fidelity Center
27 Honeywell Photographic Products

28 JVC America, Inc.

29 Kenwood Electronics. Inc.
30 King Karol Records

48
2nd Cover, 1, 101

125

18, 19
54, 55, 56, 57

123

43

Classified Advertising

39

52

READER SERVICE NO. ADVERTISER PAGE

31 Lafayette Radio Electronics 51
32 London Records 100

Marantz, Inc. 36, 37
36 Matsushita Electric Corp. of America 2

33 Mercury Records 50
34 McIntosh Laboratory. Inc. .. 121

35 Olson Electronics 124

36 Panasonic 2

33 Philips Records 50
41 Pickering & Company, Inc. 3rd Cover
48 Pioneer Electronics Corp. ... 23

62 RCA Victor Records
37 Rabsons-57th Street, Inc.

38 Radio Shack Corp.
39 Rectilinear Research Corp.
40 Revox Corporation
42 Roberts

43 Sansui Electric Co., Inc.
44 Schober Organ Co.

100 Scott Inc.. H.H.
Seagrams Distillers Company

45 Sharpe/Scintrex, Inc.
46 Shure Brothers, Inc.
47 Sony Corporation of America
49 Sony Corp. of America (Radio, TV Div.)

Sony/Superscope, Inc.
50 Sound Reproduction, Inc.
58 Stanton Magnetics, Inc.
51 Stereo Corp. of America
52 Stereo-Parti

54 Tandberg of America, Inc.
55 Teac Corporation ..

56 United Audio Products, Inc.
60 University Sound

57 Vanguard Records

12 59 Westminster Records

130. 131

88
120

7

99

22

21

94, 95
100

10, 11
42

119

114
97

93
24, 25. 28, 126

120
107
121

129

9

35

15

109

96

8

STEREO REVIEW PRODUCT INDEX
As an additional reader service, we list below, by classifications, the products advertised in
this issue. If there is a specific product you are shopping for, look for its listing and
turn to the pages indicated for the advertisements of manufacturers supplying that equipment.

CLASSIFICATION PAGE NUMBERS CLASSIFICATION

Amplifiers and Preamplifiers

Cameras

Cartridges .

Catalogs

Headphones

Liquors

Modular Music Systems (Compacts)

Organs

Portable Phonographs

36.37, 93, 117

43

29. 49, 93, 107, 114

7, 121

119

40

93

100

97

Receivers, Stereo

Records

Record and Tape Clubs

Speakers and Speaker Systems

Tape, Recording

Tape Recorders and Decks

Tuners, FM

PAGE NUMBERS

2nd Cover, 1, 2. 10-11, 23, 39, 51,
52, 54-57, 94-95, 3rd Cover

8. 50. 88. 91, 96, 100, 103, 105, 126

5

17, 18-19, 26, 30-31, 32, 44-45.
59, 93, 99, 101, 111, 113, 125

6, 28, 41

9, 21, 22, 24-25, 35, 46-47

36-37, 93

Turntables and Changers 12, 15, 29, 50, 93
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A new cmcept 100% MUSIC POWER®
I I

LOST MUSIC POWER-

USEFUL MUSIC POWER

0000 zaa

CARTRIDGE "C"
at 25% Music Power

75,

50,

25.
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USEFUL MUSIC POWER
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FREQUENCY Hz

25%

50,

CARTRIDGE "B"
at 50% Music Power

POWER

25,

USEFUL MUSIC POWER

'100 100 400 600 1.000 2000 5 OW 10000 26CCO
FREQUENCY Hz

100

CARTRIDGE "A"
at 75% Music Power

75%

60,

15

USEFUL MUSIC POWE

0100 .,C0 400 600 1.000 2000 000 16000 20000
FRE QuENCY

XV-15
at 100% Music Power

10 40 80 100 200 400 800 1 000 2000 4,000 10100 20000
FREQUENCY 00

. a serious loss of defini-
tion occurs: because car-
tridge "C" has completely
lost 75% of the Music
Power at the higher fre-
quencies.

MEM
I. VIOLIN

SOPRANO CLARINET

TRUMPET

SNARE DRUM

1111
20 40 80 100 100 400 0% ow 2000 4 COO 10100 24004

FREQUENCY HI

.. in this case you lose
definition of tone and instru-
ments: because cartridge
"B" loses as much as 50%
at higher frequencies.

MEMO
.1.121281.1

SOPRANO CLARINET

SNARE DRUM

I I II
40 80 100 200 400 200I0%20%4,000 10000 20000

FREQUENCY HI

. the instruments seem a
little faded in the upper fre-
quencies: because cartridge
"A" attenuates higher fre-
quencies as much as 25%.

IMENEM
=MEM.

SOPRANO CLARINET

SNARE DRUM

20 40 80 100 200 400 8001000 2000 4.000 10100 20000
FREQUENCY HI

.. the instruments, all of
them, are distinct and clear
throughout the entire funda-
mental frequency range.

With the Pickering XV-15 Cartridge You Get
100% Music Power-You Hear It All!

Only Pickering's XV-15 series of cartridges features 100%
Music Power. With the Pickering, a harp sounds like a harp,

a trumpet has the biting sound that you expect from a brass
instrument, the flute has a rich romantic tone, the orchestra

is the full-throated instrument the composer called for.
So choose Pickering - and make the enjoyment of 100% Music

Power a part of your life.

PICKERING

For those who can /HEAR/ the difference
THE NEW PICKERING XV-15/ 750E. PREMIER MODEL OF THE XV-15 SERIES. TRACKS AT 1/2 TO 1 GRAM.
OF 750 FOR USE IN FINEST TONEARMS. $60.00. OTHER XV-115 CARTRIDGES FROM $29.95. PICKERING & CO., PLAINVIEW, 1.1., N.Y.
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baievp-oiscircuitrnp h o no
preamp module plugs in.

Conservatively rated
power supply module for

stable performance
plugs in.

Wide separation
stereo multiplex module

with automatic
stereo switching

plugs in.

Complete, accurate stereo
control center module plugs in.

Exclusive E -V "mother" board replaces
hand wiring and hand soldering of

most signal circuits with uniform, precise,
etched circuit. Pre -tested modules
simply plug in. Insures laboratory

standard performance. Simplifies and
speeds maintenance if needed,

AM tuner module
(AM models) plugs in.

All -silicon transistor
stereo power amplifier

module plugs in.
Choice of 50 or 105 watts

IHF (43 or 51 watts
continuous sine wave).

Sensitive, low
distortion Field Effe.

Transistor (FET)
tuner and selective

full bandwidth
Integrated Circuit

(IC) IF module
plugs in.

Electro-Voice invents
JUN 2 3 the wireless!

a
AM 70 90

110
130 ISO 160

Model E -V 1282 shown with CWR1 walnut case, $22.00 extra

E -V 1181 65 watt stereo FM modular receiver - $210.00
E -V 1182 65 watt AM/stereo FM modular receiver - $233.00

E -V 1281 130 watt stereo FM modular receiver - $255.00
E -V 1282 130 watt AM/stereo FM modular receiver - $277.00

All power ratings are music power ± 1 db. (65 watt units equal
50 watts IHF power. 130 watt units equal 105 watts IHF power.)

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept 204F, 616 Cecil St., Buchanan, Michigan 49107 giere.SICZ
A SUBSIDIARY OF GULTON INDUSTRIES, INC,

CIRCLE NO. 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD


